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## THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

### ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>ARCHITECTURAL RECORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axon</td>
<td>axonometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>BUILDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biblio</td>
<td>bibliography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bldg</td>
<td>building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>CUSTOM BUILDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont'd</td>
<td>continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost anal.</td>
<td>cost analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>det</td>
<td>detail, details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dia</td>
<td>diagram, diagrams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elev</td>
<td>elevation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext</td>
<td>exterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>INTERIOR DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ill</td>
<td>illustration, illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>INTERIORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>interiors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iso</td>
<td>isometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAE</td>
<td>JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>photo of model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>page, pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pers</td>
<td>perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ph</td>
<td>photo, photos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>plan, plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec</td>
<td>section, sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel. det.</td>
<td>selected detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppl</td>
<td>Supplemental Issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univ</td>
<td>university</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ACOUSTICS

**Acoustical Wall Divides Movie Theater; New York, New York; Details: Abraham Geller; ph. sec. det.; p.52; Aug 89; INT**

**Acoustics ABC's; by Parker W. Hirtle; dia.; p.123; June 89; PA**

**Alaska Center for the Performing Arts; Alaska, Anchorage; Acoustics Analysis; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and Livingston & Slone; ph. pl. sec.; p.95-110; Apr 89; AR**

**Church; Presbytery; California, San Francisco; Acoustical Qualities; Bahr, Vermeer & Haecker; ph. pl. det.; p.30; Apr 89; INT**

**Comfortable Interior Acoustical Environments; Blocking Noise; by Carl J. Rosenberg; det. biblio. charts; p.78-81; Mar 89; A**

**Concert Hall, McDermott; Texas, Dallas; Acoustic Decisions; I. M. Pei; ph. axon.; p.32; Dec 89; INT**

**Concert Hall; Alaska, Anchorage; Acoustic Consideration; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. sec.; p.70; Sept 89; INT**

**Controlling Sound Reflections; by Peter D'Antonio; ill. chart; p.109-112; June 89; A**

**Moscone Convention Center, Addition; California, San Francisco; Acoustic Concerns; Gensler Associates and DMJM; ph. det.; p.60; May 89; INT**

### ACOUSTICS (Cont'd)

**New York, New York; Acoustic Shell for Winter Garden, Tension Structure; FTL; ph. sec. elev.; p.254-257; May 89; INT**

**Performing Arts Center, Orange County; California, Costa Mesa; Acoustic Control Elements; Caudill, Rowllett & Scott and Blue Rock Partnership; ph. pl.; p.58; Feb 89; INT**

### AIR CONDITIONING

**Circumventing Chlorofluorocarbons in Building; by Barbara Golter Heller; dia.; p.125-126; Mar 89; A**

**Electronic Systems; Video/Data Systems; Wiring for Computers; HVAC Controls; Lighting Controls; Integrated Systems; ph. pl. sec. det. ill.; p.98-101; May 89; PA**

**Energy's Impact on HVAC; by William J. Coad; p.96; Feb 89; PA**

**Personalized Office Systems; Individual Control of Lighting, Air; ph.; p.250-251; May 89; ID**

**Thermal Comfort in Offices; Study; p.44; Mar 89; A**

**Thermal Environments and Comfort in Office Buildings; Jury Comments; Gail E. Schiller and Edward A. Arens; det. dia.; p.121; Jan 89; PA**

See ENERGY, HEATING, VENTILATION also
AIRPORT

Air Terminal: Pennsylvania, Middletown; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; ph. axon. elev.; p.138-139: June 89: AR

Airport Landscaping: California. Los Angeles: Fong Associates; ph. ill. elev.; p.74-78: May 89: LA

Airport Planning: Opportunities for Landscape Architects: Armen Der Hohannesian; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p.90-91: June 89: LA

Airport Terminals: Building Type Study; ph.;

Landscape Plan; Robert...

California, Orange County: John Wayne Airport; Renzo

Illinois, Chicago;

Massachusetts, Boston: Art in Terminal, O'Brien & Atkins; Leo

North Carolina, Morrisville; ph pi.; p.80-81: May 89; LA

Anchorage; Concert Hall; Acoustic Considera-

San Francisco; Interiors by SGS; Leo

Mexico, Mexico City; Apartment, TEN; ph.; p.178: Sept 89; INT

Missouri, Kansas City; Penthouse Apartment; Frank Lupo

New York, New York; Apartment, Barara

New York, New York; Bierly & Drake; ph. pl.; p.222-225: Jan 89: ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Billy W. Francis; ph. pl.; p.166-169: July 89: ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Bromley & Jacobsen; ph.; p.224-231: Sept 89: ID

New York, New York; Apartment; David Hannaford Mitchell, by Lynn Nesmith; ph.; p.62-63: June 89: A

New York, New York; Apartment; Frank Lupo and Daniel Rowen; ph.; p.118-123: June 89; AR

New York, New York; Apartment; John Saladino; ph.; p.146-151: Dec 89: ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Pasanella & Klein; ph. pl.; p.82-87; Sept 89: PA

New York, New York; Apartment; Thom DeLigter and Paul A. Knaptob; ph.; p.236-239: Sept 89: ID

New York, New York; Designer's Apartment; Lembo & Bohn; ph.; p.252-257: May 89; ID

New York, New York; Designer's Apartment; Neville Lewis; ph.; p.266-269: June 89; ID

New York, New York; Duplex Apartment; Agrest & Gandelsonas; ph. pl. axon.; p.50-57; Mid-Sept 89: AR

New York, New York; Loft Apartment; Paul Haigh; ph. pl. axon.; p.254-257; Mar 89; ID

New York, New York; Penthouse Apartment; Shelton & Mindell; ph. pl.; p.156-159; July 89; ID
APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

New York, New York; Two Apartment Interiors Revealed: Fine Architectural Woodworking; Bentley, LaRosa & Salasky; ph. pl. sec. det. axon.; p.108-113; Aug 89; AR
New York, North Castle; Stables, Lodge and Turret Apartment; Beyer, Blind & Belle; ph. pl. sec.; p.120-123; July 89; AR
Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Penthouse Apartment; James McClintock; ph.: p.164; Oct 89; B8

LOW RISE
California, San Francisco; Narrow Lot; Hood & Milier; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Dec 89; B
California, Santa Clara; Park Central; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.173; Oct 89; B
District of Columbia, Washington; Single-Room Occupancy Low Income Housing Remodeled From Apartment Building; Turner Associates; by Bill Black; ph. elev.; p.43; Feb 89; AR
Florida, Tampa; Waterfront: Office for Architecture and Design; ph.; p.54-57, Oct 89; A
Massachusetts, Boston; Low Cost: City Design Collaborative; pl. ill.; p.112; Oct 89; B
Massachusetts, Boston; Remodeled Church; Fire Station; Structure; Notter, Finegold & Alexander and Biolasky & Manders; by June Fiechtner; et al.; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Dec 89; B
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Historic House Divided into Two Apartments; Ivan Bereznicki; ph.; p.89; Dec 89; B
Massachusetts, Ocean Edge; Endicott Village; Accessory Rental Unit in Townhouse; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Feb 89; B
Mixed-Use Building With Eight Duplexes; Florida, Seaside; Town Center; Retail; Offices and Apartments; Steven Holt; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.59-65; Aug 89; PA
Rhode Island, North Providence; St. James Point; Kaulman & Meeks; ph. pl.; p.70-71; Aug 89; B
Rhode Island, Providence; Courtyard Mews; Accessory Rental Unit in Townhouse; Newport Collaborative; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Feb 89; B
West Germany, Berlin; IBA Project; Bangert, Jansen, Scholz & Schultes; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-85; July 89; AR
West Germany, Berlin; IBA Project; Paolo Portoghesi; ph. pl.; p.82-85; July 89; AR
West Germany, Berlin; IBA Project; Poly, Steinbach & Weber; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-85; July 89; AR
West Germany, Berlin; IBA Tegel Harbor Development; Tigerman & Mc Curry; ph. pl.; p.82-88; July 89; AR
West Germany, Berlin; IBA Tegel Harbor Development; John Hejduk; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-87, 90-91; July 89; AR
West Germany, Berlin; IBA Tegel Harbor Development; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-87, 89; July 89; AR
West Germany, Tubingen; Kindergarten School; Apartments, Underground Garage; Arno Lederer and Jorunn Ragnarsdottir; ph. pl.; p.64-85; Sept 89; A

APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

MIDDLE RISE
Japan, Fukuoka; Tigerman & Mc Curry; is0. pl.; p.35; Mar 89; AR
Multi-Use Project; Apartment, Offices, Retail; Massachusetts, Boston; Rowes Wharf; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. p.176; Oct 89; B
Netherlands, The Hague; Eisenman Architects, m. pl. sec. axon.; p.99-100; Oct 89; PA
West Germany, Berlin; Tower with Duplexes, and Low Rise Blocks; John Hejduk; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-95; July 89; AR
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ELDERLY HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, TOWNHOUSE, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP)

Rent Control Studies; ph.; p.175; Jan 89; B

LOW RISE
Arizona, Phoenix; Paradise Lakes; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.67; Aug 89; B
California, Santa Barbara; Rancho Francisco; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.97; Nov 89; B
Florida, Naples; Tropics; Architects Studio; ph. pl.; p.97; Nov 89; B
Florida, Ponte Vedra Beach; Old Ponte Vedra Beach; Architects Studio; ph. pl. p.72-73; Aug 89; B
Massachusetts, Worcester; The Landing; Claude Miquel; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Aug 89; B
Oregon, Beaverton; Sterling Pointe; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.174; Oct 89; B
Resort Condominium; West Indies; Montserrat, Alliouagana; Landscape by Mitchell Associates; Barry Sugarman; ill. pl.; p.76-77, Mar 89; LA
Virginia, Chariottesville; Queen Charlotte Square; Daggett & Grigg; ph. pl.; p.64-66; Aug 89; B
Virginia, Midlothian; Buckingham Station; David Furman; ph. pl.; p.140-143; Oct 89; B
West Germany, Berlin; Lakeside Suburb, Tegel Harbor, IBA Development; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-91, 125; July 89; AR
See APARTMENT BUILDING also

ARBORETUM
See GARDEN, BOTANICAL GARDEN, RECREATION

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER

ARC AVENUE
Residence; Estates; Boynton Beach, Florida; ph. pl.; p.91; Sept 89; B
ARCHITECTS COLLABORATIVE

APARTMENT, OFFICES, RETAIL; HERITAGE ON THE GARDEN; BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS; PH. PL.; P.122-127; AUG 89; INT

ARCHITECTS DESIGN GROUP

RESIDENCE; VIRGINIA RUN; CENTREVILLE, VIRGINIA; PH. PL.; P.130; OCT 89; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ARCHITECTS GROUP

Residence; Signet Series; Rancho, California; ph. pl.; p.84; June 89; B

ARCHITECTS PLUS

Media Room, Residence; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.108; Oct 89; B

ARCHITECTS STUDIO

Apartment Development; Old Ponte Vedra Beach; Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Aug 89; B
Apartment Development; Tropics; Naples, Florida; ph. pl.; p.97; Nov 89; B
Recreation Center; Edgewater, Florida; ph. pl.; p.178; Oct 89; B
Residence; Prestancia; Sarasota, Florida; ph. pl.; p.120; Oct 89; B

ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM SERVICES/PETER SNELL

Residence; Schindler House, 1922, Restored; Original by R. M. Schindler; West Hollywood, California; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Apr 89; PA

ARCHITECTURE BUREAU

Neighborhood Theater; London, Stepney Green, England; ph. axon. sec.; p.82-83; Sept 89; A

ARCHITECTURE PLUS

Residence; Biltmore Hillside; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl. sec.; p.154-155; July 89; B

ARCHITEKNICS

Townhouse; Cachet at Elan; Miami, Florida; ph. pl. sec.; p.70; Aug 89; B

ARKO, ROBERT

Seating Designs; ph. p.170; Sept 89; INT

ARMANI, GIORGIO and GIANCARLO ORTELLI and JACK TRAVIS

Clothing Store; Emporio Armani; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.264-267; Sept 89; ID

ARNODIN

Pedestrian Bridge and French Design; Pont Transbordeur, 1905; Marseilles, France; by Peter Blake; ph. p.222-223+; July 89; ID

ARNOLDI, CHARLES and SOLBERG & LOWE

Restaurant; DC3, at Airport; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl.; p.86-91; Mar 89; PA

ARQUITECTONICA INTERNATIONAL

Banco de Credito Headquarters; Lima, Peru; ph. pl.; p.292-297; May 89; INT
Bank; Banco de Credito Headquarters; Lima, Peru; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.90-99; Feb 89; AR
Residence; Cook County; Illinois; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Mid-Apr 89; AR
Residence; Glencoe, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.72-77; Mid-Apr 89; AR

ARQUITECTONICA and MILTON PATE

Shopping Center; Rio; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.88-91; Aug 89; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ARQUITECTONICA and WARD & HALL

Center for Innovative Technology; Herndon, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.92-97; Aug 89; PA

ARRIBAS, ALFREDO

Night Club; Velvet Bar; Barcelona, Spain; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.120-125; Sept 89; PA

ASMUSSEN, ERIK

Hospital; Rudolph Steiner Seminary; Anthroposophical Theory; Jarna, Sweden; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Dec 89; INT

AULENTI, GAE

Women's Clothing Store; Adrienne Vittadini; Beverly Hills, California; ph. p.270-273; Feb 89; ID

AUSTIN, HANSEN & FEHLMAN

Clinic; Tilt-Up Concrete Slab Details; Carmel Mountain Ranch, California; ph. det. elev. axon.; p.110-111; Sept 89; AR

AYER ASSOCIATES

Museum of the Moving Image; London, England; ph. pl. sec.; p.110-115; May 89; A

AYERS, SAINT & GROSS

Rowing Club Boat House; Baltimore, Maryland; ph. pl. axon.; p.72-73; Feb 89; A

BOOR/A

Pacific Institute of Natural Sciences; Southern Oregon State College; Ashland, Oregon; elev. pl.; p.34; Apr 89; PA

BACKEN, ARRIGNO & ROSS

Townhouse; Mandonay Lane; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.172; Oct 89; B

BACLE, NETTIE and MASAO YAMADA

Retreat House, Japanese Style; Northern, Florida; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Aug 89; A

BAEZA, ALBERTO CAMPO

Public School; Addition; Madrid, Spain; ph. axon.; p.102-103; July 89; INT

BAHR, VERMEER & HAECKER

Church; Presbyterian; Acoustical Qualities; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. det.; p.30; Apr 89; INT

BALLINGER

State Prison; Frackville, Pennsylvania; pl. ill.; p.66; Aug 89; PA

BANGERT, JANSSEN, SCHOLZ & SCHULTES

Apartment Building; Low Rise; IBA Project; Berlin, West Germany; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-85; July 89; AR

BANTA & COLLINS

Beach House; Stinson Beach, California; ph. sec. elev.; p.86-88; Oct 89; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BANTA & COLLINS (Cont'd)
Office Building; Low Rise: Renovated Factory, Hollis Street Project; Emeryville, California; ph. pl.: p.89-91; Oct 89: A

BARCLAY ASSOCIATES
Residence; West Linn, Oregon; ph.: p.32-33; Jan 89; CB

BARKER, RINKER & SEACAT
City Park Recreation Center; Westminster, Colorado; ph. pl.: p.104-107; Nov 89: AR
Recreation Center; Commerce City, Colorado; ph. pl.: p.100-103; Nov 89: AR

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE and PETER ROTHSCILD
Sculpture Garden, Walker Art Center; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Jean E. Feinberg; ph. pl.: p.68-73; Apr 89; LA

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE
Arts and Crafts School; Haystack Mountain School, Twenty-Five Years Old; Deer Isle, Maine; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl. elev.; p.60-63; Feb 89; A
Federal Judiciary Building; Competition, Winner and Others; Washington, District of Columbia; m. ill.; p.40; Mar 89; A

IBM Garden Plaza; Landscape by Zion & Breen; New York, New York; by Sarah Rossbach; ph. pl.: p.70-71; Sept 89; LA
Sculpture Garden; Walker Art Center; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Barbara Koerble; ph. pl. ill.; p.64-67; Feb 89; A
Sculpture Gardens; Regis Gardens; Architecture by Edward Larrabee Barnes; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Barbara Stauffacher Solomon and Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph. pl.: p.63; Nov 89; LA

BARRAGAN, LUIS
Obituary, Luis Barragan, 1902-1988; Legorreta Remembers; ph. p.23; Feb 89; PA
Obituary; p.26; Jan 89; A

BARTLETT, ERIC
Furniture Showroom, KI; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.: p.286-287; June 89; ID

BARTLETT, THOMAS
Residence; Interiors by Thomas Bartlett; Yountville, California; Andrew Bately; ph. pl.: p.260-263; Apr 89; ID

BASKERVILLE and SON
Firm Profile; ph.: p.82-83; Dec 89; A

BASSENIAN & LAGONI (Cont'd)
Residence; The Villas and Two Other Adult Developments, Mission Viejo, California; ph. pl.: p.90-91; Nov 89; B

BATELY, ANDREW
Residence; Interiors by Thomas Bartlett; Yountville, California; ph. pl.: p.260-263; Apr 89; ID

BAUSMAN & GILL
Interiors; Advertising, Design Offices; New York, New York; ph.: p.240-241; May 89; ID
Interiors; Public Relations Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl. iso.; p.246-249; May 89; ID
Interiors; Shopping Center Management Offices; Harrison, New York; ph. pl.: p.138; 148-149; May 89; AR
Optometry Store; Optometric Arts; New York, New York; ph. pl. iso.; p.242-245; May 89; ID

BEATTY, HERB
Residence; Radiant Barrier System Against Sun Heat; Fort Myers, Florida; ph. sec. det.; p.97; Feb 89; PA

BECKLEY, MYERS & FLAD
Downtown Park; Bellevue, Washington; ph. pl.; p.28; Feb 89; PA

BECKSON DESIGN
Furniture Showroom, Brayton; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.124-125; Aug 89; INT

BEERS, JEFFREY G.
Restaurant; Symphony Cafe; New York, New York; ph.: p.248-251; Sept 89; ID

BEHNISCH PARTNERS
Library; Catholic University, Eichstatt, West Germany; ph. pl.; p.72-74; Sept 89; A
Recent Architecture; —, West Germany; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Sept 89; A
Research Facility; Solar Hydrogen Research, University of Stuttgart; Stuttgart, West Germany; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Sept 89; A
School Complex; Lorch, West Germany; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Sept 89; A

BELL, MICHAEL and ANTONIO LAO
Work of Young Designers; m. elev.; p.174; Sept 89; INT

BELLUSCHI, PIETRO
Office Building; Middle Rise: Lobby Renovation, Commonwealth Building, 1948, Original by Pietro Belluschi; Portland, Oregon; Soderstrom Architects; ph. pl.; p.90-93; Apr 89; PA

BELSCHNER, ANDREW and JOSEPH VINCENT
Leather Showroom, Lackawanna; Revolving Display System; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.28; Dec 89; INT
Leather Showroom, Lackawanna; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.132-135; Dec 89; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BENE, B. CHRISTOPHER
Women's Clothing Store, Maxima; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. det.; p.110-112; Sept 89; PA

BENTLEY, LAROSA & SALASKY
Apartment Building; Two Apartment Interiors; Reveal Fine Architectural Woodworking; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec. det. axon.; p.108-113; Aug 89; AR

BENTZ, FREDERICK and MILO THOMPSON and ROBERT RIE TOW
Park Band Shell; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl. axon.; p.92-93; Nov 89; AR

BENTZ, FREDERICK and MILO THOMPSON
Band Shell; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. iso.; p.74; Feb 89; A

BEREZNIKI, IVAN
Historic House Divided into Two Apartments; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.89; Dec 89; B

BERKUS GROUP
Apartment Development; Rancho Franciscan; Santa Barbara, California; ph. pl.; p.97; Nov 89; B

Large Residence of the Future; ph. elev.; p.130-131; July 89; B

Residence; Brampton Chase; Malvern, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.157; July 89; B

Residence; Chantilly, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.128-129; Apr 89; B

Residence; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.200-201; May 89; B

Residence; Lakehills; Riverside, California; ph. pl.; p.312-313; Jan 89; B

Residence; Ocean Hills, Adult Development; Oceanside, California; ph. pl.; p.85-89; Nov 89; B

Residence; The Cypress; Round Rock, Texas; ph. pl.; p.318-319; Jan 89; B

Townhouse; Franciscan Villas; Santa Barbara, California; ph. pl.; p.161; Oct 89; B

BERNARDIN, ROBERT
Restaurant; Ace Cafe, San Francisco, California; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.113-115; Sept 89; PA

BERNSTEIN DESIGN
Swedish Furniture Award Exhibit; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.192-193; Jan 89; INT

BERRUX, MORETTI & ORIOL
Lamps and Objects for Interiors; ph. p.168; Sept 89; INT

BEYER, BLINDER & BELLE and DANIEL PANG
Library; Paul Klapper Hall, Queens College; Classroom Additions; flushing, New York; pl. axon. elev.; p.47; Jan 89; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BEYER, BLINDER & BELLE
Bridge; Historic Aqueduct; AIA Honor Award; Delaware River, New York; by Amy Gray Light; ph. det.; p.166-167; May 89; A

Firm Profile; ph. p.85; Dec 89; A

Stables, Lodge and Turret Apartment; North Castle, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.120-123; July 89; AR

BIBER, JAMES
Interiors; Graphic Designer’s Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.146-151; Aug 89; ID

BIERLY & DRAKE
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.222-225; Jan 89; ID

BIGGAR DEVELOPMENT
Residence; Addition, Neenah, Wisconsin; ph. p.40-41; Jan 89; C8

BINDER, REBECCA L.
Eats Restaurant; Santa Monica, California; ph. iso.; p.77; Feb 89; A

BIRKERTS, GUNNAR
Glass Museum, Corning; Corning, New York; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Apr 89; INT

BLACKWELL, MARLON and JAMES HEROUX
Residence Estate Pavilion and Landscape; Boston, Near, Massachusetts; ph. axon.; p.76-77; Oct 89; A

BLOODGOOD ARCHITECTS and SAMYN & D’ELIA
Residential Development; Deer Park, Vacation Development; North Woodstock, New Hampshire; by June Fletcher; ph. p.94-97; Feb 89; B

BLOODGOOD ARCHITECTS
Residence; Avondale, Adult Development; Pewaukee, Wisconsin; ph. pl.; p.96; Nov 89; B

Residence; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.153; July 89; B

BLUMENFELD, HANS
Obituary; p.47; Mar 89; A

BOBROW & THOMAS
Medical Center Addition; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl.; p.78; 86-89; Apr 89; AR

BOFILL, RICARDO
Linear Park; Valencia, Spain; by Peter Jacobs; ph. pl.; p.32-34; Apr 89; LA

BOGGS, JOSEPH
Office Building; Middle Rise; International Headquarters; Georges County, Maryland; m. pl.; p.36; Apr 89; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BOHLIN, POWELL, LARKIN & CYWINSKI and
BURT, HILL, KOSAR & RITTELMANN
Software Engineering Institute; Carnegie
Mellon Institute; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;
ph. pl. dia. det. iso.; p.77-83, Mar 89, AR

BOHLIN, POWELL, LARKIN & CYWINSKI
Air Terminal; Middletown, Pennsylvania; ph.
axon elev.; p.138-139; June 89; AR
Residence; Northeast, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.
axon.; p.76-77; Aug 89; A

BOOTH & HANSEN
Interiors; Corporate Offices, Mindscape;
Northbrook, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.112-115; June
89; INT

BORNEMANN, FRITZ
American Memorial Library; Berlin, West
Germany; m. pl.; p.65; June 89; AR

BOLLIONE, BRUNO and
BRUNO LEFEBVRE
Chairs; ph.; p.173; Sept 89; INT

BOTTA, MARIO and URS KULLING
Library; City Library; Window and Glass Block
Details; Villeurbanne, France; ph. pl. axon.
il.; p.98-105, 151; Mar 89; PA

BOTTA, MARIO
Bank Headquarters; Lugano, Italy; ph. pl.;
p.134-143; Aug 89; ID

BOULTON, JAY
Interiors; Designer's Offices; Hong Kong; ph.
pl.; p.148-149; Feb 89; INT

BOWER, LEWIS & THROWER
Elderly Housing; Life Care Village; White
Horse Village; Edgmont Township,
Pennsylvania; ph. elev.; p.88; Nov 89; PA
Shopping Center; Princeton Forrestal Village;
Plainsboro, New Jersey; ph.; pl.; p.96-97,
104-105; Sept 89; AR

BRADFORD ASSOCIATES and
MIDDENLTON & MCMILLAN
Scattered Site Public Housing; Charleston,
South Carolina; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.
elev.; p.58-59; Dec 89; A

BRAUNSCHWEIGER, LEONARD
Renovated Kitchen; ph.; p.209; July 89; ID

BRILL, KAWAKAMI & WILBOURNE and
GINSBURG DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Residence; Boulder Ridge Club; Adaptable
Plans; Scarsdale, New York; ph.; pl.; p.76;
Feb 89; B

BRITZ, BONNIE and MICHAEL SCHOLES
Secretariat Building; Mbambatho, South Africa;
ph. pl.; p.21; Spring 89; JAE

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BRODSKY, DANIEL
Residence; Foothills; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl.;
p.80-81; June 89; B

BROMLEY & JACOBSEN
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph.
pl.; p.224-231; Sept 89; ID
Renovated Kitchen; New York, New York; ph.
p.206-207; July 89; ID

BROUDY, CHARLES E.
Children's Clothing Store; Gap Kids; ---,
California; ph.; p.260-261; Feb 89; ID
Clothing Store; The Gap: Hemisphere; San
Francisco, California; ph.; p.262-265; Feb 89;
ID

BROWN, RAYMOND, BOULTON & SZABO
Interiors; Corporate Offices; San Francisco,
California; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Feb 89; INT

BROWN, TERRY
Book and Artware Store, Contemporary Arts
Center; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl. axon. sec.: p.49,
94-97; Mid-Sept 89; AR

BUILDING
Furniture and Accessories Store; Design
Express; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec.;
p.78-83; June 89; PA

BURCH, MICHAEL
Women's Clothing Factory Addition and
Renovation; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.;
p.90-91; Feb 89; PA

BURDICK GROUP
Clothing Showroom, Echo; New York, New
York; ph. pl.; p.268-273; Oct 89; ID

BURGEE, JOHN and PHILIP JOHNSON
PPG Place, Unfriendly Plaza; Critique;
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Lawrence
Houstoun, Jr.; ph.pl.; p.60-63; Dec 89; A

BURGIN, WILLIAM
Vacation House; Newport, Rhode Island; ph.
pl.; p.116-119; Apr 89; B

BURKE & SMITH
Residence; Virginia Run; Centreville, Virginia;
ph. pl.; p.128, 130; Oct 89; B

BURNS, JIM
Waterfront Development; Community
Participation in Design; Daytona Beach,
Florida; ph. pl. ill.; p.80-85; Oct 89; LA

BURNS, MICHAEL
Elderly Housing; Metuchen, New Jersey;
axon. ill.; p.41; Apr 89; AR

BURNS-LUCAS, VERONICA ET AL.
Korean War Memorial; Winning Design;
Washington, District of Columbia; m.; p.17;
Oct 89; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BURR & MCCALLUM
Dental Building; Bennington, Vermont; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-97; Oct 89; AR

BYRNS, KENDALL & SCHIEFERDECKER
Law Offices; Interiors by Shannon McCarrill; New York, New York; ph. pl. det.; p.104-109; Sept 89; PA

CHK, PAUL FRIEDBERG and ANNE and PATRICK POIRIER
Office Building; Landscape; TransPotomac Canal Center; Alexandria, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.42-49; May 89; LA

CRS SIRRINE and THEO KONDOS
Lighting Plan on Limited Budget; For Computer Associates; ph.; p.38; Jan 89; INT

CRS SIRRINE
Clothing Store; Copperfield; La Jolla, California; ph. pl.; p.152-153+; Jan 89; INT

Furniture Showroom, Stendig; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Jan 89; INT

Hair Salon; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.146-151; Jan 89; INT

Interiors; Computer Associates Offices; ph. pl.; p.134-141, 38; Jan 89; INT

Interiors; IBM Offices, Interiors by CRS SIRRINE; Westlake, Texas; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl.; p.152-157; Aug 89; ID

Office Building; Interiors; Cafeteria by CRS SIRRINE; Westlake, Texas; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl.; p.154-157+; Jan 89; INT

Office Building; Landscape; IBM Facilities; Landscape Design by Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; Clearlake, Texas; ph.; p.64-65; Nov 89; LA

CALATRAVA, SANTIAGO and HERITG PARTNERS
Community Center; Engineering of Arches and Shells; Aargau, Suhr, Switzerland; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.108-117; Mid-Sept 89; AR

CALATRAVA, SANTIAGO
Cabaret Theater; New Structural Concepts; Basel, Switzerland; ph.; p.102-103; Apr 89; PA

School; High; Four Conceptually Different Roof Structures; Wohlen, Switzerland; ph. sec. p.98, 100-101; Apr 89; PA

Steel Bridge; In Context of Earlier Work by Robert Maillart; Barcelona, Spain; ph. sec.; p.98-99; Apr 89; PA

Survey of Architect-Engineer’s New Structures; Steel and Concrete; ph. sec.; p.98-103; Apr 89; PA

CALTHORPE, PETER ET AL.
Pedestrian Pockets Within Quarter-Mile Walk of a Light Rail System; pl. ill.; p.88-89, 91; May 89; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CAMBRIDGE SEVEN and BURNS & MCDONNELL
Terminal at Logan Airport; Art in Terminal; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p.141; June 89; AR

CAMPBELL & CAMPBELL
Pier Plaza; Imperial Beach, California; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Nov 89; AR

CANNON
Office Building; Middle Rise; Occidental Chemical Center; Energy Concerns; Niagara Falls, New York; ph. sec.; p.106-107; Mar 89; A

CAPRON, ANN C.
Residence; Denbigh; Radnor, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.156; Oct 89; B

CARDINAL, DOUGLAS
Civilization Museum; Landscape by EDA Collaborative; Quebec, Hull, Canada; by Christopher Hume; ph.; p.51-53; Oct 89; LA

CARPENTER, ED and SRG PARTNERSHIP
Art Glass Panels Transform Skylights; Oregon Institute of Technology; Klamath Falls, Oregon; ph. sec. det.; p.109; Mar 89; PA

CARTER COMPANY
Interiors; Commission for Deaf Offices; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.84; Dec 89; INT

CASTEDO, MANUEL
Interiors; Lobby, Law Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.280-283; May 89; ID

CATALANO, EDUARDO
National Peace Garden; Competition Winner; Washington, District of Columbia; pl.; p.19; Nov 89; A

CAUDILL, ROWLETT & SCOTT and BLUE ROCK PARTNERSHIP
Performing Arts Center, Orange County; Acoustic Control Elements; Costa Mesa, California; ph.; p.58; Feb 89; INT

CEGLIC, JACK
Food Store, Dean & Deluca; New York, New York; ph.; p.262-263; Sept 89; ID

CENTER FOR DESIGN RESEARCH
Davis Greenway, Open Space Plan; Davis, California; ph.; p.101; Nov 89; LA

CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STRUCTURE and DANIEL SOLOMON and PHOEBE WALL
Design Ordinance for Multi-Family Housing; Jury Comments; Pasadena, California; ph. ill.; p.116-117; Jan 89; PA

CENTERBROOK
Firm Profile, Design Quality; ph.; p.87-93; Feb 89; A

Large Residence of the Future; pl. axon. elev.; p.134-135; July 89; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CENTERBROOK (Cont’d)

Pavilion on Fishing Pier; AIA Honor Award; Watkins Glen, New York; by Donald Canty; ph. pl. m. elev. sec.; p.165; May 89; A

CERALDI, THEODORE M.
Residence: Frank Lloyd Wright Like; Rockland County, New York; ph. pl. ill. pers.; p.107-109; Jan 89; PA

CHANG, EDMUND and ROGER SHERMAN
Civic Center; Jury Comments. West Hollywood, California; m. pl.; ill. pers.; p.107-109; Jan 89; PA

CHANTAVIRIJAVIT, RACHADA and RON WIGGINTON
Arboretum, University of California; First Prize, Review of Entries; Davis, California; ph. pl.; p.60-67; Jan 89; LA

CHARLAN & BROCK
Residence; Somerset Shores, Orlando, Florida; ph. pl.; p.159; Oct 89; B

CHATHAM, WALTER F.
Interiors; Designer’s Office; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Jan 89; INT
Residence; Seaside, Florida; ph. pl.; p.149; Oct 89; B
Residence; Two Pavilions, Seaside, Florida; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.100-105; Mid-Apr 89; AR

CHHADA & SIEMBIEDA
Hotel; Hilton Renovation; Hong Kong; ph.; p.146-147; Feb 89; INT

CHILD ASSOCIATES and STAN ECKSTUT
South Cove, Battery City; Open Space and Mixed-Use; New York, New York; ph.; p.71; Nov 89; LA

CHILD ASSOCIATES
Residence; Landscape, Large Site; Richmond, Massachusetts; ph.; p.84; Nov 89; LA

CHILD, BERTMAN, TSECKARES & CASENDINO
Firm Profile, Design Quality; ph.; p.87-93; Feb 89; A
Residence; Meadowview Farm; Ipswich, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.152-153; July 89; B
Vacation House; Cape Cod, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.132; Apr 89; B

CHIMACOFF, ALAN
Low-Energy Office Building, Energy Assessment; Princeton, New Jersey; ph.; p.117-119; Mar 89; PA

CHIVERS, HERBERT C.
City Hall; 1903, Former Office Building; University City, Missouri; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.88-91; Apr 89; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CHOW, MICHAEL and THANE ROBERTS
Women’s Clothing Store, Giorgio Armani; Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl.; p.206-211; Apr 89; ID

CHURCH, THOMAS
Campus; University of California; Santa Cruz, California; p.52-57; Dec 89; LA

CITTERIO, TONY and TERRY DWAN
Architect’s Residence; Milan, Italy; ph. pl.; p.282-285; Apr 89; ID
Clothing Store; Milan, Italy; ph. pl. axon.; p.286-289; Apr 89; ID

CITY DESIGN COLLABORATIVE
Apartment Building; Low Cost; Boston, Massachusetts; pl. ill.; p.112; Oct 89; B

CLARK & MENEFEE
Farmhouse; AIA Honor Award; Johns Island, South Carolina; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl.; p.148-149; May 89; A

CLASSIC POST & BEAM
Residence; Factory Built; Kennebunkport, Maine; ph. pl.; p.130; Apr 89; B

CLASSIQUE BUILDING CORPORATION
Residence; Mount Dora, Florida; ph. pl.; p.122; Oct 89; B

CLOGHAGH
Interiors; Executive Placement Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.220-223; May 89; ID
Interiors; Lawyer’s Offices; New York, New York; ph.; p.218-219; May 89; ID
Renovated Kitchen; New York, New York; ph.; p.210-211; July 89; ID

COATES, NIGEL and DOUG BRANSON
Clothing Store, Katharine Hamnett; Furniture Design; London, England; ph.; p.258-263; May 89; INT

COCHRAN, STEPHENSON & NONKEROVET
Elderly Housing; Life Care High Rise; Marriott Jefferson; Arlington, Virginia; m. pl. sec.; p.86; Nov 89; PA
Elderly Housing; Urban Infill Village; Park Village; Williamsport, Pennsylvania; ill. sec. elev.; p.90; Nov 89; PA
Life Core Complex and Active Adult Community; Crab Creek; Annapolis, Near, Maryland; pl. ill.; p.88, 91; Nov 89; PA

COE, LEE, ROBINSON & ROESCH
Zoo; Atlanta, Georgia; by Melissa Greene; ph. sec.; p.84-87; Jan 89; LA

COFFEE, DANIEL P.
Chicago Theater, Restoration; Original by Cornelius and George Rapp; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.230-235; Mar 89; ID

COHEN, NEIL
Motorcycle Design; m.; p.175; Sept 89; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

COLEMAN, DAVID
Residence; Fayston, Vermont; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Apr 89; B

CONKLIN & ROSSANT
Botanical Gardens' Crystal Bridge; Cylinder Glass; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.92-97; Mar 89; PA

COOK, DOUGLASS & FARR and MOCKBEE, COKER & HOWORTH
Elderly Housing; St. Catherine's Village; Jackson, Near, Mississippi; by Robert A. Ivy, Jr.; ph. pl. sec.; p.60-63; July 89; A

COOPE HIMMELBLAU
Factory for Fiberboard and Other Products; St. Veit/Glan, Carinthia, Austria; ph. sec. elev. axon.; p.90-91; Aug 89; AR

COOPER & CARRY and TURNER
Underground Atlanta, Downtown Shopping Center; Restoration and Reconstruction; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.96-101; Sept 89; AR

COOPER & ECKSTUT
Battery Park City; Critique: Master Planning; New York, New York; by Sylvia Lavin; p.16, 20, 22, 24; Feb 89; INT

COOPER & ROBERTSON
Residence; East Hampton, New York; ph. pl.; p.146-147; Oct 89; B

COOPER GROUP
Furniture Showroom, Leigh Spence; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.76, Nov 89; INT

CORTES, PEPE
Interiors; Textile Company Offices and Warehouse; ——, Spain; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-107; July 89; INT

CROMWELL, NEYLAND, TRUEMPER, LEVY & GATCHELL
Campus; Mississippi County Community College; Solar Energy; Blytheville, Arkansas; ph. pl.; p.103-104; Mar 89; A

CROXTON COLLABORATIVE
Interiors; National Resources Defense Council Offices; Energy Efficient; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Dec 89; INT

National Resources Defense Council Headquarters; New Energy-Saving Techniques; Remodeled; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.128-133; Oct 89; AR

CULPEPPER, McAULIFFE & MEADERS
Elderly Housing; Life Care Urban Hotel; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.87; Nov 89; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CUNNIFFE, CHARLES
Media Room, Residence; Central, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.109; Oct 89; B

CUNNINGHAM ARCHITECTS
Grace Lutheran; Carrollton, Texas; ph. pl.; p.118, 124-125; June 89; AR

CURRlE, ROBERT
Residence; Interiors; Washington, Connecticut; ph.; p.270-273; June 89; ID

CURRIMBH0Y, TARIK
Interiors; Reality Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Nov 89; INT

CUTLER, JAMES
Residence; Bainbridge Island, Washington; by Donald Canty; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-79; July 89; A

Residence; Guest House; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.60-65; Mid-Apr 89; AR

Residence; Port Blakely, Washington; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Mid-Apr 89; AR

D'auria, JAMES
Clothing Showroom, Guess; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.258-261; June 89; INT

DNB
Townhouse; Kings Way; Yarmouth Point, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Nov 89; B

DAFT, McCUNE & WALKER
Computer Color Graphics; by Mark Lindhult; pl. ill.; p.72-75; Dec 89; LA

DAGGETT & GRIGG
Apartment Development; Queen Charlotte Square; Charlottesville, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.64-66; Aug 89; B

Daly, Leo A.
Passenger Lounge, United Air Line; Interiors by SGS; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.240-243; Apr 89; ID

DANIELSON ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Landscape; Landscape Design by Danielson Associates; Sacramento, California; Dreyfuss & Blackford; ph.; p.86; Nov 89; LA

DARDEN, EDWIN S.
Swim Complex; Coalinga, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.116-119; Nov 89; AR

DARGAN, HUGH
Traditional Garden for Residence; Charleston, South Carolina; ph. p.78; Nov 89; LA

DATTNER, RICHARD
School; Elementary; P.S. 234; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.106-112; Mar 89; AR

School; Junior High; Prototype for Two Locations; Modules; New York, New York; m. dia.; p.112, 114-115; Mar 89; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DAVIS & BRODY
Brooklyn Botanic Garden; Conservatory and Palm House Restoration; New York, New York; ph.: p.110-115; Nov 89; AR
Engineering Building; Corning, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.118-119; Apr 89; INT

DAVIS, GAGE and WILLIAM ZMISTOWSKI
Residential Development; Desert Highlands; Scottsdale, Arizona; ph.; p.56-57; Nov 89; LA

DAVIS, JOHN MARSH
Residence; Landscape by Leffingwell Associates; Northern, California; ph.; p.66; Nov 89; LA

DAVIS, LUCY CAROL
Residence; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph.; p.208; May 89; B

DAWSON, KERRY
Vernal Pool for Wildflower Along Highway; Yolo County, California; ph. pl.; p.106; Nov 89; LA

DEJONGE, NICO
Career of Landscape Architect; —, Netherlands; by Frederick Steiner; ph.; p.76-79; Aug 89; LA

DEGELTER, THOM and PAUL A. KNAPTON
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.236-239; Sept 89; ID

DEMEYER, DIRK
Store Design, Europe; ph. pl.; p.186; Sept 89; INT

DETFIENNE ASSOCIATES
Employee Cafeteria; San Jose, California; ph. pl. m.; p.228-231; Oct 89; ID

DEAN & WOLF
Artist's Studio; San Mateo, California; ph. axon.; p.79; Oct 89; A

DEAN, TUCKER & SHAW
Interiors; Law Offices; Tampa, Florida; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Dec 89; INT

DENNIS & CLARK and TAM'S CONSULTANTS
Master Plan and Design of Selected Buildings; Carnegie Mellon University; Jury Comments; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; m. pl. ill. ph. pers.; p.113-115; Jan 89; PA

DER HOMANNESIAN, ARMEN
Airport Planning; Opportunities for Landscape Architects; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p.90-91, June 89; LA

DERTHICK, HENLEY & WILKERSON and KOTTER & KIM
Miller Park Plaza; Shops, Offices, Performing Stage in Plaza; AIA Honor Award, Chattanooga, Tennessee; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. axon.; p.156-157; May 89; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DESIGN CONSORTIUM
Zoo and Aquarium; Memphis, Tennessee; ill. pl.; p.90-91; Jan 89; LA

DESIGN TRADITIONS
Residential Development; Street Design; Brookhaven Row and Court Houses; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.74, 76; Nov 89; B

DIGUISEPPE, ANTHONY and NORMA
Residence; Interiors, Remodeled; New York, New York; ph.; p.236-243; Nov 89; ID

DICK & BAUER
Oriental Theater, Restored Original by Dick & Bauer; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Quinn & Sears; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Nov 89; A

DOBBIN, JAMES A.
Ocean Planner; Coastal Resource Study; Illustrating Uses and Conflicts; by Michael Lecce; ph. maps; p.50-54; Mar 89; LA

DOGBITE
Shoe Store; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl.; p.106-109; Mar 89; INT

DONOVAN & GREEN and STUART SILVER
Asian Art Museum; Interiors by Donovan & Green and Stuart Silver; Salem, Oregon; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl.; p.128-129; July 89; INT

DORNER, MARIE-CHRISTINE
Chairs; ph.; p.176; Sept 89; INT

DOVOLIS, JOHNSON & RUGGIERI
Townhouse; Phillips Place; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.175; Oct 89; B

DOW, ALDEN B.
Residence; Original by Alden B. Dow, Redesign; Midland, Michigan; Dow, Howell & Gilmore; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Aug 89; A

DOW, HOWELL & GILMORE
Residence; Original by Alden B. Dow, Redesign; Midland, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Aug 89; A

DRAKE & BOUCHER
Furniture Showroom, Nienkamper; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.276-277; Oct 89; ID
Interiors; Film Production Office; ph. axon.; p.100-107; Nov 89; INT

DRAPER, DOROTHY
Resort Hotel; Returned, The Greenbrier; White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia; ph.; p.224-227; Feb 89; ID

DREYFUSS & BLACKFORD
Office Building; Landscape, Landscape Design by Danielson Associates; Sacramento, California; ph.; p.86; Nov 89; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

DU TOIT, ALLSOPP & HILLIER
Parliament Hill Plan; Landscape and Urban Design Plan; Ontario, Ottawa, Canada; by Peter Jacobs; ph.; p.48-50; Oct 89; LA

DUANY, ANDRES and ELIZABETH PLATER-ZYBERK
New Town; Village of Deerfield; Firm’s Computer-Assisted Method for Designing New Towns; Merriville, Indiana; ill. pl. table; p.86-88; May 89; PA

DURANTE PARTNERS and JOE WAI
Chinese Garden; Dr. Sun Yat-sen Park and Garden; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; ph.; p.72; Nov 89; B

EDAW AND ADD
Suburban Activity Center Study and Plan; Tysons Corner, Virginia; ph. pl. sec.; p.82; May 89; PA

EDI
Residence; Rossmoor, Turnberry; Walnut Creek, California; ph.; p.92-93; Nov 89; B
Residence; The Marquée; Fairfield, California; ph. pl.; p.322; Jan 89; B

EAST WIND
Residence; Traditional Japanese Construction; Tiburon, California; ph.; p.101-102; Aug 89; PA

ECHEVERRA, MARIO
Clothing Store, Nathaniel & James; Miami, Florida; ph.; p.260-283; Oct 89; ID

ECK, JEREMIAH
Vermont Prototypes for Affordable Housing; Norwich, Vermont; pl. elev.; p.47; Sept 89; AR

ECKBO, GARRETT
Review of Campus Design; by Garrett Eckbo; ph.; p.104; Dec 89; LA

EHRENKRANTZ GROUP and ECKSTUT
School; Elementary; Prototype for Three Locations; New York, New York; m., p.112, 114-115; Mar 89; AR

EHRlich, STEVEN
Three Mixed-Use Buildings at Windward Circle; Venice, California; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Nov 89; A

EINHORN, YAFFEE & PRESCOTT
Vice President’s Office, Restoration; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.94-95; Nov 89; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

EISENHOWER, ANNE
Fabric and Wallcovering Showroom; Stavropoulos Collection of Greek Inspired Items; New York, New York; ph.; p.254-257; June 89; ID

EISENMAN & TROTT
Center for the Visual Arts, Ohio State University; Competition; Critique by Vincent Scully, R. E. Somol, Mark C. Taylor; Columbus, Ohio; ph. pl. dia. m. sec.; p.67-89; Oct 89; PA

EISENMAN ARCHITECTS and DAMIANOS ASSOCIATES
Research Facility; Research Institute and Pittsburgh Tech Center; Carnegie Mellon University; Two Complementary Laboratories; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.92-93; Oct 89; PA

EISENMAN ARCHITECTS and K ARCHITECTS
Two Showrooms in New Building; Tokyo, Japan; m. sec.; p.91; Oct 89; PA

EISENMAN ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; The Hague, Netherlands; m. pl. sec. axon.; p.99-100; Oct 89; PA
Computer Research Buildings Make Boolean Cube Tangible; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; m. iso.; p.53; May 89; AR
Hotel; Banyoles, Spain; ill. m. pl. dia.; p.97-98; Oct 89; PA
Residence; Jury Comments; Cadiz, Spain; m. pl. sec. ill. dia.; p.78-80; Jan 89; PA

EISENMAN, PETER and LAURIE OLIN
Center for Visual Art, Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; ph. elev.; p.46-51; Dec 89; LA

EISENMAN, PETER
Survey of Architect’s Current Projects; p.90-99; Oct 89; PA

ELIZONDO, ALEJANDRO
Water Tank; ph.; p.177; Sept 89; INT

ELIZONDO, JUAN GIL
Plaza Tapatia, Downtown; Guadalajara, Mexico; ph. pl.; p.50-53; Aug 89; LA

ELLERBE & BECKET and KAJIMA CORPORATION
Dai-Ichi Tokyo Bay Hotel; Ornament Treatment; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.132-137; May 89; AR

ELLERBE & BECKET
Architecture School; University of Minnesota; Minneapolis, Minnesota; m. pl. sec.; p.90-92, 95; Apr 89; AR
Office Building; Middle Rise; Publishers’ Headquarters, Project Oslo, Norway; m. pl. elev.; p.65, 90-92, 94; Apr 89; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

ELLERBE & BECKET (Cont’d)

Office Building; Middle Rise; Schibsted Gruppen Headquarters; Jury Comments; Oslo, Norway; m. pl.; p.74-75; Jan 89; PA
Office Building; Schibsted Gruppen Headquarters; Oslo, Norway; m. pl.; p.90-92, 94; Apr 89, AR
Survey of Firm’s Current Projects; m. pl. sec.; p.90-93; Apr 89; AR
Terminal for American and Northwest Airlines; JFK International Airport, New York; m. pl.; p.90-93; May 89; INT

ENGEL ASSOCIATES

NYNEX Marketing Center; Office Behavioral Research; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.58; May 89; INT

ENVIROGRAPHIC

Residence; Chandler, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.312; Jan 89; B

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN GROUP

Chief Logan State Park; Reclaimed Land; Southwest, West Virginia; ph.; p.93; Nov 89; LA

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING & DESIGN

Chicago Botanic Garden; Glencoe, Illinois; ph.; p.52; Jan 89; LA
Lewis Ginter Botanic Garden; Richmond, Near, Virginia; pl.; p.42-51; Jan 89; LA
Missouri Botanic Garden; Climatoron; St. Louis, Missouri; p.68-74; Jan 89; LA

ERICKSON, ARTHUR ET AL.

Convention Center; San Diego, California; m. pl.; p.78; Feb 89; PA

ERICKSON, ARTHUR

Canadian Chancery; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.21, 28, 31; Jan 89; PA
Embassy, Canadian; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.108-112; Nov 89; INT
Province Offices and Law Courts; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by John Paster; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Nov 89; A

ESHERICK, HOMSEY, DODGE & DAVIS

Zoo, Development Plan; Landscape by The Portico Group; San Francisco, California; sec. ill.; p.92-93; Jan 89; LA

ESHERICK, JOSEPH

AIA Gold Medal Award; ph.; p.17; Jan 89; A

EVANS GROUP

Large Residence of the Future; pl. elev.; p.136-137; July 89; B
Residence; Mandalay; Stuart, Florida; ph. pl.; p.160; Oct 89; B
Residence; Nature’s Hideaway; New Port Richey, Florida; ph. pl.; p.144-147; July 89; B

FTL

Acoustic Shell for Winter Garden, Tension Structure; New York, New York; ph. sec. elev.; p.254-257; May 89; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

FARBSTEIN, JAY and MIN KANTROWITZ
Design Aesthetics and Postal Image; Jury Comments; ill.; p.122; Jan 89; PA

FARRELL DESIGN ASSOCIATES

Women’s Clothing Store, Jerico; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.212-215; Apr 89; ID

FEAR, JEFFERY

Furniture Showroom, Nienkamper; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.278-279; Oct 89; ID

FEINBERG ASSOCIATES

Interiors; Accounting Firm’s Offices; Morristown, New York; ph. p.224-225; May 89; ID

FELTON, JOHN

Residence; Denver, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.16-17; Jan 89; CB

FERNAU & HARTMAN

Interiors; Graphics and Marketing Firm Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. elev.; p.68-75; Mid-Sept 89; AR
Residence; Rutherford, California; ph. pl. elev. sec. is.; p.41, 50-55; Mid-Apr 89; AR

FERRAND, MARYLENE ET AL.

Parc de Bercy; Park on Former Wine Warehouse Site; Paris, France; ph. pl.; p.30; Jan 89; LA

FERRARA, GUIDO and GIULIANA CAMPIONA

New Parks, Restoration of Medici Gardens, Preserve; Survey of Work of Premier Italian Landscape Architects; —, Italy; by Patricia Schultz; ph. ill.; p.28-31; Dec 89; LA

FIELDMAN, MICHAEL

Clinic; Family Care Center; New York, New York; ph. pl. elev. axon.; p.78, 84-85; Apr 89; AR

FISHER & FRIEDMAN

Apartment Building; Low Rise; Park Central; Santa Clara, California; ph.; p.173; Oct 89; B
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Sterling Pointe; Beaverton, Oregon; ph. pl.; p.174; Oct 89; B
Apartment Development; Paradise Lakes; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.67; Aug 89; B

FISHER, FREDERICK

Art Gallery; Meyers/Bloom Gallery; Santa Monica, California; ph. axon.; p.136-137; Feb 89; INT

FISHER, PATRICIA and WAYNE

Residence; Victorian Style; Sugarland, Texas; ph.; p.44-45; Jan 89; CB

FITCH, RICHARDSON & SMITH

Carpet Showroom, Lees; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Dec 89; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FITZGIBBONS, J. FRANK
Architect's House; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.254-259; Apr 89; ID
Stanley's Restaurant and Bar; Woodland Hills, California; ph.; p.224-227; Oct 89; ID

FLANSBURGH, EARL R.
Interiors; Law Offices, Remodeled 1930's Post Office; Manchester, New Hampshire; ph.; p.170-171; June 89; INT

FLORIAN & WIERZBOWSKI
Clothing Store, Oilily; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.118-119; June 89; INT
Office, Accessories Store, Chiasso; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.116-117; June 89; INT

FONG ASSOCIATES
Airport Landscaping; Los Angeles, California; ph. ill. elev.; p.74-78; May 89; LA

FORBES, ELEANOR
Furniture Designer; Her Career; ph.; p.252-253; Apr 89; ID

FORBES, PETER
Residence; Great Cranberry Island, Maine; ph. pl. iso.; p.82-87; Mid-Apr 89; AR
Residence; Great Cranberry Island, Maine; ph.; p.148; Oct 89; B
Residence; Marion, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.138; Apr 89; B

FORTIS HOMES
Residence; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph.; p.203; May 89; B

FOSTER ASSOCIATES
Clothing Store Expansion and Remodeling; Glass Staircase; London, England; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.159; Feb 89; PA
Clothing Store, ESPRIT; London, England; ph. pl. elev.; p.178-179; Jan 89; INT
King's Cross Master Plan; Multi-Use and Building; London, England; m. elev.; p.43; Jan 89; AR
Office Building; Low Rise; Stockley Park; London, England; ph. pl.; p.72, 80-83; Sept 89; AR

FRAKER & HARRISON
Garden on Lake Minnetonka; Landscape by Michael Van Valkenburg; Wayzata, Minnesota; ph. axon.; p.74-75; July 89; PA

FRANCIS, BILLY W.
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.166-169; July 89; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; Houston, Texas; ph.; p.278-281; June 89; ID

FRANKEBERGER, ROBERT R.
Residential Development; Visitors Center; Red Mountain Ranch; Lath Structure; Mesa, Arizona; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Mar 89; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FRANZEN, ULRICH
Architect's House, Analysis; Bridgehampton, New York; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.284-285; Oct 89; ID
Auto Showroom and Service; Long Island, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.238-243; Feb 89; ID

FREEMAN, MICHAEL and DAE F. ZINN
Volunteer Fire Station; El Rito, New Mexico; ph. pl. axon.; p.85; Oct 89; A

FRIEDBERG, M. PAUL
Collaboration Aspects in Design; His Work and Career; by Jory Johnson; ph. m. pl.; p.88-92; May 89; LA
Wintergarden, Greenhouse, Downtown Renewal Project; Landscape by M. Paul Friedberg; Niagara Falls, New York; Cesar Pelli; by Phil Fairbanks; ph.; p.67-69; Sept 89; LA

FRIEDMAN, STANLEY JAY
Furniture Showroom; Bruten; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.198-203; Jan 89; ID

FROHMAN, PHILIP HUBERT
National Cathedral Nears Completion; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.26-27; Oct 89; PA

FURMAN, DAVID
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Buckingham Station; Midlothian, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.140-143; Oct 89; B

FURNES, FRANK
Origins of American Organic Architecture; Form Follows Nature; Frank Furness, Louis Sullivan, Frank Lloyd Wright and Contemporaries; by Mark Mamford; ph. biblio.; p.28-37; Spring 89; JAE

FUSCO, JUDE T.
Elderly Housing; Life Care Hotel; Classic Residences; Teaneck, New Jersey; pl. ill.; p.87; Nov 89; PA

GBD INTERIORS
Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices; Portland, Oregon; ph. pl. axon.; p.216-221; July 89; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; Portland, Oregon; ph.; p.166-167; June 89; INT

GN ASSOCIATES
Bedding and Bath Textile Showrooms; J. P. Stevens; New York; New York; ph. pl.; p.250-255; Feb 89; ID
Interiors; Stock Broker's Offices; Shearson, Lehman, Hutton; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.230-233; May 89; ID

GARWOOD-JONES & VAN NOSTRAND
Interiors; Architects' Offices; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl.; p.220-223; Mar 89; ID
GASS, THOMAS
Fabric Wallcovering Showroom, Xorel; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.52-53; Jan 89; INT
Lighting Showroom, LSI; New York, New York; ph.; p.42-44; Mar 89; INT

GEDDES, BRECHER, QUALLS & CUNNINGHAM
Correctional Facility; Federal; McKean County, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. ill.; p.83; Aug 89; PA
Dining Hall; Shops and Information Center; University of Pennsylvania; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; Feb 89; PA
Lead-Coated Copper; Bermuda-Type Horizontally Seamed Roof for Auditorium; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; m. pl. det.; p.122-123; Feb 89; AR
Residential Development; Townhouse; Griggs Farm; Princeton, New Jersey; ph. pi.; p.60-63; Nov 89; A

GEHRY, FRANK O. and DAVID FUJIWARA
Interiors; Chiat and Day Offices; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl. axon.; p.158-163; Aug 89; ID

GEHRY, FRANK O. and SCHWARTZ & SILVER
Office Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled 1918 Warehouse; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.68-73; Feb 89; PA

GEHRY, FRANK O.
Concert Hall Competition; Winner, Other Entries; Los Angeles, California; m. ill.; p.17-18; Feb 89; A
Furniture Plant Landscape, Herman Miller; Landscape by Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; Rockland, California; ph.; p.60-61; Nov 89; LA
His Work and Style; Analysis; by Sylvia Lavin; ph.; p.16, 19, 20, Apr 89; INT
Mixed-Use Cultural and Retail Complex; Edgemar Development; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.104-109; July 89; AR
Museum of Art's Retail and Offices; Edgemar; Santa Monica, California; ph.; p.24; May 89; INT
Pritzker Prize; ph.; p.23; May 89; A
Pritzker Prize; ph.; p.23; May 89; PA
Pritzker Prize; ph.; p.65; June 89; AR
Residence; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-81; Dec 89; PA

GELLER, ABRAHAM
Acoustical Wall Divides Movie Theater; Details; New York, New York; ph. sec. det.; p.52; Aug 89; INT

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Residence; The Sandcastle; St. Lucie, Florida; ph. pl.; p.324-325; Jan 89; B

GOLDA, JANOS and AGNES THOMA
Church; Vaja, Hungary; ph. p. 70, Sept 89; A

GONZALEZ, TEODORO ET AL.
Walkway in Park and Zoo; Villahermosa, Mexico; ph. pl.; p.50-53; Aug 89; LA

GOODHUE, BERTRAM
Company Town, 1914; History; Tyrone, New Mexico; by Margaret Crawford, ph. pl.; p.25-33; Summer 89; JAE

GOUDET, RICHARD NASH
Interiors; Law Offices; New York, New York; ph.; p.168-169; June 89; INT

GOURLEY, RICHMOND & MITCHELL
Recreation Center; Massachusetts Hospital School for Physically Disabled; Canton, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.83-84; Dec 89; INT

GRAEBER, SIMMONS & COWAN
Architect's House; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.134-135; Apr 89; B

GRAEFF, ROBERT
Prototype Bathroom Fits Needs of Elderly; ph.; p.117; May 89; PA

GROSS, THOMAS
Fabric Wallcovering Showroom, Xorel; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.52-53; Jan 89; INT
Lighting Showroom, LSI; New York, New York; ph.; p.42-44; Mar 89; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

**GRANT, BILL**
Residence; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.118; Oct 89; B

**GRAVES, MICHAEL and ALAN LAPIDUS**
Hotel; Two Resort Hotels; Jury Comments; Orlando, Disney World, Florida; m. pl. sec.; p.81-83; Jan 89; PA

**GRAVES, MICHAEL**
Art Museum Expansion Proposals; Whitney Museum; New York, New York; m.; p.21-22; Feb 89; PA
Art Museum, Whitney; Evolution of the Design; New York, New York; by Sylvia Lavin; p.17, 19, 21, 23, 25; June 89; INT
Regional Library; Critique; San Juan Capistrano, California; by John Pastier; pl. ph. axon.; p.64-67; Dec 89; A
Residence; Jury Comments; Rhinebeck, New York; m. pl. elev.; p.96-97; Jan 89; PA

**GREENBERG, ALLAN**
Two Classical Fireplace Mantels; ph. sec. det.; p.199; Apr 89; PA

**GREENE & GREENE**
Historic Houses Open to Public; Greene & Greene’s Gamble House; Frank Lloyd Wright’s Hollyhock House; Los Angeles, California; Frank Lloyd Wright; by James M. Schwentker; ph.; p.54, 58; Apr 89; ID

**GREENE, ISABELL**
Native Pants in Dry Landscaping; Water Conserving Landscapes, Examples; —, California; by John Chase; ph.; p.64-68; June 89; LA

**GREGOTTI ASSOCIATES**
Furniture Showroom; B & B; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.208-211; Jan 89; ID

**GRIMSHAW, NICHOLAS**
Supermarket; Critique; London, England; ph. pl.; p.72, 78-79; Sept 89; AR

**GRISIM, JOHN**
Shopping Center; Landscape Plan; The Gardens; Palm Beach, Florida; ph.; p.87; Nov 89; LA

**GROPUS, WALTER**
Fiftieth Year Anniversary of the Gropius House; by Harry Seidler; ph.; p.162; Jan 89; ID
Restoration of 1938 Gropius House; Lincoln, Massachusetts; ph.; p.111-112; Apr 89; PA

**GRUPO DE DISENO URBANO**
Parque Tezozomoc; Urban Park; Mexico City, Mexico; ph.; p.48-51; Nov 89; LA

**GRUZEN, SAMTON & STEINGLASS**
School; Prototype for Two Locations; Modules; —, New York; m. iso.; p.112-114; Mar 89; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

**GUIDO, GIORGIO**
Fascist Era New Town, Primavalle; ‘Borgate’; Rome, Italy; by Ferruccio Trabalzi; ph. pl.; p.38-46; Spring 89; JAE

**GULLICHSEN, KAIKAMO & VORMALA**
Office Building; Middle Rise; Commercial Center; Itakeskus, Finland; ph.; pl.; p.82-85; Feb 89; PA

**GUND, GRAHAM and SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL**
Office Building; High Rise; 75 State Street; Critique; Boston, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph.pl.; p.76-79; Dec 89; A

**GUND, GRAHAM**
Shopping Center; Village Commons; Downtown; South Hadley, Massachusetts; ph. sec.; p.96-97, 102-103; Sept 89; AR

**GUNLOCKE**
Remodeled Train; Conference and Education Center; Gunlocke; Wayland, New York; ph.; p.226-229; May 89; ID

**GUSTAVSON & DUNDES**
Furniture Showroom, Nienkamper; New York, New York; ph.; p.274-275; Oct 89; ID

**GUYNES DESIGN**
Easy Street Environments; Rehabilitation Centers; ph. pl.; p.65; Dec 89; INT

**GWATHMEY & SIEGEL**
Art Museum, Guggenheim, Annex and Renovation; Original by Frank Lloyd Wright; New York, New York; ph.; pl.; p.82-85; Apr 89; PA
Busch-Reisinger Germanic Art Museum; Harvard University; Cambridge, Massachusetts; iso. pl.; p.38; Sept 89; PA
Interiors; Apartment, Redesign; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.166-175; Aug 89; ID
Interiors; Insurance Planning Firm’s Offices; Livingston, New Jersey; ph.; pl.; p.208-211; Feb 89; ID
Interiors; SBK Entertainment World Offices; New York, New York; ph.; pl.; p.198-207; Feb 89; ID
Museum of the Moving Image; New York, New York; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; ph. pl. axon.; p.74-79; June 89; A
Museum of the Moving Image; New York, New York; ph. iso.; p.109-110, 116-121; May 89; AR

**HTB**
Technical Training Center of the U.S. Post Office; Norman, Oklahoma; ph. sec.; p.42; Nov 89; INT

**HAAG, RICHARD**
Gas Works Park; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.80-86; Sept 89; LA
Profile of Career; Philosophy of Landscape Architect; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p.80-86; Sept 89; LA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hablinski, William</td>
<td>Residence; Hillside; San Antonio, Texas</td>
<td>ph. pl.; p.144-145; Apr 89</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haigh, Paul</td>
<td>Interiors; Loft Apartment; New York, New York</td>
<td>ph. pl. axon.; p.254-257; Mar 89</td>
<td>ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haines, Ludenberg &amp; Waehler</td>
<td>National Center for Physical Acoustics; University of Mississippi; University of Mississippi</td>
<td>ill.; p.94-99; Mar 89</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hales &amp; Langston</td>
<td>Residential Development; Sun Lakes, California</td>
<td>by Clifford Pearson; ph. pl.; p.192-195; May 89</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallen &amp; Theron</td>
<td>Brentnurst Library; Johannesburg, South Africa</td>
<td>ph. pl.; p.20; Spring 89</td>
<td>JAE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halliday, Iain</td>
<td>Cabinet; ph.</td>
<td>p.179; Sept 89</td>
<td>INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halprin, Lawrence</td>
<td>New Town Design Workshop; Novoli, Italy</td>
<td>by Sally Woodbridge; ill.; p.32-34; Dec 89</td>
<td>LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urban Plaza; Bunker Hill Steps; West Lawn of the Public Library; Los Angeles, California</td>
<td>ph. ill.; p.54-61; Aug 89</td>
<td>LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammond, Beesy &amp; Babka</td>
<td>Camp For Children With Life Threatening Diseases</td>
<td>Paul Newman's; Ashford/Eastford, Connecticut</td>
<td>ph. elev.; p.86-91; Jan 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residence; Wilmette, Illinois</td>
<td>by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl.; p.144-147; May 89</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hampshire County Architects' Department</td>
<td>Hampshire, England</td>
<td>ph. pl. dia. sec.; p.95; Feb 89</td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hampton, Mark</td>
<td>Interiors; Developer's Executive Offices; Bal Harbour, Florida</td>
<td>ph. pl.; p.214-217; May 89</td>
<td>ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna &amp; Olin</td>
<td>Commerce Square; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>ph. pl. ill.; p.54-61; Aug 89</td>
<td>LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Landscape; CODEX Headquarters; Landscape Design by Hanna &amp; Olin; Canton, Massachusetts</td>
<td>Koetter &amp; Kim; ph.; p.52-55; Nov 89</td>
<td>LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zoo Primate Gardens; Landscape Design by Hanna &amp; Olin; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Venturi; Rauch &amp; Scott Brown; ph.; p.75; Nov 89</td>
<td>LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannon, Richard</td>
<td>Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices, Young &amp; Rubican; San Francisco, California</td>
<td>ph. pl.; p.244-247; Apr 89</td>
<td>ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hargreaves Associates</td>
<td>Plaza Park; San Jose, California</td>
<td>ph. pl.; p.70; July 89</td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Survey of Firm's Landscape Work</td>
<td>Profile; ph. m. ill.; p.66-71; July 89</td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hargreaves, George and Mark Mack and Doug Hillis</td>
<td>Children's Center for the Arts, Artspark LA; Design Competition Winner; Sepulveda Basin, California</td>
<td>m.; p.16-17; Sept 89</td>
<td>LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart, Robert Lamb</td>
<td>Landscape Plan; Nashville, Tennessee</td>
<td>ph. pl. elev.; p.80-81; May 89</td>
<td>LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartman &amp; Cox and Chimney Associates</td>
<td>Low Rise; Grocery Company Headquarters, Critique; San Antonio, Texas</td>
<td>by M. Stephanie Stubbs; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Dec 89</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Art Museum; Chrysler Museum, Expansion and Renovation; Norfolk, Virginia</td>
<td>ph. pl. sec.; p.114-119; July 89</td>
<td>AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Folger Shakespeare Library; AIA Honor Award; Washington, District of Columbia</td>
<td>ph.; p.138-139; May 89</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

HAUBEN-SOSS, BARRBAR
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.232-235; Sept 89; ID

HAWSON & ROCKWELL
Restaurant; LaGalleria; Norfolk, Virginia; ph. pl. axon.; p. 108-109; Dec 89; INT

HECHT, BURDESHAW & JOHNSON and KRESS & COX
Art and History Museum; Columbus, Georgia; by Robert A. Ivy, Jr.; ph. pl.; p.80-83; June 89; A

HEERY & HEERY
Office Building; High Rise; Georgia Power Company Headquarters; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. sec.; p.104-105; Mar 89; A

HEERY INTERIORS
Sports Stadium Private Spectator Box; Doubles as Meeting Room; ph. pl.; p.31; Mar 89; INT

HEIMSATH, CLOVIS
Church; Catholic; Waco, Near, Texas; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-79; Feb 89; A

HEINKE & WISHER and BODEKER, BOYER & WAGENFELD
Diplomatic Quarter and Related Facilities; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; by June Taboroff; ph.; p.24-27; May 89; LA

HEJDUK, JOHN
Apartment Building; Low Rise; IBA Tegel Harbor Development; Berlin, West Germany; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-87, 90-91; July 89; AR
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Tower with Duplexes, and Low Rise Blocks; Berlin, West Germany; ph. sec.; p.92-95; July 89; AR

HELFAND, MARGARET
Architect’s Office; New York, New York; ph. det.; p.96-99; Sept 89; PA

HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAUM and ALDO ROSSI
Sports Stadium; Milan, Italy; m. sec.; p.67; Jan 89; A

HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAUM and RANON & PARTNERS
Convention Center; Tampa, Florida; pl. m. sec. elev.; p.80; Feb 89; PA

HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAUM
Baseball Park, Pilot Field; Buffalo, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-91; Nov 89; AR
Union Station Rehabilitation; Shopping Mall and Hotel; Original by Theodore C. Link; St. Louis, Missouri; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.83-87; Apr 89; A

HENNINGSON, DURHAM & RICHARDSON
Gypsum Canyon Correctional Facility; Orange County, California; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.100-101; May 89; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

HERMANOVSKI & LAUCK
Fabric Showroom, Design Tex; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.218-219; Nov 89; ID
Interiors; Planners and Landscape Designer’s Offices, JJR; Dallas, Texas; ph.; p.288-291; June 89; ID

HERTZ, DAVID and MICHAEL RENNY
Residence; The Woodbury; Greensboro, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.30-31; Jan 89; B

HILLER GROUP
Architecture School; Arizona State University; Concrete Paneling Details; Tempe, Arizona; ph. det.; p.108-109; Sept 89; AR

HIMMEL & BONNER
Eyeglass Store; Interiors; ph. pl.; p.132-133; Aug 89; INT
Interiors; Marketing Firm Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.122-125; June 89; INT

HISAKA ASSOCIATES
County Jail; Columbus, Indiana; m. pl.; p.85; Aug 89; PA

HNEDAK & BOBO
Architects’ Offices, Remodeled; Memphis, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Nov 89; A

HOCHEISEER & ELIAS
Remington’s Restaurant; Holmdel, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.226-231; June 89; ID

HODNICK DESIGN and LUNAR DESIGN
Interiors; Designers’ Offices; Palo Alto, California; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Feb 89; INT

HOLEY, JOHN
Electronic Assembly Factory, Apple Computer; Fremont, California; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Apr 89; INT

HOLL, STEVEN and ELLERBE & BECKET
School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture; University of Minnesota; Addition; Minneapolis, Minnesota; m. pl.; p.35; Sept 89; PA

HOLL, STEVEN
American Memorial Library, Addition; Berlin, West Germany; m. pl.; p.35; Sept 89; PA
Edges of Three American Cities; Exhibition of Visionary Projects; pl. sec. axon. dia.; p.90-91; May 89; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HOLL, STEVEN (Cont'd)

MOMA Exhibition of Two Contemporary Architects; Steven Holl and Emilo Ambasz; Critique; New York, New York; ph. ill.; p.51, 53; Apr 89; AR

Mixed-Use Building With Eight Duplexes; Town Center; Retail, Offices and Apartments; Seaside, Florida; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.59-65; Aug 89; PA

Residence; AIA Honor Award: Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. axon. sec. elev.; p.140-143; May 89; A

HOLLAND, HENRY

Residence; Chinese Influenced Design, 1791; Bedfordshire, England; ph.; p.238-239; May 89; ID

HOLT, HINSHAW, PFAU & JONES

Astronauts Memorial, Kennedy Space Center; Jury Comments. Merritt Island, Florida; elev. pi. ill. sec.; p.68-70; Jan 89; PA

HOOD & MILLER

Apartment Building; Low Rise; Narrow Lot; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Dec 89; B

HOOVER, BERG & DESMOND

Classroom Building; Auraria Higher Education Center; Denver, Colorado; ph. pl. iso.; p.102-107; Aug 89; AR

Youth Detention Center; Grand Junction, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.83; Aug 89; PA

HORNBERGER & WORSTELL

Resort Hotel; Hyatt Regency Scottsdale; Landscape by SWA Group; Scottsdale, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.66-69; Mar 89; LA

HOUSE & HOUSE

Residence; Hillsborough, California; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Oct 89; A

HUG, SUSAN

Vacation House, Remodeled; East Coast, Florida; ph. pl.; p.258-263; Oct 89; ID

HUNTER, REYNOLDS & JEWELL

Master Plan; Wake Forest University; Winston-Salem, North Carolina; pl.; p.50; Dec 89; LA

Urban Park; Crystal Park; Arlington, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Nov 89; LA

HYUGENS, DIMELLA & SHAFFER

Residence; Country Club Housing; Ipswich, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.168-169; Oct 89; B

Residential Development; Townhouse; Ledgebrooke; Newton, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.170-171; Oct 89; B

Zoo; Tropical Forest Pavilion; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.92, 100-101; Aug 89; AR

IBI GROUP and L. PAUL ZAJFEN

Faculty Housing, University of California; Santa Barbara, California; ph. pl.; p.78; Oct 89; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

IKOY PARTNERSHIP and MATHERS & HALDENBY

Computer Research Center, University of Waterloo; Ontario, Waterloo, Canada; ph. pl. sec. ill. det.; p.122-127; Oct 89; AR

ISD

Interiors; Law Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.162-163; June 89; INT

Interiors; Mattress Company Headquarters; Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.208-211; Nov 89; ID

Office Equipment Showroom, HON; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.84; Apr 89; INT

IOSA-GHINI, MASSIMO

Bolido, Restaurant and Club; New York, New York; ph.; p.28; May 89; INT

Restaurant; Bolido, Restaurant and Club; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.232-235; June 89; ID

IRELAND, DAVID and MARK MACK and INTERIM OFFICE OF ARCHITECTURE

Arts Center; Remodeling of Barracks; Fort Barry, National Park; Sausalito, California; ph. pl.; p.118-125; Mid-Sept 89; AR

ISRAEL, FRANKLIN D.

Architect Designs Traveling Exhibition of His Own Work; ph.; p.66-67; Apr 89; AR

Film Studio; Propaganda Films; Los Angeles, California; by George Rand; ph. pl. axon.; p.56-59; June 89; A

Office Building; Low Rise; Film and Video Company's Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.68-71; Apr 89; AR

Residence; Studio Addition; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Apr 89; AR

Survey of Architect's Recent Work; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.65-73; Apr 89; AR

JACOBSEN, HUGH NEWELL

Residence; Long Island, North Shore, New York; ph. pl. iso.; p.96-99; Mid-Apr 89; AR

JAFFE, NORMAN

Synagogue; Critique; Easthampton, New York; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Dec 89; A

JASTRAM, STEVE

Residence; Sioux Falls, South Dakota; ph.; p.36-37; Jan 89; CB

JEFFERSON, THOMAS

New Roots for Pavilions of University of Virginia; Replicate the Original Tinplate; Original Building by Thomas Jefferson; Charlottesville, Virginia; Mesick, Cohen & Waite; ph. det. axon.; p.124-127; Feb 89; AR

JELLICOE, SIR GEOFFREY

Moody Botanic Gardens; Galveston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.42-51; Jan 89; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

JIRICNA, EVA
Clothing Store, Alex Boutique; Florence, Italy; ph. pl.; p.176-177; Jan 89; INT

JOHNS, BARRY
Advanced Technology Center; Earth Sheltering: Alberta, Edmonton, Canada; ph pl. sec.; p.93; Feb 89; PA

JOHNSON, BERNARD ET AL.
George R. Brown Convention Center; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.77; Feb 89; PA

JOHNSON, CAROL R.
John Marshall Park; Washington, District of Columbia; by John Chase; ph.; p.66-66; Sept 89; LA

JOHNSON, FAIN & PEREIRA and MEACHAM O’BRIEN
Atrium, Rincon Center; San Francisco, California; by John Chase; ph.; p.66-66; Sept 89; LA

JOHNSON, FAIN & PEREIRA
Design Guidelines and Plan for Highway; Jury Comments; Indian Wells, California; ill pl.; p.110-111; Jan 89; PA

JOHNSON, JOHNSON & ROY
Interstates and Scenic Byways; Concern for Landscape Values, Examples; Franconia Notch, New Hampshire; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p.48-55; Apr 89; LA

Roadway and Park Facilities; Franconia Notch, New Hampshire; by ph. pl.; p.67; Nov 89; LA

Town Lake Comprehensive Plan; Park; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.96; Nov 89; LA

Zoo Entrance; Landscape by Johnson, Johnson & Roy; Detroit, Michigan; Smith, Hinchen & Grylls; ph. pl.; p.69; Nov 89; LA

JOHNSON, JR., J. H. ECCLESTON
Pool Hall and Piano Bar; Austin, Texas; ph.; p.75; Feb 89; A

JOHNSON, JR., J. STEWARD
Sculpture; Realistic Figures; Process; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.292-293; June 89; ID

JOHNSON, QUINCY
Residence; Colors; Boynton Beach, Florida; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Sept 89; B

Townhouse; Delavan Court, Subsidized Housing; New Brunswick, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Sept 89; B

JOHNSON, SUSTRONK & WEINSTEIN
Metro Toronto Zoo; Master Plan, Architecture by Ron Thom, Clifford & Lawrie and Crag & Boak; Ontario, Scarborough, Canada; ph.; p.88-89; Jan 89; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

JONES & JONES
Arboretum and Botanic Garden; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.42-51; Jan 89; LA

Center for Urban Horticulture; University of Washington; Douglas Research Conservatory; Seattle, Washington; by Timothy B. McDonald; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Mar 89; A

Newcastle Beach Park; Bellevue, Washington; ph. pl.; p.124-127; Nov 89; AR

Zoo; Bioclimatic Zone Exhibit; Tiger River, San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Aug 89; AR

JONES, A. QUINCY
Residence; Remodeled Photo Studio; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.228-229; Apr 89; ID

JONES, FAY and MAURICE JENNINGS
Firm Profile, Design Quality; ph.; p.87-93; Feb 89; A

JOURDA, FRANCOISE-HELENE and GILLES PERRAUDIN
Laminated Wood Structure, School of Architecture; Lyons, France; ph. sec. det.; p.159; Jan 89; PA

JOURDAN, ERIC
Furniture Designs; ph.; p.180; Sept 89; INT

JOVA, DANIELS & BUSBY
Butterfly Center; Callaway Gardens; Rural Western, Georgia; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. det.; p.90-93; Mar 89; A

Interiors; Three Law Offices; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.262-273; May 89; ID

JUNG & BRANEN
Furniture Showroom; Herman Miller’s Office Pavilion; Boston, Massachusetts; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl.; p.50-53; June 89; A

KLS ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Doubletree; Glassboro, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.122; Oct 89; B

KAHN, LOUIS I.
Art Museum; Addition to Kimbell Art Museum by Louis I. Kahn; Fort Worth, Texas; Mitchell & Giurgola and Thorp; ill. elev. axon.; p.19-22; Oct 89; A

KALLMANN, MCKINNELL & WOOD and MORGAN WHEELOCK
Master Plan, Landscaping; Becton-Dickinson Headquarters; Franklin Lakes, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.42-49; May 89; LA

KALLMANN, MCKINNELL & WOOD
Asian Art Museum; Interiors by Donovan & Green and Stuart Silver; Salem, Oregon; ph. pl.; p.128-129; July 89; INT

Hynes Convention Center; Boston, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-99; May 89; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KALLMANN, MCKINNELL & WOOD (Cont'd)

Hynes Convention Center; Expansion and Remodeling of 1960's Auditorium; Canopy Details; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec. det. ill.; p.65-77; 175; May 89; PA
Office Building; Becton Dickinson Headquarters; Landscape by Morgan Wheelock and Richard Fleischner; Franklin Lakes, New Jersey; ph. p.82-83; July 89; PA

KANE, BRIAN

Furniture Designs, Bernhardt Collection; ph.; p.114-117; Nov 89; INT

KAPKA, MARK and ROBERT ARKO

Furniture Showroom, Metropolitan; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.136-137; Dec 89; ID

KAPLAN, MCLAUGHLIN & DIAZ and TSO & KOBUS

Brigham and Women's Hospital; Ambulatory Services; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-83; Apr 89; AR
KAPLAN, MCLAUGHLIN & DIAZ

Brigham and Women's Hospital Addition; Boston, Massachusetts; by Nora Richter Greer; ph.; p.68-69; June 89; A
Showplace Square, Atrium; Building by Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; San Francisco, California; Gensler Associates and Orlando Diaz-Azcuy; ph. pl. axon.; p.134-135; Aug 89; INT

KARAHAM & SCHWARTING

Bathroom Fixtures Showroom, Davis & Warshow; Manhasset, New York; ph. pl.; p.170-171; Jan 89; INT

KELLY A LEHN

Shoe Store, San Marcos; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.170-171; Jan 89; INT

KERR, LESLIE A.

Maritime National Wildlife Refuge; Alaska; ph.; p.94-95; Nov 89; LA

KEYES, CONDON & FLORANCE

National Building Museum, Pension Building; Renovation; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.98; Nov 89; INT

KIMBALL, L. ROBERT

County Prison; Allentown, Pennsylvania; pl. ill.; p.87; Aug 89; PA

KISS & ZWIGARD

Residence; ph.; p.197; Sept 89; INT

KLIMENT, R. M. and FRANCES HALSBAND

Interiors; Law Offices; Newark, New Jersey; ph. pl. elev. sec. det.; p.154-151; June 89; INT
Townhall; Salisbury, Connecticut; ph.; p.102, 108-109; Jan 89; AR

KNORR, MICHAEL

Residence; The Legends; Parker, Colorado; ph.; p.322-323; Jan 89; B

KODAMA ASSOCIATES

Townhouse; Morgan Heights; Subsidized; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.84-85; Sept 89; B

KOETTER & KIM

Dormitory, Princeton University; Clapp Hall; Princeton, New Jersey; ph. pl. sec. ill. axon.; p.106, 118-121; Oct 89; AR
Landscape; CODEX Headquarters, Landscape Design by Hanna & Olin; Canton, Massachusetts; ph.; p.52-55; Nov 89; LA
Office Building; Low Rise; Apple Hill Center; Tewksbury, Massachusetts; elev. pl.; p.33; Apr 89; PA

KOHEN, PEDERSEN & FOX

Hotel and Office Tower; Concrete Paneling Details; Greenwich, Connecticut; ph. det.; p.106-108; Sep 89; AR
Office Building; High Rise; Washington Mutual Tower; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.126-127; May 89; A
Office Building; Rockefeller Plaza West; Jury Comments; New York, New York; m. pl. sec. elev. axon.; p.90-92; Jan 89; PA
Review of High Rise Office Buildings, Firms' Work; by Walter McQuade; ph. pl. m.; p.120-127; May 89; A

KOHEN, PEDERSEN, FOX & CONWAY

Interiors; Investment Firm Executive Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.162-165; Jan 89; INT
Interiors; MONY Headquarters; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.288-291; May 89; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KOSHIBA, JUNJI
Restaurant; Brasserie I'R; Taipei, Taiwan; ph. pl. axon.; p.181; Sept 89; INT

KRAFT, ROGER
Interiors; Penthouse Apartment; Kansas City, Missouri; ph. pl.; p.170-177; July 89; ID

KRIER, LEON and COOPER & JOHNSON
Residence; Seaside, Florida; ph. pl. iso. ill.; p.66-73; Dec 89; PA

KRIER, LEON
Architect's House; Seaside, Florida; p.96, 99, 101; July 89; AR
Architect's Work and Philosophy; Critique; by Thomas A. Dutton; biblio.; p.3-9; Winter 89; JAE
Architects Vacation House; Seaside, Florida; ph. pl.; p.144-145; Oct 89; B

KROHN, LISA
Manual Fax; ph.; p.182; Sept 89; INT

KRUECK A OLSEN
Apartment Building; Interiors; Penthouse New Uses of Glass; Chicago, Illinois; ph. det.; p.107; Mar 89; PA
Office Building; Low Rise; Corporate Regional Center; Hewitt; Rowayton, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.92-98; Nov 89; PA
Office Building; Low Rise; Hewitt Regional Building; Lincolnshire, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.92, 97-99; Nov 89; PA

KUBY, BROTHERS A WINSLOW
Renovated Kitchen; New York, New York; ph.; p.208; July 89; ID

KUHNE, ERIC R.
Residential Development; River Walk; Chesapeake, Virginia; pl. elev.; p.85; May 89; PA

KUMP, ERNEST J. and PETER WALKER
Campus; Foothill College; San Francisco Peninsula, California; ph. pl.; p.52-57; Dec 89; LA

KUNIK, STENE
Residence; Boca Raton, Florida; ph. pl.; p.152-153; Oct 89; B

KURAMATA, SHIRO and TOSHIRO MORI
Clothing Store; Issey Miyake; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.256-259; Feb 89; ID

KUROKAWA, KISHO
Art Museum; Municipal Museum of Modern Art; Nagoya, Japan; ph. pl. axon.; p.246-253; June 89; ID

KUWABARA, PAYNE, MCKENNA & BLUMBERG
Men's Clothing Store, Marc Laurent; Toronto, Canada; ph. pl. axon.; p.112-113; Mar 89; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

LABORATORIO ASSOCIATI
Women's Clothing Store; Gianni Versace; Florence, Italy; ph. p.244-245; Feb 89; ID

LACHEVSKY, DOMINIQUE and PATRICK NAGGAR
Jewelry Store; Paris, France; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.100-103; Sept 89; PA

LAMANTIA, JAMES and RUSSO & SONDER
Oriental Pavilion, 1874, Prospect Park, Re-created; Reconstruction of Pavilion by Calvert Vaux; New York, New York; ph. pl. det.; p.110-113; July 89; AR

LAND DESIGN RESEARCH
Centennial Reservoir and Park; Howard County, Maryland; ph.; p.89; Nov 89; LA
Zoo; Maryland Wilderness Exhibit; Baltimore, Maryland; pl. sec; p.19; Nov 89; LA

LAND STUDIO
Brief Survey of Firm's Work; ph. axon.; p.80-81; July 89; PA
Surgery Center, Garden; Landscape by Land Studio; Escondido, California; Rob Wellington Quigley; ph. axon.; p.80-81; July 89; PA

LAND and COMMUNITY ASSOCIATES
Martic Township, Assessment Plan; Historic Villages; Lancaster County, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.105; Nov 89; LA
Multi-Resource and Land Protection Plan; Hanalei, Kauai, Hawaii; ph.; p.104; Nov 89; LA

LANDAHLL GROUP
Health Club; Interiors; Building by Murphy & Jahn; Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.228-233; Feb 89; ID

LASSUS, BERNARD
Bridge In Park; One-Half Rock and One-Half Steel; Istre, France; by Peter Jacobs and Philippe Pouliquen-Gonidec; ph.; p.32-33; Jan 89; LA
Game of Red Dots; Graphics Game; ill.; p.33-34; Jan 89; LA
Park, Charente de la Corderie; Architect's Philosophy; Rochefort, France; pl.; p.35; Jan 89; LA

LATINA, LOIS
Residence; Cleveland, Ohio; ph.; p.26-27; Jan 89; CB

LAUTNER, JOHN
Interiors; Investment Firm Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-79; Mid-Sept 89; AR

LE CORBUSIER
Residence; Casa Dr. Currutchet, 1949-53, Restored; La Plata, Argentina; ph.; p.22; Apr 89; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LEASON & POMEROY
John Wayne Airport; CAD Modeling Design; Orange County, California: ill. pl.; p.133; Mar 89; AR

LEDERER, ARNO and JORUNN RAGNARSDOTTIR
Kindergarten School, Apartments, Underground Garage; Tubingen, West Germany; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Sept 89; A

LEE, CHARLES AND ELIZABETH LEE
Child Care Center, UCLA; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. iso.; p.118, 126-129; June 89; AR

LEE, TOM
Hotel Bellevue, Restoration of Hotel, 1904; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.212-223; Oct 89; ID
Restaurant; Beau Geste, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.240-243; Sept 89; ID

LEERS & WEINZAPFEL
Firm Profile; ph.; p.87; Dec 89; A

LEFFINGWELL ASSOCIATES
Residence; Landscape by Leffingwell Associates; Northern, California; John Marsh Davis; ph.; p.66; Nov 89; LA

LEGORRETA ARQUITECTOS
Office Building; Middle Rise; IBM Regional Headquarters, Village Center; Westlake, Southlake, Texas; by David Dillon; ph.; pl.; p.100-107; May 89; A
Office Park, Southlake; Solana, Texas; ph. pl.; p.65-74; Apr 89; PA

LEIBOWITZ, DAVID ELLIOT and ELLERBE & BECKET
Consolidated Terminal; elev. m.; p.196; Sept 89; INT

LEIVISKA, JUHA
Church; Myymaki, Finland; ph.; p.58-59; Sept 89; A

LEMO & BOHN
Interiors; Designer's Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.252-257; May 89; ID

LESSARD ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Residence; Prototype, Ryland Groups; Northern, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.62-63, 66; Dec 89; B

LEWIS, NEVILLE
Interiors; Designer's Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.266-269; June 89; ID

LEWIS, RICHARD D.
Residence; La Ridge; Tucson, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.126; Oct 89; B

LIANG, PEDDLES THORP and CHHADA SIEMBIEDA
Hotel; Interiors; Ramada Renaissance; Hong Kong; ph.; p.120-121; Nov 89; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LINEA 5
Residential Development; Residence; Nashaquisset; Nantucket, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.154-155; Oct 89; B

LINK, THEODORE C.
Union Station Rehabilitation; Shopping Mall and Hotel; Original by Theodore C. Link; St. Louis, Missouri; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.83-87; Apr 89; A

LITTLE, MARY
Furniture Designs; ph.; p.183; Sept 89; INT

LLUSCA, JOSEP
Spanish Furniture Designer; ph.; p.110-111; July 89; INT

LOHAN ASSOCIATES
Office Furniture Showroom, Steelcase; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.138-141; Dec 89; ID
Vented Galvalume Roof; For Office and Retail Complex; —, Illinois; m. pl. det.; p.122-123; Feb 89; AR
Waterproof Galvanized Barrel-Vault Roof; For Retail Mall; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.122-123; Feb 89; AR

LOKHAMMER, PETER
Residence; Princeton, New Jersey; ph.; p.42-43; Jan 89; CB

LORD & SARGENT and MHT ARCHITECTS
Air Lines Reservations and Training Center; Salt Lake City, Utah; ph. pl. det. sec.; p.128-131; May 89; AR

LORD & SARGENT
Manufacturing Research Center; Georgia Institute of Technology; Atlanta, Georgia; pl sec. elev. det.; p.93-95; Jan 89; PA
Trinity School Additions; Atlanta, Georgia; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.112-119; May 89; A

LORD, AECK & SARGENT
Firm Profile; ph.; p.84; Dec 89; A

LORENZ & WILLIAMS and EISENMAN & TROTT
College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning; University of Cincinnati; Cincinnati, Ohio; m. pl.; p.95; Oct 89; PA

LORENZ, ELAINE
Sculpture with Planting; ph.; p.96; Apr 89; INT

LORIMER & CASE
Residence; Blackhorse; La Jolla, California; ph. pl.; p.150-151; Oct 89; B

LOVINS, AMORY and HUNTER
Lovins House and Rocky Mountain Research Center; Energy Analysis; Old Snowmass, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.100-103; Mar 89; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

Lupo, Frank and Daniel Rowen
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.118-123; June 89; AR

Lym, Glenn Robert
Restaurant; Thai Bar-Be-Que; San Francisco, California; ph. iso.; p.76; Feb 89; A

Mack Architects
Cultural Center Theater; San Francisco, California; ill. pl. sec.; p.36; Sept 89; PA

Mack and Hargreaves Associates
Environmental Park; Candlestick Point Cultural Park; San Francisco, California; m. ill.; p.71; July 89; PA

Mgs Architects
America Restaurant In Restored Union Station; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-85; Mid-Sept 89; AR
Mannequin Showroom, Hindsgaul; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.200-201; Sept 89; INT

Mgv Design Consultants
Clothing Showroom, EZ Sportswear; New York, New York; ph.; p.92; July 89; INT

Mmap
Furniture Showroom, Consolidated Resources; San Jose, California; ph. pl.; p.224-227; Apr 89; ID

Mpa Design
Great Highway Ocean Beach Section; San Francisco, California; ph. p.62; Nov 89; LA
Landscape; Pacific Bell Center; Landscape Design by MPA Design; San Ramon, California; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.80; Nov 89; LA

Msj and RtKl and Mitchell & Closton
Multi-Use Project; Plaza, Aquarium, Museum, Shopping; Darling Harbour; Sydney, Australia; by Roger Johnson; ph. m.; p.30-31,36-38; Aug 89; LA

Machinist Associates
Health and Racquet Club; New York, New York; ph.; p.222-223; Feb 89; ID

Mack, Mark
Residence; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.88-95; Mid-Apr 89; AR

Mackey, Eugene J.
Architect's Work and Background; ph.; p.78-79; Apr 89; A

Macklinay, Winnacker & McNeil
Hotel 21 East; Interiors by Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkeinstein & Moris; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. axon.; p.134-137; June 89; INT

Maddox, Eva
Interiors; Designers' Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. axon.; p.270-273; Mar 89; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

Maddox, Eva (Cont'd)
Newstand Stores; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.220-223; Nov 89; ID

Maffei, Gerald
Residence; Bryan, Texas; ph. pl. axon.; p.98-100; Dec 89; PA

Magnusson, Carl and Emanuela
Interiors; Architect's Apartment; Milan, Italy; ph. pl.; p.258-261; May 89; ID

Magnusson, Carl
Interview with Director of Design, Knoll; ph.; p.60; June 89; ID

Mah, Nancy
Restaurant; Poiret; New York, New York; ph.; p.242-245; June 89; ID

Maki Associates
Computer Showrooms in Science Center; Tepia; Tokyo, Japan; by Lynne Breslin; ph. pl.; p.84-93; Oct 89; AR

Maldonado, Rafael
School; Private; Caldas Institute; Bucaramanga, Colombia; ph.; p.92-93; Sept 89; A

Man, Lawrence K.
Kitchen; Renovation; Shaker Heights, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.84; Oct 89; A

Mann, Roy and Others
Southwest Corridor Park; Linear Parks Along Transitway; Boston, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p.70-73; May 89; LA

Marino, P. Michael and Architecture and Allied Arts
Office Building; Lobby and Facade Renovation; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-67; Mid-Sept 89; AR

Marquis Associates
Senior Apartment; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.86+; Dec 89; INT

Martin Organization
Residence; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.204; May 89; B
Residence; Hamilton Place; Orlando, Florida; ph. pl.; p.136-137; Apr 89; B
Residence; Misty Run; Warrenton, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.150-151; July 89; B
The Breakers, Duplexes; Narrangansett, Rhode Island; pl. elev.; p.78; Sept 89; B

Martin, Willard J. and J. Douglas Macy
Urban Square; Pioneer Courthouse Square; Portland, Oregon; ph. p.32-33,61; Aug 89; LA

Martin, Steve
Desert Gardens; Examples; by Madis Pihlak; ph.; p.69-73; June 89; LA
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MARTORELL, BOHIGAS, MACKAY & PUIGDOMENECH
Olympic Village for 1992; La Nova Icaria; Barcelona, Spain; by Christophe Girot; pl. ill.; p. 26-29; Apr 89; LA

MARVIN, ROBERT E. and JOVA, DANIELS & BUSBY
Butterfly Center, Callaway Gardens; Pine Mountain, Georgia; ph.; p. 73; Nov 89; LA

MARVIN, ROBERT
Landscape Designer's Offices, In Great Swamp; Expresses Philosophy. Walterboro, Near, South Carolina; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p. 86-87; Aug 89; LA

MASON, J. L.
Residence: The Derby; St. Louis, Missouri; ph.; p. 323; Jan 89; B

MASSEY & VEVERKA
Residence; Hillside; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p. 64-67; Oct 89; A

MASTERPIECE HOMES
Residence; Waterford Plantation; Fort Wayne, Indiana; ph. pl.; p. 130; Oct 89; B

MATARAZZO DESIGN
Residential Development; Cascades; Loudoun County, Virginia; ill. pl.; p. 80; Nov 89; B

MATARAZZO, GEORGE
Residential Development; Straw Hill; No Private Lots; Manchester, New Hampshire; ph. pl.; p. 76-77; Oct 89; LA

MATEU & RIZO
Japanese Restaurant, Boulevard Street Cafe; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p. 130-131; July 89; INT

MATHIEU, PAUL and MICHAEL RAY
Bridal Shop; Furniture Design; Paris, France; ph.; p. 266-269; May 89; INT

MAYBECK, BERNARD
Concrete House, 1907, Restored; Berkeley, California; by Donald Ganty; ph.; p. 84-89; July 89; A

McBRIDE, CHARLES & RYAN
Eclipse Cafe; Melbourne Suburb, Australia; ph. pl. ill.; p. 184; Sept 89; INT

MCCARROLL, SHANNON
Law Offices; Interiors by Shannon McCarrroll; New York, New York; Byrns, Kendal & Schieder Decker; ph. pl. det.; p. 104-109; Sept 89; PA

McCLINTOCK, JAMES
Penthouse Apartment; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; ph. pl.; p. 164; Oct 89; B

McCoy & McCoy
Tile and Bathroom Furnishings Exhibits; Ceramic Tile Structure; ph. iso.; p. 118-119; Aug 89; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

McCoy, RONALD
Residence; Jury Comments; Marina del Rey, California; m. sec. pl. elev.; p. 88-89; Jan 89; PA

McDONOUGH, WILLIAM
Interiors; Environmental Defense Fund's Offices; Pollution Elimination; ph. pl.; p. 78-81; Dec 89; INT

McFADDE, DAVID
Clothing Store, Ralph Davies; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p. 216-221; Apr 89; ID

McGREGOR, PATRICK
Restaurant; City Club, Restoration of 1930; Original by Miller & Pfueger; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p. 94-97; Apr 89; PA

McHALE & WOODS
Residence; Cantera; Santa Ana, California; ph. pl.; p. 317; Jan 89; B

McHARG, IAN
Riverdale Park; Schuylkill River, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p. 38-43; Mar 89; LA

McLARAND & VASQUEZ
Residence; Carmel Series; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Clifford Pearson and Lisa Saxton; ph. pl.; p. 74-77; June 89; B

McILVAIN, WILLIAM
Residence; Lakeaire; Mission Viejo, California; ph. pl.; p. 156; July 89; B

Residence; Spanish Trail; Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl.; p. 157; Oct 89; B

MEIER, RICHARD and GBD ARCHITECTS
Eye Center, Oregon Health Sciences University; Jury Comments; Portland, Oregon; m. pl.; p. 100-102; Jan 89; PA

MEIER, RICHARD
Art Museum, High; Critique; Atlanta, Georgia; by Allen Freeman; ph. axon.; p. 50-53; Dec 89; A

Bank; Bridgeport Center; Other Recent Projects; Bridgeport, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec. axon. m.; p. 69-77; Aug 89; AR

MEKUS & JOHNSON
Interiors; Designers' Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. axon.; p. 186-189; July 89; ID

Interiors; Software Company's Offices, SPSS; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 132-133; June 89; INT

MENDELSOHN, ANDREA
Clothing Store; New Haven, Connecticut; ph. axon.; p. 182-185; Sept 89; INT

MERCURIO HOMES
Residence; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl.; p. 152; July 89; B

MERRILL, SCOTT
Vacation Cottages; Seaside, Florida; ph. pl.; p. 166-167; Oct 89; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MESICK, COHEN & WAITE
New Roofs for Pavilions of University of Virginia; Replicate the Original Tinplate; Original Building by Thomas Jefferson; Charlottesville, Virginia; ph. det. axon.; p.124-127; Feb 89; AR

METZ, ERIC
Wetlands Museum, Audubon; Ballona Wetland, California; pl. p.49; Mar 89; LA

MEYER, SCHERER & ROCKCASTLE
Furniture Design and Development Complex; Package Farm Buildings, Herman Miller; Jury Comments; Holland, Michigan; ill. pl. sec. elev.; p.86-87; Jan 89; PA

MICHEL, ANGELO
Glassware; ph.; p.187; Sept 89; INT

MIES VAN DER ROHE, LUDWIG
Genealogy of Column and Wall; by Gevork Hartoonian; m. pl. ph.; p.43-50; Winter 89; JAE
Residence; Tugendhat House, 1930, Partially Restored, Preserved; Brno, Czechoslovakia; ph.; p.21, 26, 28; Apr 89; PA
Residences; Survey of Work and Philosophy; ph. pl. m.; p.43-50; Winter 89; JAE

MILLER & HULL
Marine Technology Facility; Seattle Central Community College; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl. elev.; p.118-119; Feb 89; AR

MILLER & PFLUEGER
Restaurant; City Club, Restoration of 1930; Original by Miller & Pflueger; San Francisco, California; Patrick McGrew; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Aug 89; B

MONToya, JUAN
Hotel; Presidential Suite; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Oct 89; INT

MOORE, ARTHUR COTTON and EDaw
Water Fountain, Washington Harbour; Critique; Washington, District of Columbia; by Heidi Landecker; ph.; p.105-107; Oct 89; LA

MOORE, CHARLES
Architectural Education; AIA Award; ph.; p.23; 26; Mar 89; A
New American Home, Demonstration House; Interiors by Michael Moore and Lou Ann Bauer; Atlanta, Georgia; by Clifford Pearson and Richard Binsacca; ph. pl.; p.248-282; Jan 89; B
Residence; Up-Scale Model for NAHB; Atlanta, Georgia; by Amy Gray Light; ph. pl.; p.64-67; June 89; A

MOORE, MICHAEL and LOU ANN BAUER
New American Home, Demonstration House; Interiors by Michael Moore and Lou Ann Bauer; Atlanta, Georgia; Charles Moore; by Clifford Pearson and Richard Binsacca; ph. pl.; p.248-282; Jan 89; B

MOORE, RUBLE & YUDELL
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Lakeside Suburb; Tegel Harbor, IBA Development; Berlin, West Germany; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-91; 125; July 89; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA and THORP
Art Museum; Addition to Kimbell Art Museum by Louis I. Kahn; Fort Worth, Texas; ill. elev. axon.; p.19-22; Oct 89; A
Parliament House; Critique; Canberra, Australia; by Philip Drew; ph. pl.; p.52-59; Jan 89; A

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA
IBM Palisades Advanced Business Institute; Palisades, New York; ph. pl. dia.; p.65, 84-91; Sept 89; AR
Interiors; IBM Offices, Interiors by CRS Sirrine; Westlake, Texas; ph. pl.; p.152-157; Aug 89; ID
Office Building; Interiors; Cafeteria by CRS Sirrine; Westlake, Texas; ph. pl.; p.154-157; Jan 89; INT
Office Building; Middle Rise; IBM Regional Headquarters; Westlake, Texas; ph. pl.; p.100-107; May 89; A

MITCHELL ASSOCIATES
Resort Condominium; Landscape by Mitchell Associates; Montserrat, Alliouagana, West Indies; Barry Sugarman; ill. pl. p.77-77; Mar 89; LA

MITCHELL, DAVID HANNAFORD
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl.; p.62-63; June 89; A
Renovated Farmhouse; Long Island, New York; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Aug 89; A

MITCHELL, DAVID HANNAFORD
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl.; p.62-63; June 89; A
Renovated Farmhouse; Long Island, New York; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Aug 89; A

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA and DMJM and STEINBERG GROUP
Convention Center; San Jose, California; m. pl. sec.; p.79; Feb 89; PA

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA and LEGORRETA ARQUITECTOS
Office Park, Westlake; Master Plan by Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; Solana, Texas; ph. pl.; p.65-74; Apr 89; PA
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

MORGAN, CALVIN
Silhouette Chair; ph. ill.; p.84-87; Feb 89; INT

MORI, TOSHIKO
Fashion Designer’s Showroom; Onward Kashiwayama’s; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.258-256; Sept 89; ID

MORPHOSIS and COOP HIMMELBLAU and PAMELA BURTON
Arts Center; Performing Arts Pavilion, Artspark LA; Design Competition Winners; Sepulveda Basin, California; m. pl.; p.16-17; Sept 89; LA

MORPHOSIS
Architects’ Exhibition at Walker Arts Center; Critique: Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Douglas R. Suisman; ph.; p.65; July 89; AR
Architecture Tomorrow Exhibit; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph.; p.26; July 89; A
Firm’s Work, Buildings and Furniture; ph. pl.; p.99-107; Oct 89; INT
Golf Club; Tokyo, Near, Japan; m.; p.107; Oct 89; INT
Office Building; Middle Rise; Tokyo, Japan; m.; p.106; Oct 89; INT
Office Furniture Showroom, Vecta; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.102-105; Oct 89; INT
Residence; Jury Comments; Montecito, California; m. pl. sec.; p.84-85; Jan 89; PA
Women’s Clothing Showroom, Leon Max; Los Angeles, California; by Aaron Betzky; ph. sec. axon.; elev.; p.86-93; Mid-Sept 89; AR

MORRIS ARCHITECTS
Moody Botanical Gardens; Animal Contact Facility; Galveston, Texas; ph.; p.94-99; Nov 89; AR

MOSS, ERIC OWEN
Design Firm Offices, Remodeled; Paramount Laundry; Culver City, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-83; Nov 89; PA
Film Production Offices, Remodeled Warehouse, Lindblade Tower; Culver City, California; ph. pl. axon. det.; p.74-77; Nov 89; PA
Housing Office, University of California; AIA Honor Award; Irvine, California; by John Pastier; ph. iso.; p.162-164; May 89; A
Housing Office, University of California; Irvine, California; ph. pl. dia.; p.92-97; May 89; PA

MOUREAUX & HAUSPY
Interiors; Developer’s Offices; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph. pl.; p.110-111, Mar 89; INT

MOZER, JORDAN
Jazz Club and Restaurant, Cairo; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. axon.; p.130-131; June 89; INT
Restaurant; Lan’s; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.188; Sept 89; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

MURASE, ROBERT
Buddhist Temple Complex; Myodo Kyo Kai, Near Kyoto; Shiga Prefecture, Japan; ph. pl.; p.86-90; Mar 89; LA
Landscape Architect’s Work and Career; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p.86-90; Mar 89; LA

MURATA, OUTLAND & THOMAS
Firm Profile, Design Quality; ph.; p.87-93; Feb 89, A

MURPHY & JAHN
Airport; O’Hare Terminal and Office Tower; New Uses of Glass; Chicago, Illinois; ph. sec. det.; p.108; Mar 89; PA
Health Club; Interiors; Building by Murphy & Jahn; Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois; Landahl Group; ph. pl.; p.228-233; Feb 89; ID
Office Building; Middle Rise; Ku Damm 70; Berlin, West Germany; ph. pl.; p.94; Apr 89; PA
Restaurant; Fast Lane, O’Hare Terminal; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-121; June 89; INT

MURPHY & MACKNEY
Climatron, Botanical Gardens; St. Louis, Missouri; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. det.; p.88-99; Mar 89; A

MYERS & BENNETT/BRW
Book Store; University of Minnesota; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. sec.; p.107-109; Mar 89; A
Civil and Mining Engineering Building; University of Minnesota; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. sec.; p.109-110; Mar 89; A

MYERS, BARTON
Theater for Concerts and Plays, Festival Hall; Cerritos, California; pl. sec. ill.; p.59; May 89; AR

NB ASSOCIATES
Metal Storage Unit Showroom, Meridian; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.62; Apr 89; ID

NBBJ GROUP
Office Building; Middle Rise; Seattle, Washington; ph. det.; p.117-118; June 89; PA

NAGLE & HARTRAY
Firm Profile, Design Quality; ph.; p.87-93; Feb 89; A
Schiller Street Townhouses; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Feb 89; PA

NAITO, HIROSHI
Art Museum for the Blind and Partially Blind; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Dec 89; INT

NAKAMI, SATOSHI
Seishin Takatuka Park; Seishin, Japan; ph. pl.; p.24-26; Mar 89; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

NAKANE, KINSAKU
Japanese Garden of the Heart of Heaven; Museum of Fine Arts; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p.13; Jan 89; LA

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION and DU TOIT, ALLSOPP & HILLIER
National Capital Parliamentary Precinct; Long-Range Plan; Jury Comments; Ontario, Ottawa/Hull, Canada; ph. pl. ill. dia.; p.118-119; Jan 89; PA

NELSON ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Designers’ Offices; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. sec.; p.200-203; July 89; ID

NEMENT, STEPHEN
Alzheimer Center; Heather Hill, Ohio; pl.; p.87; Dec 89; INT

NEUMANN & SMITH
Residence; Franklin, Michigan; ph. pl. axon.; p.70-73; Aug 89; A

NEUTRA, RICHARD
Residence; Restoration, Original by Richard Neutra; Bel Air, California; Luis Ortega; p.264-267; Apr 89; ID

NEW YORK ARCHITECTS
Interiors; Advertising Agency Meeting Rooms; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.264-269; Mar 89; ID

NEWMAN, HERBERT S.
Dormitories, Dartmouth College; Andres, Zimmerman and Morton Hall; Hanover, New Hampshire; ph. pl.; p.108, 116-117; Oct 89; AR

Multi-Use Project; Office, Retail, Residential; Whitney Grove, New Haven, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.179; Oct 89; B

Residential Development; Townhouse; Whitney Grove and Audubon Court Projects; New Haven, Connecticut; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Nov 89; A

NEWPORT COLLABORATIVE
Courtland Mews; Accessory Rental Unit in Townhouse; Providence, Rhode Island; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Feb 89; B

NEWTON, NORMAN
Drawings and Measured Drawings of European Gardens and Villas; His Work, Teaching; Landscape Architect; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. ill.; p.92-97; Apr 89; LA

NIELD, LAWRENCE and NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT
Marine Passenger Terminal; Sydney, Australia; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Sept 89; A

NOGUCHI, ISAMU
Obituary; p.27; Feb 89; PA

Sculpture Museum; Designed by Sculptor; Long Island City, New York; by Rosanna Liebman; ph. pl.; p.84-87; June 89; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

NORTHCUTT, JAMES
Four Seasons Hotel; Interiors by James Northcutt; Newport Beach, California; Wimberly, Whisenand, Allison, Tong & Goa; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Feb 89; INT

NOTTER, FINEGOLD & ALEXANDER and BIELASKY & MANDERS
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Remodeled Church, Fire Station, Structure; Boston, Massachusetts, by June Fletcher et al.; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Dec 89; B

NOUVEL, JEAN
Architect’s Work; Furniture Design; Paris, France; ph.; p.234-237+; May 89; ID

Health and Beauty Spa, Hotel; Arch Structure; Vichy, France; m.; p.33; Aug 89; PA

Survey of Architect’s Current Work; —; France, m.; p.33-34; Aug 89; PA

Urban Renewal Project; —; Perpignan, France; m.; p.33-34; Aug 89; PA

NOVOTNY & MAHNER
Hotel; Hyatt Regency, Interiors by Hirsch & Bedner; Cologne, West Germany; ph. pl.; p.110-115; Oct 89; INT

NUNN, RON and HANNAH
Hotel Diva Remodeled; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.190-191; Jan 89; INT

O’BRIEN & ATKINS
Raleigh-Durham International Airport; Morrisville, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.130-133; June 89; AR

O’NEILL, WILLIAM F.
Residence; Upstate, New York; ph. pl.; p.139; Apr 89; B

OBATA, GYO
Architect’s Career and Work; ph.; p.74-75; Apr 89; A

OBERLANDER, CORNELIA
Survey of Work and Canadian Landscape Architect; by Michael Leccese; ph.; p.64-69; Dec 89; LA

OFFICE FOR ARCHITECTURE and DESIGN
Waterfront; Tampa, Florida; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Oct 89; A

OFFICE FOR METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Rotterdam, Netherlands; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-89; Dec 89; PA

OLBRICH, JOSEPH MARIA
Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated; Vienna, Austria; ph. p.23; Apr 89; PA

ON-LINE DESIGN
Residence; Federal Way, Washington; ph. pl.; p.22-23; Jan 89; CB
ORTEGA, LUIS
Residence; Restoration. Original by Richard Neutra; Bel Air, California; p.264-267; Apr 89; ID

OSBORN, TERRY W.
Residence; Addition; Sarasota, Florida; p.34-35; Jan 89; CB

OSBURN DESIGN
Audio Visual Room for Computer Supported Meetings; ph. pl. sec.; p.58; Sept 89; INT

OTIS ASSOCIATES
Residence; Darien, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.121; Feb 89; B
Residence; Golf, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.131; Apr 89; B

OTTO, FREI
Furniture Factory; Hannover, Near, West Germany; ph. pl. iso.; p.120-123; Jan 89; INT

OUDENS & KNOOP
Dormitories, Escuela Agricola Panamericana; Honduras; ph. pl.; p.89; Jan 89; A

PACE
Library; Kuwait University, Interiors by Perkins & Will; Kuwait; pl. axon.; p.286-287; May 89; INT

PHEL LEWIS
Electrical Products Showroom, Westinghouse; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.276-279; Mar 89; ID

POD
Open Space Plan, University of California; San Diego, California; pl.; p.103; Nov 89; LA

PACIFIC ASSOCIATES
and DANIEL, MANN, JOHNSON & MENDEHALL
City Hall; Escondido, California; ph. pl.; p.102-107; Jan 89; AR

PAEGE, AUGUSTIN
The Box Tree Hotel, Interiors; New York, New York; ph.; p.26; Aug 89; INT

PAPPAGEORGE & HAYMES
Interiors; Toy Company Offices and Studio, BMT; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.126-129; June 89; INT

PARKER, ALLEN
Urban Park at Entry to Transit Station; Discovery Square, British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; ph.; p.68; Nov 89; LA

PARKER, BRUCE AARON
Art Gallery; J. N. Bartfield Galleries; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.246-249; Feb 89; ID

PASANELLA & KLEIN
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl. ill.; p.82-87; Sept 89; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PATEL, BIMAL
Entrepreneurship Development Institute; Ahmedabad, India; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Sept 89; A

PATINO & WOLF
Jewelry and Accessories Store, LS; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.268-273; Sept 89; ID

PATINO, BOB
Restaurant; Jane's Bar and Grill; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.220-225; June 89; ID

PAULI, WILLIAM
Residence; Sandpiper Lagoon; Redwood City, California; ph. pl.; p.88-89; June 89; B

PAYETTE ASSOCIATES
Center for Advanced Biology and Medicine; Rutgers University; New Brunswick, New Jersey; pl. sec.; p.94-99; Mar 89; A
Wellman Research Building; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-99; Mar 89; A

PEARCE CORPORATION
Elderly Housing; Life Care Health Center; St. Clement Health Center; ph. pl.; p.89; Nov 89; PA

PEI, I. M. and GRUEN ASSOCIATES
Convention Center Addition; Los Angeles, California; m. pl.; p.78; Feb 89; PA

PEI, I. M. and LEWIS & TURNER
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.77; Feb 89; PA

PEI, I. M.
Art Museum Addition to the Louvre; Paris, France; ph.; p.64; May 89; ID
Art Museum, Pyramid Entrance; The Louvre; Controversy, Critique; Paris, France; by Roger Kimball; ph.; p.58-61; Jan 89; AR
Art Museum, The Louvre and Pyramid Entrance; Favorable Response; Paris, France; ph. pl. sec.; p.37-38; June 89; PA
Art Museum; Pyramid Addition To The Louvre, Critique; Paris, France; by Charlotte Ellis; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.42-47; Jan 89; A
Concert Hall, McDermott; Acoustic Decisions; Dallas, Texas; ph. axon.; p.32; Dec 89; INT
Low Rise; Corporate Headquarters IBM; Armonk, New York; ph. pl.; p.138-141; Apr 89; INT
Office Building; Low Rise; IBM, Purchase, New York; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Apr 89; INT
Symphony Center; Dallas, Texas; ph.; p.23, 26; Nov 89; PA
Symphony Center; Dallas, Texas; ph.; p.58; Nov 89; ID

PEICH, GUSTAV
Art Gallery; Vienna, Austria; ph. pl.; p.87; Sept 89; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PERKINS & WILL

School: Elementary; AIA Honor Award: Sunland Park, New Mexico; ph.: p.138-139; May 89; A

PERKINS & WILL

Applied Technology Center; Junior College, Ferris State College; Grand Rapids, Michigan; ph. pl. axon.; p.284-285; May 89; INT

Architects' Offices: Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.212-217; Nov 89; ID

Clothing Store, Bally; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.260-261; May 89; INT

Firm Profile, Their Work; Neil Frankel; Principal; ph. charts; p.270-285; May 89; INT

Interiors; Investment Firm Offices; ph. pl. axon.; p.276-277; May 89; INT

Interiors; Law Offices, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.278-279; May 89; INT

Library; Kuwait University; Interiors by Perkins & Will; Kuwait; PACE; ph. axon.; p.286-287; May 89; INT

Office Building; Interiors; Kraft Campus Building—— Illinois; ph. axon.; p.282-283; May 89; INT

School; High; Santa Fe, New Mexico; ph. pl. axon.; dia.; p.78-81; Aug 89; PA

School; Prototype for Three Locations; Modules; New York, New York; m. ill.; p.112-114; Mar 89; AR

PERRY, DEAN & ROGERS

Chemistry Building, Vassar College; Uses of Plate Glass and Glass Block, Rough Keeps, New York; ph. det.; p.111; Mar 89; PA

PFISTER ARCHITECTS

Photography Studio; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Amy Gray Light; ph. pl.; p.60-61; June 89; A

PFISTER PARTNERSHIP

Merchandise Mart, Renovated; Western Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.188-193; Jan 89; ID

Office Furniture Showroom; Baker's; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.194-197; Jan 89; ID

PHILLIPS & JANSON

Fabric Showroom, Schumacher; New York, New York; ph.; p.274-275; Mar 89; ID

Fabric Showroom, Schumacher; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Jan 89; INT

PIANO, RENZO

Art Museum; Underground Portions; Newport Beach, California; m. ill.; p.53; Oct 89; AR

International Airport; Osaka, Japan; m. ill. m.; p.67; June 89; AR

PICKERING, CARL

Plant Fair Stand; ph. pl.; p.189; Sept 89; INT

PLATT, CHARLES A.

Residence; Palisades, New York; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. axon.; p.74-75; Dec 89; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PEKAREK & GANDELL

Residence; Regent's Point; El Cajon, California; ph. pl.; p.149; July 89; B

PELLI, CESAR and GRUEN ASSOCIATES

Pacific Design Center, Phase II; West Hollywood, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-85; Mar 89; PA

PELLI, CESAR and HKS

Office Building; High Rise; NCNB Corporate Center, Mixed Use Development; Charlotte, North Carolina; m. pl.; p.47; Mar 89; PA

PELLI, CESAR and KENDALL & HEATON

Office Building; High Rise; Norwest Center; Minneapolis, Minnesota; m. pl. axon. elev.; p.73-81; Mar 89; PA

Office Building; High Rise; Society Center; Cleveland, Ohio; m. pl.; p.48; Mar 89; PA

Reflective Stainless-Steel Roof For Office Tower; Cleveland, Ohio; m. pl. sec. det.; p.121; Feb 89; AR

PELLI, CESAR

Firm Profile, AIA Firm Award, Review of Work; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.; p.44-51; Feb 89; A

Office Building; High Rise; Carnegie Hall Tower; New York, New York; m. pl.; p.50; Mar 89; PA

Office Building; High Rise; Vera Buena Tower; San Francisco, California; m. pl.; p.48; Mar 89; PA

Pacific Design Center, Second Phase; Los Angeles, California; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p.108-111; May 89; A

Pacific Design Center; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.46; Feb 89; A

Survey of Firm's Current and Recent Work; Featuring Office Towers; m. ph. sec. axon. elev.; p.47-48, 50, 73-85; Mar 89; PA

Wintergarden, Greenhouse, Downtown Renewal Project; Landscape by M. Paul Friedberg; Niagara Falls, New York; by Phil Farbanks; ph.; p.67-69; Sept 89; LA

World Financial Center Covered Plaza; Winter Garden, Battery Park City, New York; New York; ph.; p.44-45; Feb 89; A

PERCHUK, FLORENCE

Renovated Kitchen; New York, New York; ph.; p.212-213; July 89; ID

PEREIRA ASSOCIATES

Master Plan; University of California; Irvine, California; pl.; p.52-57; Dec 89; LA

PEREIRA, ASTON

Imperial Bank Interiors; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.246-251; Mar 89; ID

PEREZ, BILLETS & MANNING

Convention Center Expansion; New Orleans, Louisiana; pl. ill.; p.81; Feb 89; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

POLSKHEK, JAMES STEWART
Dormitory Tower, Barnard College; Centennial Hall, New York, New York; ph. pl. iso.; p.108, 112-115; Oct 89; AR
Ambassy Building; Muscat, Oman; ph. pl.; p.81; Jan 89; A

POLY, STEINEBACH & WEBER
Apartment Building; Low Rise, IBA Project; Berlin, West Germany; ph. elev.; p.82-85; July 89; AR

PORTEOUS, ANGELA and SHEILA LYNCH-BENTTINEN
Arboretum, University of California; Second Prize; Davis, California; ph. pl.; p.60-67; Jan 89; LA

PORTICO GROUP
Zoo, Development Plan; Landscape by The Portico Group; San Francisco, California; Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis; sec. ill.; p.92-93; Jan 89; LA

PORTMAN, JOHN
Hotel; Atrium, Westin Peachtree Plaza; Remodeled; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. sec.; p.130-131; Aug 89; INT
Multi-Use Triangular Island with Hotel; II Porto Vecchio; Genoa, Italy; m. pl.; p.41; Mar 89; AR

PORTOGHESI, PAOLO
Apartment Building; Low Rise; IBA Project; Berlin, West Germany; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-85; July 89; AR

POWELL & KLEINSCHMIDT
Interiors; Apartment; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.274-277; June 89; ID
Interiors; Investment Banking Offices; Deerfield, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.242-247; Oct 89; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.249-253; Oct 89; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.238-241; Oct 89; ID
Interiors; Woodwork Corporation Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.138, 144-147; May 89; AR

PRANGNELL, PETER
Architect's House, Renovation; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl.; p.224-229; Mar 89; ID

PREDOCK, ANTOINE
Residence; Paradise Valley, Arizona; m. ill. pl.; p.46; June 89; PA
Residence; Phoenix, Arizona; ill. pl.; p.43; June 89; PA

PREISER, WOLFGANG F. E. and HARVEY Z. RABINOWITZ and EDWARD T. WHITE
Post-Occupancy Evaluation, a Book; Jury Comments; dia.; p.123; Jan 89; PA

PRELLWITZ & CHILINSKI and ELENZWEIG ASSOCIATES and ORR & TAYLOR
Mashpee Commons, Commercial Center; First Phase, New Town; Mashpee, Cape Cod, Massachusetts; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-89; Mar 89; AR

PRINCE, BART
Residence; Albuquerque, New Mexico; ph. pl.; p.106-113; Mid-Apr 89; AR

PURSER & KNOWLTON
Residence; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.122; Apr 89; B

QUIGLEY, ROB WELLINGTON
Residence; Temecula, California; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p.56-59; Mid-Apr 89; AR
Surgery Center, Garden; Landscape by Land Studio; Escondido, California; ph. axon.; p.80-81; July 89; PA

QUINN & SEARL
Oriental Theater, Restored Original by Dick & Bauer; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Nov 89; A
Poolhouse Kitchen; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.210; July 89; ID

RAN CONSORTIUM
Sports Field Sky Dome; Dome Opens; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. sec. det.; p.128-138; Nov 89; AR

RTKL and SASAKI ASSOCIATES
New Town's New Downtown; Reston, Virginia; m. pl.; p.83; May 89; PA

RTKL
Mixed-Use, Hotel Bellevue; Hotel, Offices, Retail; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.212-223; Oct 89; ID

RAHREKAMP & OLDHAM and TOCHINSKY & GOODZ
Planned Community in Mountain Area; Eagles Nest, Silverthorne, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.78; Mar 89; LA

RAPPRO, CORNELIUS and GEORGE
Chicago Theater, Restoration; Original by Cornelius and George Rapp; Chicago, Illinois; Daniel P. Coffey; ph. pl. sec.; p.230-235; Mar 89; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

RASHID, KARIM
Furniture Display and Lamp; ph.: p.190; Sept 89; INT

RAWN, WILLIAM
Townhouse; Rowhouses on Waterfront; Low-Income; Charleston Navy Yard; Boston, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p.54-57; July 89; A

REFUERZO, BEN J. and STEPHEN F. VERDERBER
Shelters for Battered Women and Their Children; 3-Volume Research Project; Jury Comments; dia.: p.124; Jan 89; PA

REITER, WELLINGTON and PATRICIA and JOHN CHRESTIA
Art Gallery; Arthur Roger Gallery; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. pl. axon.; p.58-59; Oct 89; A

RESIDENTIAL DESIGN GROUP
Residence; Charleston Collection; Springfield, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.158; Oct 89; B

RIERA, MIREIA
Municipal Tourist Offices; Barcelona, Spain; ph.: p.100-101; July 89; INT

RIOS, MARK and CHARLES PEARSON, MARY MISS and ADELE SANTOS
Natural History Museum, Artspark LA; Design Competition Winner; Sepulveda Basin, California; m. pl.; p.16-17; Sept 89; LA

RIZZI, JOHN
Office Desk Group; Corry Hiebert; ph. iso.; p.78; Feb 89; INT

ROBERTSON, JAQUELIN and DAN KILEY
Sculture Garden; Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art; Kansas City, Missouri; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Apr 89; LA

ROCHE, KEVIN and JOHN DINKELOO
Office Building; Bouyguess World Headquarters; Neoclassical; Versailles, France; by Donald Canty; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Jan 89; A

Office Building; JP Morgan Headquarters; Interiors by Gensler Associates; New York, New York; ph. pl. elev.; p.146-151; Apr 89; INT

Zoo, Central Park; New York, New York; by Sarah Rossbach; ph.; p.80-83; Jan 89; LA

Zoo; Central Park Zoo Remodeled; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.83-89; Feb 89; AR

ROCKWELL & HAVERSON
Residence; North Salem, New York; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Apr 89; B

RODRIGUES ASSOCIATES
Branch Bank; Plaza Bank; Fremont, California; ph. pl.; p.298-299; May 89; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

ROGERS, RICHARD
Bank; Citicorp Headquarters; Billingsgate Market Remodeled; London, England; ph. pl.; p.72-77; Sept 89; AR

ROLAND & MILLER
Community Center; Petaluma, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-123; Nov 89; AR

ROSE, PETER and PHYLLIS LAMBERT
Canadian Centre for Architecture; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Sept 89; A

ROSE, PETER
Canadian Centre for Architecture; Architecture Museum; Exterior Wall Details; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.68-77, 135; Aug 89; PA

Canadian Centre for Architecture; Critique; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p.57-61; Aug 89; AR

Canadian Centre for Architecture; Library and Other Archives, Critique; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by John Pastier; ph. elev.; p.19-21, 23; July 89; A

ROSENFELD & WOU
Naval Weapons Laboratory; Port Hueneme, California; ph. pl.; p.214-221; Sept 89; ID

ROSENBERG & KOLB
Interiors; Advertising Company Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.190-193; July 89; ID

ROSETTI ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Middle Rise; Uses of Glass Block; Troy, Michigan; ph. det.; p.110; Mar 89; PA

ROSS & WOU
Naval Weapons Laboratory; Port Hueneme, California; ph. pl.; p.99; Nov 89; INT

ROWAN, WILLIAMS, DAVIES & IRWIN
Consultants for Environmental Effects on Buildings; Case Studies, Snow Control, Wind Control, Indoor Pollution; by Douglas Gordon and M. Stephanie Stubbs; ph.; p.189-194; May 89; A

ROYSTON, HANAMOTO, ALLEY & ABY
Beach Restoration; Carmel-by-the-Sea, California; ph.; p.90; Nov 89; LA

RUBIN, SHULIM
Clothing Showroom, J. J. Farmer; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph. elev.; p.216-219; Mar 89; ID

RUDOLPH, PAUL and ARCHIPLAN TEAM
Apartment Building; High Rise; Colonnade Condominiums; Singapore; ph. pl.; p.74, 80-81; Jan 89; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

RUDOLPH, PAUL and JOHANNES H. GUNAWAN
Office Building; High Rise; Corporate Headquarters; Jakarta, Indonesia; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.74, 82-85; Jan 89; AR

RUDOLPH, PAUL and WONG & OUYANG
Office Building; High Rise; Bond Centre; Hong Kong; ph. pl.; p.74-79; Jan 89; AR

RUDOLPH, PAUL
Review of Current Work; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.74-85; Jan 89; AR

RULLER, IVAN and TOMAS RULLER and KAREL RECHLIK
Entrance to Power Plant; Memorial Sculpture; Brno, Near, Czechoslovakia; ph.; p.86; Sept 89; A

RUSSELL, GIBSON & VON DOHLEN
State Legislature Office Building; Hartford, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.56; Oct 89; INT

RYAN HOMES
Residence; Model; ph. pl. ill.; p.63, 66; Dec 89; B

RYAN, DEBORAH E. and ET AL
Playground Landscape Sculpture; Hidden Valley; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph.; p.88; Nov 89; LA

SEBUS
Central City Library; Jury Comments; Chicago, Illinois; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.103-105; Jan 89; PA

SGS
Passenger Lounge, United Air Line; Interiors by SGS; San Francisco, California; Leo A. Daly; ph. pl.; p.240-243; Apr 89; ID

SLA STUDIO LAND
Palm Beach, Moody Gardens; Public Recreation Area; Galveston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Nov 89; AR

SRG PARTNERSHIP
Visitors Center, Mount St. Helens; Castle Rock, Washington; ph. pl. axon.; p.90-91; Nov 89; INT

SWA GROUP and PETER WALKER and MARTHA SCHWARTZ
Burnett Park; Fort Worth, Texas; ph.; p.77; Nov 89; LA

SWA GROUP
Cullen Entry, University of Houston; Houston, Texas; ph.; p.79; Nov 89; LA
Resort Gardens and Pools; Scottsdale, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.78-79; July 89; PA
Resort Hotel; Hyatt Regency Scottsdale; Landscape by SWA Group; Scottsdale, Arizona; Hornberger & Worstell; ph. pl.; p.66-69; Mar 89; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SALADINO, JOHN
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.146-151; Dec 89; ID

SAMPER, FERNANDO
Visitors Settlement, National Park; Tayrona, Colombia; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Sept 89; A

SANDY & BABCOCK
Residence; Healdsburg, California; ph. pl.; p.124-125; Apr 89; B

SANTOS, ADELE NAUDE
Residence; Ninomiya, Japan; ph. pl. axon.; p.82-85; Dec 89; PA

SASAKI ASSOCIATES and GHAZI SULTAN and KUWAITI ENGINEERS OFFICE
Waterfront Park; Kuwait, Kuwait; by John W. Bright; ph. ill. m.; p.28-31; May 89; LA

SASAKI ASSOCIATES
Master Plan; Vassar College; Poughkeepsie, New York; ph. pl.; p.48-49; Dec 89; LA
Municipal Pier and Park; Multi-Use; Restaurants, Retail, Community Center; St. Petersburg, Florida; ph. pl.; p.70; Nov 89; LA
Shopping Center; The Village, Town Center; Skidaway Island, Georgia; by Gerry Donohue; ph. pl.; p.288-293; Jan 89; B

SAVAGE, BRYON B.
Home Video Store; Neon Lighting; Granada Hills, California; ph. pl.; p.54-55; Feb 89; INT

SCHAEFER, MARC
Furniture Design; Geometric Shapes; ph.; p.24; Dec 89; INT

SCHILLER, GAIL E. and EDWARD A. ARENS
Thermal Environments and Comfort in Office Buildings; Jury Comments; det. dia.; p.121; Jan 89; PA

SCHINDLER, RUDOLPH
Historic Houses Open to Public; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.54, 58; Apr 89; ID
Residence; Schindler House, 1922, Restored; Original by R. M. Schindler; West Hollywood, California; Architectural Museum Services/Peter Snell; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Apr 89; PA

SCHMIDT, COWLES & DEPERSIA
West Michigan Idea House; Cascade, Michigan; ph. elev.; p.31-35; July 89; CB

SCHROEDER, MURCHIE & LAYA
Multi-Use Project, Retail, Theater, Parking; Burnham Park Plaza; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.181; Oct 89; B

SCHWARTZ & SILVER
Architecture and Planning Library, Addition; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ill. pl.; p.37; Apr 89; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SCHWARZ, DAVID
Estate House Enlargement; McLean, Virginia; ph.: p.28-29; Jan 89; CB

SCOGIN, ELAM & BRAY
Furniture Showroom, Herman Miller; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.98-107; June 89; AR
Suburban Library; AIA Honor Award; Jonesboro, Georgia; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. elev.; p.158-161; May 89; A

SCOLOZZI & WATT
Bank Reception Area; Ontario, Toronto, Canada, ph. pl. axon.; p.100-103; Dec 89; INT

SCOLOZZI, FRANCESCO
Architect's House; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph.; p.254-257; Oct 89; ID

SELKOWITZ, STEPHEN ET AL.
Skylight Handbook and Software; Jury Comments, ph. dia.; p.125; Jan 89; PA

SETTER, LEACH & LINDSTROM and LEONARD PARKER and LOSCHKY, MARQUARDT & NESHOLM
Convention Center; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl. m.; p.76; Feb 89; PA

SHAW, MARYBETH and CHARLES CALCAGNI
Monastery; ill. pl.; p.191; Sept 89; INT

SHEEHAN, THOMAS
Conceptual Project From Old Train Trestle; ph.; p.192; Sept 89; INT

SHELTON & MINDEL
Addition; Short Hills, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.150-155; July 89; ID
Interiors; Real Estate Company Offices; Jericho, New York; ph. pl.; p.168-169; Jan 89; INT
Penthouse Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.156-159; July 89; ID
Residence; Northern, New Jersey; ph. pl. axon.; p.160-165; July 89; ID

SHEPLEY, BULFINCH, RICHARDSON & ABBOTT and SWA GROUP and JAMES REEVES
Ski Villages, Heritage Greylock and Sugar-loaf; Western, Massachusetts; by Cathryn M. Delude; ph.; pl.; p.70-72; Mar 89; LA

SHIMAzu PARTNERSHIP
Gallery of Modern Art; Japanese Rock Garden; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl.; p.180-181; Jan 89; INT

SHIOI, HIROSHI
Restaurant; Zest; Yokohama, Japan; ph.; p.264-265; May 89; INT

SHORT & FORD
Dormitories, The Lawrenceville School; Lawrenceville, New Jersey; ph. pl. iso.; p.108-111; Oct 89; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SHORT & FORD (Cont'd)
Public Library; Addition and Renovation; Morris-town, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.60-61; Oct 89; A

SHOWCASE DESIGNS
Residence; Lake Forest; Jonesboro, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.314-315; Jan 89; B

SIEGFRIED, AUSTIN R.
Residence; Heritage, Westminster, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.316; Jan 89; B

SILK, STUART
Restaurant; 701 East/West; Seattle, Washington; ph. axon.; p.226-227; May 89; INT

SIMON, MARTIN-VEGUE, WINKELSTEIN & MORIS
Hotel 21 East; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.40; Feb 89; INT
Hotel 21 East; Interiors by Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Moris; Chicago, Illinois; Mackinlay, Wynnaker & McNeil; ph. pl. axon.; p.134-137; June 89; INT

SIMPSON, WAYNE
Residence; Housing Award; Howell, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.222-223; Feb 89; B

SITZWOHL, ARTHUR J.
Residence; St. Louis, Missouri; ph. pl.; p.122-123; Feb 89; B

SKELEY, WILLIAM
Time Garden, Circular; Each Year a Sapling Is Planted; elev.; p.65; Jan 89; LA

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL and HERMAN MILLER
Furniture Showroom; Herman Miller; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.212-217; Jan 89; ID

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL and ISAMU NOGUCHI
CIGNA's Office Complex Landscaping; Seminal Landscape; Bloomfield, Connecticut; by Jory Johnson; ph.; p.50; May 89; LA

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Bank Headquarters, Sun Bank; Orlando, Florida; ph. pl.; p.194-201; Nov 89; ID
Bishopsgate, Large Urban Project; London, England; m.; p.52-53; Feb 89; A
Convention Center Annex; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-59; Feb 89; PA
Firm Profile, Winner of First AIA Firm Award, Review of Work; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ill. pl. m. sec.; p.52-59; Feb 89; A
Interiors; Architects' Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.194-199; July 89; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.206-207; Nov 89; ID
Interiors; Law Offices, Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.202-205; Nov 89; ID
Landscape; Pacific Bell Center; Landscape Design by MPA Design; San Ramon, California; ph.; p.80; Nov 89; LA

35
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL (Cont'd)

Low-Energy Office Building, Energy Assessment; Princeton, New Jersey; ph.; p.117-119; Mar 89; PA

Mixed-Use Project; Theater District; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; ill. pl. elev. ph.; p.58-59; Feb 89; A

Multi-Use Project; Apartment, Offices, Retail; Rowes Wharf; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.176; Oct 89; B

Office Building; Addition to Royal Shell's Central Headquarters; The Hague, Netherlands; by Gerda Ten Cate; ph. pl.; p.60-63; Jan 89; A

Office Building; High Rise; 303 West Madison Street; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-95; Sept 89; AR

Office Building; High Rise; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.147; June 89; AR

Residence; Charnley House, 1891; Restored; Original by Frank Lloyd Wright and Adler & Sullivan; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.76-81; Apr 89; PA

U.S. Embassy To Be Razed; Moscow, U. S. S. R.; ph.; p.20; Jan 89; A

SKLAROFF, WILLIAM

Office Accessories Showroom, Smith Metal Arts; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.144-145; Dec 89; ID

SLATER GROUP

Residence; Woodbriar; Fort Myers, Florida; ph. pl.; p.89; Sept 89; B

SMETS, LOREN G.

Residential Development; Interview With Architect on Design Approaches; ph.; p.10-11; July 89; CB

SMITH and OTHERS

Residence; Two Speculative Houses; Coronado, California; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Mid-Apr 89; AR

SMITH, HINCHMAN & GRYLLS

Zoo Entrance; Landscape by Johnson, Johnson & Roy; Detroit, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.69; Nov 89; LA

SMITH-MILLER & HAWKINSON

Art Gallery and Publishing House; Chalk & Vermilion; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.116-119; Sept 89; PA

Interiors; Film Producer's Offices; Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl.; p.230-235; Apr 89; ID

SMOTRICH, DAVID

Retirement Village; Harris, New York; pl. ill.; p.90; Nov 89; PA

SMUCKLER CORPORATION

Media Room, Residence; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.109; Oct 89; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SNODGRASS, WARREN

All-Aluminum Outdoor Furniture in Conference Room; ph.; p.76; Feb 89; INT

SODERSTROM ARCHITECTS

Office Building; Middle Rise; Lobby Renovation; Commonwealth Building, 1948; Original by Pietro Belluschi; Portland, Oregon; ph. pl.; p.90-93; Apr 89; PA

SOLOMON, BARBARA STAUFFACHER and MICHAEL VAN VALKENBURGH

Art Center Conservatory; Vine-Clad Arch Structures; High Tech Topiary; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. axon.; p.123; Mar 89; PA

Cowles Conservatory; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.68-73; Apr 89; LA

Sculpture Gardens; Regis Gardens; Architecture by Edward Larrabee Barnes; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.63; Nov 89; LA

SOLOMON, DANIEL

Residence; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Dec 89; PA

SOTTsass ASSOCIATES

Clothing Showroom, ESPRIT; Zurich, Switzerland; ph. axon.; p.128-131; Apr 89; INT

Clothing Store, ESPRIT; Berlin, West Germany; ph. pl.; p.134-137; Apr 89; INT

SPACE DESIGN GROUP

Interiors; Advertising Agency Headquarters; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.174-181; Jan 89; ID

Interiors; Corporate Headquarters, Their Art Work; Purchase, New York; ph. pl. iso.; p.200-213; Sept 89; ID

SPACE INCEPTIONS

Interiors; Corporate Offices, Reebok; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.248-251; Apr 89; ID

SPILLIS & CANDELA

Colonade Hotel, Restoration; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p.114-119; July 89; INT

Interiors; Law Offices; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p.164-165; June 89; INT

Metropolitan Museum, Arts Center and Hotel; Remodeled Biltmore Hotel, Multi-Use, Coral Gables, Florida; ph.; p.120-121; July 89; INT

Shopping Center; Restoration, Douglas Entrance; Coral Gables, Florida; ph. pl.; p.122-123; July 89; INT

ST. CLAIR, RITA

Intercontinental Hotel Lobby and Restaurant; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p.236-241; June 89; ID

STAFFELBACH DESIGNS

Interiors; Corporation Headquarters, Thompson Companies; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.282-285; June 89; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

STAGEBERG, JAMES E.
Architect's Vacation House; Stockholm, Near, Wisconsin; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Feb 89; A

STARCK, PHILIPPE and GRUZEN, SAMTON & STEINGLASS
Hotel; Royalton Hotel, Renovated; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.94-99; Mar 89; AR

STARCK, PHILIPPE
Chairs, Tables, Vases; ph.; p.126-129+; Feb 89; INT
Cigale Theater, Renovation; Paris, France; ph.; p.121-126; Feb 89; INT
Delicatessen, Bar, Restaurant; Paris, France; ph.; p.124-127+; Feb 89; INT
Night Club; Castel-Puzzle-Balzac; Paris, France; ph.; p.128-129; Feb 89; INT
Royalton Hotel Lobby Renovation; New York, New York; ph. p.26; Jan 89; INT

STEIN ASSOCIATES
Residence; Addition; Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Oct 89; A

STEINBERG GROUP
Apartment; San Jose, California; ph. pl.; p.165; Oct 89; B

STERN, ROBERT A. M.
Apartment Building; Low Rise; IBA Tegel Harbor Development; Berlin, West Germany; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-87, 89; July 89; AR
Center for Employment; Walt Disney World; Lake Buena Vista, Florida; ph. pl. sec.; p.65-71; Sept 89; AR
Furniture Designs for HBF; ph. ill.; p.118-125; Oct 89; INT
Golf Club; Izu Peninsula, Japan; ill. elev.; p.69; Jan 89; A
Interiors; Asset-Management Firm's Offices; New York, New York; ph. p.98-103; Mid-Sept 89; AR
Residential Development; Townhouse; Wood Duck Island; Vero Beach, Florida; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Oct 89; B
Shopping Center; The Shops; Glastonbury, Connecticut; ph. p.180; Oct 89; B
The Current State of Design; Interview with Architect; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.18, 20, 24, 26; Oct 89; INT
Vacation House; Southampton, New York; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Apr 89; B

STEWART & ROMBERGER
Office Furniture Showroom, Westinghouse; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-123; Aug 89; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

STIRLING, JAMES and MICHAEL WILFORD
Performing Arts Center, Cornell University; Ithaca, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.83, 98-107; Oct 89; AR

STIRLING, JAMES and MICHAEL WILFORD
Art Museum, Staatsgalerie; Critique; Stuttgart, West Germany; by Charlotte Ellis; ill. pl. p.46-49; Dec 89; A
Performing Arts Center, Cornell University; Ithaca, New York; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.46-53; Nov 89; A
Science Library, University of California; Irvine, California; m. pl.; p.43; Aug 89; AR

STODDART & TABORA
Urban Park, Parque Vargas; Caracas, Venezuela; by Anne-Louise Volkenborn; ph.; p.39; Aug 89; LA

STOFFT, RANDALL
Media Room, Residence; Boca Ratton, Florida; ph. pl.; p.108; Oct 89; B

STONE, EDWARD DURRELL
Embassy Building, 1959; Evaluation; New Delhi, India; by Ramjit Sabikhi; ph.; p.76-79; Jan 89; A

STONE, JR., EDWARD D. and RUSSELL PAGE
Sculpture Garden; PepsiCo's Headquarters; Purchase, New York; by Catherine Howett; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Apr 89; LA

STOUT, LEE
Furniture Showroom, Vecta; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.98; Feb 89; INT
Interiors; Exhibit Fabricator's Offices; Entry; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.222-223; Sept 89; ID

STRASSER, SCOTT
Designer's Work with CRS Sirrine; ph. pl.; p.133-157, 200; Jan 89; INT

STUBBINS ASSOCIATES
County Jail; Boston, Massachusetts; m. pl.; p.84; Aug 89; PA
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.224-227; Nov 89; ID

STUDIO ASYMPTOTE
Freeway Megastructure, Multi-Use; Steel Cloud; Los Angeles, California; m.; p.171; Sept 89; INT

STUDIO NACO
Furniture, Tableware; ph. p.193; Sept 89; INT

STUDIOS
Advanced Computer Technology Center; Apple Computer; ph. iso. pl.; p.112-113; Apr 89; INT
**ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)**

**STUDIOS (Cont'd)**

- Fitness Center, Apple Computer; Cupertino, California; ph. pl.: p.110-111; Apr 89; INT
- Furniture Showroom; Herman Miller's Office Pavilion; Washington, District of Columbia; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl. axon.; p.54-55; June 89; A
- Interiors; AIA Chapter Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.: p.134-135; Feb 89; INT
- Interiors; Apple Computer Offices, Remodeled; Cupertino, California; ph.: p.236-239; Apr 89; ID

**SUBIRANA, JORGE**

World Fair, Expo 92; Seville, Spain; by Nicholas Bray; ill.; p.30-31; Apr 89; LA

**SUGARMAN, BARRY**

Resort Condominium; Landscape by Mitchell Associates; Montserrat, Alliouagana, West Indies; ill.; p.76-77; Mar 89; LA

**SULLIVAN, GRAY, RIAT & BEAN**

Residence; Columbus, Ohio; ph. pl.: p.118-119; Feb 89; B

**SWANKE, HAYDEN & CONNELL**

Interiors; Corporate Headquarters, Jim Beam; Deerfield, Illinois; ph.: p.210-213; May 89; ID

**SWANSTON, REBECCA**

Kitchen; Renovation; Monkton, Maryland; ph.; p.162-163; Oct 89; B

**SWERZ, CHARLES**

Health Club; Norwich Inn & Spa; Norwich, Connecticut; ph.: p.218-221; Feb 89; ID

**SYMMES, MAINI & McKEE**

Serono DNA Lab; Randolph, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.94-99; Mar 89; A

**TEN**

Interiors; Apartment; Mexico City, Mexico; ph. pl.; p.170-171; Sept 89; INT

**TRA and HNTB**

Washington State Convention and Trade Center; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.75; Feb 89; PA

Washington State Convention and Trade Center; Straddles Freeway; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.112-117; Feb 89; AR

**TABA, Beno**

National Park Entrance Building; Bukk, Hungary; ph.: p.71; Sept 89; A

**TAFT ARCHITECTS and KIPP & RICHTER**

City Hall; Corpus Christi, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.102, 110-113; Jan 89; AR

**TAFT ARCHITECTS**

Firm Profile, Design Quality; ph.; p.87-93; Feb 89; A

**TAPLEY & LUNOW**

Church; Catholic; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.100-105; Feb 89; AR

Church; Lutheran; Englewood, Colorado; ph. pl. sec. elev. axon.; p.100-101, 106-109; Feb 89; AR

Church; Presbyterian; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. sec; p.100-101, 110-111; Feb 89; AR

Three Churches by Firm; Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. elev. axon.; p.100-111; Feb 89; AR

**TATUM, HAROLD**

Court of Appeals Building, Restoration; Original Building by Harold Tatum; Columbia, South Carolina; Stevens & Wilkinson; ph. pl.; p.190-193; Nov 89; ID

**TEAGUE, HARRY**

Arts Center; Ranch Buildings Remodeled for Artists' Colony; Anderson Ranch; Aspen, Colorado; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.74-77; Apr 89; AR

**TEAM 7 INTERNATIONAL**

Trade Shows and Events Building; Apple Computer; Cupertino, California; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Apr 89; INT

**THALDEN, BARRY**

Sculpture Park, Laumeier; St. Louis, Missouri; by Jory Johnson; ph.; p.74-77; Apr 89; LA

**THOM, RON and CLIFFORD & LAWRIE and CRANG & BOAK**

Metro Toronto Zoo; Master Plan, Architecture by Ron Thom, Clifford & Lawrie and Crang & Boak; Ontario, Scarborough, Canada; Johnson, Sustronk & Weinstein; ph.; p.88-89; Jan 89; LA

**THOMPSON, BENJAMIN**

Multi-Use Project; Train Station, Retail; Union Station Remodeled; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.177; Oct 89; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

THOMPSON, VENTULETT & STAINBACK and BORRELLI, FRANKEL & BLITSTEIN
Convention Center Expansion; Miami Beach, Florida; pl, elev.; p.75; Feb 89; PA

THOMPSON, VENTULETT & STAINBACK and VITETTA GROUP
Convention Center; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; pl, ill.; p.80; Feb 89; PA

THRASHER, JEFFREY
Hair Salon; Remodeled Warehouse; ph, pl.; p.124-125; July 89; INT

TIGERMAN & McCURRY
Apartment Building; Low Rise; IBA Tegel Harbor Development; Berlin, West Germany; ph, pl.elev.; p.82-88; July 89; AR

Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Fukuoka, Japan; iso. pl.; p.35; Mar 89; AR

Camp Algonquin; For Low-Income Families; Elgin, Illinois; ph.; p.204-207; Jan 89; ID

Weekend House; Eastern Shore, Michigan; ph. pl.; elev.; p.74-75; Aug 89; A

TILTON & LEWIS
Frank Lloyd Wright House Restored; AIA Honor Award; Grand Rapids, Michigan; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl.; p.152-155; May 89; A

TONGG, CLARKE & MECHLER and LAWTON & UMEMURA
Resort Hotels; Hyatt Regency Waikoloa, Kona, Hawaii, ph.; pl.; p.73-75; Jan 89; LA

TORCK, EMANUELLE and EMA NUELLE NO IROT
Sofa, Armchair; ph.; p.194; Sept 89; INT

TOTAL CONCEPT
Interiors; Credit Suisse Temporary Offices; London, England; ph. pl.; p.182-187; Jan 89; ID

TRIMBACH, DANIEL
Accessories Showroom, K & D Imports; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.262-265; June 89; ID

TROTT, RICHARD and EISENMAN ARCHITECTS
Convention Center; Columbus, Ohio; m. pl. ill.; p.94; Oct 89; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

TROTT, RICHARD
Residence; Dublin, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.123; Apr 89; B

TROUGH TON & McASLAN
Sunscreens; Apple Computers Building; London, England; ph. sec. det.; p.135; Dec 89; PA

TSAO & MCKOWN
Children's Clothing Stores, Two; Hong Kong; ph. pl. iso.; 60-63; Mid-Sept 89; AR

Women's Clothing Design Exhibition; New York, New York; by Victoria Geibel; ph. iso.; p.58-59; Mid-Sept 89; AR

TSCHUMI, BERNARD and LUCA MERLINI
Bridges with Multi-Use Structures; Lausanne, Switzerland; sec. elev. iso.; p.38; Nov 89; PA

TSCHUMI, BERNARD
Flushing Meadow Park Plan; Major Multi-Use Park; New York, New York; pl.; p.37; Nov 89; PA

Parc de la Villette; Paris, France; ph. pl.; p.34, 36-37; Jan 89; LA

Parc de la Villette; Urban Park Structures; Critique; Details of Steel Canopy; Paris, France; p.65-73, 135; Nov 89; PA

TUCK, HINTON & EVERTON
Interiors; Company Headquarters; Nashville, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.126-127; July 89; INT

TURNBULL, WILLIAM and CHARLES MOORE
Vacation House; Aspen, Colorado; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.72-77; July 89; A

TURNER ASSOCIATES
Single-Room Occupancy Low Income Housing Remodeled From Apartment Building; Washington, District of Columbia; by Bill Black; pl. elev.; p.43; Feb 89; AR

TUSQUETS, OSCAR
Spanish Furniture Designer; His Work; ph.; p.98-99; July 89; INT

TYLER, SHARON L.
Residence; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Apr 89; B

U. S. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE and WIRTH & BERGER
Asir National Park; Cultural Critique; Southwest Corner, Saudi Arabia; by Safei Hamed; ph.; p.32-33; May 89; LA

U. S. POSTAL SERVICE DESIGN and CONSTRUCTION
Post Office Design, New Program; ph. pl.; p.111-113; May 89; PA

UDSTAD & DANDRIDGE
Country House; Quaker Hill Sector, New York; ph.pl.,p.258-263; Mar 89; ID
URBAN DESIGN GROUP
Downtown Shopping, Hotel and Entertainment Center; Rivercenter; San Antonio, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-105; Mar 89; AR

UTZON, JORN
Sydney Opera House; History, Controversy; Sydney, Australia; by Forrest Wilson; ph. m. ill.; p.103-110; Sept 89; A

VCA/RANDY WASHINGTON GROUP
Residence; Viscaya; Murrieta, California; ph. pl.; p.86-87; June 89; B

VALERIO, JOSEPH
Elderly Housing; Competition Winner, With Other Winners; Colton, California; m. ill.; p.64-65; Oct 89; AR

VAN VALKENBURGH, MICHAEL
Garden on Lake Minnetonka; Landscape by Michael Van Valkenburgh; Wayzata, Minnesota; Fraker & Harrison; ph. axon.; p.74-75; July 89; PA

Ice Vine Garden; Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.76; July 89; PA

Residence; Landscape; Southern, California; ph.; p.73; July 89; PA

Survey of Firm's Landscape Work; PA Profile; ph. axon. m. ill.; p.53-54, 72-77; July 89; PA

Vine Maze Garden, University of California; Davis, California; ph. pl.; p.77; July 89; PA

VANDERBYL, MICHAEL
Interiors; Designer's Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.130-133; Feb 89; INT

Shoe Showroom, ESPRIT; New York, New York; ph. pl. iso.; p.166-167; Jan 89; INT

VAUGHAN, DON
Granite Assemblage Sculpture; in Seashore Park; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by Patrick Mooney; ph.; p.54-56; Oct 89; LA

VAUGHAN, TERRY WILSON
Beach House; Nantucket, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.elev.; p.82-83; Oct 89; A

VAUX, CALVERT
Oriental Pavilion, 1874, Prospect Park, Re-Created; Reconstruction of Pavilion by Calvert Vaux; New York, New York; James Lamantia and Russo & Sonder; ph. pl. det.; p.110-113; July 89; AR

VAZQUEZ, PEDRO RAMIREZ
Mexican Cultural Center; Toluca, Mexico; by Mario Schjetnan; ph. pl.; p.50-53; Aug 89; LA

VENIER, PIERPAOLO
Interiors; Designer's Apartment; Milan, Italy; ph.; p.232-235; Nov 89; ID

VENTURI, RAUCH & SCOTT BROWN and RIO GROUP
Art Museum, Laguna Gloria; Use of Daylighting; Austin, Texas; sec.; p.150-151; May 89; AR

ART MUSEUM, NATIONAL GALLERY; Addition, Daylighting; London, England; ph. sec.; p.150, 152-153; May 89; AR

Art Museum; Addition to National Gallery; London, England; ill.; p.66; Jan 89; A

Art Museum; La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art; Daylighting, La Jolla, California; sec. elev.; p.150, 152-153; May 89; AR

Orchestra Hall; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; elev. pl.; p.36; Sept 89; PA

Residence; Breakers West; Variations; West Palm Beach, Florida; ph. elev.; p.23, 30; May 89; PA

Residence; Kit of Parts for High-End Housing; West Palm Beach, Florida; elev.; p.77; July 89; PA

Zoo Primate Gardens; Landscape Design by Hanna & Olin; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.75; Nov 89; LA

VENTURI, ROBERT
Residence; AIA Twenty-Five Year Award, Chestnut Hill, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.28; May 89; A

VERI, ALBERT
Grand Staircase, Kennedy Plaza; Providence, Rhode Island; ph. sec. det.; p.127; July 89; PA

VIGNELLI ASSOCIATES and ERIC BARTELT
Fabric Showroom, Kl; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Dec 89; ID

VIGNELLI ASSOCIATES
Furniture Showroom, Krueger International; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. p.166-187; Jan 89; INT

Interiors Products Showroom, Kl; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Aug 89; INT

VIKING DEVELOPMENT
Residence; Lake Forest, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.24-25; Jan 89; CB

VILLAGE HOMES
Residence; Columbine, Littleton, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.319; Jan 89; B

VINOLY, RAFAEL
Physical Education Facility, Lehman College; New York, New York; m. elev.; p.39; Sept 89; PA

VIOLLET, MICHEL
Park Belleville on Reclaimed Industrial Land; Paris, France; ph. pl.; p.24-29; Jan 89; LA

VITETTA GROUP
County Rehabilitation Center; Doylestown, Pennsylvania; pl. axon.; p.85; Aug 89; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

VOINOVICH-MONACELLI
County Jail; Boston, Massachusetts; Stubbins Associates; m. pl.; p.84; Aug 89; PA

VOORSANGER & MILLS
Clothing Store, Dianne B.'s; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.172-173; Jan 89; INT

WBDC
Office Building; Middle Rise; Steelcase Corporate Development Center; Gaines Township, Michigan; ph. pl. sec.; p.198-203; Aug 89; ID

WAGNER, OTTO
Conference on Architecture; Report; p.56-57; Winter 89; JAE

WALKER GROUP/CNI
Department Store; Burdines; Boynton Beach, Florida; ph. p.266-269; Feb 89; ID

WALKER, PETER and MARTHA SCHWARTZ
Furniture Plant Landscape, Herman Miller; Landscape by Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; Rockland, California; Frank O. Gehry; ph.; p.60-61; Nov 89; LA

Landscaping and Parking for Industrial Building; Herman Miller; Rockland, California; ph. pl.; p.58-59; July 89; PA

Landscaping; Shopping Center; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.64; July 89; PA

Marina Linear Park; San Diego, California; m. pl.; p.65; July 89; PA

Office Building; Landscape; IBM Facilities; Landscape Design by Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; Clearlake, Texas; CRS Sirrine; ph.; p.64-65; Nov 89; LA

Office Building; Landscape; Solana, IBM; Westlake, Southlake, Texas; ph. pl.; p.60-61; July 89; PA

Office Park, Westlake; Master Plan by Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; Solana, Texas; Mitchell & Giurgola and Legorreta Architects; ph. pl.; p.65-74; Apr 89; PA

Rio Shopping Center, Landscape; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. p.45; 91; Nov 88; LA

Survey of Firm's Landscape Work, PA Profile; ph. pl. m.; p.56-65; July 89; PA

Urban Landscape, Turf Parterre; New York, New York; ph.; p.92; Nov 89; LA

Whitehead Institute, Roof-Top Garden; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph.; p.62-63; July 89; PA

WALKER, PETER
Mist Fountain; Westlake and Southlake, Texas; by Ann Jarmusch; ph.; p.102-104; Oct 89; LA

WALLACE, G. C.
Residence; Sagebrook; Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Sept 89; B

WALLACE, ROBERTS & TODD
Elderly Housing; Life Care Community; Campus Plan; The Quadrangle; Haverford, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. m.; p.85; Nov 89; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

WALLACE, ROBERTS & TODD (Cont'd)
Resort Community; Chiba, Japan; ill. pl.; p.99; Nov 89; LA

WALMSLEY COMPANY
Historic District Landscape Plan; Poughkeepsie, New York; ph. pl.; p.102; Nov 89; LA

WALTER, NICOLA
Environmental Context Building Designs; axon. elev.; p.195; Sept 89; INT

WARNER, GEORGE
Bridge Between House and Studio in Rain Forest; Puerto Rico; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Oct 89; A

WENZEL ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Farmers Home Administration Housing Projects; Low-Income; Mer Rouge, Louisiana; ph. pl.; p.58-59; July 89; A

Residential Development; Farmers Home Administration Housing Projects; Low-Income; Rison, Arkansas; by Robert A. Ivy, Jr.; ph. pl.; p.58; July 89; A

WESTWORK ARCHITECTS
Residence; Albuquerque, New Mexico; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. elev.; p.80-83; July 89; A

WHEELOCK, MORGAN and RICHARD FLEISCHNER
Office Building; Becton Dickinson Headquarters; Landscape by Morgan Wheeock and Richard Fleischner; Franklin Lakes, New Jersey; Kallman, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl.; p.82-83; July 89; PA

WHEELOCK, MORGAN
Resort Community Planning; Costa Smeralda; Sardinia; Porto Cervo, Italy; by Jonathan Walters; ph.; p.35; Dec 89; LA

WHISTLER & PATRI
San Francisco Centre, Compared with Boston Development; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.122-127; May 89; AR

WIGGINTON, RON
Places About Art, Places About Mind; Painter, Sculptor and Landscape Architect's Work; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.118-124; Oct 89; LA

WILLIAMS, TOD and BILLIE TSIEI
Residence Pool House; AIA Honor Award; Kings Point, New York; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. axon.; p.150-151; May 89; A

Residence; Jury Comments; Rowayton, Connecticut; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.76-77; Jan 89; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

Williams, Todd and Billie Tsien, Elyn Zimmerman and Cheryl Barton
Cultural Center; Center, Artpark LA; Design Competition Winner; Sepulveda Basin, California; m. pl.; p.16-17; Sept 89; LA

Wilson Associates
Residence; Interiors; Dallas, Texas; ph.: p.278-281; Feb 89; ID

Wilson, Alex
Radon; Testing, Prevention and Cures; iso. dia.; p.121-124; Mar 89; A

Wimberly, Whisenand, Allison, Tong & Goo
Four Seasons Hotel; Interiors by James Northcutt; Newport Beach, California; ph. pl.: p.46-47; Feb 89; INT

Wingardh, Gert
Club House, Underground; Goteborg, Near, Sweden; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95; Sept 89; A

Wirth Design Associates
National Park; Asir Province, Saudi Arabia; ph.; p.83; Nov 89; LA

Wolf, Harry C. and Odel Associates
Plaza, NCNB National Bank, High Rise Cylinder; Tampa, Florida; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.59-67; Feb 89; PA

Wolf, Harry C.
Embassy Building; Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; ill. pl.; p.82; Jan 89; A

Wolfe, Madeline and Yves Picot
Restaurant; Alex Goes to Camp, Grill; New York, New York; ph. pl.: p.202-203; Sept 89; INT

Womack & Humphries and Damian Michael Billy
Residence; Heritage Green; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Clifford Pearson and Lisa Saxton; ph. pl.; p.114-117; Feb 89; B

Wonderland Custom Builders
Residence; Highland Ranch, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.124; Oct 89; B

Woodward, Robert
'Ashtary' Fountain, Darling Harbour; Sydney, Australia; by Robert Woodward; ph. pl.; p.108-111; Oct 89; LA

Wollen & Molzan
Children's Museum, Addition; Indianapolis, Indiana; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Aug 89; AR

Wormser Associates
City of Angels, Beer Making and Restaurant; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.300-301; May 89; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

Wright, Frank Lloyd
Art Museum, Guggenheim, Annex and Renovation; Original by Frank Lloyd Wright; New York; New York; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Apr 89; PA

Fiftieth Anniversary of Johnson Wax Building; Racine, Wisconsin; by Edgar Kaufmann, Jr.; ph.; p.236-237; Feb 89; ID

Fixing Fallingwater's Flaws; Laurel Highlands, Pennsylvania; by Judith Donohue; ill. ph. sec.; p.99-101; Nov 89, A

Frank Lloyd Wright House Restored; AIA Honor Award; Grand Rapids, Michigan; Tilton & Lewis; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl.; p.152-155; May 89; A

Historic Houses Open to Public; Greene & Greene's Gamble House; Frank Lloyd Wright's Hollyhock House; Los Angeles, California; by James M. Schwentker; ph.; p.54, 56; Apr 89; ID

Imperial Hotel Design, History and Other Work; Tokyo, Japan; by Michael Kopp; ph. ill.; p.72-75; Jan 89; A

Origins of American Organic Architecture; Form Follows Nature; Frank Furness, Louis Sullivan, Frank Lloyd Wright and Contemporaries; Frank Furness; by Mark Mamford; ph. biblio.; p.26-37; Spring 89; JAE

Price Tower, 1958; Abandoned as Non-Functional; Bartlesville, Oklahoma; ph.; p.21, 26; Apr 89; PA

Residence Designs, 1911 to 1923; Tokyo, Japan; by Michael Kopp; ph. ill.; p.72-75; Jan 89; A

Stained Glass Panels; From Original Designs; ph.; p.54; Mar 89; INT

Wyatt, Isabel and Bret Thoeny
Fabric Showroom, Architex; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.222-223; Apr 89; ID

Yn, Dissey D'Interiors
Shoe Store, Eleven; Barcelona, Spain; ph. pl. det.; p.92-95; Sept 89; PA

Yabu & Pushelberg
Clothing Store, Streetwear; Ontario, Scarborough, Canada; ph.; p.100-101; Mar 89; INT

Department Store, Leone; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; ph.; p.210-215; Mar 89; ID

Interiors; Graphic Designer's Studio; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Mar 89; INT

Interiors; Office Building Sales Center; Ontario, Scarborough, Canada; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Mar 89; INT

Restaurants, Stores, Galleries; Hotel Les Cours Mont-Royal, Remodeled; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph. pl.; p.96-105; Mar 89; INT

Yost, Zane
Residence; Project Profile; New Concord Green; Norwich, Connecticut; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.70-73; June 89; B
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

YOUNG & WRIGHT
Residence; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl.; p. 178-181; July 89; ID

ZAPATA, CARLOS
Consolidated Terminal; David Elliot Leibowitz and Ellerbe & Becker; elev. m.; p. 196; Sept 89; INT

ZIMMER, GUNSUL & FRASCA and DMJM
Oregon Convention Center; Portland, Oregon; m. pl. ill. sec.; p. 79; Feb 89; PA

ZIMMER, GUNSUL & FRASCA
Firm Profile, Design Quality; by Douglas E. Gordon and M. Stephanie Stubbs; ph.; p. 87-93; Feb 89; A

ZION, BREEN
IBM Garden Plaza; Landscape by Zion & Breen; New York, New York; Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Sarah Rossbach; ph.; p. 70-71; Sept 89; LA

ZION, ROBERT
Landscape Architect's Career, Work; by Andrew Decker; ph. pl.; p. 100-104; Jan 89; LA

ZSUFFA, PINA
Interiors; Apartment for Disabled Wife; New York, New York; ph.; p. 274-277; Feb 89; ID

ZUROWSKI, YOUNG & JOHNSON
Wallcovering Showroom, Kinney; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p. 74; June 89; ID

ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM

Prince Charles' Architectural Controversy in England; p. 57, 163; Oct 89; AR

Prince Charles' Architectural Criticism; Editorial; by Thomas Fisher; sec.; p. 9, 19-20; Dec 89; PA

Prince Charles' Architectural Criticism; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 34-38; Summer 89; JAE

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY

AIA Committee on Design Conference; Twentieth Century City; p. 26, 29-30; Jan 89; A

Architect's Work and Philosophy; Critique; Leon Krier; by Thomas A. Dutton; biblio.; p. 3-9; Winter 89; JAE

Architecture as Image, Monterey Design Conference; p. 18; June 89; A

Aspen Design Conference Report; Italian Manifesto in Design; by Peter Blake; ph. ill.; p. 204-205; Aug 89; ID

Conceptual Project From Old Train Trestle; Thomas Sheehan; ph.; p. 192; Sept 89; INT

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY (Cont’d)

Contemporary Transformations of Modern Architecture; by William J. R. Curtis; ph. pl.; p. 108-117; June 89; AR

Design Aesthetics and Postal Image; Jury Comments; by Jay Farbstein and Min Kantrowitz; ill.; p. 122; Jan 89; PA

Designing to Orient the User; by Gerald Weisman; ill.; p. 113-114; Oct 89; A

Desirable Limits to Automation; Case Studies of Computer Aided Design in Project Design; Space Frame and Cathedral Stone Work; by Forrest Wilson; ph.; p. 121-125; Oct 89; A

Environmental Context Building Designs; Nicola Walter; axon. elev.; p. 195; Sept 89; INT

Genealogy of Column and Wall; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; by Gevork Hartoontian; m. pl. ph.; p. 43-50; Winter 89; JAE

MOMA Exhibition of Two Contemporary Architects; New York, New York; Steven Holl and Emilo Ambasz; Critique; Steven Holl; ph. ill.; p. 51, 53; Apr 89; AR

Origins of American Organic Architecture; Form Follows Nature; Louis Sullivan; Frank Lloyd Wright and Contemporaries; Frank Furness; by Mark Malford; ph. biblio.; p. 26-37; Spring 89; JAE

PA Awards; Jury Discussion; m. pl. elev. ill.; axon. det. dia.; p. 66-105; Jan 89; PA

Socially Compassionate Design; Survey of Projects; ph. pl.; p. 82-89; Dec 89; INT

The Architect and Society; Social Concerns, Recent History; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ill.; p. 50-53; July 89; A

The Current State of Design; Interview with Architect; Robert A. M. Stern; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p. 18, 20, 24, 26; Oct 89; INT

Using Video Cameras in Restoration; Examples; by Dennis B. Jones and C. Barrett Kennedy; p. 97-100; July 89; A

See ARCHITECTURE, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, URBAN DESIGN also

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING

CADD Programs for the Macintosh; ill. iso. sec.; elev. pers.; p. 14-20; Suppl 89; A

Comparison of Macintosh and DOS-Based Computers; by Oliver R. Witte; ill. ph.; p. 7-11; Suppl 89; A

Drafting, Information on Drawings; by William Malpas; p. 53, 58, 61; Oct 89; PA

Drawings and Measured Drawings of European Gardens and Villas; His Work, Teaching; Landscape Architect; Norman Newton; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 92-97; Apr 89; LA

How Architects Are Using 3D CADD: New Equipment, Software; by Oliver R. Witte; ill. axon.; p. 125-128; Sept 89; A

Presenting Ideas to Client; Varied Media and Methods; Surrealism, Super-Realism, Realism, Minimalism, Expressionism and Cubism; Illustrations of Each; ill. m. elev.; p. 84-93; June 89; PA
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING (Con'td)

Toward a Standard Format; p.49, 51, 52; Dec 89; PA
Use of CADD in Restorations; by Thomas K. Butt; ph. elev.; p.115-118; Nov 89; A
See COMPUTER also

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION

AIA Award; Charles Moore; ph.; p.23, 26; Mar 89; A
Architectural Schools Teaching the Use of Computers; Survey; by Oliver R. Witte; ph. ill. axon.; p.91-95; Aug 89; A
Bridging the Teaching/Practice Gap; University of Florida Efforts; by Anthony James Caranese; ph.; p.47; July 89; AR
CAD Reduces Role for Apprentices; Teaching Offices on Medical Model; by Douglas Pegues Harvey; p.55, 56, 60; June 89; PA
Clemson University's Architectural Program; Student Design Projects; by Robert A. Ivy, Jr.; ill. m. pl. elev.; p.42-49; Aug 89; A
Education Issues, PA Reader Poll; graphs; p.15-17; Feb 89; PA
Education Veering From Practice; Proposal to Correct Undesirable Trend; by Gordon Brown and Dr. Mark Gelernter; p.61-62, 64, 66-67; Mar 89; PA
Future Practice as Generalists, Specialists, or Both? Panel Discussion; by Herbert L Smith, Jr.; ph.; p.39; Aug 89; AR
Internship and Registration; PA Reader Poll; graphs; p.15-17; June 89; PA
Learning Architecture; by Kurt W. Forster; p.60-61; Spring 89; JAE
Notes on Architectural Education; by Edward Sovik; p.58-60; Winter 89; JAE
Poll Ranks University-Based Architectural Research Topics; Number of Schools Currently Conducting Research; graph; p.117; Apr 89; PA
Post-Occupancy Evaluation, a Book; Jury Comments: Wolfgang F. E. Preiser and Harvey Z. Rabinowitz and Edward T. White; dia.; p.123: Jan 89; PA
Study of Building Failures; Center for Building Technology; by M. Stephanie Stubbs; elev. det.; p. 180-182; May 89; A
See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, Related Specific Topics also

ARCHITECTURE

AIA Component Awards; ph.; p.48+; May 89; A
AIA Convention Report; ph.; p.35, 37, 39; June 89; AR
AIA Gold Medal Award; Joseph Esherick; ph.; p.17; Jan 89; A
AIA Revised Resolution on Licensing; p.32; June 89; A
American Architects Have Many Large Projects; England, London; by Sutherland Lyall; m. ill. ph. elev.; p.37-40; Jan 89; PA
Apple Computer Corporate Building and Product Design; ph.; p.107-117; Apr 89; INT
Architect's Career and Work; Gyo Obata; ph.; p.74-75; Apr 89; A
Architect's Work and Background; Eugene J. Mackey; ph.; p.78-79; Apr 89; A
Architect's Work; Furniture Design; France, Paris; Jean Nouvel; ph.; p.234-237+; May 89; ID
Architects and Designers, Thirty and Under; ph.; p.165-197; Sept 89; INT
Architecture on Film; Review of Films on James Stirling, O. M. Ungers, Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, Ralph Erskine, and Frank Gehry; by Naomi Miller; ph.; p.127-128, 130; June 89; PA
Artists and Environmentalists Hold Key to the Future; by Adele Chatfield-Taylor; p.22, 23, 26; Nov 89; INT

ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING

Computerizing Behavioral Design; by Clovis Heimsath and Ben Heimsath; ill. axon.; p.122-124; June 89; A

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION

Influence of Architectural Book Publications; Round Table Discussion; by Sylvia Lavin; p.38, 40, 42, 46; July 89; INT

ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH

Applied Research; PA Awards; Jury Discussion; det. dia. ill. ph.; p.120-125; Jan 89; PA
Commercial Building Myths; Government Survey, Characteristics of Commercial Buildings, 1986; graphs; p.103-105; Feb 89; PA
Consultants for Environmental Effects on Buildings; Case Studies, Snow Control, Wind Control, Indoor Pollution; Rowan, Williams, Davies & Irwin; by Douglas Gordon and M. Stephanie Stubbs; ph.; p.189-194; May 89; A
New Center for Building Technology; Research on Building Elements and Assemblies; by Douglas E. Gordon; iso. chart; p.177-179; May 89; A
Poll Ranks University-Based Architectural Research Topics; Number of Schools Currently Conducting Research; graph; p.117; Apr 89; PA
Study of Building Failures; Center for Building Technology; by M. Stephanie Stubbs; elev. det. iso.; p.180-182; May 89; A
See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, Related Specific Topics also
ARCHITECTURE (Cont'd)

Assessing a Decade of Change; Essays by Architects and Others; ill.; p.128-137; May 89, A

Black Architects, an Endangered Species; by Robert Traynham Coles; p.7; July 89, PA

Building Abroad, Challenges; Review of Projects; by Bea Sennwald; ph.; p.87-90; Jan 89; A

Conference on Architect; Report; Otto Wagner; p.56-57; Winter 89; JAE

Corning Glass Building and Products; ph.; axon.; p.118-127; Apr 89; INT

Corporate Design, ESPRIT; ph. pl. ill.; p.128-137; Apr 89; INT

Corporate Design, IBM; Buildings, Products, Graphics; ph. pl.; p.138-145; Apr 89; INT

Corporate Design, JP Morgan; Buildings, Graphics; ph. pl. ill.; p.146-151; Apr 89; INT

Fiftieth Year Anniversary of the Gropius House; Walter Gropius; by Harry Seidler; ph.; p.162; Jan 89; ID

Firm Profile, AIA Firm Award, Review of Work; Cesar Pelli; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.; p.44-51; Feb 89, A

Firm Profile, Design Quality; Centerbrook; ph.; p.87-93; Feb 89, A

Firm Profile, Design Quality; Childs, Bertman, Tseckares & Casendino; ph.; p.87-93; Feb 89, A

Firm Profile, Design Quality; Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings; ph.; p.87-93; Feb 89, A

Firm Profile, Design Quality; Murata, Outland & Thomas; ph.; p.87-93; Feb 89, A

Firm Profile, Design Quality; Nagle & Hartry; ph.; p.87-93; Feb 89, A

Firm Profile, Design Quality; Taft Architects; ph.; p.87-93; Feb 89, A

Firm Profile, Design Quality; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; by Douglas E. Gordon and M. Stephanie Stubbs; ph.; p.87-93; Feb 89, A

Firm Profile, Winner of First AIA Firm Award, Review of Work; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ill.; pl. m. sec.; p.52-59; Feb 89, A

Firm Profile, Baskerville and Son; ph.; p.82-83; Dec 89; A

Firm Profile, Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph.; p.85; Dec 89; A

Firm Profile, Gensler Associates; ph.; p.86; Dec 89; A

Firm Profile, Leers & Weinzapfel; ph.; p.87; Dec 89; A

Firm Profile, Lord, Aeck & Sargent; ph.; p.84; Dec 89; A

Firm's Work, Buildings and Furniture; Morphosis; ph. pl. m.; p.99-107; Oct 89; INT

Five Companies Honored for Good Design; Apple, ESPRIT, IBM, JP Morgan, Corning Glass; ill.; p.158-159; Jan 89; INT

Foreign Investment in U. S. Building Industry; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; p.27; Feb 89, A

His Work and Style; Analysis; Frank O. Gehry; by Sylvia Lavin; ph.; p.16, 19, 20; Apr 89; INT

History and City Development; Architecture Review; Missouri, St. Louis; by Nora Richter Greer; ph.; p.62-73; Apr 89; A

Modern Architecture; India; —; In Search of "Vastu", Harmony of Community and Nature; by William J. R. Curtis; ph.; p.30-32; Sept 89; LA

ARCHITECTURE (Cont'd)

New Architecture; Churches and Other Buildings; Poland; by Noel Moffett and Monica Pidgeon; ph.; p.33-34, 36, 38; Feb 89; PA

Obituary, Luis Barragan, 1902-1988; Legorreta Remembers; Luis Barragan; ph.; p.23; Feb 89; PA

Obituary; 1922-1989; Raymond Affleck; ph.; p.20; July 89; PA

Obituary; Edgar Kaufman, Jr.; ph.; p.67, 69; Sept 89; ID

Obituary; Isamu Noguchi; p.27; Feb 89; PA

Obituary; Luis Barragan; p.26; Jan 89; A

Pedestrian Bridge and French Design; France, Marseilles; Pont Transbordeur, 1905. Arnodin; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.222-223; July 89; ID

Practice in the '80s; by Douglas E. Gordon and M. Stephanie Stubbs; charts, ph.; p.81+; Dec 89, A

Pritzker Prize; Frank O. Gehry; ph.; p.23; May 89; A

Pritzker Prize; Frank O. Gehry; ph.; p.23; May 89; PA

Pritzker Prize; Frank O. Gehry; ph.; p.65; June 89; A

Recent Architecture; West Germany; —; Behnisch Partners; ph.; p.72-75; Sept 89; A

Report from China; Journal of Architects' Tour; China; Plus Short Report on Hong Kong; ph.; p.43, 45-46; May 89; PA

Review of 1980's Architecture; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean and Robert Campbell and John Pastier; ill.; p.40-45; Dec 89; A

Review of Current Architecture; Finland; —; by Janey Bennett; ph.; p.58-61; Sept 89; A

Review of Current Architecture; France; —; by Charlotte Ellis; ph.; p.62-67; Sept 89; A

Review of Current Architecture; Hungary; —; ph.; p.68-71; Sept 89; A

Review of Current Architecture; Japan; —; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph.; p.52-57; Sept 89; A

Review of Current Work; Paul Rudolph; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.74-85; Jan 89; AR

Review of Large Projects Abroad; by American Architects; by Nora Richter Greer; ill.; m. sec. elev.; p.64-71; Jan 89; A

South Africa; —; Architecture and Apartheid; Survey of Work; by Graham Owen; ph. pl. ill. biblio.; p.3-23; Spring 89; JAE

South Africa; —; Response to Owen's Architecture and Apartheid; by Robin Bloch and Meindra Silverman; p.24-25; Spring 89; JAE

Survey of Architect's Current Projects; Peter Eisenman; p.90-99; Oct 89; PA

Survey of Architect's Current Work; France; —; Jean Nouvel; m.; p.33-34; Aug 89; PA

Survey of Architect's Recent Work; California, Los Angeles; Franklin D. Israel; ph. pl. axon.; p.65-73; Apr 89; AR

Survey of Architect-Engineer's New Structures; Steel and Concrete; Santiago Calatrava; ph. sec.; p.98-103; Apr 89; PA

Survey of Firm's Current Projects; Ellerbe & Becket; m. pl. sec.; p.90-95; Apr 89; AR

Survey of Firm's Current and Recent Work; Featuring Office Towers; Cesar Pelli; m. pl. ph. sec. axon. elev.; p.47-48, 50, 73-85; May 89; PA
ARKANSAS

Blytheville; Campus; Mississippi County Community College; Solar Energy; Cromwell, Neyland, Truempf, Levy & Gatchell; ph. pl.: p.103-104; Mar 89; A

Rison; Residential Development; Farmers Home Administration Housing Projects; Low-Income; Wenzel Associates; by Robert A. Ivy, Jr.; ph. pl.: p.58; July 89; A

ART GALLERY

Art Gallery and Publishing House; New York, New York; Chalk & Vermilion, Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pl. axon. sec.: p.116-119; Sept 89; A

Artists Explore Reclamation Forms; Monumental Landscape Sculpture: by John Beardsley; ph.; p.45-49; June 89; LA

Artists and Environmentalists Hold Key to the Future; by Adele Chatfield Taylor; p.22, 23, 26; Nov 89; INT

Arkansas, Little Rock; State Museum; Architecture Plus; by Robert A. Ivy, Jr.; ph. pl.: p.112-113; Oct 89; A

Arkansas, Little Rock; State Museum; Architecture Plus; ph.; p.42-44; Nov 89; ID

BAUMGARTNER, Guardino & Associates; by Stephen C. Smith; p.56-60; Jan 89; A

Bauhaus; Germany; Dessau, Treppenhaus; by Robert A. Ivy, Jr.; ph. pl. axon. sec.: p.102-103; Sept 89; A

THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

ARCHITECTURE (Cont'd)

Technology in the '80s; Internationality, Users, Computers, Energy, Materials, Wood, Premanufacturing; by Forrest Wilson; ill.; p.89-92; Dec 89; A

The Architect and Society; Social Concerns, Recent History; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ill.; p.50-53; July 89; A

Women in Architecture Poll; graphs; p.15-17; Oct 89; PA

Work of Young Designers; Michael Bell and Antonio Lao; m. elev.; p.174; Sept 89; INT

See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE also

ARGENTINA

La Plata; Residence; Casa Dr. Currutchet, 1949-53, Restored; Le Corbusier. ph.; p.22; Apr 89; PA

ARIZONA

—; Residence; The Work of House Builder; Jack Robson; by Ann L. Patterson, ph.; p.15-19; July 89; CB

Chandler; Residence; Enviographic; ph. pl.: p.312; Jan 89; B

Mesa; Residential Development; Visitors Center; Red Mountain Ranch; Lath Structure; Robert R. Frankeberger, by Lawrence W. Cheek, ph. pl.: p.82-85; Mar 89; A

Paradise Valley; Residence; Antoine Predock; m. ill.; pl.: p.46; June 89; PA

Phoenix; Apartment Development; Paradise Lakes; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.: p.67; Aug 89; B

Phoenix; Patriots Square, Urban Park; Controversy; Theodore Alexander; ph. sec.; p.20, 22; Feb 89; A

Phoenix; Residence; Biltmore Hillside; Architecture Plus; ph. pl.: p.154-155; July 89; B

Phoenix; Residence; Foothills; Daniel Brodsky; ph. pl.: p.80-81; June 89; B

Phoenix; Residence; Antoine Predock; ill. pl.: p.43; June 89; PA

Scottsdale; Residential Development; Desert Highlands; Gage Davis and William Zmistowski; ph. pl.: p.56-57; Nov 89; LA

Scottsdale; Resort Gardens and Pools; SWA Group; ph. pl.: p.78-79; July 89; PA

Scottsdale; Resort Hotel; Hyatt Regency Scottsdale; Landscape by SWA Group; Hornberger & Worstell; ph. pl.: p.66-69; Mar 89; LA

Tempe; Architecture School; Arizona State University; Concrete Paneling Details; Hillier Group; ph. det.; p.108-109; Sept 89; AR

Tempe; Fine Arts Center, Arizona State University; Details of Glass Block Windows; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. det. axon.: p.65-77, 151; June 89; PA

Tucson; Residence; La Ridge; Richard D. Lewis; ph. pl.: p.126; Oct 89; B

ARKANSAS

Blytheville; Campus; Mississippi County Community College; Solar Energy; Cromwell, Neyland, Truempf, Levy & Gatchell; ph. pl.: p.103-104; Mar 89; A

Rison; Residential Development; Farmers Home Administration Housing Projects; Low-Income; Wenzel Associates; by Robert A. Ivy, Jr.; ph. pl.: p.58; July 89; A

INTERNATIONAL

ART GALLERY

Art Gallery and Publishing House; New York, New York; Chalk & Vermilion, Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pl. axon. sec.: p.116-119; Sept 89; A

Artists Explore Reclamation Forms; Monumental Landscape Sculpture: by John Beardsley; ph.; p.45-49; June 89; LA

Artists and Environmentalists Hold Key to the Future; by Adele Chatfield Taylor; p.22, 23, 26; Nov 89; INT

Collaboration of Designers and Artists; The Subtle Art; by Ellen Posner; ph. pl. m.: p.42-49; May 89; LA

Entrance to Power Plant; Czechoslovakia, Brno; Near; Memorial Sculpture; Ivan Rullier and Tomas Rullier and Karel Rechlik; ph.; p.86; Sept 89; A

Fish Story; Artist Does Fish Market Signs; by Peter Blake; ill.; p.244-245; Nov 89; ID

Furniture, Lamps, Sculpture; New Designs by Architects and Designers; ph. ill.; p.70-73; Oct 89; A

Granite Assemblage Sculpture; Canada; British Columbia, Vancouver in Seashore Park; Don Vaughan; by Patrick Mooney; ph.; p.54-56; Oct 89; LA

Historic Painting of Pets; by Roslyn Beilby; ill.; p.106; July 89; ID

See ARTS CENTER, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, STORE, UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM also

ART

Art and Federal Funding Controversy; by Peter Blake; p.274-275; Sept 89; ID

Artists Explore Reclamation Forms; Monumental Landscape Sculpture; by John Beardsley; ph.; p.45-49; June 89; LA

Artists and Environmentalists Hold Key to the Future; by Adele Chatfield-Taylor; p.22, 23, 26; Nov 89; INT

Collaboration of Designers and Artists; The Subtle Art; by Ellen Posner; ph. pl. m.; p.42-49; May 89; LA

Entrance to Power Plant; Czechoslovakia, Brno; Near; Memorial Sculpture; Ivan Rullier and Tomas Rullier and Karel Rechlik; ph.; p.86; Sept 89; A

Fish Story; Artist Does Fish Market Signs; by Peter Blake; ill.; p.244-245; Nov 89; ID

Furniture, Lamps, Sculpture; New Designs by Architects and Designers; ph. ill.; p.70-73; Oct 89; A

Granite Assemblage Sculpture; Canada; British Columbia, Vancouver in Seashore Park; Don Vaughan; by Patrick Mooney; ph.; p.54-56; Oct 89; LA

Historic Painting of Pets; by Roslyn Beilby; ill.; p.106; July 89; ID
ART (Cont'd)

Interiors: New York, Purchase: Corporate Headquarters, Their Art Work: Space Design Group; ph. pl. iso.; p.200-213; Sept 89; ID

Mist Fountain: Texas, Westlake and Southlake; Peter Walker, by Ann Jarmusch; ph.: p.102-104; Oct 89; LA


Pop-up Art and Illustration; by Peter Blake; ph.; ill.: p.234-235; Jan 89; ID

Public Arts Program in Transit Station; Massachusetts, Boston; Sculpture, Wall Murals; ph.: p.92-93; Nov 89; INT

Sculpture Garden, Walker Art Center; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Edward Larrabee Barnes and Peter Rothschild; by Jean E. Feinberg; ph. pl.: p.68-73; Apr 89; LA

Sculpture Garden; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Walker Art Center; Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Barbara Koerbel; ph. ill.; p.64-67; Feb 89; A

Sculpture Garden; Missouri, Kansas City; Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art; Jaquelin Robertson and Dan Kiley; ph. pl.: p.78-81; Apr 89; LA

Sculpture Garden; New York, Purchase; PepsiCo's Headquarters; Edward D. Stone; and Russell Page; by Catherine Howell; ph. pl.: p.82-85; Apr 89; LA

Sculpture Museum; New York, Long Island City; Designed by Sculptor; Isamu Noguchi; by Rosanna Liebman; ph. pl.: p.84-87; June 89; A

Sculpture Park, Laumeier; Missouri, St. Louis; Barry Thaden; by Jory Johnson; ph. pl.: p.74-77; Apr 89; LA

Sculpture with Planting; Elaine Lorenz; ph.: p.96; Apr 89; INT

Sculpture; Realistic Figures: Process: J. Steward Johnson, Jr.; by Peter Blake; ph.: p.292-293; June 89; ID

Terminal at Logan Airport; Massachusetts, Boston; Art in Terminal; Cambridge Seven and Burns & McDonnell; ph.: p.141; June 89; AR

The Arts’ Influence on Architecture and Interior Design; ill.; p.81; Sept 89; PA

The Umbrellas, Joint Project for USA and Japan; by Christo; ill.; p.16; Aug 89; LA

See MUSEUM also

ARTS CENTER (Cont'd)

Remodeling of Barracks; California, Sausalito; Fort Barry, National Park; David Ireland and Mark Mack and Interim Office of Architecture; ph. pl.: p.118-125; Mid-Sept 89; AR

See MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

AUDIO-VISUAL

Audio Visual Room for Computer Supported Meetings; Osburn Design; ph. pl. sec.: p.58; Sept 89; INT

Audiovisual Classrooms; Corporate Education; ph. pl.: p.264-267; Oct 89; ID

Media Rooms in House Plans; Examples; ph. pl.: p.108-109; Oct 89; B

The Intelligent Electronic House; by Lucy Oatley; ph. p.31-36; June 89; CB

See ELECTRICAL, VIDEO also

AUDITORIUM

Band Shell; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Frederick Bentz and Milo Thompson; ph. iso.; p.74; Feb 89; A

Concert Hall Competition; California, Los Angeles; Winner, Other Entries; Frank O. Gehry; ill.; p.17-18; Feb 89; A

Concert Hall, McDermott; Texas, Dallas; Acoustic Decisions; I. M. Pei; ph. axon.; p.32; Dec 89; INT

Concert Hall; Alaska, Anchorage; Acoustic Consideration; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. sec.; p.70; Sept 89; INT

Orchestra Hall; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; elev. pl.; p.36; Sept 89; PA

Park Band Shell; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Frederick Bentz and Milo Thompson and Robert Rietow; ph. pl. axon.; p.92-93; Nov 89; AR

Performing Arts Center, Orange County; California, Costa Mesa; Acoustic Control Elements; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott and Blue Rock Partnership; ph. pl.; p.58; Feb 89; INT

Sydney Opera House; Australia, Sydney; History, Controversy; Jorn Utzon; by Forrest Wilson; ph. m. ill.; p.103-110; Sept 89; A

Symphony Center; Texas, Dallas; I. M. Pei; ph.; p.23, 26; Nov 89; PA

Symphony Center; Texas, Dallas; I. M. Pei; ph.; p.58; Nov 89; ID

See ARTS CENTER, CONVENTION CENTER, EXHIBITION, RECREATION, SCHOOL, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

AUSTRALIA

—; Office Building; Low Rise; Apple Headquarters; Allen, Jack & Cottier; ph.: p.116-117; Apr 89; INT

Canberra; Parliament House; Critique; Mitchell & Giurgola and Torp; by Philip Drew; ph. pl.: p.52-59; Jan 89; A
AUSTRALIA (Cont’d)

Melbourne Suburb; Eclipse Cafe, McBride, Charles & Ryan; ph, pl. ill.; p.184; Sept 89; INT
Sydney; ‘Ashtray’ Fountain, Darling Harbour, Robert Woodward, by Robert Woodward; ph, pl.; p.108-111; Oct 89; LA
Sydney; Marine Passenger Terminal; Lawrence Niel and New South Wales Government; ph, sl.; p.76-77; Sept 89; A
Sydney; Multi-Use Project; Plaza, Aquarium, Museum, Shopping, Darling Harbour, MSJ and RTKL and Mitchell & Clouston; by Roger Johnson; ph, m.; p.30-31, 36-38; Aug 89; LA
Sydney; Office Building; Low Rise; Apple Computer Headquarters; Allen, Jack & Cottier; ph, axon.; p.78-81; Sept 89; A
Sydney; Sydney Opera House; History, Controversy, Jorn Utzon; by Forrest Wilson; ph, m. ill.; p.103-110; Sept 89; A

AUSTRIA
St. Veit/Glan, Carinthia; Factory for Fiberboard and Other Products; Coop Himmelblau, ph, sec. elev. axon.; p.90-91; Aug 89; AR
Vienna; Art Gallery; Gustav Peichl; ph, pl.; p.87; Sept 89; A
Vienna; Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated; Joseph Maria Olbrich; ph.; p.23; Apr 89; PA
Vienna; Law Offices; Rooftop Remodeling; Steel Structural System; Coop Himmelblau; ph, pl. sec. axon.; p.82-90; Aug 89; AR

BAMBOO

Universal Material, Bamboo; by Peter Blake; ill. ph.; p.284-285. 287; May 89; ID

BANK (Cont’d)

Connecticut, Bridgeport; Bridgeport Center; Other Recent Projects; Richard Meier; ph, pl. sec. axon. m.; p.69-77; Aug 89; AR
Florida, Miami; Capital Bank, Executive Offices and Banking Floor; Gensler Associates; ph, pl. axon.; p.236-245; Mar 89; ID
Florida, Tampa; Plaza, NCNB National Bank, High Rise Cylinder; Harry C. Wolf and Odell Associates; ph, pl. sec. dia.; p.59-67; Feb 89; PA
Interiors, England, London, Credit Suisse Temporary Offices; Total Concept; ph, p.; p.182-187; Jan 89; ID
Office Building; High Rise; Minnesota, Minneapolis, Norwest Center, Cesar Pelli and Kendall & Heaton; ph, pl. axon. elev.; p.73-81; Mar 89; PA
Peru, Lima; Banco de Credito Headquarters; Arquitectonica International; ph, pl. sec. elev.; p.90-99; Feb 89; AR
Peru, Lima; Banco de Credito Headquarters; Arquitectonica International, ph, pl.; p.292-297; May 89; INT
See OFFICE BUILDING also

BATHROOM

Bathing Customs; Japan; Traditional Bathing, Standards; ill. ph.; p.270-275. Apr 89; ID
Bathroom Accessories; Product Review; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.36-49; Nov 89; CB
Bathroom Fixtures Showroom, Kohler; Wisconsin, Kohler; Various Display Rooms; ph.; p.276-277; Apr 89; ID
Dealing With New Fair-Housing Rules; Barrier-Free Kitchen and Bathroom Plans; iso. ph. biblio.; p.56-57, 60; June 89; B
European Trends in Bathroom Design; by Don Arnold; ph.; p.50-51; Nov 89; CB
Interview with Alexander Kira; Hazards in the Bathroom; ph.; p.82, 84; Sept 89; ID
Kitchen and Bath Memorable Features; Examples; by Richard Binsacca; ph.; p.60-69; Sept 89; B
Master Bath Design; by Charles Charlan; ill. ph.; p.152; Apr 89; B
Prototype Bathroom Fits Needs of Elderly; Robert Graeff; ph.; p.117; May 89; PA
Splashy Baths; by Kathryn Stechert Black; ph.; p.26-28; Apr 89; CB

BEAUTY SALON
See STORE
**BEHAVIORAL STUDIES**

Computerizing Behavioral Design; by Clovis Heimsath and Ben Heimsath; ill. axon.; p. 122-124; June 89; A

Designing for Special Needs in Nursing Homes; by Margaret Calkins; pl.; p. 117-118; Oct 89; A

Designing to Orient the User; by Gerald Weisman; ill.; p. 113-114; Oct 89; A

Housing Market and Population Studies; by June Fletcher; ph.; ill.; charts; p. 294-309; Jan 89; B

New Jersey, Princeton; Low Energy Office Building, Energy Assessment; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p. 117-119; Mar 89; PA

New York, New York; NYNEX Marketing Center; Office Behavioral Research; Engel Associates; ph.; pl.; p. 58; May 89; INT

Post-Occupancy Evaluation, a Book; Jury Comments; Wolfgang F. E. Preiser and Harvey Z. Rabinowitz and Edward T. White; dia.; p. 123; Jan 89; PA

The Architect and Society; Social Concerns, Recent History; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ill.; p. 50-53; July 89; A

Thermal Environments and Comfort in Office Buildings; Jury Comments; Gail E. Schiller and Edward A. Arens; det.; dia.; p. 121; Jan 89; PA

See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, ELDERLY HOUSING also

**BOTANICAL GARDENS**

Arboreta and Botanic Gardens; Review of Projects; by Ellen Posner; ph.; pl.; p. 52; Jan 89; LA

Arboretum and Botanic Garden; Texas, Dallas; Jones & Jones; ph.; pl. sec.; p. 42-51; Jan 89; LA

Art Center Conservatory; Vine-Clad Arch Structures; Minnesota, Minneapolis; High Tech Topiary; Barbara Stauffacher Solomon and Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph.; axon.; p. 123; Mar 89; PA

Botanic Garden and Arboretum; History and Evolution; Survey of Gardens, New Directions; by Warren T. Byrd, Jr.; ph.; pl.; p. 42-51; Jan 89; LA

Botanical Gardens' Crystal Bridge; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Cylinder Glass; Conklin & Rossant; ph.; pl. sec.; ill.; p. 92-97; Mar 89; PA

Brooklyn Botanic Garden; New York, New York; Conservatory and Palm House Restoration; Davis & Brody; ph.; p. 110-115; Nov 89; AR

Challenges of Design; Roundtable Discussion; ph.; p. 68-74; Jan 89; LA

Chicago Botanic Garden; Illinois, Glencoe; Environmental Planning & Design; ph.; p. 52; Jan 89; LA

Climatron, Botanical Gardens; Missouri, St. Louis; Murphy & Mackey; by Allen Freeman; ph.; pl. det.; p. 88-89; Mar 89; A

Evolution of Botanic Gardens; by Richard W. Lighty; ill.; p. 144; Jan 89; LA

See GARDEN, RECREATION, UNIVERSITY/GARDEN also

**BRIDGE**

Bridge in Park; France, Istre; One-Half Rock and One-Half Steel; Bernard Lassus; by Peter Jacobs and Philippe Poullouec-Gonidec; ph.; p. 32-33; Jan 89; LA

Bridges with Multi-Use Structures; Switzerland, Lausanne; Bernard Thumi and Luca Merlini; sec. elev. iso.; p. 38; Nov 89; PA

New York, Delaware River; Historic Aqueduct; AIA Honor Award; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; by Amy Gray Light; det.; p. 166-167; May 89; A

Pedestrian Bridge and French Design; France, Marseilles; Pont Transbordeur, 1905; Arnodin; by Peter Blake; ph.; p. 222-223; July 89; ID

Puerto Rico; Bridge Between House and Studio in Rain Forest; George Warner; ph.; p. 68-69; Oct 89; A

Spain, Barcelona; Steel Bridge; In Context of Earlier Work by Robert Maillart; Santiago Calatrava; ph. sec.; p. 98-99; Apr 89; PA

**BUILDING CODE**

Energy Code, Revised; by Alex Wilson; chart; p. 55-56; Nov 89; CB

Exterior Wall Systems Accommodation in Building Code; by James Russell; p. 20-21; Dec 89; AR

Model Seismic Code, Significant Revisions; by Robert Reitherman; axon. pl. map.; p. 106-110; Oct 89; A

Relating Fire Codes to Reality; by Christine Beall; ph.; ill.; p. 114-115; July 89; A

**CALIFORNIA**

Children's Clothing Store; Gap Kids; Charles E. Broudy; ph.; p. 260-261; Feb 89; ID
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

—; Native Pants in Dry Landscaping; Water Conserving Landscapes, Examples; Isabell Greene; by John Chase; ph.: p.64-68. June 89; LA
—; Reclamation of Mono Lake; by Jon Bryan Burley; ph.: p.120. June 89; LA
—; Survey of California Campus Design; Foothill College; University of California, Santa Cruz; University of California, Irvine; by J. William Thompson; ph. m.: p.52-57. Dec 89; LA
Alpine; Residence, Deer Creek; Kaufman & Meeks; ph. pl.: p.85. June 89; B
Ballona Wetland; Wetlands Museum, Audubon; Eric Metz; pl.: p.49. Mar 89; LA
Bel Air; Residence, Restoration, Original by Richard Neutra; Luis Ortega; p.264-267; Apr 89; ID
Berkeley; Concrete House. 1907. Restored: Bernard Maybeck; by Donald Canty; ph.: pl.: p.84-89. July 89; A
Beverly Hills; Interiors, Film Producer's Offices, Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph.: p.230-235; Apr 89; ID
Beverly Hills; Women's Clothing Store, Giorgio Armani; Michael Chow and Thane Roberts; ph.: p.206-211; Apr 89; ID
Beverly Hills; Women's Clothing Store, Adrienne Vittadini; Gae Aulenti; ph.: p.270-273; Feb 89; ID
Calabasas Park; Residence, Paragon Collection; Bassenser & Lagoni; ph.: p.78-79. June 89; B
Carmel Mountain Ranch; Clinic, Tilt-Up Concrete Slab Details; Austin, Hansen & Fehlman; ph. det. elev. axon.; p.110-111; Sept 89; AR
Carmel-by-the-Sea; Beach Restoration, Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey; ph.: p.90; Nov 89; LA
Cerritos; Theater for Concerts and Plays, Festival Hall; Barton Myers; pl. sec. ill.; p.59; May 89; AR
Coalinga; Swim Complex, Edwin S. Darden; ph. axon.; p.116-119; Nov 89; AR
Colton; Elderly Housing, Competition Winner, With Other Winners; Joseph Valerio; m. ill.; p.64-65. Oct 89; AR
Coronado; Residence, Two Speculative Houses; Smith and Others; ph.; p.68-71; Mid-Apr 89; AR
Costa Mesa; Performing Arts Center, Orange County, Acoustic Control Elements; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott and Blue Rock Partnership; ph.; p.58; Feb 89; INT
Culver City; Design Firm Offices, Remodeled, Paramount Laundry, Eric Owen Moss; ph. axon.; p.78-83; Nov 89; PA
Culver City; Film Production Offices, Remodeled Warehouse, Lindblade Tower, Eric Owen Moss; ph. axon. det.; p.74-77; Nov 89; PA
Cupertino; Fitness Center, Apple Computer, Studios; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Apr 89; INT
Cupertino; Interiors, Apple Computer Offices, Remodeled, Studios; ph.; p.236-239; Apr 89; ID
Cupertino; Trade Shows and Events Building, Apple Computer; Team 7 International; ph.; p.114-115; Apr 89; INT

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Danville; Blackhawk, High End Houses by Lance Mortensen; His Work; by Christina Nelson; ph.; p.8-13. Oct 89; CB
Davis; Arboretum, University of California; First Prize, Review of Entries; Rachada Chantavitavijit and Ron Wigginton; ph. pl.; p.60-67; Jan 89; LA
Davis; Arboretum, University of California; Second Prize, Angela Porteous and Sheila Lynch-Bentihen; ph. pl.; p.60-67; Jan 89; LA
Davis; Davis Greenway, Open Space Plan, Center for Design Research; ph.; p.101; Nov 89; LA
Davis; Vine Maze Garden, University of California; Michael Van Valkenburg; ph.; p.77; July 89; PA
Durante; Car Wash and Auto Customizing Facility; by C. Shayne O'Neil; pl. m. ill. elev.; p.24-30. Winter 89; JAE
El Cajon; Residence, Regent's Point, Pekarek & Gandell; ph. pl.; p.149; July 89; B
Emeryville; Office Building, Low Rise, Renovated Factory, Hollis Street Project, Banita & Collins; ph. pl.; p.89-91; Oct 89; A
Escondido; City Hall, Pacific Associates and Daniel. Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall; ph.; pl.: p.102-107; Jan 89; AR
Escondido; Surgery Center, Garden, Landscape by Land Studio; Rob Wellington Quigley; ph. axon.; p.80-81; July 89; PA
Fairfield; Residence, The Marquee, EDI; ph.; p.322; Jan 89; B
Fremont; Branch Bank, Plaza Bank, Rodrigues Associates; ph. pl.; p.298-299; May 89; INT
Fremont; Electronic Assembly Factory, Apple Computer, John Holey; ph.; p.108-109; Apr 89; INT
Granada Hills; Home Video Store, Neon Lighting; Bryon B. Savage; ph.; p.54-55; Feb 89; INT
Healdsburg; Residence, Sandy & Babcock; ph.; p.124-125; Apr 89; B
Hillsborough; Residence, House & House; ph.; p.74-75; Oct 89; A
Imperial Beach; Pier Plaza, Campbell & Campbell; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Nov 89; AR
Indian Wells; Design Guidelines and Plan for Highway, Jury Comments, James Stirling and Michael Wilford; ph.; pl.; p.110-112; Jan 89; PA
Irvine; Housing Office, University of California; AIA Honor Award, Eric Owen Moss; by John Pastier; ph. iso.; p.162-164; May 89; A
Irvine; Housing Office, University of California, Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. dia.; p.92-97; May 89; PA
Irvine; Master Plan, University of California; Pereira Associates; pl.; p.52-57; Dec 89; LA
Irvine; Science Library, University of California, James Stirling and Michael Wilford; m. pl.; p.43; Aug 89; AR
La Jolla; Art Museum, La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art, Daylighting, Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; sec. elev.; p.150, 152-153; May 89; AR
La Jolla; Clothing Store, Copperfield, CRS Sirrine; ph. pl.; p.152-153; Jan 89; INT
CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

La Jolla; Residence: Blackhorse; Lorimer & Case; ph. pl.; p.150-151; Oct 89; B

Laguna Hills; Residence: Moulton Ranch; Kaufman & Meeks; ph. pl.; p.82-83; June 89; B

Los Angeles; Airport Landscaping: Fong Associates; ph. ill. elev.; p.74-78; May 89; LA

Los Angeles; Architect’s House: J. Frank Fitzgibbons; ph. pl.; p.254-259; Apr 89; ID

Los Angeles; Child Care Center, UCLA; Charles Lee and Elizabeth Lee; ph. pl.; p.118, 126-129; June 89; AR

Los Angeles; Concert Hall Competition; Winner, Other Entries; Frank O. Gehry; m. ill.; p.17-18; Feb 89; A

Los Angeles; Convention Center Addition; I. M. Pei and Gruen Associates; m. pl.; p.78; Feb 89; PA

Los Angeles; Delta Air Terminal; Los Angeles International Airport; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; elev.; p.134-137; June 89; AR

Los Angeles; Fabric Showroom, Architex; Isabel Wyatt and Breth Thoeny; ph. pl.; p.222-233; Apr 89; A

Los Angeles; Film Studio; Propaganda Films; Franklin D. Israel; by George Rand; ph. axon.; p.56-59; June 89; A

Los Angeles; Freeway Megastructure, Multi-Use; Steel Cloud; Studio Asymptote; m.; p.171; Sept 89; INT

Los Angeles; Furniture Showroom, Brayton; Beckson Design; ph. pl. axon.; p.124-125; Aug 89; INT

Los Angeles; Furniture Showroom, Nienkamper; Jentry Fear; ph. p.278-279; Oct 89; ID

Los Angeles; Furniture and Accessories Store; Design Express; Building; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-83; June 89; PA

Los Angeles; Historic Houses Open to Public; Greene & Greene’s Gamble House; Frank Lloyd Wright’s Hollyhock House; Frank Lloyd Wright; by James M. Schwenkten; ph. p.54, 58; Apr 89; ID

Los Angeles; Historic Houses Open to Public; Rudolph Schindler; ph. p.54, 58; Apr 89; ID

Los Angeles; Imperial Bank Interiors; Aston Pereira; ph. pl. sec.; p.246-251; Mar 89; ID

Los Angeles; Interiors; Architects’ Offices; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.194-199; July 89; ID

Los Angeles; Interiors; Corporate Offices; Reebok; Space Inceptions; ph. pl.; p.248-251; Apr 89; ID

Los Angeles; Interiors; Investment Firm Offices; John Launten; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-79; Mid-Sept 89; AR

Los Angeles; New Building Downtown; by Aaron Betsky; ill.; p.71, 73; Feb 89; AR

Los Angeles; Office Building; Low Rise; Film and Video Company’s Offices; Franklin D. Israel; ph. pl. axon.; p.68-71; Apr 89; AR

Los Angeles; Office Furniture Showroom, Vecta; Morphosis; ph. pl.; p.102-105; Oct 89; INT

Los Angeles; Office Furniture Showroom, Westinghouse; Stewart & Romberger; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-123; Aug 89; INT

Los Angeles; Pacific Design Center, Second Phase; Cesar Pelli; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p.108-111; May 89; A

CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

Los Angeles; Pacific Design Center; Cesar Pelli; ph. p.48; Feb 89; A

Los Angeles; Residence; Interiors; Bold Art Collection; Gere Kavanaugh; ph. p.226-229; Jan 89; ID

Los Angeles; Residence; Remodeled Photo Studio; A. Quincy Jones; ph. p.228-229; Apr 89; ID

Los Angeles; Residence; Studio Addition; Franklin D. Israel; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Apr 89; AR

Los Angeles; Residence; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-81; Dec 89; PA

Los Angeles; Survey of Architect’s Recent Work; Franklin D. Israel; ph. pl. axon.; p.65-73; Apr 89; AR

Los Angeles; Urban Plaza; Bunker Hill Steps; West Lawn of the Public Library; Lawrence Halprin; ph. ill.; p.54-61; Aug 89; LA

Los Angeles; Women’s Clothing Factory Addition and Renovation; Michael Burch; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Feb 89; PA

Los Angeles; Women’s Clothing Showroom, Leon Max; Morphosis; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec. axon.; elev.; p.86-93; Mid-Sept 89; AR

Manhattan Beach; Residence; Antoine Predock; m. axon.; p.46; June 89; PA

Marina del Rey; Residence; Jury Comments; Ronald McCoy; m. sec. pl. elev.; p.88-89; Jan 89; PA

Mission Viejo; Residence; Lakeaire; McLarand & Vasquez; ph. pl.; p.156; July 89; B

Mission Viejo; Residence; The Villas and Two Other Adult Developments; Bassenian & Lagoni; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Nov 89; B

Montecito; Residence; Jury Comments; Morphosis; m. pl. sec.; p.84-85; Jan 89; PA

Murrieta; Residence; California Oaks; Bassenian & Lagoni; ph. pl.; p.310-311; Jan 89; B

Murrieta; Residence; Sorrento; Bassenian & Lagoni; ph. pl.; p.90; Sept 89; B

Murrieta; Residence; Viscaya; VCA/Randy Washington Group; ph. pl.; p.86-87; June 89; B

Newport Beach; Art Museum; Underground Portions; Renzo Piano; m. pl. sec.; p.53; Oct 89; AR

Newport Beach; Four Seasons Hotel; Interiors by James Northcutt; ph.; p.46; Feb 89; INT

Northern; Residence; Landscape by Leffingwell Associates; John Marsh Davis; ph. pl.; p.66; Nov 89; LA

Oceanside; Residence; Ocean Hills, Adult Development; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.85-89; Nov 89; B

Orange County; Gypsum Canyon Correctional Facility; Henningh, Durham & Richardson; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.100-101; May 89; LA

Orange County; John Wayne Airport; CAD Modeling Design; Leason & Pomeroy; ill.; p.133; Mar 89; AR

Palo Alto; Interiors; Designers’ Offices; Hodnick Design and Lunar Design; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Feb 89; INT

Pasadena; Design Ordinance for Multi-Family Housing; Jury Comments; Center for Environmental Structure and Daniel Solomon and Phoebe Wall; ph. ill.; p.116-117; Jan 89; PA
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Pasadena; Law Court, Renovation; General Services Administration; ph.; p. 97; Nov 89; INT

Petaluma; Community Center; Roland & Miller; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-123; Nov 89; AR

Port Hueneme; Naval Weapons Laboratory; Ross & Wour; ph. pl.; p. 99; Nov 89; INT

Rancho Cucamonga; Residence; California Heights; Kaufman & Broad; ph. pl.; p.148; July 89; INT

Rancho; Residence; Signet Series; Architects Group; ph. pl.; p.84; June 89; B

Redwood City; Residence; Sandpiper Lagoon; William Pau; ph. pl.; p.88-89; June 89; B

Riverside; Residence; Lakehills; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.312-313; Jan 89; B

Rockland; Furniture Plant Landscape; Herman Miller; Landscape by Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; Frank O Gehry; ph. p.60-61; Nov 89; LA

Rockland; Landscaping and Parking for Industrial Building; Herman Miller; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph. pl.; p.58-59; July 89; PA

Rutherford; Residence; Fernau & Hartman; ph. pl. elev. sec. iso.; p.41; 50-55; Mid-Apr 89; AR

Sacramento; Office Building; Landscape; Landscape Design by Danielson Associates; Dryfuss & Blackford; ph.; p.86; Nov 89; LA

San Diego; Convention Center; Arthur Erickson et al.; m. pl.; p.78; Feb 89; PA

San Diego; Marina Linear Park; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; m. pl.; p.65; July 89; PA

San Diego; Open Space Plan, University of California; POD; pl.; p.103; Nov 89; LA

San Diego Zoo; Bioclimatic Zone Exhibit; Tiger River; Jones & Jones; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Aug 89; AR

San Francisco Peninsula; Campus; Foothill College; Ernest J. Kump and Peter Walker; ph. pl.; p.52-57; Dec 89; LA

San Francisco; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Narrow Lot; Hood & Miller; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Dec 89; B

San Francisco; Architect's Drafting Workstation; Tanner, Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; ph. pl. sec. elev. axon. det.; p.151; Oct 89; PA

San Francisco; Atrium, Rincon Center; Johnson, Fain & Pereira and Meacham O'Brien; by John Chase; ph.; p.64-66; Sept 89; LA

San Francisco; Church; Presbyterian; Acoustical Qualities; Bahr, Veermey & Haecker; ph. pl. det.; p.30; Apr 89; INT

San Francisco; Clothing Store, Ralph Davies; David McFadden; ph. pl.; p.216-221; Apr 89; ID

San Francisco; Clothing Store, The Gap; Hemisphere; Charles E. Broudy; ph. pl.; p.262-265; Feb 89; ID

San Francisco; Cultural Center Theater; MACK Architects; ill. pl. sec.; p.36; Sept 89; PA

San Francisco; Environmental Park; Candlestick Point Cultural Park; MACK and Hargreaves Associates; m. ill.; p.71; July 89; PA

San Francisco; Great Highway Ocean Beach Section; MPA Design; ph.; p.62; Nov 89; LA

San Francisco; Hotel Diva Remodeled; Ron and Hannah Nunn; ph. pl.; p.190-191; Jan 89; INT

San Francisco; Interiors; AIA Chapter Offices; Studios; ph. pl.; p.134-135; Feb 89; INT

San Francisco; Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices, Young & Rubican; Richard Hannum; ph. pl.; p.244-247; Apr 89; ID

San Francisco; Interiors; Corporate Offices; Brown, Raymond, Boultin & Szabo; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Feb 89; INT

San Francisco; Interiors; Designer's Offices; Michael Vanderbyl; ph. pl. axon.; p.130-133; Feb 89; INT

San Francisco; Interiors; Graphics and Marketing Firm Offices; Fernau & Hartman; ph. pl. axon. elev.; p.68-75; Mid-Sept 89; AR

San Francisco; Merchandise Mart, Renovated; Western Merchandise Mart: Pfister Partnership; ph. pl.; p.188-193; Jan 89; ID

San Francisco; Moscone Convention Center, Addition; Acoustic Concerns; Gensler Associates and DMJM; ph. det.; p.60; May 89; INT

San Francisco; Office Building; High Rise; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.147; June 89; AR

San Francisco; Office Building; High Rise; Yerba Buena Tower; Cesar Pelli; m. pl.; p.48; Mar 89; PA

San Francisco; Passenger Lounge, United Air Line; Interiors by SGS; Leo A. Daly; ph.; p.240-243; Apr 89; ID

San Francisco; Printer's Shop; Paulett Taggart; ph.; p.138-139; Feb 89; INT

San Francisco; Residence; Hillside; Massey & Veverka; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-67; Oct 89; A

San Francisco; Residence; Daniel Solomon; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Dec 89; PA

San Francisco; Residential Development; Townhouse; Morgan Heights, Subsidized; Kodama Associates; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Sept 89; B

San Francisco; Restaurant; Ace Cafe; Robert Bernardin; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.113-115; Sept 89; PA

San Francisco; Restaurant; City Club. Restoration of 1930; Original by Miller & Pflueger; Patrick McGrew; ph.; p.94-97; Apr 89; PA

San Francisco; Restaurant; Thai Bar-Be-Que; Glenn Robert Lym; ph. iso.; p.76; Feb 89; A

San Francisco; San Francisco Centre, Compared with Boston Development: Whistler & Patin; ph. pl. sec.; p.122-127; May 89; AR

San Francisco; Senior Apartment, Marquis Associates; ph. pl.; p.86; Dec 89; INT

San Francisco; Showplace Square, Atrium; Building by Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; Gensler Associates and Orlando Diaz-Azcuy; ph. pl. axon.; p.134-135; Aug 89; INT

San Francisco; Townhouse; Macondray Lane; Backen, Arrigoni & Ross; ph. pl.; p.172; Oct 89; B

San Francisco; Zoo, Development Plan; Landscape by The Portico Group; Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis; sec. ill.; p.92-93; Jan 89; LA

San Jose; Apartment; Steinberg Group; ph. pl.; p.165; Oct 89; B
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

San Jose; Convention Center; Mitchell & Giorgola and DMJM and Steinberg Group; m. pl. sec.; p.79; Feb 89; PA

San Jose; Employee Cafeteria; DeTienne Associates; ph. pl. m.; p.228-231; Oct 89; ID

San Jose; Furniture Showroom, Consolidated Resources; MMAP; ph. pl.; p.224-227; Apr 89; ID

San Jose; Plaza Park; Hargreaves Associates; ph. pl.; p.70; July 89; PA

San Juan Capistrano; Regional Library; Critique: Michael Graves, by John Pastier; pl. ph. axon.; p.64-67; Dec 89; A

San Mateo; Artist's Studio; Dean & Wolf; ph. axon.; p.79; Oct 89; A

San Ramon; Landscape; Pacific Bell Center; Landscape Design by MPA Design; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. p.80; Nov 89; LA

Santa Ana; Residence; Cantera; McHale & Woods; ph. pl.; p.317; Jan 89; B

Santa Barbara; Apartment Development; Rancho Franciscan; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.97; Nov 89; B

Santa Barbara; Faculty Housing, University of California; IBI Group and L. Paul Zajen; ph. pl.; p.78; Oct 89; A

Santa Barbara; Townhouse; Franciscan Villas; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.161; Oct 89; B

Santa Clara; Apartment Building; Low Rise, Park Central; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.173; Oct 89; B

Santa Cruz; Campus; University of California; Thomas Church; p.52-57; Dec 89; LA

Santa Monica; Art Gallery; Meyers/Bloom Gallery; Frederick Fisher; ph. axon.; p.136-137; Feb 89; INT

Santa Monica; City of Angels, Beer Making and Art Gallery: Meyers/Bloom Gallery; Frederick Fisher; ph. pr.; p.136-137; Feb 89; INT

Santa Monica; Eats Restaurant; Rebecca L. Binder; ph. iso.; p.77; Feb 89; A

Santa Monica; Gallery of Modern Art; Japanese Rock Garden; Shimazu Partnership; ph. pl.; p.180-181; Jan 89; INT

Santa Monica; Medical Center Addition; Bobrow & Thomas; ph. pl.; p.78, 86-89; Apr 89; AR

Santa Monica; Mixed-Use Cultural and Retail Complex; Edgemar Development; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-109; July 89; AR

Santa Monica; Museum of Art's Retail and Education Pavilion; Dr. Sun Yat-sen Park and Garden; Architectural Museum Services/Peter Snell; ph. pl.; p.260-263; Apr 89; PA

Santa Monica; Restaurant; DC3, at Airport; Charles Arnoldi and Solberg & Lowe; ph. p.86-91; Mar 89; PA

Santa Monica; Restaurant; Fama; David Kellen; ph. pl. axon.; p.88-91; Sept 89; PA

Santa Monica; Women's Clothing Store, Jerico; Farrell Design Associates; ph. axon.; p.212-215; Apr 89; ID

Sausalito; Arts Center; Remodeling of Barracks; Fort Barry, National Park; David Ireland and Mark Mack and Interim Office of Architecture; ph. pl.; p.118-125; Mid-Sept 89; AR

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Sepulveda Basin; Arts Center; Performing Arts Pavilion, Artspark LA; Design Competition Winners; Morphosis and Coop Himmelblau and Pamela Burton; m. pl. p.16-17; Sept 89; LA

Sepulveda Basin; Children's Center for the Arts, Artspark LA; Design Competition Winner; George Hargreaves and Mark Mack and Doug Hills; m. pl.; p.16-17; Sept 89; LA

Sepulveda Basin; Cultural Center, Artspark LA; Design Competition Winner; Todd Williams and Billie Tsien, Elyn Zimmerman and Cheryn Barton; m. pl.; p.16-17; Sept 89; LA

Sepulveda Basin; Natural History Museum, Artspark LA; Design Competition Winner; Mark Rios and Charles Pearson, Mary Miss and Adele Santos; m. pl.; p.16-17; Sept 89; LA

Southern; Clothing Store, Archilla; William Adams; ph. pl.; p.174-175; Jan 89; INT

Southern; Residence, Landscape; Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph. pl.; p.73; July 89; PA

Stinson Beach; Beach House; Banta & Collins; ph. sec elev.; p.86-88; Oct 89; A

Sun Lakes; Residential Development; Residence; Hales & Langston; by Clifford Pearson; ph. pl.; p.192-195; May 89; B

Temecula; Residence; Rob Wellington Quigley; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p.56-59; Mid-Apr 89; AR

Tiburon; Residence; Traditional Japanese Construction; East Wind; ph.; p.101-102; Aug 89; PA

Venice; Beach House; Antoine Predock; m. pl.; p.44; June 89; PA

Venice; Residence; Includes Studio; David Hertz and Michael Rendler; ph. pl.; p.101-103; Dec 89; PA

Venice; Three Mixed-Use Buildings at Windward Circle; Steven Ehrlich; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Nov 89; B

Walden Creek; Residence; Rossmoor, Turnberry; EDI; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Nov 89; B

West Hollywood; Civic Center; Jury Comments; Edmund Chang and Roger Sherman; m. pl. ill.; p.107-109; Jan 89; PA

West Hollywood; Pacific Design Center, Phase II; Cesar Pelli and Gruen Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-85; Mar 89; PA

West Hollywood; Residence; Schindler House, 1922; Restored; Original by R. M. Schindler; Architectural Museum Services/Peter Snell; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Apr 89; PA

Woodland Hills; Stanley's Restaurant and Bar; J. Frank Fitzgibbons; ph.; p.224-227; Oct 89; ID

Yolo County; Vernal Pool for Wildflower Along Highway; Kerry Dawson; ph. pl.; p.106; Nov 89; LA

Yountville; Residence; Interiors by Thomas Bartlett, Andrew Bately; ph. pl.; p.260-263; Apr 89; ID

CANADA

Alberta, Edmonton; Advanced Technology Center; Earth Sheltering; Barry Johns; ph. pl. sec.; p.93; Feb 89; PA

British Columbia, Vancouver; Chinese Garden; Dr. Sun Yet-sen Park and Garden; Durante Partners and Joe Wai; ph.; p.72; Nov 89; LA
CANADA (Cont'd)

British Columbia, Vancouver; Department Store, Leone; Yabu & Pushelberg; ph. pl.; p.210-215; Mar 89; ID

British Columbia, Vancouver; Granite Assemblage Sculpture; in Seashore Park; Don Vaughan; by Patrick Mooney; ph.; p.54-56; Oct 89; A

British Columbia, Vancouver; Provincial Offices and Law Courts; Arthur Erickson; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Nov 89; A

British Columbia, Vancouver; Urban Park at Entry to Transit Station; Discovery Square; Allen Parker; ph.; p.68; Nov 89; A

Ontario, Ottawa/Hull; National Capital Parliamentary Precinct; Long Range Plan; Jury Comments; National Capital Commission and DuToit. Allsopp & Hillier; ph. pl. ill. dia.; p.118-119; Jan 89; PA

Ontario, Ottawa; Parliament Hill Plan; Landscape and Urban Design Plan; DuToit, Allsopp & Hillier; by Peter Jacobs; ph.; p.48-50; Oct 89; LA

Ontario, Scarborough; Clothing Store, Streetwear; Yabu & Pushelberg; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Mar 89; INT

Ontario, Scarborough; Interiors; Office Building Sales Center; Yabu & Pushelberg; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Mar 89; INT

Ontario, Scarborough; Metro Toronto Zoo; Master Plan, Architecture by Ron Thom, Clifford & Lawrie and Crang & Boak; Johnson, Sustronk & Weinstein; ph.; p.88-89; Jan 89; LA

Ontario, Toronto; Architect's House, Renovation; Peter Prangnell; ph.; p.224-229; Mar 89; ID

Ontario, Toronto; Architect's House; Francesco Scolozzi; ph.; p.254-257; Oct 89; ID

Ontario, Toronto; Bank Reception Area; Scolozzi & Watt; ph. pl. axon.; p.158-163; Aug 89; ID

Ontario, Toronto; Interiors; Architects' Offices; Garwood-Jones & Van Nostrand; ph. pl.; p.220-223; Mar 89; ID

Ontario, Toronto; Interiors; Chiat and Day Offices; Frank O Gehry and David Fujiwara; ph. pl. axon.; p.158-163; Aug 89; ID

Ontario, Toronto; Interiors; Graphic Designer's Studio; Yabu & Pushelberg; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Mar 89; INT

Ontario, Toronto; Men's Clothing Store, Marc Laurent; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl. axon.; p.112-113; Mar 89; INT

Ontario, Toronto; Residence; Young & Wright; ph. pl.; p.178-181; July 89; ID

Ontario, Toronto; Shoe Store; Dogbite; ph. pl.; p.106-109; Mar 89; INT

Ontario, Toronto; Sports Field Sky Dome; Dome Opens; RAN Consortium; ph. sec. det.; p.128-136; Nov 89; AR

Ontario, Waterloo; Computer Research Center, University of Waterloo; IOKY Partnership and Mathers & Haldenberg; ph. pl. ill. sec. det.; p.122-127; Oct 89; AR

Quebec, Hull; Civilization Museum; Landscape by EDA Collaborative; Douglas Cardinal; by Christopher Hume; ph.; p.51-53; Oct 89; LA

Quebec, Montreal; Canadian Centre for Architecture; Architecture Museum; Exterior Wall Details; Peter Rose; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.68-77, 135; Aug 89; PA

CARPET

Artist and Architect Designed Carpet; ph.; p.104-107; Dec 89; INT

CERAMIC TILE

Ceramic Tile Installation Awards; ph.; p.15-18; May 89; CB

Ceramic Tile, State of the Art; Better Quality, More Variety and More Applications, Examples; ph. table, biblio.; p.84-93; July 89; PA

CERAMICS

Majolica Earthenware; History, by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.174; May 89; ID

Terra-Cotta Used in Landscape Design; by Daniel Winterbottom; ph. ill.; p.102-106; May 89; LA

CHINA

Report from China; Journal of Architects Tour; Plus Short Report on Hong Kong; ph.; p.43, 45-46; May 89; PA

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Architect's Work and Philosophy; Critique; Leon Krier, by Thomas A. Dutton; biblio.; p.3-9; Winter 89; JAE

Beyond the Cul-de-Sac; Emerging New Ideas in Urban and Suburban Planning; by Philip Langdon; ph.; p.72-73; Oct 89; LA

Challenges of Overscrowing; Japan, Tokyo; by James Fallows; ph.; p.29-30; Mar 89; LA

Community Design and Planning Issues; Discussion by Landscape Designers and Others; ph.; p.86-89; Oct 89; LA
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
(Cont’d)

Davis Greenway, Open Space Plan; California, Davis, Center for Design Research; ph.; p.101; Nov 89; LA

Ecologically Responsible Land Planning; by Frederick Steiner and Lois A. Brink; ph.; p.38-43; Mar 89; LA

Edges of Three American Cities; Exhibition of Visionary Projects; Steven Holl; pl. sec. axon.; dia.; p.90-91; May 89; PA

Environment and Development in Arabia; by Peter Jacobs; ph.; p.34-35; May 89; LA

Fascist Era New Town, Primavalle; Italy, Rome; ‘Borgata; Giorgio Guido; by Ferruccio Trabazlitz; ph. pl.; p.38-46; Spring 89; JAE

Fragile Ecoystems; Roundtable Discussion; ph.; p.55-56; Mar 89; LA

Historic District Landscape Plan; New York, Poughkeepsie; Walmsley Company; ph. pl.; p.102; Nov 89; LA

History and City Development; Architecture Review; Missouri, St. Louis; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. p.62-73; Apr 89; A

India, Jaipur; Study of City and Residence; by Frances Anderton; pl. ill.; p.15-24; Summer 90; JAE

King’s Cross Master Plan; England, London; Multi-Use and Building; Foster Associates; m. elev.; p.43; Jan 89; AR

Maritime National Wildlife Refuge; Alaska; Leslie A. Kerr; ph. p.94-95; Nov 89; LA

Martic Township, Assessment Plan; Pennsylvania, Lancaster County; Historic Villages; Land and Community Associates; ph.; p.105; Nov 89; LA

Mashpee Commons, Commercial Center; Massachusetts, Mashpee, Cape Cod, First Phase, New Town; Freiwitz & Chilinski and Ellenzweig Associates and O’r & Taylor; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-89; Mar 89; AR

Multi-Resource and Land Protection Plan; Hawaii, Hanalei, Kauai; Land and Community Associates; ph.; p.104; Nov 89; LA

National Capital Parliamentary Precinct; Canada, Ontario, Ottawa/Hull; Long-Range Plan; Jury Comments; National Capital Commission and du Toit, Allsopp & Hillier; ph. pl. ill. dia.; p.118-119; Jan 89; PA

Nature and the City; Integrating Social and Environmental Goals; by Michael Hough; ill.; p.41-43; Sept 89; LA

New Mexico, Tyrone; Company Town, 1914; History; Bertram Goodhue; by Margaret Crawford; ph. pl.; p.25-33; Summer 89; JAE

New Town Design Workshop; Italy, Novoli; Lawrence Halprin; by Sally Woodbridge; ill.; p.32-34; Dec 89; LA

New Town; Indiana, Merrillville; Village of Deerfield; Firm’s Computer-Assisted Method for Designing New Towns; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ill. pl. table; p.66-88; May 89; PA

Obituary; Hans Blumenfeld; p.47; Mar 89; A

Ocean Planner; Coastal Resource Study; Illustrating Uses and Conflicts; James A. Dobbin; by Michael Lecceze; ph. maps; p.50-54; Mar 89; LA

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
(Cont’d)

Olympic Village for 1992; Spain, Barcelona; La Nova Icaria; Martorell, Bohigas, Mackay & Puigdomenech; by Christophe Girot; pl. ill.; p.26-29; Apr 89; LA

PA Awards; Jury Discussion; m. pl. elev. ill. ph. dia.; p.106-119; Jan 89; PA

Pedestrian Pockets Within Quarter-Mile Walk of a Light Rail System; Peter Calathorpe et al.; pl. ill.; p.88-89, 91; May 89; PA

People Behind City’s Comeback; Missouri, St. Louis; Gyo Obata, Carolyn Hewes Toft, JIll Roach; George McCue; Eugene Mackey, Leon Strauss; Betty Lou Custer; ph.; p.75-81; Apr 89; A

Planned Community in Mountain Area; Colorado, Silverthorne; Eagles Nest; Rahenkamp & Oldham and Tochinsky & Good; pl.; p.79; Mar 89; LA

Recapturing a Vanishing Way of Life; History; Florida, Seaside; Commentary; Existing and Proposed Building; by Beth Dunlop; ph. m. ill. elev.; p.96-103; July 89; AR

Reconsidering Robert Moses; Power vs. Paralysis; 100th Anniversary Symposium; ph.; p.49, 51; Apr 89; AR

Reordering the Suburbs; New Design Approaches; ph. pl. sec. ill. elev. axon. dia.; p.78-91; May 89; PA

Resort Community Planning; Italy, Sardinia, Porto Cervo; Costa Smeralda; Morgan Wheelock; by Jonathan Walters; ph.; p.35; Dec 89; LA

Resort Community; Japan, Chiba; Wallace, Roberts & Todd; ill. pl.; p.99; Nov 89; LA

SOHO District; New York, New York; History and Successful Self-Renewal of Area; by Peter Blake; p.260-261; Mar 89; ID

The Green Versus the Grid; Ideas in Planning Directions; Community Examples; by Jane Holtz Kray; ph.; p.74-79; Oct 89; LA

Town Lake Comprehensive Plan; Texas, Austin; Town Lake Comprehensive Plan; by Jonathan Walters; ph.; p.35; Jul 89; AR

U.S. and Soviet Architects Design City; U.S.S.R., Armenia, Spitak; After Earthquake Destruction; by Christopher Arnold; ph. ill.; p.99-104; Oct 89; A

Washington, Seattle; Downtown Growth Cap Limits Heights and Densities of Downtown Buildings; by Douglas Gantenbein; ph.; p.51; July 89; AR

Waterfront Development; Florida, Daytona Beach; Community Participation in Design; Jim Burns; ph. pl. ill.; p.80-85; Oct 89; LA

Zoning Incentives and Reductions to Growth; New York, New York; Trade-Offs Evaluated; by James S. Russell; map; p.79; June 89; AR

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITY, URBAN DESIGN, ZONING also

CIVIC CENTER

See GOVERNMENT BUILDING, PLAZA, URBAN DESIGN
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

**Clinic**
California, Carmel Mountain Ranch; Tilt-Up Concrete Slab Details; Austin, Hansen & Fehlman; ph. det. elev. axon.; p.110-111; Sept 89; AR

**Dental Building**
Vermont, Bennington; Burr & McCallum; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-97; Oct 89; AR

**Family Care Center**
New York, New York; Michael Fieldman; ph. pl. elev. axon.; p.78, 84-85; Apr 89; AR

**Surgery Center, Garden**
California, Escondido; Landscape by Land Studio; Rob Wellington Ouigley; ph. axon.; p.80-81; July 89; PA

**See Hospital also**

**Closet**
Storage; Cabinets, Closets: Present and Historic; ill. ph.elev.iso.; p.182-185; July 89; ID

**Clothing**
ESPRIT Clothing; ph.; p.132-133; Apr 89; INT

**Club**
Restaurant; California, San Francisco; City Club, Restoration of 1930; Original by Miller & Pfueger; Patrick McGrew; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Apr 89; PA

Rowing Club Boat House; Maryland, Baltimore; Ayers, Saint & Gross; ph. pl. axon.; p.72-73; Feb 89; A

See Night Club, Recreation, Restaurant also

**Coatings**
Powder Coatings, Their Nature; ph.; p.117-119; Feb 89; A

See Paint also

**Colombia**
Bucaramanga; School; Private; Caldas Institute; Rafael Maldonado; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Sept 89; A

Tayrona; Visitors Settlement; National Park; Fernando Samper; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Sept 89; A

**Color**
Color and Three Dimensional Form Research; Results in New Book by Lois Swirnoff; by Timothy B. McDonald; ph. ill.; p.105-109; July 89; A

The Light of Color; Understanding Spaces; ph.; p.62, 66; Sept 89; INT

**Colorado (Cont’d)**
Aspen; Vacation House; William Turnbull and Charles Moore; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.72-77; July 89; A

Central; Media Room, Residence; Charles Cunniffe; ph. pl.; p.109; Oct 89; B

Commerce City; Recreation Center; Barker, Rinker & Seacat; ph. pl.; p.100-103; Nov 89; AR

Denver; Classroom Building; Auraria Higher Education Center; Hoover, Berg & Desmond; ph. pl. iso.; p.102-107; Aug 89; AR

Denver; Residence; John Felton; ph. pl.; p.16-17; Jan 89; CB

Englewood; Church; Lutheran; Tapley & Lunow; ph. pl. elev. axon.; p.100-101, 106-109; Feb 89; AR

Golden; Juvenile Detention Center School; Anderson, Mason & Dale; ph. pl.; p.87; Aug 89; PA

Grand Junction; Youth Detention Center; Hoover, Berg & Desmond; ph. pl.; p.83; Aug 89; PA

Highlands Ranch; Residence; Wonderland Custom Builders; ph. pl.; p.124; Oct 89; B

Littleton; Residence; Columbine; Village Homes; ph. pl.; p.319; Jan 89; B

Old Snowmass; Lovins House and Rocky Mountain Research Center; Energy Analysis; Amory and Hunter Lovins; ph. pl.; p.100-103; Mar 89; B

Parker; Residence; The Legends; Michael Knorr; ph. pl.; p.322-323; Jan 89; B

Silverthorne; Planned Community in Mountain Area; Eagles Nest; Rahenkamp & Oldham and Tochinsky & Goodz; ph. pl.; p.78; Mar 89; LA

Westminster; City Park Recreation Center; Barker, Rinker & Seacat; ph. pl.; p.104-107; Nov 89; AR

Westminster; Residence; Heritage; Austin R. Siegfried; ph. pl.; p.316; Jan 89; B

**Community Center**
California, Petaluma; Roland & Miller; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-123; Nov 89; AR

Center of Alternatives, The Door; New York, New York; Community Offices; Michael Altschuler; pl. ill.; p.88-89; Dec 89; INT

Switzerland, Aargau, Suhr; Engineering of Arches and Shells; Santiago Calatrava and Hertig Partners; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.108-117; Mid-Sept 89; AR

See Government Building, Recreation also

**Computer**
A/E/C Systems Conference, Report; ph.; p.33, 35, 37; July 89; AR

Adapter and Computer Monitor Combinations; by Oliver R. Witte; ph.; p.199-201; May 89; A

Apple Computer Networks; ill.; p.32; Suppl 89; A

Apple and AutoCad Computer; Easier To Use Than IBMs; ill.; p.43-44, 46; Aug 89; PA

Architectural CAD Software; Emerging Trends; by Ken Sanders; ph. pl. ill.; p.130-131, 133-135; Mar 89; AR
CONSERVATION (Cont'd)

Principles Link Energy and Environment; Sustainable Environments; by Robin K. Vieira; p.: p.43-44; Aug 89; CB
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, ECOLOGY, ENERGY, RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, SOLAR also

CONSERVATORY

Brooklyn Botanic Garden; New York, New York; Conservatory and Palm House Restoration; Davis & Brody; ph.: p.110-115; Nov 89; AR
Butterfly Center, Callaway Gardens; Georgia, Pine Mountain; Robert E. Martin and Jova, Daniels & Busby; ph.: p.73; Nov 89; LA
Butterfly Center; Georgia, Rural Western; Callaway Gardens; Jova, Daniels & Busby; by Allen Freeman; ph.: p.90-93; Mar 89; A
Cowies Conservatory; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Barbara Stautfacher Solomon and Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph.: p.68-73; Apr 89; LA
Sculpture Gardens; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Regis Gardens; Architecture by Edward Larrabee Barnes; Barbara Stautfacher Solomon and Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph.: p.63; Nov 89; LA
See BOTANICAL GARDENS, RECREATION also

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT

CONVENTION CENTER

Convention Center Addition; California, Los Angeles; I. M. Pei and Gruen Associates; m. pl.; p.78; Feb 89; PA
Convention Center Annex; Illinois, Chicago; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec.; p.76; Feb 89; PA
Convention Center Expansion; Florida, Miami Beach; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback and Borrelli, Frankel & Blitstein; ph. elev.; p.75; Feb 89; PA
Convention Center Expansion; Louisiana, New Orleans; Perez, Billes & Manning; pl. ill.; p.81; Feb 89; PA
Convention Center; California, San Diego; Arthur Erickson et al.; m. pl.; p.78; Feb 89; PA
Convention Center; California, San Jose; Mitchell & Giurgola and DMJM and Steinberg Group; m. pl. sec.; p.79; Feb 89; PA
Convention Center; Florida, Tampa; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum and Haran & Partners; pl. m. sec. elev.; p.80; Feb 89; PA
Convention Center; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Setter, Leach & Lindstrom and Leonard Parker and Loschky, Marquardt & Nesholm; ph. m. ill.; p.76; Feb 89; PA
Convention Center; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback and Vitetta Group; pl. ill.; p.80; Feb 89; PA
Convention Centers; Survey of New Projects; ph. pl. sec. elev. m. ill.; p.74-81; Feb 89; PA
CONVENTION CENTER (Cont’d)

George R. Brown Convention Center; Texas, Houston; Bernard Johnson et al.; ph. pl.; p.77; Feb 89; PA

Hynes Convention Center; Massachusetts, Boston; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; by Robert Campbel.; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-99; May 89; A

Jacob K. Javits Convention Center; New York, New York; I. M. Pei and Lewis & Turner; ph. pl.; p.77; Feb 89; PA

Massachusetts, Boston; Hynes Convention Center; Expansion and Remodeling of 1960’s Auditorium; Canopy Details; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl. sec det ill.; p.65-77, 175; May 89; PA

Moscone Convention Center, Addition; California, San Francisco; Acoustic Concerns; Gensler Associates and DMJM; ph.; det.; p.60; May 89; INT

Ohio, Columbus; Richard Trott and Eisenman Architects; m. pl. ill.; p.94; Oct 89; PA

Oregon Convention Center; Oregon, Portland; Zimmerman, Gunsul & Frasca and DMJM; m. pl. ill.; p.79; Feb 89; PA

Washington State Convention and Trade Center; Washington, Seattle; TRA and HNTB; ph. pl.; p.75; Feb 89; PA

Washington State Convention and Trade Center; Washington, Seattle; Straddles Freeway; TRA and HNTB; ph.; p.112-117; Feb 89; AR

See AUDITORIUM, HOTEL also

CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

Correctional Facilities; Survey of New Work; ph. pl. m. axon. ill.; p.82-87; Aug 89; PA

County Jail; Indiana, Columbus; Hisaka Associates; m. pl.; p.85; Aug 89; PA

County Jail; Massachusetts, Boston; Stubbins Associates; m. pl.; p.84; Aug 89; PA

County Prison; Pennsylvania, Allentown; L. Robert Kimball; pl. ill.; p.87; Aug 89; PA

County Rehabilitation Center; Pennsylvania, Doylestown; Vitetta Group; pl. axon.; p.85; Aug 89; PA

Federal; Pennsylvania, McKean County; Geddes Brecher Qualls & Cunningham; ph. pl. ill.; p.83; Aug 89; PA

Gypsum Canyon Correctional Facility; California, Orange County; Henningson, Durham & Richardson; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.100-101; May 89; LA

Juvenile Detention Center School; Colorado, Golden; Anderson, Mason & Dale; ph. pl.; p.87; Aug 89; PA

State Prison; Pennsylvania, Frackville; Ballinger; pl. ill.; p.86; Aug 89; PA

Youth Detention Center; Colorado, Grand Junction; Hoover, Berg & Desmond; ph. pl.; p.83; Aug 89; PA

COST ANALYSIS

Estimating the Cost of Your Estimates; by Charles C. Munroe; table; p.44; May 89; AR

CULTURAL CENTER

Canadian Centre for Architecture; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Critique; Peter Rose; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p.57-61; Aug 89; AR

Canadian Centre for Architecture; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Architecture Museum; Exterior Wall Details; Peter Rose; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.68-77, 135; Aug 89; PA

Canadian Centre for Architecture; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Library and Other Archives, Critique; Peter Rose; by John Pastier; ph. elev.; p.19-21, 23; July 89; A

Canadian Centre for Architecture; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Peter Rose and Phyllis Lambert; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Sept 89; A

Center, Artspark LA; California, Sepulveda Basin; Design Competition Winner; Todd Williams and Billie Tsien; Elyn Zimmerman and Cheryl Barton; m. pl.; p.16-17; Sept 89; LA

Mexican Cultural Center; Mexico, Toluca; Pedro Ramirez Vazquez; by Mario Schjetnan; ph. pl.; p.50-53; Aug 89; LA

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Brno, Near; Entrance to Power Plant; Memorial Sculpture; Ivan Ruller and Tomas Ruller and Karel Rechlik; ph.; p.86; Sept 89; A

Brno; Residence; Tugendhat House, 1930, Partially Restored, Preserved; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph.; p.21, 26, 28, Apr 89; PA

DECK

Residential Outdoor Decks; ph.; p.39-40; July 89; CB

DINING ROOM

Dining Rooms, Review; by Clifford Pearson and Eileen Gunzelman; ph.; p.326-331; Jan 89; B

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington; America Restaurant in Restored Union Station; MGS Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-85; Mid-Sept 89; AR

Washington; Canadian Chancery; Arthur Erickson; ph. pl.; p.21, 28, 31; Jan 89; PA

Washington; Embassy, Canadian; Arthur Erickson; ph. pl.; p.108-112; Nov 89; INT

Washington; Federal Judiciary Building; Competition, Winner and Others; Edward Larrabee Barnes; m. ill.; p.40; Mar 89; A

Washington; Folger Shakespeare Library; AIA Honor Award; Hartman & Cox; ph.; p.138-139; May 89; A
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Cont'd)

Washington; Furniture Showroom: Herman Miller's Office Pavilion; Studios: by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl. axon.; p.54-55; June 89; A
Washington; Interiors; Law Offices: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.202-205; Nov 89; ID
Washington; John Marshall Park; Carol R. Johnson; ph. pl.; p.80-85; June 89; LA
Washington; Korean War Memorial; Winning Design: Veronica Burns-Lucas et al; m.; p.17; Oct 89; LA
Washington; Multi-Use Project: Train Station. Retail: Union Station Remodeled: Benjamin Thompson; ph. pl.; p.177, Oct 89: B
Washington; National Building Museum, Pension Building; Renovation; Keyes, Condon & Florance; ph. pl.; p.98; Nov 89; INT
Washington; National Cathedral; Hears Completion; Philip Hubert Frohman; ph.; p.26; Oct 89; PA
Washington; National Gallery of Art, Exhibition Design; ph.; p.96; Nov 89; INT
Washington; National Peace Garden; Competition Winner; Eduardo Catalano; pl.; p.19; Nov 89; A
Washington; Rooftop Additions to Three Downtown Buildings; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph.; p.74-77; Nov 89; A
Washington; Single-Room Occupancy Low Income Housing Remodeled From Apartment Building: Turner Associates; by Bill Black; pl. elev.; p.43; Feb 89; AR
Washington; Vice President's Office, Restoration: Einhorn, Yaffee & Prescott; ph.; p.94-95; Nov 89; INT
Washington; Water Fountain, Washington Harbour; Critique; Arthur Cotton Moore and EDAW; by Heidi Landecker; ph.; p.105-107; Oct 89; LA

DOOR
Custom Entryways, Residential; Manufacturers List; by Jens Hansen; elev.; p.23-27; Feb 89; GB
Patio Doors: Survey; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.14-22; Oct 89; CB
Window and Door Survey; Characteristics Ranked; chart; p.29-31; Feb 89; CB

DRAINAGE
Geotextiles as Vertical Drains in Soil; Horizontal Filters and Drains, Embankments; iso. del; p.207-208; May 89; A
Redesigning the Community Watershed; by Robert Thayer, Jr.; ph.; p.160; Oct 89; LA

EARTHQUAKE
Seismic Performance of Interiors; by Christopher Arnold; pl.; p.111-114; Apr 89; A
See STRUCTURAL also

ECOLOGY
EcoLogically Responsible Land Planning; by Frederick Steiner and Lois A. Brink; ph.; p.38-43; Mar 89; LA
Fragile Ecosystems; Roundtable Discussion; ph.; p.55-58; Mar 89; LA
Preserving Rural Land by Creative Development; Model Zoning to Preserve Open Space; by Bruce Stutz; ph. ill.; p.44-49; Mar 89; LA
Socially Conscious Design; Survey of Projects; ph.; pl.; p.71-99; Dec 89; INT

ECOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
Demographic and Economic Forecast for the 1990s; by Brad German; ill. chart; p.52-55.; July 89; B
See COST ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL, OFFICE PRACTICE also

EDUCATION
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY

ELDERLY HOUSING
California, Colton; Competition Winner, With Other Winners; Joseph Valerio; m. ill.; p.64-65; Oct 89; AR
Designing for Special Needs in Nursing Homes; by Margaret Calkins; pl.; p.117-118; Oct 89; A
Life Care Communities for the Elderly; Survey of Projects; ph. pl.; sec. elev. ill.; p.84-91; Nov 89; PA
Life Care Community; Campus Plan; Pennsylvania, Havertford; The Quadrangle; Wallace, Roberts & Todd; ph. pl. m.; p.85; Nov 89; PA
Life Care Health Center; St. Clement Health Center; Pearce Corporation; ph. pl.; p.89; Nov 89; PA
Life Care High Rise; Virginia, Arlington; Marriott Jefferson; Cochran, Stephenson & Donkervoort; m. pl. sec.; p.86; Nov 89; PA
Life Care Hotel; New Jersey, Teaneck; Classic Residences; Jude T. Fusco; pl. ill.; p.87; Nov 89; PA
Life Care Urban Hotel; Texas, Dallas; Culpepper, McAlliffe & Meaders; ph. pl.; p.97; Nov 89; PA
Life Care Village; Pennsylvania, Edgmont Township; White Horse Village; Bower, Lewis & Thrower; ph. elev.; p.88; Nov 89; PA
Life Core Complex and Active Adult Community; Maryland, Annapolis, Near; Crab Creek; Cochran, Stephenson & Donkervoort; pl. ill.; p.88; 91; Nov 89; PA
Mississippi, Jackson, Near; St. Catherine's Village; Cook, Douglass & Farr and Mockbee, Coker & Howorth; by Robert A. Ivy, Jr.; ph. pl. sec.; p.60-63; July 89; A
New Jersey, Metuchen; Michael Burns; axon. ill.; p.41; Apr 89; AR
Prototype Bathroom Fits Needs of Elderly; Robert Graeff; ph.; p.117; May 89; PA
Elderly Housing (Cont'd)

Retirement Village; New York, Harris; David Smotrich; pl. ill.; p.90; Nov 89; PA
Senior Apartment; California, San Francisco; Marquis Associates; ph. pl.; p.86+; Dec 89; INT
Urban Infill Village; Pennsylvania, Williamsport; Park Village; Cochran, Stephenson & Donkervoet; ill. sec. elev.; p.90; Nov 89; PA

Electrical

Computerized Control Systems; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; ill.; p.129-130; Mar 89; A
Cutting Electricity Usage; Utilities Offer Services; by Harvey Bryan; p.94; Feb 89; PA
Electronic Systems; Video/Data Systems; Wiring for Computers; HVAC Controls; Lighting Controls; Integrated Systems; ph. pl. sec. det. ill.; p.98-101; May 89; PA
Insatiable Demands for Power in Buildings; New Power Users; by Forrest Wilson; iso.; p.101-103; Apr 89; A
Maryland, Woodlawn; Smart House, Testing, Training; elev. pl. p.180; Jun 89; B
Smart House Details; by Richard Binsacca; ph.; p.220-224; Jul 89; B
The Intelligent Electronic House; Primer of Terms; by Tricia Parks; p.33; June 89; CB
The Intelligent Electronic House; by Lucy Oatley; ph.; p.31-36; June 89; CB
Unbalanced Electrical Currents and Other Hazards; Editorial; by Thomas Fisher; p.7; Aug 89; PA
See Air Conditioning, Energy, Heating, Lighting, Ventilation also

Elevator

Advanced Elevator Technology; by David Jacobson; ph. ill.; p.107; Feb 89; PA
The Packaged Elevator; by Walter Rosenfeld; p.53, 56, 58; Oct 89; PA

Employment

See Office Practice

Energy

Building 'Skins'; Outer Surfaces; Curtain Wall, Energy Concerns; History and Future Direction; by Forrest Wilson; ph.; p.66-71; Mar 89; A
Building a Tight House; Key Steps; by Steve Andrews; p.19-21; June 89; CB
Colorado, Old Snowmass; Lovins House and Rocky Mountain Research Center; Energy Analysis; Amory and Hunter Lovins; ph. pl.; p.100-103; Mar 89; A
Cutting Electricity Usage; Utilities Offer Services; by Harvey Bryan; p.94; Feb 89; PA
Energy Code, Revised; by Alex Wilson; chart; p.55-56; Nov 89; CB
Energy Conservation Update; New Developments; ph. pl. sec. dia. det.; p.92-97; Feb 89; PA

Energy (Cont'd)

Energy Efficiency in Custom Home; ph.; p.29-30; June 89; CB
Interiors; New York, New York; National Resources Defense Council Offices; Energy Efficient; Croxton Collaborative; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Dec 89; INT
New Jersey, Princeton; Low-Energy Office Building, Energy Assessment; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.117-119; Mar 89; PA
New Jersey, Princeton; Low-Energy Office Building, Energy Assessment; Alan Chima, ph.; p.117-119; Mar 89; PA
New York, New York; National Resources Defense Council Headquarters; New Energy-Saving Techniques; Remodeled; Croxton Collaborative; ph. pl. sec.; p.128-133; Oct 89; AR
Performance of 1970's Energy Savers; Review of Projects; by M. Stephanie Stubbs and Douglas E. Gordon; ph.; p.100-111; Mar 89; A
Principles Link Energy and Environment; Sustainable Environments; by Robin K. Vieira; ph.; p.43-44; Aug 89; CB
Socially Conscious Design; Survey of Projects; ph. pl.; p.71-99; Dec 89; INT
See Electrical, Heating, Solar, Ventilation also

England

— Review of Reclamation Projects; by Robert Holden; ph.; p.50-52; June 89; LA
Bedfordshire; Residence, Chinese Influenced Design, 1791; Henry Holland; ph.; p.238-239; May 89; ID
Hampshire; School; Elementary; Daylighting; Ventilation; Hampshire County Architects' Department; ph. pl. dia. sec.; p.95; Feb 89; PA
London, Stepney Green; Neighborhood Theater; Architecture Bureau; ph. axon, sec.; p.82-83; Sept 89; A
London; American Architects Have Many Large Projects; by Sutherland Lyall; m. ill. ph. elev.; p.37-40; Jan 89; PA
London; Art Museum, National Gallery; Addition; Daylighting; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. sec.; p.150, 152-153; May 89; AR
London; Art Museum; Addition to National Gallery; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ill.; p.66; Jan 89; A
London; Bank; Citicorp Headquarters; Billingsgate Market Remodeled; Richard Rogers; ph. pl.; p.72-77; Sept 89; AR
London; Bishopsgate, Large Urban Project; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; m.; p.52-53; Feb 89; A
London; Clothing Store Expansion and Remodeling; Glass Staircase; Foster Associates; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.159; Feb 89; PA
London; Clothing Store, ESPRIT; Foster Associates; ph. pl. elev.; p.178-179; Jan 89; INT
London; Clothing Store, Katherine Hamnett; Furniture Design; Nigel Coates and Doug Branson; ph.; p.258-263; May 89; INT
London; Interiors; Credit Suisse Temporary Offices; Total Concept; ph. pl.; p.182-187; Jan 89; ID
ENGLAND (Cont’d)

London; King’s Cross Master Plan; Multi-Use and Building: Foster Associates, m. elev.; p. 43; Jan 89; AR
London; Museum of the Moving Image: Avery Associates, ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-115; May 89; AR
London; Office Building; Low Rise; Stockley Park; Foster Associates, ph. pl.; p. 72, 80-83; Sept 89; AR
London; Sunscreens; Apple Computers Building: Troughton & McAslan, ph. sec det.; p. 135; Dec 89; PA
London; Supermarket; Critique: Nicholas Grimshaw, ph. pl.; p. 72, 78-79; Sept 89; AR
London; Theater Preservation; Update; by Anthony W. Robins; p. 79; Nov 89; AR

EVALUATION

Postoccupancy Evaluation, The State of; Example, Post Office Lobby; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; pl. iso.; p. 119-121; Apr 89; A
See Specific Building Type also

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (Cont’d)

Women’s Clothing Design Exhibition; New York, New York; Tsao & McKown; by Victoria Geibel; ph. iso.; p. 58-59; Mid-Sept 89; AR
World Fair, Expo 92; Spain, Seville; Jorge Subirana; by Nicholas Bray; ill.; p. 30-31; Apr 89; LA
Zoo; Maryland, Baltimore; Maryland Wilderness Exhibit; Land Design Research; pl. sec.; p. 19; Nov 89; LA
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, CONVENTION CENTER, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, UNIVERSITY also

F

FABRICS

ACT Fabric Awards; ph.; p. 110-113; Aug 89; INT
Fabric Toxicity Testing; by Edwin Ward Bitter; ph.; p. 252-253; Sept 89; ID
Lace; History; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p. 132; Jan 89; ID
Material Wealth, Fabrics; Characteristics; Finishes, Installation; by Jack Lenor Larsen; ph.; p. 228-231; Nov 89; ID
Smoke Toxicity of Synthetic Interior Finishes; New York State Law; chart; p. 119; Feb 89; INT
Textile and Wallcovering Directory; chart; p. 48-63; July 89; INT

FARM

New York, North Castle; Stables, Lodge and Turret Apartment; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-123; July 89; AR

FILM STUDIO

California, Los Angeles; Propaganda Films; Franklin D. Israel; ph. pl. axon.; p. 56-59; June 89; A

FINANCIAL

Asset Management and Residential Growth; Opportunities for Landscape Architects; by Andy Leon Harney; ill.; p. 96-98; Mar 89; LA
Changes in Installment Tax on Gains; p. 13; Mar 89; CB
Foreign Investment In U. S. Building Industry; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; p. 91-92; Jan 89; A
House Cost Breakdown; Survey of Areas; by Gerry Donohue; charts; p. 341-345; Jan 89; B
Ratio Analysis for a Financial Check-Up; by Calvin Goldsmith; p. 51-53; Sept 89; CB
Residential Land Purchase; Process, Decisions, Pricing; by June Fletcher; ph. tables; p. 91-95; June 89; B
See COST ANALYSIS also
FINLAND
—; Review of Current Architecture; by Janey Bennett; ph.; p.58-61; Sept 89; A
Itakeskus; Office Building; Middle Rise; Commercial Center; Gullichsen, Kairamo & Vormala; ph.; pl.; p.82-85; Feb 89; PA
Myyrma; Church; Juha Leiviska; ph.; p.58-59; Sept 89; A

FIRE PROTECTION
Relating Fire Codes to Reality; by Christine Beall; ph.; ill.; p.114-115; July 89; A
Smoke Toxicity of Synthetic Interior Finishes; New York State Law; chart; p.119; Feb 89; INT

FIRE STATION
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

FIREPLACE
Custom Builder's Different Fireplaces; Different Regional Styles; by Lucy Oatley; ph.; p.23-26; Mar 89; CB
Two Classical Fireplace Mantels; Allan Greenberg; ph. sec. det.; p.199; Apr 89; PA
Two Classical Mantels; ph. det.; p.207; Sept 89; PA

FLOOR, FLOORING
Ceramic Tile, State of the Art; Better Quality, More Variety and More Applications, Examples; ph. table, biblio.; p.84-93; July 89; A
Clay Brick Flooring, Interiors; ph.; p.60-61; Oct 89; CB
Eliminating Squeaky Wood Floors; by Arthur Johnson; ph. det.; p.118; Dec 89; B
Floorcovering Directory; chart; p.41-60; Dec 89; INT
Marble Flooring; ph.; p.24-28; Oct 89; CB
Radiant Floor Heating; Various Systems; by Alex Wilson; iso. sec. chart; p.124-126; July 89; A
Stylish Hardwood Flooring; Product Review; Installation; by Hilary Power; ph. det.; p.17-23; Nov 89; CB

FLORIDA
Bal Harbour; Interiors; Developer's Executive Offices; Mark Hampton; ph.; p.214-217; May 89; ID
Boca Raton; Media Room. Residence; Randall Stoff; ph.; p.108; Oct 89; B
Boca Raton; Residence; Steena Kunik; ph.; p.152-153; Oct 89; B
Boynton Beach; Department Store; Burdines; Walker Group/CNI; ph.; p.266-269; Feb 89; ID
Boynton Beach; Residence; Colors; Quincy Johnson; ph.; pl.; p.90-91; Sept 89; B
Boynton Beach; Residence; Estates; ARC Avenue; ph. pl.; p.91; Sept 89; B

FLORIDA (Cont'd)
Coral Gables; Metropolitan Museum, Arts Center and Hotel; Remodeled Biltmore Hotel; Multi-Use; Spilis & Candela; ph.; p.120-121; July 89; INT
Coral Gables; Shopping Center; Restoration, Douglas Entrance; Spilis & Candela; ph.; pl.; p.122-123; July 89; INT
Daytona Beach; Waterfront Development; Community Participation in Design; Jim Burns; ph. pl.; ill.; p.80-85; Oct 89; LA
East Coast; Vacation House, Remodeled, Susan Hug; ph.; pl.; p.258-263; Oct 89; ID
Edgewater; Recreation Center, Architects Studio; ph.; pl.; p.178; Oct 89; B
Fort Myers; Residence; Radiant Barrier System Against Sun Heat; Herb Beatty; ph.; sec. det.; p.97; Feb 89; PA
Fort Myers; Residence; Woodbori; Slater Group; ph.; pl.; p.89; Sept 89; B
Jacksonville; Auto Auction Lot; Jury Comments; Amy Christie Anderson; ph. sec. dia. m.; p.98-99; Jan 89; PA
Lake Buena Vista; Center for Employment; Walt Disney World; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. sec.; p.65-71; Sept 89; AR
Merritt Island; Astronauts Memorial, Kennedy Space Center; Jury Comments; Holt, Hinshaw, Pau & Jones; elev. pl. ill. sec.; p.68-70; Jan 89; PA
Miami Beach; Convention Center Expansion; Thompson, Ventuletti & Stainback and Borrelli, Frankei & Blitstein; elev. p.; p.75; Feb 89; PA
Miami; Capital Bank, Executive Offices and Banking Floor; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.236-245; Mar 89; ID
Miami; Clothing Store, Nathaniel & James; Mario Echeverria; ph.; pl.; p.280-283; Oct 89; ID
Miami; Colonnade Hotel, Restoration; Spilis & Candela; ph.; pl.; p.114-119; July 89; INT
Miami; Intercontinental Hotel Lobby and Restaurant; Rita St. Clair; ph. pl.; p.236-241; June 89; ID
Miami; Interiors; Law Offices; Spilis & Candela; ph.; pl.; p.164-165; June 89; INT
Miami; Japanese Restaurant, Boulevard Street Cafe; Mateu & Rizo; ph.; pl.; p.130-131; July 89; INT
Miami; Townhouse; Cachet at Elan; Architeknics; ph. pl. sec.; p.70; Aug 89; B
Mount Dora; Residence; Classique Building Corporation; ph.; pl.; p.122; Oct 89; B
Naples; Apartment Development; Tropics; Architects Studio; ph.; pl.; p.97; Nov 89; B
New Port Richey; Residence; Nature's Hideaway; Evans Group; ph.; pl.; p.144-147; July 89; B
Northern; Retreat House, Japanese Style; Nette Bacle and Masao Yamada; ph.; pl.; p.78-79; Aug 89; A
Orlando; Disney World; Hotel; Two Resort Hotels; Jury Comments; Michael Graves and Alan Lapidus; m. pl. sec.; p.81-83; Jan 89; PA
Orlando; Bank Headquarters, Sun Bank; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; pl.; p.194-201; Nov 89; ID
Orlando; Landscape Architecture; Examples; by Chuck Twardy; p.28, 30, 32; Oct 89; LA
Orlando; Residence; Hamilton Place; Martin Organization; ph.; pl.; p.136-137; Apr 89; B
FLORIDA (Cont’d)

Orlando; Residence; Somerset Shores: Charlan & Brock; ph. pl.; p.159; Oct 89; B
Palm Beach; Shopping Center; Landscape Plan; The Gardens; John Grissim; ph.; p.87; Nov 89; LA
Ponte Vedra Beach; Apartment Development; Old Ponte Vedra Beach; Architects Studio; ph.; p.75; Aug 89; B
Sarasota; Residence; Addition; Terry W Osborn; p.34-35; Jan 89; CB
Sarasota; Residence; Prestancia; Architects Studio; ph.; p.120; Oct 89; B
Seaside; Architect’s House; Leon Krier; p.96, 99; 101; July 89, AR
Seaside; Architects Vacation House; Leon Krier; ph.; p.144-145; Oct 89, B
Seaside; Mixed-Use Building With Eight Duplexes; Town Center; Retail, Offices and Apartments; Steven Hall; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.59-65; Aug 89; PA
Seaside; Recapturing a Vanishing Way of Life; History; Commentary; Existing and Proposed Building; by Beth Dunlop; ph. m. ill. elev.; p.96-103; July 89; AR
Seaside; Residence; Two Pavilions; Walter F. Chatham; ph. pl.; p.100-105; Mid-Apr 89; AR
Seaside; Residence; Leon Krier and Cooper & Johnson; ph. pl. iso. ill.; p.66-73; Dec 89; PA
Seaside; Residence; Walter F. Chatham; ph.; p.149; Oct 89; B
Seaside; Vacation Cottages; Scott Merrill; ph.; p.166-167; Oct 89; B
St. Lucie; Residence; The Sandcastle; General Development Corporation; ph.; p.324-325; Jan 89; B
St. Petersburg; Municipal Pier and Multi-St. Petersburg; Parks; Neighborhoods; by Marilyn Clemens; ph.; p.24-30; Jan 89; LA
St. Petersburg; Waterfront; Office for Architecture and Design; ph.; p.54-57; Oct 89; A
Vero Beach; Residential Development; Townhouse; Wood Duck Island; Robert A. M. Stern; ph.; p.136-139; Oct 89; B
West Palm Beach; Residence; Breakers West; Variations; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. elev.; p.23.30; May 89; PA
West Palm Beach; Residence; Kit of Parts for High-End Housing; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; elev.; p.37; Apr 89; AR

FOUNDATIONS

All-Wood Foundations; by Steve Andrews; iso.; det.; p.30-39; Oct 89; CB
Foundation Drains; sec.; p.114; Sept 89; B
Foundation Handbook Keys Lab Research; by Jeff Christian; ph.; p.45-46; Oct 89, CB

FOUNTAIN

‘Ashtray’ Fountain, Darling Harbour; Australia. Sydney; Robert Woodward; by Robert Woodward; ph. pl.; p.108-111; Oct 89; LA
Mist Fountain; Texas; Westlake and Southlake; Peter Walker; by Ann Jarmusch; ph.; p.102-104; Oct 89; LA
Water Fountain, Washington Harbour; District of Columbia; Washington; Critique; Arthur Cotton Moore and EDAW; by Heidi Landecker; ph.; p.105-107; Oct 89; LA
See WATER also

FRANCE

—; Reclaimed Abandoned Industrial Sites; Parks, Neighborhoods; by Marilyn Clemens; ph.; p.24-30; Jan 89; LA
—; Review of Current Architecture; by Charlotte Ellis; ph.; p.62-67; Sept 89, A
—; Survey of Architect’s Current Work; Jean Nouvel; m.; p.33-34; Aug 89; PA
Deauville; Gambling Casino, Renovation; Hirsch & Bedner; by Regina Baraban; ph.; p.232-237; Oct 89; ID
Istre; Bridge in Park; One-Half Rock and One-Half Steel; Bernard Lassus; by Peter Jacobs and Philippe Poullaouec-Gonidec; ph.; p.32-33; Jan 89; A
Lyons; Laminated Wood Structure, School of Architecture; Francois-Helene Jouarda and Gilles Perraudin; ph. sec.; p.159; Jan 89; PA
Marseille; Pedestrian Bridge and French Design; Pont Transbordeur, 1905; Arnodin; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.222-223; July 89; ID
Paris; Architect’s Work; Furniture Design; Jean Nouvel; ph.; p.234-237; May 89; ID
Paris; Art Museum Addition to the Louvre; I. M. Pei; ph.; p.64; May 89; ID
Paris; Art Museum, Pyramid Entrance; The Louvre and Pyramid; M. Pei; by Roger Kimball; ph.; p.58-61; Jan 89; AR
Paris; Art Museum, The Louvre and Pyramid Entrance; Favorable Response; I. M. Pei; ph. pl.; p.37-38; June 89; PA
Paris; Art Museum; Pyramid Addition to The Louvre, Critique; I. M. Pei; by Charlotte Ellis; ph. pl. sec.; p.42-47; Jan 89; A
Paris; Bridal Shop; Furniture Design; Paul Mathieu and Michael Ray; ph.; p.266-269; May 99; INT
Paris; Cigale Theater, Renovation; Philippe Starck; ph.; p.121-129; Feb 89, INT
Paris; Delicatessen, Bar, Restaurant; Philippe Starck; ph.; p.124-127; Feb 89, INT
Paris; French Furniture Design, New; by Susan Grant Lewis; ph.; p.37-38; May 89; PA
Paris; Jewelry Store, Dominique Lachevsky and Patrick Naggar; ph. elev. det.; p.100-103; Sept 89; PA
Paris; Night Club. Castel-Puzzle-Balzac; Philippe Starck; ph.; p.128-129; Feb 89; INT
Paris; Parc de la Villette; Urban Park Structures; Critique; Details of Steel Canopy; Bernard Tschumi; p.65-73, 135; Nov 89; PA
FRANCE (Cont’d)

Paris; Parc de la Villette; Bernard Tschumi; ph. pl.; p.94, 36-37; Jan 89; LA
Paris; Park Belleville on Reclaimed Industrial Land; Michel Viot; ph. pl.; p.24-29; Jan 89; LA
Paris; Plaza, La Defense; ph.; p.40-49; Aug 89; LA
Paris; Tableau de Paris; Revolutionary Look at Louis Sebastien Mercer’s Topographic Description of the City; by Richard Becherer; ill. pl. biblio.; p.3-14; Summer 89; JAE
Perpignan; Urban Renewal Project; Jean Nouvel; m.; p.33-34; Aug 89; PA
Rochefort; Park, Corderie de la Charente; Architect’s Philosophy; Bernard Lassus; pl.; p.35; Jan 89; LA
Versailles; Office Building; Bouygues World Headquarters; Neoclassical; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; by Donald Canty; ph.; p.48-51; Jan 89; A
Vichy; Health and Beauty Spa, Hotel; Architect; Jean Nouvel; m.; p.33; Aug 89; PA
Villeurbaine; Library; City Library; Window and Glass Block Details; Mario Botta and Urs Kuller; ph. pl. axon. ill.; p.98-105, 151; Mar 89; PA

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS

All-Aluminum Outdoor Furniture in Conference Room; Warren Snodgrass; ph.; p.76; Feb 89; INT
Antique Furniture; Thomas Sheraton; by Thomas Beilly; ph.; p.110; Aug 89; ID
Antique Mirrors; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.130; Oct 89; ID
Antique Screens; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.158; Sept 89; ID
Antique Scales; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.96; Dec 89; ID
Architect’s Work; Furniture Design; France; Paris; Jean Nouvel; ph.; p.234-237; May 89; ID
Bio-Tables and Office Space; ph.; dia.; p.111; Nov 89; PA
Bridal Shop; France, Paris; Furniture Design; Paul Mathieu and Michael Ray; ph.; p.266-269; May 89; INT
Cabinet; Iain Halliday; ph.; p.179; Sept 89; INT
California, San Francisco; Architect’s Drafting Workstation; Tanner, Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; ph. pl. sec. elev axon. det.; p.151; Oct 89; PA
Chairs and Tables as Art, Exhibit; ph.; p.126-129; Aug 89; INT
Chairs, State of the Art; Exhibition; ill.; p.188-197; Aug 89; ID
Chairs, Tables, Vases; Philippe Starck; ph.; p.126-129; Feb 89; INT
Chairs; AZB; ph.; p.172; Sept 89; INT
Chairs; Bruno Borrione and Bruno Lefebvre; ph.; p.173; Sept 89; INT
Chairs; Marie-Christine Dormer; ph.; p.176; Sept 89; INT
Clothing Store, Katharine Hamnett; England, London; Furniture Design; Nigel Coates and Doug Branson; ph.; p.258-263; May 89; INT
Executive Office Furniture; Bernhardt’s New Collection; Davis Allen and GN Associates; ph.; p.80-81; Feb 89; INT
Firm’s Work, Buildings and Furniture; Morphosis; ph. pl. m.; p.99-107; Oct 89; INT

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS (Cont’d)

French Furniture Design, New; France, Paris; by Susan Grant Lewis; ph.; p.37-38; May 89; PA
Furniture Design; Geometric Shapes; Marc Schaefer; ph.; p.24; Dec 89; INT
Furniture Designer; Her Career; Eleanor Forbes; ph.; p.252-253; Apr 89; ID
Furniture Designs for HBO; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. ill.; p.118-125; Oct 89; INT
Furniture Designs, Bernhardt Collection; Brian Kane; ph.; p.114-117; Nov 89; INT
Furniture Designs, Brickell; ph.; p.114-115; Aug 89; INT
Furniture Designs; Eric Jourdan; ph.; p.180; Sept 89; INT
Furniture Designs; Mary Little; ph.; p.183; Sept 89; INT
Furniture Display and Lamp; Karim Rashid; ph.; p.190; Sept 89; INT
Furniture, Lamps, Sculpture; New Designs by Architects and Designers; ph. ill.; p.70-73; Oct 89; A
Furniture, Tableware; Studio Naco; ph.; p.193; Sept 89; INT
Geiger International, Firm Profile; ph.; p.127; Jan 89; INT
Gilded Historic Furniture; by Jerry Cooper; ph.; p.220-221; Jan 89; ID
Glassware; Angelo Micheli; ph.; p.187; Sept 89; INT
Good Design Exhibition, 1950’s; Review of Furniture Pieces; by Edgar Kaufmann, Jr.; ph.; p.206-209; May 89; ID
Herman Miller Company, Profile; ph. elev.; p.106-107, June 89; AR
High-Density Mobile Storage Systems for High Rises; ph. det.; p.104; Aug 89; PA
Interview with Director of Design, Knoll; Carl Kane; ph.; p.102; Dec 89; INT
Lamps and Objects for Interiors; Berrux, Moretti & Oriot; ph.; p.168; Sept 89; INT
Look at Tomorrow; Roundtable Discussion; ph.; p.102-; May 89; ID
Majolica Earthenware; History; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.174; May 89; ID
Milan Furniture Fair; Italy, Milan; Report; ph.; p.152-155; Dec 89; ID
Milan Furniture Fair; ph.; p.45; Jan 89; AR
New Art Furniture; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.282-283; Feb 89; ID
New Office Furniture, Helikon; ph.; p.126-129; Oct 89; INT
New York, New York; Kips Bay Show House; Various Designers; ph.; p.176-183; Aug 89; ID
Newport Style Traditional Furniture; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.188; June 89; ID
Office Desk Group; Jeffrey Brouns; det.; p.17; Feb 89; INT
Office Systems Furniture, Rosemount; ph.; p.46; Aug 89; INT
Papier Mache Antique Furniture; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.136; Mar 89; ID
Picture Frames, Antiques; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.178; Apr 89; ID
Seating Designs; Robert Arko; ph.; p.170; Sept 89; INT
Seating Manufacturers Directory; chart; p.75-91; Aug 89; INT
FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS (Cont’d)

Silhouette Chair; Calvin Morgan, ph. ill.; p.84-87; Feb 89; INT
Sofa, Armchair; Emanuelle Torck and Emanuelle Noir; ph.; p.194; Sept 89; INT
Spanish Designed Furniture and Lamps; ph.; p.108-111; July 89; INT
Spanish Furniture Designer; His Work; Oscar Tusquets; ph.; p.98-99; July 89; INT
Spanish Furniture Designer; Josep Llosa; ph.; p.110-111; July 89; INT
Storage; Cabinets, Closets; Present and Historic; ill. ph. elev. iso.; p.192-195; July 89; ID
Survey of Work of Italian Industrial Design Firm; Alessi; ph. ill.; p.104-107; Mid-Sept 89; AR
Thomas Chippendale Furniture, 18th Century; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.170; Feb 89; ID
Trading Room Desk with Computer; ph. sec.; p.51; Feb 89; INT
Tunbridge Ware, Antique Woodwork; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.142; Nov 89; ID
Work Station, Electronic Advances; Haworth; ph.; p.54; Oct 89; INT
See SHOWROOM also

GARDEN (Cont’d)

Chinese Garden; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Dr. Sun Yat-sen Park and Garden; Durante Partners and Joe Wai; ph.; p.72; Nov 89; LA
Climatron, Botanical Gardens; Missouri, St. Louis; Murphy & Mackey; by Allen Freeman; ph. det.; p.88-89; Mar 89; A
Evolution of Botanical Gardens; by Richard W. Lightly; ill.; p.144; Jan 89; LA
IBM Garden Plaza; New York, New York; Landscape by Zion & Breen; Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Sarah Rossbach; ph.; p.70-71; Sept 89; LA
International Garden Exposition; Japan, Osaka; by Marc P. Keane; pl.; p.28; Mar 89; LA
Japanese Garden of the Heart of Heaven; Massachusetts, Boston; Museum of Fine Arts; Kinsaku Nakane; ph.; p.13; Jan 89; LA
Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden; Virginia, Richmond, Near; Environmental Planning & Design; pl.; p.42-51; Jan 89; LA
Minnesota, Wayzata; Garden on Lake Minnetonka; Landscape by Michael Van Valkenburgh; Fraker & Harrison; ph. axon.; p.74-75; July 89; PA
Missouri Botanical Garden; Missouri, St. Louis; Environmental Planning & Design; p.68-74; Jan 89; LA
Moody Botanical Gardens; Texas, Galveston; Sir Geoffrey Jellicoe; ph. pl.; p.42-51; Jan 89; LA
Moody Botanical Gardens; Animal Contact Facility; Texas, Galveston; Morris Architects; ph.; p.94-99; Nov 89; AR
National Peace Garden; District of Columbia, Washington; Competition Winner; Eduardo Catalano; pl.; p.19; Nov 89; A
New American Landscape; Special Issue on New Directions in Landscape Architecture; ph. axon.; p.51-83; July 89; PA
Plants Under Glass, Botanic Gardens; by Heidi Landecker; ph.; p.59; Jan 89; LA
Residence; California, Northem; Landscape by Leffingwell Associates; John Marsh Davis; ph.; p.66; Nov 89; LA
Residence; Massachusetts, Richmond; Landscape, Large Site; Child Associates; ph.; p.84; Nov 89; LA
Sculpture Garden, Walker Art Center; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Edward Larrabee Barnes and Peter Rothschild; by Jean E. Feinberg; ph. pl.; p.68-73; Apr 89; LA
Sculpture Garden; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Walker Art Center; Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Barbara Koerbane; ph. ill.; p.64-67; Feb 89; A
Sculpture Garden; Missouri, Kansas City; Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art; Jaquelin Robertson and Dan Kiley; ph.; p.78-81; Apr 89; LA
Sculpture Garden; New York, Purchase; PepsiCo’s Headquarters; Edward D. Stone, Jr. and Russell Page; by Catherine Howell; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Apr 89; LA
Sculpture Gardens; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Regis Gardens; Architecture by Edward Larrabee Barnes; Barbara Stauffacher Solomon and Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph.; p.63; Nov 89; LA
GARDEN (Cont’d)

South Carolina, Charleston; Traditional Garden for Residence; Hugh Dargan; ph.; p.78; Nov 89; LA

Surgery Center, Garden; California, Escondido; Landscape by Land Studio; Bob Wellington Ougley; ph. axon.; p.80-81; July 89; PA

Time Garden, Circular; Each Year a Sapling Is Planted; William Skelsey; elev.; p.65; Jan 89; LA

Urban Landscape, Turf Parterre; New York, New York; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph.; p.92; Nov 89; LA

Wintergarden, Greenhouse, Downtown Renewal Project; New York, Niagara Falls; Landscape by M. Paul Fredberg; Cesar Pelli; by Phil Fairbanks; ph.; p.67-69; Sept 89; LA

See BOTANICAL GARDENS, CONSERVATORY

GEORGIA

—; Residence; Cherry Ridge; ph. pl.; p.209; Jan 89; B

Atlanta; Art Museum, High; Critique; Richard Meier; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. axon.; p.50-53; Dec 89; A

Atlanta; Furniture Showroom, Herman Miller; Scogin, Elam & Bray; ph.; p.98-107; June 89; AR

Atlanta; Hotel; Atrium; Westin Peachtree Plaza; Remodeled; John Portman; sec. elev.; p.130-131; Aug 89; INT

Atlanta; Interiors; Three Law Offices; Jova, Daniels & Busby; ph. pl.; p.262-273; May 89; ID

Atlanta; Landscaping; Shopping Center; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph. pl.; p.64; July 89; PA

Atlanta; Manufacturing Research Center; Georgia Institute of Technology; Lord & Sargent; sec. elev. det.; p.93-95; Jan 89; PA

Atlanta; New American Home. Demonstration House; Interiors by Michael Moore and Lou Ann Bauer; Charles Moore; by Clifford Pearson and Richard Binsacca; ph. pl.; p.248-282; Jan 89; B

Atlanta; Office Building; High Rise; Georgia Power Company Headquarters; Heery & Heery; ph. sec.; p.104-105; Mar 89; A

Atlanta; Residence; Up-Scale Model for NAHB; Charles Moore; by Amy Gray Light; ph. pl.; p.64-67; June 89; A

Atlanta; Residence; Bill Grant; ph. pl.; p.118; Oct 89; B

Atlanta; Residential Development; Street Design; Brookhaven Row and Court Houses; Design Traditions; ph. pl.; p.74, 76; Nov 89; B

Atlanta; Rio Shopping Center, Landscape; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph.; p.45, 91; Nov 89; LA

Atlanta; Shopping Center; Rio; Arquitectonica and Milton Pate; ph. pl.; p.88-91; Aug 89; PA

Atlanta; Trinity School Additions; Lord & Sargent; by Allen Freeman; ph. sec. axon.; p.112-119; May 89; A

GLASS

Architectural Glass and Glass Block; New Improvements, New Uses; ph. det. sec.; p.106-111; Mar 89; PA

Building ‘Skins’; Outer Surfaces; Curtain Wall, Energy Concerns; History and Future Direction; by Forrest Wilson; ph.; p.66-71; Mar 89; A

Curtainwalls, Trends and Prospects; Roundtable Discussion; ph. det. sec.; p.114-121; Jan 89; AR

Decorative Glass, Resurfacing Craft; p.117-119; Aug 89; A

New Structural-Performance Guide for Laminated Glass; ph. graphs; p.116-117; Apr 89; AR

Stained Glass Panels; From Original Designs; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl.; p.54; Mar 89; INT

See WINDOW also

GOVERNMENT BUILDING

Canadian Chancery; District of Columbia, Washington; Arthur Erickson; ph.; p.21, 28, 31; Jan 89; PA

City Hall; California, Escondido; Pacific Associates and Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall; ph. pl.; p.102-107; Jan 89; AR

City Hall; Missouri, University City; 1903, Former Office Building; Herbert C. Chivers; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.88-91; Apr 89; A
GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont’d)

City Hall; Texas, Corpus Christi; Taft Architects and Kipp & Richter; ph. pl. sec.; p.102, 110-113; Jan 89; AR

City Hall, Building Type Study; ph.; p.102-113; Jan 89; AR

Civic Center; California, West Hollywood; Jury Comments; Edmund Chang and Roger Sherman; m. pl. ill. pers.; p.107-109; Jan 89; PA

Court of Appeals Building, Restoration; South Carolina, Columbia; Original Building by Harold Tatum; Stevens & Wilkinson; ph. pl.; p.190-193; Nov 89; ID

Design Aesthetics and Postal Image; Jury Comments; Jay Farbstein and Min Kantrowitz; ill.; p.122; Jan 89; PA

Diplomatic Quarter and Related Facilities; Saudi Arabia, Riyadh; Heinke & Wisher and Bodeker, Boyer & Wagenfeld; by June Taboroff; ph.; p.24-27; May 89; LA

Embassy Building, 1959; India, New Delhi; Evaluation; Edward Durrell Stone; by Ramjit Sabhikhi; ph.; p.76-79; Jan 89; A

Embassy Building; Oman, Muscat; James Stewart Polshek; ph. pl.; p.81; Jan 89; A

Embassy Building; United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi; Harry C. Wolf; ill. pl.; p.82; Jan 89; A

Embassy, Canadian; District of Columbia, Washington; Arthur Erickson; ph. pl.; p.108-112; Nov 89; INT

Federal Judiciary Building; District of Columbia, Washington; Competition, Winner and Others; Edward Larrabee Barnes; m. ill.; p.40; Mar 89; A

Law Court, Renovation; California, Pasadena; General Services Administration; ph.; p.97; Nov 89; INT

Municipal Tourist Offices; Spain, Barcelona; Mireia Riera; ph.; p.100-101; July 89; INT

National Capital Parliamentary Precinct; Canada, Ontario, Ottawa/Hull; Long-Range Plan; Jury Comments; National Capital Commission and du Toit, Allsopp & Hillier; ph. pl. ill. dia.; p.118-119; Jan 89; PA

Naval Weapons Laboratory; California, Port Hueneme; Ross & Wor; ph. pl.; p.99; Nov 89; INT

Parliament Hill Plan; Canada, Ontario, Ottawa; Landscape and Urban Design Plan; Du Toit, Allsopp & Hillier; by Peter Jacobs; ph.; p.48-50; Oct 89; LA

Parliament House; Australia, Canberra; Critique; Mitchell & Giurgola and Thorn; by Philip Drew; ph. pl.; p.52-59; Jan 89; A

National Capital Parliamentary Precinct; Canada, Ontario, Ottawa/Hull; Long-Range Plan; Jury Comments; National Capital Commission and du Toit, Allsopp & Hillier; ph. pl. ill. dia.; p.118-119; Jan 89; PA

Post Office Design, New Program; U. S. Postal Service Design and Construction; ph. pl.; p.111-113; May 89; PA

Postoccupancy Evaluation, The State of; Example, Post Office Lobby; by Elena Marcheso Moreno, pl. iso.; p.119-121; Apr 89; A

Presidential Design Awards; ph. pl.; p.89-99; Nov 89; INT

Province Offices and Law Courts; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Arthur Erickson; by JohnPastier; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Nov 89; A

Recycling Buildings Because of Glasnost; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.166; Dec 89; ID

Secretariat Building; South Africa, Mmabatho; Bonnie Britz and Michael Scholes; ph. pl.; p.21; Spring 89; JAE

GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont’d)

State Department Buildings; Review of Projects and Process; by Bill N. Lacy; ph. pl. ill. m.; p.80-83; Jan 89; A

State Legislature Office Building; Connecticut, Hartford; Russell, Gibson & Von Dohlen; ph. pl.; p.56; Oct 89; INT

Technical Training Center of the U.S. Post Office; Oklahoma, Norman; HTB; ph. sec.; p.42; Nov 89; INT

Townhall; Connecticut, Salisbury; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; ph. pl.; p.102, 108-109; Jan 89; AR

U.S. Embassy To Be Razed; U.S.S.R., Moscow; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.20; Jan 89; A

Vice President’s Office, Restoration; District of Columbia, Washington; Einhorn, Yaffee & Prescott; ph.; p.94-95; Nov 89; INT

Volunteer Fire Station; New Mexico, El Rito; Michael Freeman and Dale F. Zinn; ph. pl. axon.; p.85; Oct 89; A

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HISTORICAL, MUSEUM, UNIVERSITY also

GRAPHICS

Adapter and Computer Monitor Combinations; by Oliver R. Witte; ph.; p.199-201; May 89; A

Game of Red Dots; Graphics Game; Bernard Lassus; ill.; p.33-34; Jan 89; LA

Graffiti on Public Walls; Designer’s Concerns; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.98-113; Apr 89; ID

Interior Designers Brochure Winners; ph.; p.85; Mar 89; INT

MIRM Annual Awards; Marketing Examples, Signage, Landscaping, Sales Offices, Interiors; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.98-113; Feb 89; B

Marketing Awards; Brochures, Newsletters, Direct Mail; by Ernest Burden; ph.; p.29, 31, 33; Jan 89; AR

See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER also

GREENHOUSE

Greenhouse Conservatory Rooms of Houses; ph.; p.39-40; June 89; CB

Wintergarden, Greenhouse, Downtown Renewal Project; New York, Niagara Falls; Landscape by M. Paul Friedberg; Cesar Pelli; by Phil Fairbanks; ph.; p.67-69; Sept 89; LA

H

HANDICAPPED DESIGN

Art Museum for the Blind and Partially Blind; Japan, Tokyo; Hiroshi Naito; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Dec 89; INT

City Law Aids Disabled; New York; by Edie Lee Cohen; p.182-183; Feb 89; ID
HANDICAPPED DESIGN (Cont'd)

Dealing With New Fair-Housing Rules; Barrier-Free Kitchen and Bathroom Plans; iso. ph. biblio.; p.66-67; June 89; B

Easy Street Environments; Rehabilitation Centers; Guynes Design; ph. pl.; p.85; Dec 89; INT

Socially Compassionate Design; Survey of Projects; ph. pl.; p.82-89; Dec 89; INT

HANDICAPPED HOUSING

Interiors; New York, New York; Apartment for Disabled Wife; Pina Zsuffa; ph. pl.; p.274-277; Feb 89; ID

HAWAII

Hanalei, Kauai; Multi-Resource and Land Protection Plan; Land and Community Associates; ph. p.104; Nov 89; LA

Kohala Coast; Resort Landscaping; David Y. Tamura and Chapman, Desai & Sakata; ph. p.81; Nov 89; LA

Maui; Resort Hotels; Hyatt Regency Waikoloa, Westin Maui, Westin Kauai; Tongg, Clarke & Mechler and Lawton & Umemura; ph. pl.; p.73-75; Mar 89; LA

HAZARDS

Asbestos Update; ph. p.218; Jan 89; ID

Building Materials Pose Complex Hazards; Insulation, Floors, Walls, Ceilings, Plumbing, Paints; p.33-35; Mar 89; CB

Circumventing Chlorofluorocarbons in Building; by Barbara Golter Heller; dia. p.125-126; Mar 89; A

Cleansing the Land We Build Upon; Dealing With Toxic Waste; by Forrest Wilson; ph. sec.; p.97-100; Aug 89; A

Computer Monitor Radiation; Office Plan to Minimize; ph. pl. p.34; Dec 89; INT

Consultants for Office Health Hazards; Bestype Consultants; ph. p.131; Jan 89; INT

Exaggerated Asbestos Dangers Study; p.24, 27; Feb 89; A

Foam-Insulation Boards Without CFC; table; p.134-135; Oct 89; AR

Graffiti on Public Walls; Designer's Concerns; ph. p.268-269; Apr 89; ID

Hazard Communication Standard Guidelines; For Contractors and Employers; p.52-54; Nov 89; CB

Hazardous Building Sites; Risk to Buyer and Builder; p.152, 156; May 89; B

Hazes of Tight Buildings; Remedies; p.50; Mar 89; INT

Health Hazards in Home Construction; by Robert McLellan, M.D.; ph. p.37-38; June 89; CB

Indoor Pollution; Continues to Build; by George Rand; p.117-120; Mar 89; A

Interiors; Environmental Defense Fund's Offices; Pollution Elimination; William McDonough; ph. pl. p.78-81; Dec 89; INT

HAZARDS (Cont'd)

Interview with Alexander Kira; Hazards in the Bathroom; ph. p.82, 84; Sept 89; ID

Lead In Paint Issue; NIBS Report; ph. p.35; May 89; AR

Model Seismic Code, Significant Revisions; by Robert Reitherman; axon. pl. map; p.106-110; Oct 89; A

Radon Reduction System; det. sec.; p.138; Nov 89; B

Radon Testing; p.112; Sept 89; B

Radon; Testing, Prevention and Cures; Alex Wilson; iso. dia. p.121-124; Mar 89; A

Reducing Chlorofluorocarbons in Interiors; chart; p.34; Aug 89; INT

Refrigerator Makers Face CFC Dilemma; by Alex Wilson; iso. p.40-41; Aug 89; CB

Relating Fire Codes to Reality; by Christine Design; Development; July 89; A

Smoke Toxicity of Synthetic Interior Finishes; New York State Law; chart; p.119; Feb 89; INT

Socially Conscious Design; Survey of Projects; ph. pl.; p.71-99; Dec 89; INT

Unbalanced Electrical Currents and Other Hazards; Editorial; by Thomas Fisher; p.7; Aug 89; PA

See FIRE PROTECTION, POLLUTION, STRUCTURAL also

HEALTH CARE

See CLINIC, HOSPITAL, RECREATION

HEATING

Electronic Systems; Video/Data Systems; Wiring for Computers; HVAC Controls; Lighting Controls; Integrated Systems; ph. sec. det. ill. p.98-101; May 89; PA

Energy's Impact on HVAC; by William J. Coad; p.96; Feb 89; PA

Heat Recovery Ventilators; Controlling Moisture; Manufacturers; by Douglas Steege; ph. dia. chart; p.27-31; Mar 89; CB

Home Heating Design; Selection Concerns; by Robert Dvorotch; chart; ill. sec.; p.33-36; Sept 89; CB

Radiant Floor Heating; Various Systems; by Alex Wilson; iso. sec. chart; p.124-126; July 89; A

Technology Alters the Indoor Environment; Design, Developments; by J. D. Ned Nilsson; pl.; p.43-44; Sept 89; CB

See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, SOLAR, VENTILATION also

HIGHWAY

Design Guidelines and Plan for Highway; California, Indian Wells; Jury Comments; Johnson, Fain & Pereira; ill. pl. p.110-112; Jan 89; PA

Great Highway Ocean Beach Section; California, San Francisco; MPA Design; ph. p.62; Nov 89; LA
HIGHWAY (Cont'd)

Interstates and Scenic Byways; New Hampshire, Franconia Notch; Concern for Landscape Values, Examples; Johnson, Johnson & Ray; by Michael Lecce;e; ph. pl.; p.48-55; Apr 89; LA

Parkway Design, A Lost Art; History, Lessons; by Benjamin Forry; ph. p.43-47; Apr 89; LA

Road Planning and Design; Forum Discussion; ph. p.56-61; Apr 89; LA

Roads as Objects in the Landscape; Concern Landscape Architects and Journals; by John W. Bright; ph. p.136; Apr 89; LA

Roadway and Park Facilities; New Hampshire, Franconia Notch; Johnson, Johnson & Ray; ph. p.67; Nov 89; LA

Robert Moses Memory; ph. p.55; Apr 89; LA

Vernal Pool for Wildflower Along Highway; California, Yolo County; Kerry Dawson; ph. pl.; p.106; Nov 89; LA

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION (Cont'd)

Analyzing Old Paint in Restoration; by Timothy B. McDonald; ph. p.123-125; Nov 89; A

Ancient Sacred Sites, Preservation Efforts; India, —; Restorations; by George Michell; ph. ill.; p.26-29; Sept 89; LA

Art Museum, Guggenheim, Annex and Renovation; New York, New York; Original by Frank Lloyd Wright; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.88; Apr 89; LA

Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated; Austria, Vienna; Joseph Maria Olbrich; ph. p.23; Apr 89; PA

Arts Center; Remodeling of Barracks; California, Sausalito; Fort Barry, National Park; David Ireland and Mark Mack and Interim Office of Architecture; ph. pl.; p.118-125; Mid-Sept 89; AR

Bank; Citicorp Headquarters; England, London; Billingsgate Market Remodeled; Richard Rogers; ph. p.72;77; Sept 89; AR

Bents Headquarters and Plant, 1880's; Missouri, St. Louis; Anheuser-Busch Complex; by Allen Freeman; ph. p.92-93; Apr 89; A

Bridge; New York, Delaware River; Historic Aqueduct; AIA Honor Award; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; by Amy Gray Light; ph. det.; p.166-167; May 89; A

California, Berkeley; Concrete House, 1907; Restored; Bernard Maybeck; by Donald Canty; ph. pl.; p.84-89; July 89; A

Chicago Theater, Restoration; Illinois, Chicago; Original by Cornelius and George Rapp; Daniel P. Coffey; ph. pl.; p.230-235; Mar 89; ID

City Hall; Missouri, University City; 1903; Former Office Building; Herbert C. Chivers; by Allen Freeman; ph. p.88-91; Apr 89; A

Court of Appeals Building, Restoration; South Carolina, Columbia; Original Building by Harold Tatum; Stevens & Wilkinson; ph. pl.; p.190-193; Nov 89; ID

Cracks in Brunelleschi's Dome; Italy, Florence; by Claire Schiffman; ill. pl. sec.; p.91-94; Nov 89; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Rooftop Additions to Three Downtown Buildings; by Andrea Oppenheim Dean; ph.; p.74-77; Nov 89; A

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION

Drawings and Measured Drawings of European Gardens and Villas; His Work, Teaching; Landscape Architect; Norman Newton; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. ill.; p.92-97; Apr 89; LA

Fascist Era New Town, Primavalle; Italy, Rome; 'Borgate'; Giorgio Guido; by Ferruccio Trabalzzi; ph. pl.; p.38-46; Spring 89; JAE

Fixing Fallingwater's Flaws; Pennsylvania, Laurel Highlands; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Judith Donohue; ill. ph. sec.; p.99-101; Nov 89; A

Florida, Miami; Colonnade Hotel, Restoration; Spilis & Candela; ph. pl.; p.114-119; July 89; INT

Gilded Historic Furniture; by Jerry Cooper; ph. p.220-221; Jan 89; ID

Guastavino Tile Vaulting; Historical Process; det.; p.137-138; Sept 89; PA

Historic District Landscape Plan; New York, Poughkeepsie; Walmsley Company; ph. pl.; p.102; Nov 89; LA

Historic Houses Open to Public; California, Los Angeles; Rudolph Schindler; ph. p.54, 58; Apr 89; ID

Historic Houses Open to Public; California, Los Angeles; Greene & Greene's Gamble House; Frank Lloyd Wright's Hollyhock House; Frank Lloyd Wright; by James M. Schwentker; ph. p.54, 58; Apr 89; ID

Historic Review of Office Building Curtain Walls; ph. pl. sec.; p.142-147; June 89; AR

Historic Structures in Parks; Missouri, St. Louis; Tower Grove Park, Forest Park; by Allen Freeman; ph. p.94-97; Apr 89; A

Imperial Hotel Design, History and Other Work; Japan, Tokyo; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Michael Kopp; ph. ill.; p.72-75; Jan 89; A

Japan, Tokyo; Residence Designs, 1911 to 1923; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Michael Kopp; ph. ill.; p.72-75; Jan 89; A

Martic Township, Assessment Plan; Pennsylvania; Lancaster County; Historic Villages; Land and Community Associates; ph. p.105; Nov 89; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; Rooftop Additions to Four Downtown Buildings; by Robert Campbell; ph. p.68-73; Nov 89; A

Massachusetts, Lincoln; Restoration of 1938 Gropius House; Walter Gropius; ph. p.111-112; Apr 89; PA

Metropolitan Museum, Arts Center and Hotel; Florida, Coral Gables; Remodeled Biltmore Hotel, Multi-Use; Spilis & Candela; ph. p.120-121; July 89; INT

Michigan, Grand Rapids; Frank Lloyd Wright House Restored; AIA Honor Award; Tilton & Lewis; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl.; p.152-155; May 89; A

National Building Museum, Pension Building; District of Columbia, Washington; Renovation; Keyes, Condon & Florence; ph. pl.; p.98; Nov 89; INT

New Mexico, Tyron; Company Town, 1914; History, Bertram Goodhue; by Margaret Crawford; ph. pl.; p.25-33; Summer 89; JAE
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION (Cont'd)

New Roots for Pavilions of University of Virginia; Virginia, Charlottesville; Replicate the Original Tinplate: Original Building by Thomas Jefferson; Mesick, Cohen & Waite; ph. det. axon.; p.124-127; Feb 89; AR

New York, New York; Rainbow Room Restoration; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and Milton Glazer; ph. pl. p.168-169; Jan 89; INT

Newport Style Traditional Furniture; by Roselyn Beilly; ph.; p.188; June 89; ID

Office Building; Middle Rise; Oregon, Portland: Lobby Renovation, Commonwealth Building, 1948; Original by Pietro Belluschi; Soderstrom Architects; ph. p.90-93; April 89; PA

Oklahoma, Bartlesville; Price Tower, 1958; Original by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p.21, 26; April 89; PA

Oriental Pavilion, 1874, Prospect Park, Reconstruction of Pavilion by Calvert Vaux; James Lamanita and Russo & Sonder; ph. det. p.110-113; July 89; AR

Papier Mache Antique Furniture; by Roselyn Beilly; ph.; p.138; March 89; ID

Pedestrian Bridge and French Design; France, Marseilles: Pont Transbordeur, 1905: Arnodin; by Peter Blake: ph.; p.222-223; July 89; ID

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Hotel Bellevue, Restoration of Hotel, 1904; Tom Lee; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. p.212-223; Oct 89; ID

Preservation and Restoration of Classic Modern Buildings; ph. pl. p.21-28, 75-97, 111-112; April 89; PA

Reroofing Seven Historic Buildings; ph. det.; p.98-103; June 89; PA

Residence; Argentina, La Plata: Casa Dr. Currutchet, 1949-53, Restored; Le Corbusier; ph.; p.22; April 89; PA

Residence; California, Bel Air; Restoration, Original by Richard Neutra; Los Ongora; ph. p.264-267; April 89; ID

Residence; California, West Hollywood; Schindler House, 1922, Restored; Original by R.M. Schindler; Architectural Museum Services/Peter Snel; ph. pl.; p.86-89; August 89; PA

Residence; Czechooslovakia, Brno; Tugendhat House, 1930, Partially Restored, Preserved; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph. p.21, 26, 28; April 89; PA

Residence; England, Bedfordshire; Thomas Chippendale Furniture, 18th Century; Design; by Anthony W. Robins; p.79; Nov 89; AR

Residence; Illinois, Chicago; Charnley House, 1891, Restored; Original by Frank Lloyd Wright and Adler & Sullivan; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. p.76-81; April 89; PA

Residences; Survey of Work and Philosophy; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph. pl. m. p.43-50; Winter 89; JAE

Restaurant; California, San Francisco; City Club, Restoration of 1930; Original by Miller & Pileger; Patrick McGraw; ph. pl. p. 94-97; April 89; PA

Skyscraper Cities of the 1920's; Midwest; by Edward W. Wolner; ph. elev. biblo.; p.10-23; Winter 89; JAE

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION (Cont'd)

Tennessee, Memphis; Architects' Offices, Remodeled; Hnedak & Bobo; ph. pl. p.78-79; Nov 89; AR

Theater Preservation, Update; London, England; by Anthony W. Robins; p.79; Nov 89; AR

Thomas Chippendale Furniture, 18th Century; by Roslyn Beilly; ph. p.170; Feb 89; ID

Underground Atlanta, Downtown Shopping Center; Georgia, Atlanta; Restoration and Reconstruction; Cooper & Carry and Turner; ph. pl. p.96-101; Sept 89; AR

Use of CADD in Restorations; by Thomas K. Butts; ph. elev. p.115-118; Nov 89; A

Using Video Cameras in Restoration; Examples; by Dennis B. Jones and C. Barrett Kennedy; p.97-100; July 89; A

Vice President's Office, Restoration; District of Columbia, Washington; Einhorn, Yaffee & Prescott; p.94-95; Nov 89; INT

Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Oriental Theater, Restoration, Original by Dick & Bauer; Quinn & Seear; ph. pl. p.80-81; Nov 89; A

See MUSEUM also

HONDURAS

Dormitories, Escuela Agricola Panamericana; Oudens & Knoop; ph. pl. p.89; Jan 89; A

HONG KONG

Children's Clothing Stores, Two; Tsao & McKown; ph. pl. iso. p.60-63; Mid-Sept 89; AR

Hotel; Hilton Renovation; Chhada & Siembieda; ph. p.146-147; Feb 89; INT

Hotel; Interiors, Ramada Renaissance; Liang, Peddle & Thorp and Chhada Siembieda; ph. p.120-121; Nov 89; INT

Interiors; Designer's Offices; Jay Boulton; ph. pl. p.148-149; Feb 89; INT

Office Building; High Rise; Bond Centre; Paul Rudolph and Wong & Ouyang; ph. pl. p.74-79; Jan 89; AR

HOSPITAL

Alzheimer Center; Ohio, Heather Hill; Stephen Nemtin; pl. p.87; Dec 89; INT

Building Types Study; ph. pl. axon. elev. p.78-79; Apr 89; AR

Easy Street Environments; Rehabilitation Centers; Guynes Design; ph. pl. p.85; Dec 89; INT

Healing From Europe; Healthcare Policies; Examples; ph. pl. p.90-93; Dec 89; INT

The Changing Face of Health Care Design; by Gary Peterson; ph. pl. p.234-235; Feb 89; ID

Wayfinding: an Orientation System for Hospitals; Theory and Literature, Bibliography; by Jain Malkin; ill.; p.107-118; Nov 89; PA

GENERAL

California, Santa Monica; Medical Center Addition; Bobrow & Thomas; ph. pl. p.78-86; Apr 89; AR
HOSPITAL (Cont'd)

**GENERAL (Cont'd)**

Massachusetts, Boston; Brigham and Women's Hospital Addition; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl.; p.68-69; June 89; A

Massachusetts, Boston; Brigham and Women's Hospital; Ambulatory Services; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz and Tsai & Kobs; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-83; Apr 89; AR

**GERIATRIC**

Designing for Special Needs in Nursing Homes; by Margaret Calkins; pl.; p.117-118; Oct 89; A

See CLINIC, UNIVERSITY/MEDICAL CENTER also

**HOTEL**

Atrium, Westin Peachtree Plaza; Georgia, Atlanta; Remodeled; John Portman; ph. sec.; p.130-131; Aug 89; INT

California, Newport Beach; Four Seasons Hotel; Interiors by James Northcutt; Wimberly Whisenand, Allison, Tong & Goo; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Feb 89; INT

California, San Francisco; Hotel Diva Remodeled; Ron and Hannah Nunn; ph. pl.; p.190-191; Jan 89; INT

Connecticut, Greenwich; Hotel and Office Tower; Concrete Paneling Details; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. det.; p.106-108; Sept 89; AR

Downtown Shopping, Hotel and Entertainment Center; Texas, San Antonio; Rivercenter; Urban Design Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-105; Mar 89; AR

Florida, Miami; Colonnade Hotel. Restoration; Spilis & Candela; ph. pl.; p.114-119; July 89; INT

Florida, Miami; Intercontinental Hotel Lobby and Restaurant; Rila St. Clair; ph. pl.; p.236-241; June 89; ID

Florida, Orlando; Disney World; Two Resort Hotels; Jury Comments; Michael Graves and Alan Lapidus; m. pl. sec.; p.81-83; Jan 89; PA

Health and Beauty Spa, Hotel; France, Vichy; Arch Structure; Jean Nouvel; m.; p.33; Aug 89; PA

Hong Kong; Hilton Renovation; Chhada & Siembieda; ph.; p.146-147; Feb 89; INT

Hong Kong; Interiors; Ramada Renaissance; Liang, Peddle & Thorp and Chhada Siembieda; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Nov 89; INT

Hotel and Restaurant Design Firms: One Hundred Largest, Firm Analysis; by Andrew Loebelson; charts; p.149-162; Oct 89; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Hotel 21 East; Interiors by Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Moris; Mackinlay, Winnacker & McNeill; ph. pl. axon.; p.134-137; June 89; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Hotel 21 East; Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Moris; ph.; p.40; Feb 89; INT

HOTEL (Cont'd)

Japan, Tokyo; Dai-ichi Tokyo Bay Hotel; Ornament Treatment; Efferbe & Beckett and Kajima Corporation; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.132-137; May 89; AR

Metropolitan Museum, Arts Center and Hotel; Florida, Coral Gables; Remodeled Biltmore Hotel, Multi-Use; Spilis & Candela; ph.; p.120-121; July 89; INT

New York, New York; Presidential Suite; Juan Montoya; ph.; p.108-109; Oct 89; INT

New York, New York; Royalton Hotel Lobby Renovation; Philippe Starck; ph.; p.26; Jan 89; INT

New York, New York; Royalton Hotel, Renovated; Philippe Starck and Gruzen, Samton & Steinglass; ph. pl.; p.94-99; Mar 89; AR

New York, New York; The Box Tree Hotel, Interiors; Augustin Paage; ph.; p.26, Aug 89; INT

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Hotel Bellevue, Restoration of Hotel, 1904; Tom Lee; ph. pl.; p.202; elev. det.; p.212-223; Oct 89; ID

Resort Hotel; Arizona, Scottsdale; Hyatt Regency Scottsdale; Landscape by SWA Group; Hornberger & Worstell; ph. pl.; p.66-69; Mar 89; LA

Resort Hotel; West Virginia, White Sulphur Springs; Refurnished, The Greenbrier; Dorothy Draper; ph.; p.224-227; Feb 89; ID

Resort Hotels; Hawaii, Maui; Hyatt Regency Waikoloa, Westin Maui, Westin Kauai, Tong, Clarke & Mechat and Lawton & Umemura; ph. pl.; p.70-72; Mar 89; LA

Ski Villages, Heritage Greylock and Sugarloaf; Massachusetts, Western; Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott and SWA Group and James Reeves; by Cathryn M. Delude; ph. pl.; p.70-72; Mar 89; LA

Spain, Banyoles; Eisenman Architects; ill. m. pl. dia.; p.97-98; Oct 89; PA

Spain, Barcelona; Hotel Alexandra Lobby; Jose Juanpere Miret; ph.; p.23; Mar 89; INT

Spain, Madrid; The Palace, Lobby; ph.; p.24; Mar 89; INT

Union Station Rehabilitation; Missouri, St. Louis; Shopping Mall and Hotel; Original by Theodore C. Link; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.83-87; Apr 89; A

West Germany, Cologne; Hyatt Regency, Interiors by Hirsch & Bedner; Novotny & Mahner; ph. pl.; p.110-115; Oct 89; INT

See CONVENTION CENTER also

**HOUSING**

American Architects' Work in IBA Projects; West Germany, Berlin; ph. pl. elev.; p.82+; July 89; AR

Builders Sue Over Housing Prepayment Rule; p.156; Jan 89; B

Cohousing; Affordable, Supportive Communal Living; U.S. Projects Based on European Models; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; ph. pl.; p.64-67; July 89; A

Demographic and Economic Forecast for the 1990s; by Brad German; ill. chart; p.52-55+; July 89; B
HOUSING (Cont’d)

Public and Private Partnership Needed; Affordable Housing; by Hanna Elise Liebman; p.25, 29, 31, 33, 35; Sept 89; INT

See APARTMENT BUILDING, APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, ELDERLY HOUSING, RESIDENCE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

HUNGARY

—; Review of Current Architecture; ph.; p.68-71; Sept 89; A
Budapest; Parks; by Mihaly Mocsenyi; ph.; p.28-29; June 89; LA
Budapest; Public Parks; by Imre Jambor; p.27-29; June 89; LA

Vaja; Church; Janos Golda and Agnes Thoma; ph.; p.71; Sept 89; A

I

ILLINOIS

—; Office Building; Interiors; Kraft Campus Building; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. axon.; p.282-283; May 89; INT
—; Vented Galvalume Roof; For Office and Retail Complex; Lohan Associates; m. pl. det.; p.122-123; Feb 89; AR

Chicago; Airport; O’Hare Terminal and Office Tower; New Uses of Glass; Murphy & Jahn, ph. sec. det.; p.108; Mar 89; PA
Chicago; Apartment Building; Interiors; Penthouse New Uses of Glass; Krueck & Olsen; ph. det.; p.107; Mar 89; PA
Chicago; Architects’ Offices; Perkins & Will; ph. pl.; p.212-217; Nov 89; ID
Chicago; Carpet Showroom, Lees; Fitch, Richardson & Smith; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Dec 89; PA
Chicago; Central City Library; Jury Comments; SEBUS; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.103-105; Jan 89; PA
Chicago; Chicago Theater, Restoration; Original by Cornelius and George Rapp; Daniel P. Coffey; ph. pl. sec.; p.230-235; Mar 89; ID
Chicago; Clothing Store, Bally; Perkins & Will; ph. pl.; p.280-281; May 89; INT
Chicago; Clothing Store, Oiilly; Florian & Woznowski; ph. pl.; p.118-119; June 89; INT
Chicago; Convention Center Annex; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec.; p.76; Feb 89; PA
Chicago; Fabric Showroom, Design Tex; Hermanovski & Lauck; ph. pl.; p.218-219; Nov 89; ID
Chicago; Fabric Showroom, KI; Vignelli Associates and Eric Bartelt; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Dec 89; ID
Chicago; Furniture Showroom, Krueger International; Vignelli Associates; ph. pl.; p.186-187; Jan 89; INT

ILLINOIS (Cont’d)

Chicago; Furniture Showroom, Metropolitan; Mark Kapka and Robert Arko; ph.; p.136-137; Dec 89; ID
Chicago; Furniture Showroom, Nienkamper; Drake & Boucher; ph.; p.276-277; Oct 89; ID
Chicago; Furniture Showroom, Vecta; Lee Stout; ph. pl.; p.98; Feb 89; INT
Chicago; Furniture Showroom; Haworth; Tigerman & McCurry; p.204-207; Jan 89; ID
Chicago; Furniture Showroom; Herman Miller; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Herman Miller; ph. pl.; p.212-217; Jan 89; ID
Chicago; Hotel 21 East; Interiors by Simon, Martin-Veuge, Winklestein & Moris; Mackinlay, Winkacker & McNeil; ph. pl. axon.; p.134-137; June 89; INT
Chicago; Hotel 21 East; Simon, Martin-Veuge, Winklestein & Moris; ph.; p.40; Feb 89; INT
Chicago; Interiors Products Showroom, KI; Vignelli Associates; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Aug 89; INT
Chicago; Interiors; Apartment: Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p.274-277; June 89; ID
Chicago; Interiors; Designers’ Offices: Eva Maddox; ph. pl. axon.; p.270-273; Mar 89; ID
Chicago; Interiors; Designers’ Offices; Mekus & Johnson; ph. pl. axon.; p.186-189; July 89; ID
Chicago; Interiors; Law Offices: ISD; ph. pl.; p.182-183; June 89; INT
Chicago; Interiors; Law Offices: Perkins & Will; ph. pl.; p.278-279; May 89; INT
Chicago; Interiors; Law Offices: Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p.238-241; Oct 89; ID
Chicago; Interiors; Marketing Firm Offices; Himmel & Bonner; ph. pl.; p.122-125; June 89; INT
Chicago; Interiors; Software Company’s Offices; SPSS; Mekus & Johnson; ph. pl.; p.132-133; June 89; INT
Chicago; Interiors; Toy Company Offices and Studio, BMT; Pappageorge & Haymes; ph. pl.; p.126-129; June 89; INT
Chicago; Interiors; Woodwork Corporation Offices; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p.138, 144-147; May 89; AR
Chicago; Jazz Club and Restaurant, Cairo; Jordan Mozer; ph. pl. axon.; p.130-131; June 89; INT
Chicago; Leather Showroom, Lackawanna; Revolving Display System; Andrew Belschner and Joseph Vincent; ph. pl.; p.28; Dec 89; INT
Chicago; Leather Showroom, Lackawanna; Andrew Belschner and Joseph Vincent; ph. pl.; p.132-135; Dec 89; ID
Chicago; Metal Storage Unit Showroom, Meridian; NB Associates; ph.; p.52; Apr 89; ID
Chicago; Multi-Use Project, Retail, Theater, Parking; Burnham Park Plaza; Schroeder, Murchie & Lay; ph.; p.181; Oct 89; B
Chicago; Newstands Stores; Eva Maddox; ph. pl.; p.220-223; Nov 89; ID
Chicago; Office Accessories Showroom, Smith Metal Arts; William Sklaroff; ph. pl.; p.144-145; Dec 89; ID
Chicago; Office Building, High Rise; 303 West Madison Street; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.92-95; Sept 89; AR
ILLINOIS (Cont'd)

Chicago: Office Equipment Showroom, HON; ISD, ph. pl.; p.84; Apr 89; INT
Chicago: Office Furniture Showroom, Steelcase; Lohan Associates; ph. pl.; p.138-141; Dec 89; ID
Chicago: Office Furniture Showroom; Baker's; Pfister Partnership; ph. p.194-197; Jan 89; ID
Chicago: Office, Accessories Store, Chiasso; Florian & Wierzbiowski; ph. p.116-117; June 89; INT
Chicago: Poolhouse Kitchen; Quinn & Seaf; ph. p.210; July 89; ID
Chicago: Residence; Charnley House, 1891; Restored; Original by Frank Lloyd Wright and Adler & Sullivan; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. p.76-81; Apr 89; PA
Chicago: Residence; Bloodgood Architects; ph. pl.; p.153; July 89; B
Chicago: Restaurant; Fast Lane, O'Hare Terminal; Murphy & Jahn; ph. axon.; p.120-121; June 89; INT
Chicago: Restaurant; Lan's; Jordan Mozer; ph. p.188; Sept 89; INT
Chicago: Schiller Street Townhouses; Nagle & Hartray; ph. p.88-89; Feb 89; PA
Chicago: Wallcovering Showroom, Kinney; Zuroski, Young & Johnson; ph. p.74; June 89; ID
Chicago: Women's Clothing Store, Maxima; B. Christopher Bene; ph. pl. det.; p.110-112; Sept 89; PA
Cook County: Residence; Arquitectonica International; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Mid-Apr 89; AR
Darien: Residence; Otis Associates; ph. pl.; p.121; Feb 89; B
Deerfield: Interiors; Corporate Headquarters, Jim Beam; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. p.210-213; May 89; ID
Deerfield: Interiors; Investment Banking Offices; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p.242-247; Oct 89; ID
Elgin: Camp Algonquin; For Low-Income Families; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. p.84-87; Nov 89; AR
Glencoe: Chicago Botanic Garden; Environmental Planning & Design; ph. p.52; Jan 89; LA
Glencoe: Residence; Arquitectonica International; ph. p.72-77; Mid-Apr 89; AR
Golf: Residence; Otis Associates; ph. pl.; p.131; Apr 89; B
Lake Forest: Residence; Viking Development; ph. p.24-25; Jan 89; CA
Lincolnshire: Office Building; Low Rise; Hewitt Regional Building; Krueck & Olsen; ph. p.92, 97-99; Nov 89; PA
Northbrook; Interiors; Corporate Offices, Mind by Murphy & Jahn; Landahl Group; ph. pl.; p.112-115; June 89; INT
Oakbrook Terrace: Health Club; Interiors; Building by Murphy & Jahn; Landahl Group; ph. pl.; p.228-233; Feb 89; ID
Wilmette: Residence; AIA Honor Award; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl.; p.144-147; May 89; A

INDIA
—; Ancient Sacred Sites, Preservation Efforts; Restorations; by George Michell; ph. ill.; p.26-29; Sept 89; LA
—; Modern Architecture; In Search of "Vastu" Harmony of Community and Nature; by William J. R. Curtis; ph. p.30-32; Sept 89; LA
Ahmedabad; Entrepreneurship Development Institute; Bimal Patel; ph. p.88-89; Sept 89; A
Jaipur; Study of City and Residence; by Frances Anderton; pl. ill.; p.15-24; Summer 89; JAE
New Delhi; Embassy Building, 1959; Evaluation; Edward Durrell Stone; by Ramjit Sabikhi; ph. p.76-79; Jan 89; A
Sarnath; Archaeological Site Development; Mrigdava, Royal Deer Preserve; Site of Buddha's First Sermon; by Vincent J. Bellafiore and Linda A. Irvine; ph. pl. ill.; p.76-78; Dec 89; LA

INDIANA
Columbus; County Jail; Hisaka Associates; m. pl.; p.85; Aug 89; PA
Fort Wayne; Residence; Waterford Plantation; Masterpiece Homes; ph. pl.; p.130; Oct 89; B
Indianapolis; Children's Museum; Addition; Woollen & Molzan; ph. p.78-81; Aug 89; AR
Merriville; New Town; Village of Deerfield; Firm's Computer-Assisted Method for Designing New Towns; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ill. pl. table; p.86-88; May 89; PA

INDONESIA
Jakarta; Office Building; High Rise; Corporate Headquarters; Paul Rudolph and Johannes H. Gunawan; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.74, 82-85; Jan 89; AR

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
Advanced Technology Center; Canada, Alberta, Edmonton; Earth Sheltering; Barry Johns; ph. pl. sec.; p.93; Feb 89; PA
Air Lines Reservations and Training Center; Utah, Salt Lake City; Lord & Sargent and MHT Architects; ph. pl. det. sec.; p.128-131; May 89; AR
Auto Auction Lot; Florida, Jacksonville; Jury Comments; Amy Christie Anderson; pl. sec. dia. m.; p.98-99; Jan 89; PA
Bear Headquarters and Plant, 1880's; Missouri, St. Louis; Anheuser-Busch Complex; by Allen Freeman; ph. p.92-93; Apr 89; A
California, Rockland; Landscaping and Parking for Industrial Building; Herman Miller; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph. p.58-59; July 89; PA
Electronic Assembly Factory, Apple Computer; California, Fremont; John Holey; ph. p.108-109; Apr 89; INT
Engineering Building; New York, Corning; Davis & Brody; ph. pl. axon.; p.118-119; Apr 89; INT
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING (Cont’d)

Entrance to Power Plant; Czechoslovakia, Brno, Near; Memorial Sculpture; Ivan Ruller and Tomas Ruller and Karel Rechlik: ph.; p.86; Sept 89; A

Factory for Fiberboard and Other Products; Austria, St. Veit’Glan, Carinthia; Coop Himmelblau: ph. sec. elev. axon.; p.90-91; Aug 89; AR

Furniture Design and Development Complex; Michigan, Holland; Package Farm Buildings, Herman Miller; Jury Comments; Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle, ill. pl. sec. elev.; p.86-87; Jan 89; PA

Furniture Factory; West Germany, Hannover, Near; Frei Otto: ph. pl.; p.120-123; Jan 89; INT

Furniture Plant Landscape, Herman Miller; California, Rockland; Landscape by Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; Frank O. Gehry: ph.; p.60-61; Nov 89; LA

Printer’s Shop; California, San Francisco; Paulett Taggart: ph.; p.138-139; Feb 89; INT

Water Tank; Alejandro Elizondo: ph.; p.177; Sept 89; INT

Women’s Clothing Factory Addition and Renovation; California, Los Angeles; Michael Burch: ph. pl.; p.90-91; Feb 89; PA

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Corning Glass Products; ph.; p.126-127; Apr 89; INT

Manual Fax; Lisa Krohn: ph.; p.182; Sept 89; INT

Survey of Work of Italian Industrial Design Firm; Alessi: ph. ill.; p.104-107; Mid-Sept 89; AR

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, STRUCTURAL

INSULATION

Baffles for Roof Sheathing Ventilation With Insulation; by Arthur W. Johnson; det.; p.106; June 89; B

Circumventing Chlorofluorocarbons in Building; by Barbara Golter Heller, dia.; p.125-126; Mar 89; A

Evaluating Roof Insulation Systems; by Steve Hardy; sec. dia. chart; p.103-105; Aug 89; A

Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems; by Mark F. Williams and Barbara Lamp Williams; ph. dia. det. biblio.; p.101-108; Oct 89; PA

Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems; Light-weight, Economical and Versatile; Quality Control During Installation; by James S. Russell; ph. det. dia. table; p.124-127; July 89; AR

Foam-Insulation Boards Without CFC; table; p.134-135; Oct 89; AR

Radiant Barrier Systems for Hot Climates; by Philip Fairey; ph. dia. sec. det.; p.97; Feb 89; PA

INSULATION (Cont’d)

Radiant Barrier; On the Use, Effectiveness and Cost, Manufacturers; by Larry Degelman and Rhonda Snider: p.11-13, 49-58; Jan 89; CB

Roof Ventilation and Insulation; by Arthur W. Johnson; det.; p.224; May 89; B

See GLASS, SOLAR also

INSURANCE

See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE

INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION

Teaching Children Design; by Elizabeth Goldman; ph.; p.58, 60, 63; Oct 89; ID

INTERIOR DESIGN

AIA Revised Resolution on Licensing; p.32; June 89; A

American Versus Foreign Design and Manufacturers; by Paul Brayton; ph.; p.44, 46; July 89; ID

Annual Design Awards; ph. pl.; p.160-193; Jan 89; INT

Architects and Designers, Thirty and Under; ph.; p.165-197; Sept 89; INT

Battle Over Licensing of Interior Designers; Editorial; p.9; Mar 89; PA

Billing Rates Survey; by Andrew Loebelson; chart; p.80, 82; Apr 89; ID

Computer Software for Interior Designers; by Mitt Jones; ph. pl. ill.; p.184-187; Aug 89; ID

Consultants for Information to the Design Community; Barnes & Brandt: ph.; p.129; Jan 89; INT

Deregulation of 1992 European Community; Effect on Interior Designers; by Diane Barnes; ph.; p.74, 78, 80; Nov 89; ID

Design Fees, Various Methods of Computing; by Charles D. Gandy; ph.; p.74-76; Aug 89; ID

Design in the Soviet Union; U.S.S.R.; —; by Jo Ann Wooding; ph.; p.70, 72; May 89; ID

Designer’s Work with CRS Sirrine; Scott Strasser: ph. pl.; p.133-157, 200; Jan 89; INT

Designer-Supplier Arrangements; Deposit/Proforma Practice; by Jerrold M. Sonet and Alan M. Siegel; ph.; p.106, 110; June 89; ID

Firm Profile, Their Work; Neil Frankel, Principal; Perkins & Will; ph. charts; p.270-285; May 89; INT

Five Companies Honored for Good Design; Apple, ESPRIT, IBM, JP Morgan, Corning Glass; ill.; p.158-159; Jan 89; INT

Hall of Fame Inductees; ph.; p.121-127; Dec 89; ID

I Love New York; New York, New York; Special Issue on the City; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.198+; Sept 89; ID

Industry Survey; Total and Projected Product Sales; charts; p.109-113; Feb 89; INT

Interior Design Licensing; Editorial; p.9, 25; Feb 89; AR
ITALY (Cont'd)

Novoli; New Town Design Workshop; Lawrence Halprin; by Sally Woodbridge; ill.; p.32-34; Dec 89; LA

Rome; Fascist Era New Town. Primavalle: 'Borgate'; Giorgio Guido; by Ferruccio Trabalzi; ph. pl.; p.38-46; Spring 89; JAE

Sardinia, Porto Cervo: Resort Community Planning; Costa Smeralda: Morgan Wheelock; by Jonathan Walters; ph.; p.35; Dec 89; LA

ITALY (Cont'd)

Interior Designer; Urges Proper Use of Living Spaces; ph.; p.41-42; Mar 89; CB

Interior Designers Brochure Winners; ph.; p.85; Mar 89; INT

MIRM Annual Awards; Marketing Examples; Signage, Landscaping, Sales Offices, Interiors; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.98-113; Feb 89; B

Material Wealth, Fabrics; Characteristics. MIRM Annual Awards; Marketing Examples. ph.; p.228-231; Nov 89; ID

New Interiors Market Opportunities for the Year 2020; Discussion Report; by Amy C. Edmondson; p.41, 43, 44; Aug 89; INT

New York, New York; Kips Bay Show House; Various Designers; ph.; p.176-183; Aug 89; ID

One Hundred Largest Firms; Averages Analysis; tables; p.142-154; Jan 89; ID

One Hundred Largest Interior Design Firms; Analysis of Practice, charts; p.117-128; July 89; ID

Record Interiors; Entire Issue; ph. pl. iso. sec. ill. det.; p.49-125; Mid-Sept 89; AR

Seismic Performance of Interiors; by Christopher Arnold; pl.; p.111-114; Apr 89; A

Socially Compassionate Design; Survey of Projects; ph.; p.82-89; Dec 89; INT

Socially Conscious Design; Survey of Projects; ph.; pl.; p.71-99; Dec 89; INT

See ARCHITECTURE, LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE, Specific Building Type also

JAPAN

—; Development of Parks and Greenspace; ph.; p.27; Mar 89; LA

—; Karaza Theater; Portable Theater, Assembled in Two Weeks; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. ill. dia.; p.77; 90-93; Mar 89; AR

—; New Influences on Public Spaces; Three Parks; by Yoji Sasaki; ph.; p.24-26; Mar 89; LA

—; Review of Current Architecture; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph.; p.52-57; Sept 89; A

—; The Market for American Architectural Services in Japan; by Abner A. Layne; ph. pl.; p.33, 35; Mar 89; AR

Bathing Customs; Traditional Bathing Standards; ill. ph.; p.270-275; Apr 89; ID

Chiba; Resort Community, Wallace, Roberts & Todd; ill. pl.; p.99; Nov 89; LA

Fukuoka; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Tigerman & McCurry; iso. pl.; p.35; Mar 89; AR

Fukuoka; Housing Projects, Conference on Urban Design; by Various U.S. Architects; ph. m.; p.39-40, 42; Oct 89; PA

Izu Peninsula; Golf Club; Robert A. M. Stern; ill. elev.; p.69; Jan 89; A

Nagoya; Art Museum; Municipal Museum of Modern Art; Kisho Kurokawa; ph. pl. axon.; p.246-253; June 89; ID

Ninomiya; Residence; Adele Naude Santos; ph. pl. axon.; p.82-85; Dec 89; PA

Osaka; International Airport; Renzo Piano; pl. ill. m.; p.67; June 89; AR

Osaka; International Garden Exposition; by Marc P. Keane; pl.; p.28; Mar 89; LA

Seishin; Seishin Takata Park; Satoshi Nakami; ph. pl.; p.24-26; Mar 89; LA

Shiga Prefecture; Buddhist Temple Complex; Myodo Kyo Kai, Near Kyoto; Robert Murase; ph. pl. axon.; p.86-90; Mar 89; LA

Tokyo, Near; Golf Club; Morphosis; m.; p.107; Oct 89; INT

Tokyo; Art Museum for the Blind and Partially Blind; Hiroshi Naito; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Dec 89; INT

Tokyo; Challenges of Overcrowding; by James Fallows; ph.; p.29-30; Mar 89; LA

Tokyo; Computer Showrooms in Science Center; Teapia; Maki Associates; by Lynne Breslin; ph. pl.; p.84-93; Oct 89; AR

Tokyo; Dai-ichi Tokyo Bay Hotel; Ornament Treatment; Ellerbe & Becket and Kajima Corporation; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.132-137; May 89; AR
JAPAN (Cont'd)

Tokyo; Imperial Hotel Design, History and Other Work; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Michael Kopp; ph. ill.; p.72-75; Jan 89; A
Tokyo; Office Building; Middle Rise; Morphosis; m. pl.; p.106; Oct 89; INT
Tokyo; Residence Designs, 1911 to 1923; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Michael Kopp; ph. ill.; p.72-75; Jan 89; A
Tokyo; Two Showrooms in New Building; Eisenman Architects and K Architects; m. sec.; p.91; Oct 89; PA
Yokohama; Restaurant; Zest; Hiroshi Shioi; ph.; p.264-265; May 89; INT

KITCHEN

Custom Builder Role in Kitchen Design; Reader's Poll; p.29-31; Apr 89; CB
Custom Kitchen Cabinets; ph.; p.40; Apr 89; CB
Dealing With New Fair-Housing Rules; Barrier-Free Kitchen and Bathroom Plans; iso. ph. biblio.; p.56-57, 60; June 89; B
Designing the Custom Kitchen; by Thomas J. McCaghren; ph. p.15-17; Apr 89; CB
Illinois, Chicago; Poolhouse Kitchen; Quinn & Sears; ph.; p.210; July 89; ID
Kitchen and Bar Sinks; Survey; by Tim Schett; ph.; p.12-20+; Sept 89; CB
Kitchen and Bath Memorable Features; Examples; by Richard Binsacca; ph.; p.60-69; Sept 89; B
New York, New York; Renovated Kitchen; Bromley & Jacobsen; ph.; p.206-207; July 89; ID
New York, New York; Renovated Kitchen; Clodagh; ph.; p.210-211; July 89; ID
New York, New York; Renovated Kitchen; Florence Perchuk; ph.; p.212-213; July 89; ID
New York, New York; Renovated Kitchen; Kuby, Brothers & Winslow; ph.; p.208; July 89; ID
Ohio, Shaker Heights; Renovation; Lawrence K. Man; ph. pl.; p.84; Oct 89; A
Refrigerator Makers Face CFC Dilemma; by Alex Wilson; iso.; p.40-41; Aug 89; CB
Refrigerators, Review; ph.; p.52-53; Aug 89; CB
Refrigerators, Top of the Line; Survey; ph.; p.14-22; Aug 89; CB
Renovated Kitchen; Leonard Braunschweiger; ph.; p.209; July 89; ID
Renovation; Maryland, Monkton; Rebecca Swanston; ph.; p.162-163; Oct 89; B
Restaurant Kitchen Design; by Regina Baraban and Joseph Durocher; ill. dia.; p.214-215; July 89; ID

KUWAIT (Cont'd)

Library; Kuwait University; Interiors by Perkins & Will; PACE; pl. axon.; p.286-287; May 89; INT

LABORATORY

Naval Weapons Laboratory; California, Port Hueneme; Ross & Wou; ph. pl.; p.99; Nov 89; INT
See RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY also

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Education
Profile of Landscape Architecture Programs; Faculty Statistics; by James F. Palmer; ph. tables; p.106-108; Apr 89; LA

Annual Landscape Architecture Design Awards; Entire Issue; by Michael Lecce; ph. m. ill.; p.43-119; Nov 89; LA
Architects Working With Landscape Architects; by Timothy B. McDonald; ill.; p.134-135; Sept 89; A
Asset Management and Residential Growth; Opportunities for Landscape Architects; by Andy Leon Harney; ill.; p.96-98; Mar 89; LA
Brief Survey of Firm's Work; Land Studio; ph. axon.; p.60-81; July 89; PA
Career of Landscape Architect; Netherlands, —; Nico De Longer; by Frederick Steiner; ph.; p.76-79; Aug 89; LA
Drawings and Measured Drawings of European Gardens and Villas; His Work, Teaching; Landscape Architect; Norman Newton; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. ill.; p.92-97; Apr 89; LA
European Borders Are Opening to Landscape Architects; by Robert Holdren; pl.; p.35; Apr 89; LA
Landscape Architect's Career, Work; Robert Zion; by Andrew Decker; ph. pl.; p.100-104; Jan 89; LA
Landscape Architect's Work and Career; Robert Murase; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p.86-90; Mar 89; LA
Landscape Architect's Work and Firm; Her Career; Carol R Johnson; by Heidi Landecker; ph. pl.; p.80-85; June 89; LA
Landscape Architecture; Florida, Orlando; Examples; by Chuck Twardy; p.28, 30, 32; Oct 89; LA
Landscape Architecture; Poland; —; Type of Projects; by Alina Boleslawicz and Noel Moffit; ph.; p.30-31; June 89; LA
Landscape Design Traditions; Yugoslavia; —; Public Spaces; by Sonja Jurkovic; ph.; p.24-26; June 89; LA
LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE (Cont’d)

Nature and the City; Integrating Social and Environmental Goals; by Michael Hough; ill.; p.41-43; Sept 89; LA

New American Landscape; Special Issue on New Directions in Landscape Architecture; ph. pl. axon.; p.51-83; July 89; PA

Places About Air; Places About Mind; Painter, Sculptor and Landscape Architect’s Work; Ron Wigginton; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.116-124; Oct 89; PA

Profile of Career; Philosophy of Landscape Architect; Richard Haag; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. p.80-86; Sept 89; LA

Survey of Firm’s Landscape Work, PA Profile; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph. pl. m.; p.56-65; July 89; PA

Survey of Firm’s Landscape Work; PA Profile; Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph. axon. m. ill.; p.53-54, 72-77; July 89; PA

Survey of Firm’s Landscape Work; PA Profile; Hargreaves Associates; ph. m. ill.; p.66-71; July 89; PA

Survey of Work and Canadian Landscape Architect; Cornelia Oberlander; by Michael Lecese; ph.; p.64-69; Dec 89; PA

See CITY PLANNING, CIVIC CENTER, GARDEN, PLAZA, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN also

LANDSCAPE DESIGN,
TECHNIQUES (Cont’d)

Geotextiles as Vertical Drains in Soil; Horizontal Filters and Drains, Embankments, iso. det.; p.207-208; May 89; A

Interlocking Concrete Pavements; ph. sec.; p.111-112; Dec 89; PA

Landscape Design in Great Basin Desert; Utah; —; Study for Industrial/Business Park; by Jan L. Streifel; ph.; p.112-114; Jan 89; LA

Landcape Design to Respond to Natural and Manmade Dynamics; by Greg McPherson; pl.; p.128; Mar 89; LA

MIRM Annual Awards; Marketing Examples, Signage, Landscaping, Sales Offices, Interiors; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.98-113; Feb 89; B

Native Plants in Dry Landscaping; California; —; Water Conserving Landscapes, Examples; Isabel Green; by John Chase; ph.; p.64-68; June 89; LA

Nature in the City; by Anne Whiston Spim; ph.; p.112; Sept 89; LA

Placing and Survival of Trees in the City; Discussion of Landscape Designers; ph.; p.52-55; Sept 89; LA

Puerto Rico; Bridge Between House and Studio in Rain Forest; George Warner; ph. pl. p.68-69; Oct 89; A

Reedesigning the Community Watershed; by Robert Thayer, Jr.; ph.; p.160; Oct 89; LA

Saving Trees in Construction; ph.; p.134; May 89; B

Saving the Urban Tree; Disease and Other Hazards; by Michael Lecese; ph.; p.44-49; Sept 89; LA

Terra-Cotta Used in Landscape Design; by Daniel Winterbottom; ph. ill.; p.102-106; May 89; LA

Urban Islands; Urban Trees; by Nina Bassuk and Peter Towbridge; ph.; p.130-131; Oct 89; LA

See LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE also

LAW

Architects’ Site Decisions; a Test Case; by Norman Coplan; p.51-52, 54, 56; Nov 89; PA

Asbestos Update; ph.; p.218; Jan 89; ID

Bidding and Selection; p.49, 54-57; Dec 89; PA

Builders Sue Over Housing Prepayment Rule; p.156; Jan 89; B

City Law Aids Disabled; New York; by Edie Lee Cohen; p.182-183; Feb 89; ID

Concurrency, Infrastructure Fees; ill. table; p.38-39, 42; June 89; B

Copyrighting Architectural Plans; p.12, Mar 89; CB

Copyrights Sought for Architecture; U.S. Copyright Office Report; p.28, 30, 32; Oct 89; PA

Development Exactions Imposed by Local Governments as a Condition of Approval; Specific Illegal Exactions; by David K. Jones; p.53, 58, 61, Apr 89; PA

Ethical Standards; Recent Developments; by Robert Greenstreet; p.43, 46, 48, July 89; PA
**LAW (Cont'd)**

Forcing Arbitration by Either Party of a Contract; p.33; Oct 89; AR

Hazardous Building Sites; Risk to Buyer and Builder; p.152, 156; May 89; B

Liability Insurance and Construction-Cost Estimate Problems; by Arthur T. Kornblut; ph.: p.31; Apr 89; AR

Liability Roundtable; p.49-50, 52, 54-55; Feb 89; PA

New Model Owner/Design-Professional Agreement; Critique; by Arthur T. Kornblut; ph.; p.29, 31; Feb 89; PA

Paying Consultants; by Norman Coplan; p.53, 56; Jan 89; PA

Pitfalls in Protecting Designs from Others; Copyright, Other Laws; by Steven A. Glazer; p.37, 39; May 89; AR

Practicing Architecture as a Corporation; by Carl M. Sapers; ph.; p.39; Sept 89; AR

Project Documentation: Important in a Lawsuit; by C. Jaye Berger; ill.; p.55-56; May 89; PA

Rent Control Studies; ph.; p.175; Jan 89; AR

Rent Control Studies; ph.; p.175; Jan 89; B

Slander Laws, Pitfalls; Case Citations; by Arthur T. Kornblut; ph.; p.37, 39; May 89; AR

Threat to Licensing; Architects Deletated in Specifiers Called as Expert Witnesses; by Walter Rosenfeld; p.53, 56, 58; Apr 89; PA

Third-Party Suits With No Contract; by Norman Coplan; p.59-60, 62; Sept 89; PA

Waiving Liens; by Norman Coplan; p.43, 46; Aug 89; PA

Warranties on Building Products: What They Are, How They Work; by Michael T. Chusid; p.43, 49, 50; Aug 89; PA

Who Will Design Buildings for Human Habitation?; Interview of Milton Lunch; Engineers Entering Field of Building Design; by Carl M. Sapers; ph.; p.41-42; July 89; AR

Workable Firm Ownership Transitions; Employee Stock Ownership Plans: Evaluating Firm's Worth; by Carl M. Sapers; pl.; p.37, 39, 41; Jan 89; AR

See CITY PLANNING, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, SPECIFICATIONS, ZONING also

**LEGAL**

See LAW

**LIBRARY**

American Memorial Library, Addition; West Germany, Berlin; Steven Hall; m. pl.; p.35; Sept 89; PA

American Memorial Library; West Germany, Berlin; Fritz Borremann; m. pl.; p.65; June 89; AR

Brenthurst Library; South Africa, Johannesburg; Hallen & Theron; ph.; p.20; Spring 89; JAE

**LIBRARY (Cont'd)**

Canadian Centre for Architecture; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Architecture Museum; Exterior Wall Details; Peter Rose, ph. pl. sec. det.; p.68-77; 135; Aug 89; PA

Canadian Centre for Architecture; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Critique; Peter Rose; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p.57-61; Aug 89; AR

Canadian Centre for Architecture; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Library and Other Archives, Critique; Peter Rose; by John Pastier; ph. elev.; p.19-21, 23; July 89; A

Canadian Centre for Architecture; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Peter Rose and Phyllis Lambert; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Sept 89; A

Central City Library; Illinois, Chicago; Jury Comments; SEBUS; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.103-105; Jan 89; PA

City Library; France, Villeurbanne; Window and Glass Block Details; Mario Botta and Urs Kulling; ph. pl. axon. ill.; p.98-105, 151; Mar 89; PA

Folger Shakespeare Library; District of Columbia. Washington, AIA Honor Award; Hartman & Cox; ph.; p.138-139; May 89; A

Public Library; New Jersey, Morristown, Addition and Renovation; Short & Ford; ph. pl.; p.60-61; Oct 89; A

Regional Library; California, San Juan Capistrano; Critique; Michael Graves; by John Pastier; ph. pl. axon. ill.; p.64-67; Dec 89; A

Suburban Library; Georgia, Jonesboro; AIA Honor Award; Scogin, Elam & Bray; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. elev.; p.158-161; May 89; A

See UNIVERSITY/LIBRARY also

**LIGHTING**

Custom Lighting Design; Residential; by Kathryn Stechert Black; ph.; p.24-28; Nov 89; CB

Daylighting in Four New Museums; ph. sec. elev.; p.150-153; May 89; AR

Design Process for Lighting; by Howard Brandston; tables; p.126-129; May 89; ID

Electronic Systems; Video/Data Systems; Wiring for Computers; HVAC Controls; Lighting Controls; Integrated Systems; ph. pl. sec. det. ill.; p.98-101; May 89; PA

Fiber Optic Lights in Landscape; by David Lewinson; ph.; p.104-105; Apr 89; LA

Fluorescent Fluctuations; chart; p.48; Nov 89; INT

Furniture Display and Lamp; Karim Rashid; ph.; p.190; Sept 89; INT

Furniture, Lamps, Sculpture; New Designs by Architects and Designers; ph. ill.; p.70-73; Oct 89; A

Home Video Store; California, Granada Hills; Neon Lighting; Byron B. Savage; ph. pl.; p.54-55; Feb 89; INT

Improved Fluorescent Lamps and Fixtures; ph.; p.70; May 89; INT

Lamps and Objects for Interiors; Berrux, Moretti & Oriol; ph.; p.168; Sept 89; INT
LIGHTING (Cont'd)

Lamps, Lighting World International; ph.; p.116-117; Aug 89; INT
Light Sources, Lamps; by Michael D. White; ph.; p.164-165++; Aug 89; ID
Lighting Fixture Manufacturers Directory; tables; p.51-80; Apr 89; INT
Lighting Plan on Limited Budget; for Computer Associates; CRS Sirrine and Theo Kondos; ph.; p.38; Jan 89; INT
New Strides in Daylighting; by Stephen E. Selkowitz; ph. dia. sec.; p.94-95; Feb 89; PA
New York, New York; National Resources Defense Council Headquarters; New Energy-Saving Techniques; Remodeled; Croxton Collaborative; ph. pl. sec.; p.128-133; Oct 89; AR
Nightlighting the Custom Home; Lighting Manufacturers; by Daniel L. Kesterson; ph.; p.23-28; June 89; CB
Personalized Office Systems; Individual Control of Lighting, Air; ph.; p.250-251; May 89; ID
Skylight Handbook and Software; Jury Comments: Stephen Selkowitz et al.; ph. dia.; p.125; Jan 89; PA
Spanish Designed Furniture and Lamps; ph.; p.108-111; July 89; INT
The Light of Color; Understanding Spaces; ph.; p.62, 66; Sept 89; INT
Use and Misuse of the Lighting Designer; by Jules Horton; p.182, 184; Mar 89; ID

LITERATURE

Tableau de Paris; France, Paris; Revolutionary Look at Louis Sebastien Mercier’s Topographic Description of the City; by Richard Becherer; ill. pl. biblio.; p.3-14; Summer 89; JAE

LOUISIANA

Mer Rouge; Residential Development; Farmers Home Administration Housing Projects; Low-Income; Wenzel Associates; ph. pl.; p.58-59; July 89; A
New Orleans; Art Gallery; Arthur Roger Gallery; Wellington and Patricia Reiter and John Chrestia; ph. pl. axon.; p.58-59; Oct 89; A
New Orleans; Convention Center Expansion; Perez, Billes & Manning; pl. ill.; p.81; Feb 89; PA

MAINE (Cont’d)

Great Cranberry Island; Residence; Peter Forbes; ph. pl. iso.; p.82-87; Mid-Apr 89; AR
Kennebunkport; Residence; Factory Built; Classic Post & Beam; ph. pl.; p.130; Apr 89; B

MALL

See PLAZA, SHOPPING CENTER, URBAN DESIGN

MARYLAND

Annapolis, Near; Life Core Complex and Active Adult Community; Crab Creek; Cochran, Stephenson & Donkervoet; pl. ill.; p.88, 91; Nov 89; PA
Baltimore; Rowing Club Boat House; Ayers, Saint & Gross; ph. axon.; p.72-73; Feb 89; A
Baltimore; Zoo; Maryland Wilderness Exhibit; Land Design Research; pl. sec.; p.19; Nov 89; LA
Georges County; Office Building; Middle Rise; International Headquarters; Joseph Boggs; ml. pl.; p.36; Apr 89; PA
Howard County; Centennial Reservoir and Park; Land Design Research; ph. pl.; p.19; Nov 89; LA
Monkton; Kitchen; Renovation; Rebecca Swanston; ph. pl.; p.162-163; Oct 89; B
Woodlawn; Smart House, Testing, Training; elev. pl.; p.180; Jan 89; B

MASONRY

Brick Paving; For a City Plaza; sec.; p.107-108; Dec 89; PA
Brick Veneer with Steel Stud Backup Analyzed; Waterproofing; det. table; p.116-119; Mar 89; AR
Clay Brick Flooring, Interiors; ph.; p.60-61; Oct 89; CB
Combining Masonry and Brick; by Stephen Szoke and Hugh C. MacDonald; sec. det. iso.; p.103-106; Jan 89; A
Differences in Concrete and Masonry Grout Technology; by Christine Beall; det. ill.; p.123-124; Apr 89; A
Epoxies as Admixtures; Concrete and Grout; p.129-131; Apr 89; A
Granite, Marble Counter Tops and Bath Uses; ph.; p.40; May 89; CB
High Rise Building’s CarraraFacing to Be Replaced; ph. iso. det.; p.26; Oct 89; A
Interlocking Concrete Pavements; ph. sec.; p.111-112; Dec 89; PA
Preventing Wind Driven Rain Penetrating Brick Walls; sec.; p.48; Mar 89; CB
Thin Stone, Perils and Safeguards; by Forrest Wilson; ph.; p.96-97; Feb 89; A
Tools That Cut Stone; Diamond Saws; by Forrest Wilson; ph.; p.98-99; Feb 89; A
Weatherproof Masonry Walls; ill. det. sec.; p.133-136; Mar 89; A

MAINE

Deer Isle; Arts and Crafts School; Haystack Mountain School; Twenty-Five Years Old; Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl. elev.; p.60-63; Feb 89; A
Great Cranberry Island; Residence; Peter Forbes; ph. pl. iso.; p.82-87; Mid-Apr 89; AR
MASSACHUSETTS

Boston; Near; Residence Estate Pavilion and Landscape; Marion Blackwell and James Heroux; ph. pl axon.; p. 76-77; Oct 89; A

Boston; Apartment Building; Low Cost; City Design Collaborative; pl. ill.; p. 112; Oct 89; B

Boston; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Remodeled Church, Fire Station, Structure; Notter, Finegold & Alexander and Biolasky & Manders; by June Fletcher et al.; ph. pl.; p. 80-83; Dec 89; B

Boston; Apartment, Offices, Retail; Heritage on the Garden; Compared with San Francisco Development; Architects Collaborative; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-127; May 89; AR

Boston; Brigham and Women's Hospital Addition; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl.; p. 68-69; June 89; A

Boston; Brigham and Women's Hospital Ambulatory Services; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz and Tsoi & Kubos; ph. pl. axon.; Apr 89; AR

Boston; County Jail; Stubbins Associates; m. pl.; p. 84; Aug 89; PA

Boston; Furniture Showroom, Leigh Spence; Cooper Group; ph. pl.; p. 76; Nov 89; INT

Boston; Furniture Showroom; Herman Miller's Office Pavilion; Jung & Brannen; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl.; p. 50-53; June 89; A

Boston; Hub Club, Restaurant and Nightclub; Tamarkin & Tschler; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; Nov 89; A

Boston; Hynes Convention Center; Expansion and Remodeling of 1960's Auditorium; Canopy Details; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl. sec. det. ill.; p. 65-77, 175; May 89; PA

Boston; Hynes Convention Center; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 321; Aug 89; A

Boston; Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; Stubbins Associates; ph. pl.; p. 224-227; Nov 89; ID

Boston; Interiors; Commission for Deaf Offices; Carter Company; ph. pl.; p. 84; Dec 89; INT

Boston; Interiors; Law Offices; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p. 248-253; Oct 89; ID

Boston; Japanese Garden of the Heart of Heaven; Museum of Fine Arts; Kinsaku Nakane; ph. p. 13; Jan 89; LA

Boston; Mixed-Use; Apartments, Retail and Parking; Heritage on the Garden; Architects Collaborative; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p. 54-55; Nov 89; A

Boston; Multi-Use Project; Apartment, Offices, Retail; Rowes Wharf; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p. 176; Oct 89; B

Boston; Office Building; High Rise; 75 State Street; Critique; Graham Gund and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; Dec 89; A

Boston; Office Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled 1918 Warehouse; Frank O. Gehry and Schwartz & Silver; ph. pl.; p. 68-73; Feb 89; PA

Boston; Plaza Restaurant, Does Not Invite Participation; Only Viewing; by William H. Whyte; ph.; p. 120; Aug 89; LA

Boston; Public Arts Program in Transit Station; Sculpture, Wall Murals; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Nov 89; INT

MASSACHUSETTS (Cont'd)

Boston; Rooftop Additions to Four Downtown Buildings; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl. 68-73; Nov 89; A

Boston; Southwest Corridor Park; Linear Parks Along Transitway; Roy Mann and Others; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p. 70-73; May 89; LA

Boston; Terminal at Logan Airport; Art in Terminal; Cambridge Seven and Burns & McDonnell; ph.; p. 141; June 89; AR

Boston; Townhouse; Rowhouses on Waterfront; Low-Income; Charleston Navy Yard; William Rawn; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p. 54-57; July 89; A

Boston; Urban Square; Copley Square, Reconstruction; Dean Abbott; ph. pl. ill.; p. 54-61; Aug 89; LA

Boston; Wellman Research Building; Payette Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p. 94-99; Mar 89; A

Boston; Zoo; Tropical Forest Pavilion; Huygens, DiMella & Shaffer; ph. pl.; p. 92; 100-101; Aug 89; AR

Cambridge; Architecture and Planning Library; Addition; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Schwartz & Silver; ill.; p. 37; Apr 89; PA

Cambridge; Busch-Reisinger Germanic Art Museum; Harvard University; Gwathmey & Siegel; iso. pl.; p. 38; Sept 89; PA

Cambridge; Harvard's Deteriorating Concrete Building Facades; by Elena Marchese Moreno; ph. sec. det. ill.; p. 99-101; Jan 89; A

Cambridge; Historic House Divided into Two Apartments; Ivan Bereznik; ph. pl.; p. 89; Dec 89; B

Cambridge; Park; John F. Kennedy Park; Carol R. Johnson; ph. pl.; p. 80-83; June 89; LA

Cambridge; Whitehead Institute, Roof-Top Garden; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; July 89; PA

Canton; Landscape; CODEX Headquarters; Landscape Design by Hanna & Olin; Koetter & Kim; ph.; p. 52-55; Nov 89; LA

Canton; Recreation Center; Massachusetts Hospital School for Physically Disabled; Gourley, Richmond & Mitchell; ph. pl.; p. 83-84; Dec 89; INT

Cape Cod; Vacation House; Childs, Bertman, Tseckares & Casendino; ph. pl.; p. 132; Apr 89; B

Chestnut Hill; Residence; Addition; Stein Associates; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; Oct 89; A

East Cambridge; Lechmere Canal Park; Carol R. Johnson; ph.; p. 74; Nov 89; LA

Ipswich; Residence; Country Club Housing; Huygens, DiMella & Shaffer; ph. pl.; p. 168-169; Oct 89; B

Ipswich; Residence; Meadowview Farm; Childs, Bertman, Tseckares & Casendino; ph. pl.; p. 152-153; July 89; B

Lincoln; Restoration of 1938 Gropius House; Walter Gropius; ph.; p. 111-112; Apr 89; PA

Marion; Residence; Peter Forbes; ph. pl.; p. 138; Apr 89; B

Martha's Vineyard; Ice Vine Garden; Michael Van Valkenburg; ph. pl.; p. 76; July 89; PA

Martha's Vineyard; Residence; AIA Honor Award; Steven Holl; by Michael J. Cribbie; ph. pl. axon. sec. elev.; p. 140-143; May 89; A
MASSACHUSETTS (Cont’d)

Mashpee, Cape Cod; Mashpee Commons, Commercial Center; First Phase, New Town; Prellwitz & Chilinski and Ellenwseg Associates and Orr & Taylor; ph. pl.; p.84-89; Mar 89; AR

Nantucket; Beach House; Terry Wilson Vaughan; ph. sec elev.; p.82-83; Oct 89; A

Nantucket; Residential Development; Residence; Nashaquisset; Linea 5; ph. pl.; p.154-155; Oct 89; B

Newton; Residential Development; Townhouse; Ledgebrooke; Huygens, DiMella & Shaffer; ph. pl.; p.170-171; Oct 89; B

Ocean Edge; Endicott Village; Accessory Rental Unit in Townhouse; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Feb 89; B

Randolph; Serano DNA Lab; Symmes, Maini & McKee; ph. pl.; p.94-99; Mar 89; A

Richmond; Residence; Landscape; Large Site; Child Associates; ph.; p.84; Nov 89; LA

South Hadley; Shopping Center; Village Commons, Downtown; Graham Gund; ph. sec.; p.96-97; 102-103; Sept 89; AR

Tewksbury; Office Building; Low Rise; Apple Hill Central; Koetter & Kim; elev. pl.; p.33; Apr 89; PA

Western; Ski Villages, Heritage Greylock and Sugarloaf; Shepley, Bullfinch, Richardson & Abbott and SWA Group and James Reeves; by Cathryn M. Delude; ph. pl.; p.70-72; Mar 89; LA

Worcester; Apartment Development; The Landing; Claude Miquell; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Aug 89; B

Yarmouth Point; Townhouse; Kings Way; DNB; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Nov 89; B

MECHANICAL SYSTEM

See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND VENTILATING, SOLAR

MEMORIAL

Astronauts Memorial, Kennedy Space Center; Florida, Merritt Island; Jury Comments; Holt, Hinshaw, Pau & Jones; elev. pl. ill. sec.; p.68-70; Jan 89; PA

Entrance to Power Plant; Czechoslovakia, Brno, Near; Memorial Sculpture; Ivan Ruller and Tomas Ruller and Karel Rechlik; ph. pl.; p.86; Sept 89; A

Korean War Memorial; District of Columbia, Washington; Winning Design; Veronica Burns-Lucases et al.; m.; p.17; Oct 89; LA

Strawberry Fields, Central Park; New York, New York; Memorial to John Lennon; Bruce Kelley and David Varnell; ph. pl.; p.85; Nov 89; LA

MEXICO (Cont’d)

Mexico City; Parque Tezozomoc; Urban Park; Grupo De Diseño Urbano; ph.; p.49-51; Nov 89; LA

Mexico City; Residence; With Studio; Albin, Vasconcelos & Elizondo; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Dec 89; PA

Tolula; Mexican Cultural Center; Pedro Ramirez Vazquez; by Mario Schjetnan; ph. pl.; p.50-53; Aug 89; LA

Villahermosa; Walkway in Park and Zoo; Teodoro Gonzalez et al.; ph. pl.; p.50-53; Aug 89; LA

MICHIGAN

Cascade; West Michigan Idea House; Schmidt, Cowles & DePersia; ph. elev.; p.31-35; July 89; CB

Detroit; Zoo Entrance; Landscape by Johnson, Johnson & Roy; Smith, Hinchman & Grylis; ph. pl.; p.69; Nov 89; LA

Eastern Shore; Weekend House; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. elev.; p.74-75; Aug 89; A

Franklin; Residence; Neumann & Smith; ph. pl. axon.; p.70-73; Aug 89; A

Gaines Township; Office Building; Middle Rise; Steelcase Corporate Development Center; WBDC; ph. pl. sec.; p.198-203; Aug 89; ID

Grand Rapids; Applied Technology Center; Junio College, Ferris State College; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. axon.; p.284-285; May 89; INT

Grand Rapids; Frank Lloyd Wright House; Restored; AIA Honor Award; Titon & Lewis; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl.; p.152-155; May 89; A

Holland; Furniture Design and Development Complex; Package Farm Buildings, Herman Miller, Jury Comments; Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle; ill. pl. sec.; p.86-87; Jan 89; PA

Midland; Residence; Original by Alden B. Dow; Redesign; Dow, Howell & Gilmore; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Aug 89; A

Troy; Office Building; Middle Rise; Uses of Glass Block; Rosetti Associates; ph. det.; p.110; Mar 89; PA

MINNESOTA

Minneapolis; Architects’ Exhibition at Walker Arts Center; Critique; Morphosis; by Douglas R. Suisman; ph.; p.65; July 89; AR

Minneapolis; Architecture School; University of Minnesota; Ellerbe & Becket; m. pl. sec.; p.90-92, 95; Apr 89; AR

Minneapolis; Architecture Tomorrow Exhibit; Morphosis; ph.; p.26; July 89; A

Minneapolis; Art Center Conservatory; Vine-Clad Arch Structures; High Tech Topiary; Barbara Stauffacher Solomon and Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph. axon.; p.123; Mar 89; PA

Minneapolis; Band Shell; Frederick Bentez and Milo Thompson; ph.; p.74; Feb 89; A

Minneapolis; Book Store; University of Minnesota; Myers & Bennett/BRW; ph. sec.; p.107-109; Mar 89; A
MINNESOTA (Cont'd)

Minneapolis; Civil and Mining Engineering Building; University of Minnesota; Myers & Bennett; BRW; ph. sec.; p.109-110; Mar 89; A

Minneapolis; Convention Center; Setter, Leach & Lindstrom and Leonard Parker and Loschky; Marquardt & Nesholm; ph. pl. m.; p.76; Feb 89; PA

Minneapolis; Cowles Conservatory; Barbara Stauffacher Solomon and Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph. pl.; p.68-73; Apr 89; LA

Minneapolis; Office Building; High Rise; Norwest Center; Cesar Pelli and Kendall & Heaton; ph. pl. axon.; p.73-81; Mar 89; PA

Minneapolis; People Behind City's Comeback; Gyo Obata, Carolyn Hewes Toft, Jill Roach, George McCue, Eugene Mackey, Leon Strauss, Betty Lou Custer; ph.; p.75-81; Apr 89; A

St. Louis; Beer Headquarters and Plant, 1880's; Anheuser-Busch Complex; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.92-93; Apr 89; A

St. Louis; Climatron, Botanical Gardens; Murphy & Mackey; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. det.; p.68-89; Mar 89; A

St. Louis; Historic Structures in Parks; Tower Grove Park, Forest Park; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.94-97; Apr 89; A

St. Louis; Missouri Botanic Garden; Climatron; Environmental Planning & Design; p.68-74; Jan 89, LA

St. Louis; Union Station Rehabilitation; Shopping Mall and Hotel; Original by Theodore C. Link; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.83-87; Apr 89; A

University City; City Hall; 1903. Former Office Building; Herbert C. Chivers; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.88-91; Apr 89; A

MONUMENT
See MEMORIAL

MOTEL
See HOTEL

MOVIES
Architecture on Film; Review of Films on James Stirling, O. M. Ungers, Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, Ralph Erskine, and Frank Gehry; by Naomi Miller; ph.; p.127-128, 130; June 89; PA

MULTI-USE BUILDING
See URBAN DESIGN

MUSEUM
Art Museum Addition to the Louvre; France, Paris; I. M. Pei; ph.; p.64; May 89; ID

Art Museum Expansion Proposals; Whitney Museum; New York, New York; Michael Graves; m.; p.21-22; Feb 89; PA
## MUSEUM (Cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Museum</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum for the Blind and Partially Blind; Japan, Tokyo</td>
<td>Hiroshi Naito</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Laguna Gloria</td>
<td>Texas, Austin</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, High</td>
<td>Georgia, Atlanta</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, National Gallery</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898</td>
<td>Austria, Vienna</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Pyramid Entrance</td>
<td>France, Paris</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Montreal</td>
<td>Quebec, Montreal</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Whitney</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum, Secession Building, 1898, Renovated</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MUSEUM (Cont’d)
See ARTS CENTER, EXHIBITION, HISTORICAL, UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM also

MUSIC HALL
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

N

NATURAL HAZARDS
See HAZARDS

NETHERLANDS
—; Career of Landscape Architect; Nico De Jonge; by Frederick Steiner; ph.; p.76-79; Aug 89; LA
Rotterdam; Residence; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; ph. pl. sec.; p.86-89; Dec 89; PA
The Hague; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Eisenman Architects; m. pl. sec. axon.; p.99-100; Oct 89; PA
The Hague; Office Building; Addition to Royal Shell’s Central Headquarters; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Gerda Ten Cate; ph. pl. elev.; p.60-63; Jan 89; A

NEVADA
Las Vegas; Residence; Carmel Series; McLarand & Vasquez; by Clifford Pearson and Lisa Saxton; ph.; p.74-77; June 89; B
Las Vegas; Residence; Sagebrook; G. C. Wallace; ph.; pl. p.88-89; Sept 89; B
Las Vegas; Residence; Spanish Trail; McLarand & Vasquez; ph.; pl. p.157; Oct 89; B

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Franconia Notch; Interstates and Scenic Byways; Concern for Landscape Values, Examples; Johnson, Johnson & Roy; by Michael Lecesne; ph.; p.48-55; Apr 89; LA
Franconia Notch; Roadway and Park Facilities; Johnson, Johnson & Roy; ph.; p.67; Nov 89; LA
Hanover; Dormitories, Dartmouth College; Andres, Zimmerman and Morton Hall; Herbert S. Newman; ph.; p.108; 116-117; Oct 89; AR
Manchester; Interiors; Law Offices, Remodeled 1930’s Post Office; Earl R. Flansburgh; ph.; p.170-171; June 89; INT
Manchester; Residential Development; Straw Hill; No Private Lots; George Matarazzo; ph.; p.76-77; Oct 89; LA
North Woodstock; Residential Development; Deuker, N. V.; Residential Development; Bloodgood Architects and Samyn & D’Elia; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.94-97; Feb 89; B

NEW JERSEY
Bay Head; Residence; Waterfront; Arthur Manns Harden; ph.; pl. p.18-19; Jan 89; CB
Franklin Lakes; Master Plan, Landscaping; Becton-Dickinson Headquarters; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood and Morgan Wheelock; ph.; pl. p.42-49; May 89; LA
Franklin Lakes; Office Building; Becton Dickinson Headquarters; Landscape by Morgan Wheelock and Richard Fleischner; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph.; pl. p.82-83; July 89; PA
Glassboro; Residence; Doubletree; KLS Architecture; ph.; pl. p.122; Oct 89; B
Holmdel; Remington’s Restaurant; Hochheiser & Elias; ph.; p.226-231; June 89; ID
Howell; Residence; Housing Award; Wayne Simpson; ph.; pl. p.224-241; Jan 89; B
Lawrenceville; Dormitories, The Lawrenceville School; Short & Ford; ph. pl. iso.; p.108-111; Oct 89; AR
Livingston; Interiors; Insurance Planning Firm’s Offices; Gwalhney & Siegel; ph.; p.208-211; Feb 89; ID
Metuchen; Elderly Housing; Michael Burns; axon. ill.; p.41; Apr 89; AR
Morristown; Public Library; Addition and Renovation; Short & Ford; ph.; p.60-61; Oct 89; A
New Brunswick; Center for Advanced Biology and Medicine; Rutgers University; Payette Associates; sec. pl.; p.94-99; Mar 89; A
New Brunswick; Townhouse; Delavan Court; Subsidized Housing; Quincy Johnson; ph.; p.86-87; Sept 89; B
Newark; Interiors; Law Offices; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; ph. pl. elev. sec. det.; p.154-161; June 89; INT
Northern; Residence; Shelton & Mindel; ph. axon.; p.160-165; July 89; B
Plainfield; Shopping Center; Princeton Forrestal Village; Bower, Lewis & Thower; ph.; pl. p.96-97, 104-105; Sept 89; AR
Princeton; Dormitory; Princeton University; Clapp Hall; Koetter & Kim; ph. pl. sec. ill. axon.; p.108, 118-121; Oct 89; AR
Princeton; Low-Energy Office Building; Energy Assessment; Alan Chimafoff; ph.; p.117-119; Mar 89; PA
Princeton; Low-Energy Office Building; Energy Assessment; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.117-119; Mar 89; PA
Princeton; Residence; Peter Lokhammer; ph.; p.42-43; Jan 89; CB
Princeton; Residential Development; Townhouse; Griggs Farm; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; by M. Stephanie Stubbs and Douglas E. Gordon; ph. pl. ill.; p.60-63; Nov 89; A
Short Hills; Addition; Shelton & Mindel; ph.; p.150-155; July 89; ID
Teaneck; Elderly Housing; Life Care Hotel; Classic Residences; Jude T. Fusco; ph. ill.; p.87; Nov 89; PA

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque; Near; Residence; Westwork Architects; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. elev.; p.80-83; July 89; A
NEW MEXICO (Cont’d)

Albuquerque; Residence; Bart Prince; ph. pl.; p.106-113; Mid-Apr 89; AR

El Rito; Volunteer Fire Station; Michael Freeman and Dale F. Zimm; ph. pl. axon.; p.95; Oct 89; A

Santa Fe; School; High; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. axon. dia.; p.78-81; Aug 89; PA

Sunland Park; School; Elementary; AIA Honor Award; Perkins & Will and Mimbres; ph.; p.138-139; May 89; A

Tyrone; Company Town, 1914; History; Bertram Goodhue; by Margaret Crawford; ph. pl.; p.25-33; Summer 89; JAE

NEW YORK

—; School; Prototype for Two Locations; Modules; Gazan, Samton & Steinglass; m. iso.; p.112-114; Mar 89; AR

Armonk; Low Rize; Corporate Headquarters IBM; I. M. Pei; ph. pl.; p.138-141; Apr 89; INT

Bridgehampton; Architect’s House, Analysis; Ulrich Franzen; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.284-285; Oct 89; ID

Buffalo; Baseball Park, Pilot Field; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-91; Nov 89; AR

Corning; Engineering Building; Davis & Brody; ph. axon.; p.118-119; Apr 89; INT

Corning; Glass Museum, Corning; Gunnar Birkerts; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Apr 89; INT

Delaware River; Bridge; Historic Aqueduct; AIA Honor Award; Beyer, Binder & Belle; by Amy Gray Light; ph. det.; p.166-167; May 89; A

East Hampton; Residence; Cooper & Robertson; ph. pl.; p.146-147; Oct 89; B

Easthampton; Synagogue; Critique; Norman Jaffe; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Dec 89; A

Flushing; Library; Paul Klapper Hall, Queens College; Classroom Additions; Beyer, Binder & Belle and Daniel Pang; pl. axon. elev.; p.47; Jan 89; AR

Harris; Retirement Village; David Sotrich; pl. ill.; p.90; Nov 89; PA

Harrison; Interiors; Shopping Center Management Offices; Bausman & Gill; ph. pl.; p.138, 146-149; May 89; AR

Ithaca; Performing Arts Center, Cornell University; James Sirling and Michael Wilford and Wank, Adams, & Slavin; ph. pl. sec.; p.83, 98-107; Oct 89; AR

Ithaca; Performing Arts Center, Cornell University; James Sirling and Michael Wilford; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.46-53; Nov 89; A

JFK International Airport; Terminal for American and Northwest Airlines; Eliebe & Becket; m. pl. sec.; p.90-93; Apr 89; AR

Jericho; Interiors; Real Estate Company Offices; Sheldon & Mindel; ph. pl.; p.166-169; Jan 89; INT

Kings Point; Residence Pool House; AIA Honor Award; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; by Michael J. Cusbie; ph. pl. axon.; p.150-151; May 89; A

NEW YORK (Cont’d)

Long Island City; Sculpture Museum; Designed by Sculptor; Isamu Noguchi; by Rosanna Lieberman; ph. pl.; p.84-87; June 89; A

Long Island, North Shore; Residence; Hugh Nowell Jacobsen; ph. pl. iso.; p.96-99; Mid-Apr 89; AR

Long Island; Auto Showroom and Service; Ulrich Franzen; ph. pl. sec.; p.238-243; Feb 89; ID

Long Island; Renovated Farmhouse; David Hannaford Mitchell; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Aug 89; A

Loudonville; Residence; Colonial Housewright, Builder John Reynolds Lottus; by Paul Grondahl, ph.; p.8-11; Sept 89; CB

Manhasset; Bathroom Fixtures Showroom, Davis & Warshow; Karaham & Schwartz; ph. pl. axon.; p.278-281; Apr 89; ID

Morristown; Interiors; Accounting Firm’s Offices; Feinberg Associates; ph.; p.224-225; May 89; ID

New York; 42nd Street Redevelopment; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and Robert A. M. Stern; m.; p.85; June 89; AR

New York; Accessories Showroom, K & D Imports; Daniel Trimbach; ph. pl.; p.262-265; June 89; ID

New York; Acoustic Shell for Winter Garden, Tension Structure; FTL; ph. sec. elev.; p.254-257; May 89; INT

New York; Acoustical Wall Divides Movie Theater; Details; Abraham Geller; ph. sec. det.; p.52; Aug 89; INT

New York; Apartment Building; Two Apartment Interiors Reveal Fine Architectural Woodworking; Bentley, LaRosa & Salasky; ph. pl. sec. det. axon.; p.108-113; Aug 89; AR

New York; Architect’s Office; Margaret Helfand; ph. pl. det.; p.96-99; Sept 89; PA

New York; Art Gallery and Publishing House; Chalk 3 Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.116-119; Sept 89; PA

New York; Art Gallery; J. N. Bartfield Galleries; Bruce Aaron Parker; ph. pl.; p.246-249; Feb 89; ID

New York; Art Museum Expansion Proposals; Whitney Museum; Michael Graves; m.; p.21-22; Feb 89; PA

New York; Art Museum, Guggenheim, Annex and Renovation; Original by Frank Lloyd Wright; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Apr 89; PA

New York; Art Museum, Whitney, Evolution of the Chalk 3 Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.116-119; Sept 89; PA

New York; Art Museum, Whitney, Master Planning; Cooper & Eckstut; by Sylvia Lavin; p.16, 20, 22, 24; Feb 89; INT

New York; Battery Park City; Critique; Master Planning; Cooper & Eckstut; by Sylvia Lavin; p.16, 20, 22, 24; Feb 89; INT

New York; Battery Park City; Plazas and Parks; Mary Miss and Susan Child and Stanton Eckstut; by Catherine Hewett; ph.; p.51-57; May 89; LA

New York; Bedding and Bath Textile Showrooms; J. P. Stevens; GN Associates; ph. pl.; p.250-255; Feb 89; ID

New York; Belido, Restaurant and Club; Massimo Iosa-Ghihi; ph.; p.28; May 89; INT

New York; Brooklyn Botanic Garden; Conservatory and Palm House Restoration; Davis & Brody; ph.; p.110-115; Nov 89; AR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEW YORK (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York; Bryant Park; Hardy, Holzman &amp; Pfeiffer and Hanna &amp; Olin; p.13; Mar 89;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Center of Alternatives, The Door; Community Offices; Michael Altschuler;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. ill.; p.88-89; Dec 89; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Clinic; Family Care Center; Michael Fieldman; ph. pl. elev. axon.; p.78,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84-85; Apr 89; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Clothing Showroom, EZ Sportswear; MGV Design Consultants; ph.; p.92;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 89; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Clothing Showroom, Echo; Burdick Group; ph. pl.; p.268-273; Oct 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Clothing Showroom, Guess; James DAuria; ph. pl.; p.258-261; June 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Clothing Store, Dianne B.'s; Voorsang &amp; Mills; ph. pl.; p.172-173; Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Clothing Store; Emporio Armani; Giorgio Armani and Giancarlo Orteii;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Jack Travis; ph. pl.; p.264-267; Sept 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Clothing Store: Issey Miyake; Shiro Kuramata and Toshiro Mori; ph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.; p.256-259; Feb 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Columbus Center Controversy; elev.; p.81; June 89; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Dormitory Tower, Barnard College; Centennial Hall; James Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polshok; ph. pl. iso.; p.108, 112-115; Oct 89; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Fabric Showroom, Schumacher; Phillips &amp; Janson; ph.; p.274-275; Mar 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Fabric Showroom, Schumacher; Phillips &amp; Janson; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Fabric Wallcovering Showroom, Xorei; Thomas Gass; ph. pl.; p.52-53;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 89; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Fabric and Wallcovering Showroom; Stavropoulos Collection of Greek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inspired Items; Anne Eisenhower; ph. pl.; p.254-257; June 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Fashion Designer's Showroom; Onward Kashiyama's; Toshiko Mori; ph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.; p.258-261; Sept 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Flushing Meadow Park Plan; Major Multi-Use Park; Bernard Tschumi; pl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.37; Nov 89; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Food Store, Dean &amp; Deluca; Jack Ceglic; ph. p.252-263; Sept 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Furniture Showroom, Nienkamper; Gustavson &amp; Dundes; ph.; p.274-275;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Furniture Showroom; B &amp; B; Gregotti Associates; ph. pl.; p.208-211;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Furniture Showroom; Bruton; Stanley Jay Friedman; ph. pl.; p.198-203;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Health and Racquet Club; Machinist Associates; ph. p.222-223; Feb 89;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Hotel; Presidential Suite; Juan Montoya; ph. pl. p.108-109; Oct 89;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Hotel; Royalton Hotel, Renovated; Philippe Starck and Gruzen, Samton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; Stenglass; ph. pl.; p.94-99; Mar 89; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; I Love New York; Special Issue on the City; by Peter Blake; ph. pl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.198+; Sept 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; IBM Garden Plaza; Landscape by Zion &amp; Breen; Edward Larrabee Barnes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Sarah Rossbach; ph. p.70-71; Sept 89; LA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEW YORK (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Advertising Agency Headquarters; Space Design Group; ph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.; p.174-181; Jan 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Advertising Agency Meeting Rooms; New York Architects; ph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.; p.264-269; May 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Advertising Company Offices; Rosen, Perry &amp; Preston; ph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.214-221; Sept 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Advertising, Design Offices; Bausman &amp; Gill; ph. p.240-241;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Apartment for Disabled Wife; Pina Zsuffa; ph. pl.; p.274-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>277; Feb 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Apartment, Redesign; Gwathmey &amp; Siegel; ph. pl. p.166-175;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Apartment; Barbara Hauben-Ross; ph. pl. p.232-235; Sept 89;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Apartment; Bierly &amp; Drake; ph. pl. p.222-225; Jan 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Apartment; Billy W. Francis; ph. pl. p.166-169; July 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Apartment; Bromley &amp; Jacobsen; ph. pl. p.224-231; Sept 89;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Apartment; David Hannaford Mitchell; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62-63; June 89; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Apartment; Frank Lupo and Daniel Rowen; ph. pl. p.118-123;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 89; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Apartment; John Saladino; ph. pl. p.146-151; Dec 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Apartment; Pasanella &amp; Klein; ph. pl. p.82-87; Sept 89; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Apartment; Thom DeLigter and Paul A. Knapton; ph. pl. p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236-239; Sept 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Asset-Management Firm's Offices; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98-103; Mid-Sept 89; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; BPI Communications Offices; Anderson &amp; Schwartz; ph. pl. p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138-143; June 89; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Corporate Offices, Small; American Design Company; ph. pl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.138, 142-143; May 89; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Designer's Apartment; Lembo &amp; Bohn; ph. pl. p.252-257; May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Designer's Apartment; Neville Lewis; ph. pl. p.266-269;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Designer's Office; Walter F. Chatham; ph. pl. p.182-185;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 89; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Designers' Offices; Rosenburg &amp; Kolb; ph. pl. p.190-193;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Duplex Apartment; Agrest &amp; Gandelonas; ph. pl. axon.; p.50-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57; Mid-Sept 89; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Executive Placement Offices; Clodagh; ph. pl. p.220-223;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Exhibit Fabricator's Offices; Entry; Lee Stout; ph. pl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.222-223; Sept 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Graphic Designer's Offices; James Biber; ph. pl. p.146-151;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 89; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors; Investment Firm Executive Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox &amp; C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conway; ph. pl. p.162-165; Jan 89; INT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York; Interiors; Law Offices; Gensler Associates; ph.; p.168-169; June 89; INT

New York; Interiors; Law Offices; Richard Nash Gould; ph. pl. axon.; p.274-279; May 89; ID

New York; Interiors; Lawyer’s Offices; Clodagh; ph.; p.218-219; May 89; ID

New York; Interiors; Lobby. Law Offices; Manuel Castoldi; ph. pl. axon.; p.280-283; May 89; ID

New York; Interiors; Loft Apartment; Paul Haigh; ph. pl. axon.; p.254-257; Mar 89; ID

New York; Interiors; MONY Headquarters; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph.; p.288-291; May 89; ID

New York; Interiors; National Resources Defense Council Offices; Energy Efficient; Croxton Collaborative; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Dec 89; INT

New York; Interiors; Public Relations Offices; Sausse Interiors; Vodka Sales Offices; Anderson & Schwartz; ph.; p.138-141; May 89; AR

New York; Interiors; Reality Offices; Tarik Currumbhy; ph.; p.118-119; Nov 89; ID

New York; Interiors; SBK Entertainment World Headquarters; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.198-207; Feb 89; ID

New York; Interiors; Stock Broker’s Offices, Shearson, Lehman, Hutton; GN Associates; ph.; p.230-233; May 89; ID

New York; Interiors; Vodka Sales Offices; Anderson & Schwartz; ph.; p.138-141; May 89; AR

New York; Jacob K. Javits Convention Center; Various Interiors; Energy Efficient; Croxton Collaborative; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Dec 89; INT

New York; Jewelry and Accessories Store, LS; Patino & Wolff; ph. pl.; p.268-273; Sept 89; ID

New York; Kips Bay Show House; Various Designers; ph.; p.176-183; Aug 89; ID

New York; Kitchen, Bedroom and Bath Furnishings Showroom; Smallbone; ph. pl.; p.204-205; July 89; ID

New York; Law Offices; Interiors by Shannon McCarroll; Byrns, Kendall & Schieferdecker; ph. pl. det.; p.104-109; Sept 89; PA

New York; Lighting Showroom; LS; Thomas Gass; ph.; p.42-44; Mar 89; ID

New York; MOMA Exhibition of Two Contemporary Architects; Steven Holl and Emilio Ambasz; Critique; Steven Holl; ph. ill.; p.51, 53; Apr 89; AR

New York; Mannequin Showroom, Hindsigail; MGS Architects; ph. pl.; p.200-201; Sept 89; INT

New York; Men’s Clothing Showroom, Lazo’s: Adam Tihany; ph. pl.; p.254-257; Sept 89; ID

New York; Metro Restaurant; Adam Tihany; ph. pl.; p.24-26; Apr 90; INT

New York; Museum of the Moving Image; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. iso.; p.109-110, 116-121; May 89; AR

New York; Museum of the Moving Image; Gwathmey & Siegel; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; ph. pl. axon.; p.74-79; June 89; A

New York; NYNEX Marketing Center; Office Behavioral Research; Engel Associates; ph. pl.; p.58; May 89; INT

New York; National Resources Defense Council Headquarters; New Energy-Saving Techniques, Remodeled; Croxton Collaborative; ph. pl. sec.; p.128-133; Oct 89; AR

NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York; Office Building; High Rise; Carnegie Hall Tower; Cesar Pelli; m. pl.; p.50; Mar 89; PA

New York; Office Building; JP Morgan Headquarters; Interiors by Gensler Associates; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; ph. pl. elev.; p.146-151; Apr 89; INT

New York; Office Building; Lobby and Facade Renovation; P. Michael Marino and Architecture and Allied Arts; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-67; Mid-Sept 89; AR

New York; Office Building; Rockefeller Plaza West; Jury Comments; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; m. pl. sec. elev. axon.; p.90-92; Jan 89; PA

New York; Optometry Store; Optometric Arts; Bausman & Gilt; ph. pl. iso.; p.242-245; May 89; ID

New York; Oriental Pavilion, 1874, Prospect Park, Re-Created; Reconstruction of Pavilion by Calvin Vaux; James Lamantia and Russo & Sonder; ph. pl. det.; p.110-113; July 89; AR

New York; Penthouse Apartment; Shelton & Mindel; ph. pl.; p.156-159; July 89; ID

New York; Physical Education Facility, Lehman College; Rafael Vinoly; m. elev.; p.39; Sept 89; PA

New York; Rainbow Room Restoration; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and Milton Glazer; ph. pl.; p.188-189; Jan 89; INT

New York; Renovated Kitchen; Bromley & Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.206-207; July 89; ID

New York; Renovated Kitchen; Clodagh; ph.; p.210-211; July 89; ID

New York; Renovated Kitchen; Florence Perchuck; ph. pl.; p.212-213; July 89; ID

New York; Renovated Kitchen; Kuby, Brothers & Winslow; ph.; p.208; July 89; ID

New York; Residence; Interiors, Remodeled; Anthony and Norma DiGiuseppe; ph. pl.; p.236-243; Nov 89; ID

New York; Restaurant; Alex Goes to Camp, Grill; Madeleine Wolfe and Yves Picot; ph. pl.; p.202-203; Sept 89; INT

New York; Restaurant; Beau Geste; Bob Byrns, Kendall & Schieferdecker; ph. pl.; p.90-92; Jan 89; PA

New York; Restaurant; Delmonico’s; Adam Tihany; ph. pl.; p.212-217; Feb 89; ID

New York; Restaurant; Jane’s Bar and Grill, Bob Patino; ph. pl.; p.220-225; June 89; ID

New York; Restaurant; Malvasia; Adam Tihany; ph. pl.; p.244-247; Sept 89; ID

New York; Restaurant; Poiret; Nancy Mah; ph. pl.; p.242-245; June 89; ID

New York; Restaurant; Symphony Cafe; Jeffrey G. Beers; ph.; p.248-251; Sept 89; ID

New York; Restaurant; Trattoria del Arte; Milton Glazer; ph. pl.; p.214-219; June 89; ID

New York; Royalton Hotel Lobby Renovation; Philippe Starck; ph.; p.26; Jan 89; INT

New York; SOHO District; History and Successful Self-Renewal of Area; by Peter Blake; p.280-281; Mar 89; ID
NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; School; Elementary: P.S. 234; Richard Dattner; ph. pl.; p.106-112; Mar 89; AR

New York; School; Elementary: Prototype for Three Locations; Ehrenkrantz Group and Eckslut; m.; p.112, 114-115; Mar 89; AR

New York; School; Junior High; Prototype for Two Locations; Richard Dattner; m. dia.; p.112, 114-115; Mar 89; AR

New York; School; Prototype for Three Locations; Modules; Perkins & Will; m. ill.; p.112-114; Mar 89; AR

New York; Shirt Store; Comme des Garcons; Rei Kawakubo and Yasuo Kondo; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Jan 89; AR

New York; Shoe Showroom, ESPRIT; Michael Vanderbyl; ph. pl. iso.; p.166-167; Jan 89; INT

New York; South Cove, Battery City; Open Space and Mixed-Use; Child Associates and Stan Eckslut; ph.; p.71; Nov 89; LA

New York; Strawberry Fields, Central Park; Memorial to John Lennon; Bruce Kelley and David Varnell; ph.; p.85; Nov 89; LA

New York; Swedish Furniture Award Exhibit; Bernstein Design; ph.; p.192-193; Jan 89; INT

New York; The Box Tree Hotel, Interiors; Augustine Page; ph.; p.26; Aug 89; INT

New York; Urban Landscape, Turf Parterre; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph.; p.92; Nov 89; LA

New York; Urban Schools; Building Types Study: New Prototypes; ph. pl. m. iso. dia.; p.106-115; Mar 89; AR

New York; Water in the City Restaurant, Spring Flows Over Rock Outcropping; by Richard Brookhiser; ph.; p.50-51; Sept 89; LA

New York; Women's Clothing Design Exhibition; Tsao & McKown; by Victoria Geibel; ph. iso.; p.58-59; Mid-Sept 89; AR

New York; World Financial Center Covered Plaza; Winter Garden, Battery Park City; Cesar Pelli; ph.; p.44-45; Feb 89; A

New York; Zoning Incentives and Reductions to Growth; Trade-Offs Evaluated; by James S. Russell; map; p.79; June 89; AR

New York; Zoo, Central Park; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; by Sarah Rossbach; ph.; p.80-83; Jan 89; LA

New York; Zoo, Central Park Zoo Remodeled; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; by Sarah Rossbach; ph.; p.80-83; Jan 89; LA

Niagara Falls; Office Building; Middle Rise; Occidental Chemical Center; Energy Concerns; Cannon; ph. sec.; p.106-107; Mar 89; A

Niagara Falls; Wintergarden, Greenhouse, Downtown Renewal Project; Landscape by M. Paul Friedberg; Cesar Pelli; by Phil Fairbanks; ph.; p.67-69; Sept 89; LA

North Castle; Stables, Lodge and Turret Apartment; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph. pl. sec.; p.120-123; July 89; AR

North Salem; Residence; Rockwell & Haverson; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Apr 89; B

Palisades; IBM Palisades Advanced Business Institute; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl. dia.; p.65, 84-91; Sept 89; AR

NEW YORK (Cont'd)

Palisades; Residence; Charles A. Platt; by Michael J. Crobise; ph. axon.; p.74-75; Dec 89; A

Poughkeepsie; Chemistry Building, Vassar College; Uses of Plate Glass and Glass Block; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. det.; p.111; Mar 89; PA

Poughkeepsie; Historic District Landscape Plan; Walmsley Company; ph. pl.; p.102; Nov 89; LA

Poughkeepsie; Master Plan; Vassar College; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.48-49; Dec 89; LA

Purchase; Interiors; Corporate Headquarters, Their Art Work; Space Design Group; ph. pl. iso.; p.200-213; Sept 89; ID

Purchase; Office Building; Low Rise; IBM; I. M. Pei; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Apr 89; INT

Purchase; Sculpture Garden, PepsiCo's Headquarters; Edward D. Stone, Jr. and Russell Page; ph.; by Catherine Howell; ph.; p.82-85; Apr 89; LA

Quaker Hill Country; Country House; Udstad & Dandridge; ph. pl.; p.258-263; Mar 89; ID

Rhinebeck; Residence; Jury Comments; Michael Graves; m. pl. elev.; p.96-97; Jan 89; PA

Rockland County; Residence; Frank Lloyd Wright Like; Theodore M. Coradale; ph. pl. elev.; p.42-49; Mid-Apr 89; AR

Scarsdale; Residence; Boulder Ridge Club; Adaptable Plans; Brill, Kawakami & Wilbourne and Ginsburg Development Corporation; ph.; p.76; Feb 89; B

Southampton; Vacation House; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Apr 89; B

Upstate; Residence; William F. O'Neil; ph. pl.; p.139; Apr 89; B

Waltkins Glen; Pavilion on Fishing Pier; AIA Honor Award; Centerbrook; by Donald Canty; ph. pl. m. elev. sec.; p.165; May 89; A

Weyland; Remodeled Train; Conference and Education Center, Gunlocke, Gunlocke; ph.; p.226-229; May 89; ID

NIGHT CLUB

Cabaret Theater; Switzerland, Basel; New Structural Concepts; Santiago Calatrava; ph.; p.102-103; Apr 89; PA

France, Paris; Castel-Puzzle-Balzac; Philippe Starck; ph.; p.128-129; Feb 89; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Jazz Club and Restaurant, Cairo; Jordan Mozar; ph. pl. axon.; p.130-131; June 89; INT

Massachusetts, Boston; Hub Club, Restaurant and Nightclub; Tamarkin & Teichler; ph.; p.82-83; Nov 89; A

New York, New York; Boldo, Restaurant and Club; Massimo Iosa-Ghini; ph.; p.28; May 89; INT

New York, New York; Rainbow Room Restoration; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and Milton Glazer; ph.; p.186-189; Jan 89; INT

Night Club; Spain, Barcelona; Velvet Bar, Alfredo Arribas; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.120-125; Sept 89; PA

Night Clubs; Spain, Barcelona; ph.; p.112-113; July 89; INT
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District of Columbia, Washington; Waterproofed Additions to Three Downtown Buildings; by Andrea Oppenheim Dean; ph.: p.74-77; Nov 89; A

Heritage Plaza; Texas, Houston; Development Process; by Richard Ingersoll; p.47-48; Spring 89; JAE

Historic Review of Office Building Curtain Walls; ph. pl. sec.: p.142-147; June 89, AR

IBM Garden Plaza; New York, New York; Landscape by Zion & Breen; Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Sarah Rossbach; ph.: p.70-71; Sept 89; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; Rooftop Additions to Four Downtown Buildings; by Robert Campbell; ph. p.68-73; Nov 89; A

Personalized Office Systems; Individual Control of Lighting, Air; ph.: p.250-251; May 89; ID

Remodeled Train; New York, Wayland; Conference and Education Center, Gunlocke; by Paul Kohn; ph. p.226-229; May 89; ID

World Financial Center Covered Plaza; New York, New York; Winter Garden, Battery Park City; Cesar Pelli; ph.: p.44-45; Feb 89; A

HIGH RISE

Bank; Connecticut, Bridgeport; Bridgeport Center; Other Recent Projects; Richard Meier; ph. pl. sec. axon.; m. p.69-77; Aug 89; AR

California, San Francisco; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.: p.147; June 89; AR

California, San Francisco; Yerba Buena Tower; Cesar Pelli; m. pl.: p.48; Mar 89; PA

Florida, Tampa; Plaza, NCNB National Bank; High Rise Cylinder; Harry C. Wolf and Odele Associates; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.59-67; Feb 89; PA

Georgia, Atlanta; Georgia Power Company Headquarters; Heery & Heery; ph. sec.: p.104-105; Mar 89; A

Hong Kong; Bond Centre; Paul Rudolph and Wong & Cuyang; ph. pl.: p.74-79; Jan 89; AR

Illinois, Chicago; 303 West Madison Street; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec. del.; p.92-95; Sept 89; AR

Indonesia, Jakarta; Corporate Headquarters; Paul Rudolph and Johannes H. Gunawan; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.74, 82-85; Jan 89; A

Massachusetts, Boston; 75 State Street; Critique; Graham Gund and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Robert Campbell; ph.pl.: p.76-79; Dec 89; A

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Norwest Center; Cesar Pelli and Kendall & Heaton; ph. pl. axon.; elev. p.73-81; Mar 89; PA

New York, New York; Carnegie Hall Tower; Cesar Pelli; m. pl.: p.50; Mar 89; PA

New York, New York; JP Morgan Headquarters; Interiors by Gensler Associates; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; ph. pl. elev.; p.146-151; Apr 89; INT

New York, New York; Rockefeller Plaza West; Jury Comments; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; m. pl. sec. elev. axon.; p.90-92; Jan 89; PA

North Carolina, Charlotte; NCNB Corporate Center; Mixed Use Development; Cesar Pelli and HKS; m. pl.: p.47; Mar 89; PA

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES

Acoustics ABC's; by Parker W. Hirtle; dia.: p.123; June 89; PA

Atrium, Rincon Center; California, San Francisco; Johnson, Fain & Pereira and Meacham O'Brien; by John Chase; ph.: p.64-66; Sept 89; LA

Commercial Building Myths; Government Survey, Characteristics of Commercial Buildings, 1986; graphs; p.103-105; Feb 89; PA

O
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OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

Pools Hall and Piano Bar; Texas, Austin; J. H. Eccleston Johnson, Jr.; ph.: p.75; Feb 89; A

Restaurant; New York, New York; Bolido, Restaurant and Club; Massimo losa-Ghini; ph. axon.; p.232-235; June 89; ID

See CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

NORTH CAROLINA

Charlotte: Office Building; High Rise; NCNB Corporate Center, Mixed Use Development; Cesar Pelli and HKS; m. pl.; p.47; Mar 89; PA

Charlotte: Playground Landscape Sculpture; Hidden Valley; Deborah E. Ryan and et al; ph.; p.88; Nov 89; LA

Charlotte; Residence; UDC Homes; ph. pl.; p.205; May 89; B

Charlotte; Resident Development; Review of Builder's Market; by June Fletcher; ph. charts; p.196-205; May 89; B

Greenboro; Residence: The Woodbury; Charles M. Hill; ph.; p.320-321; Jan 89; B

Morrisville; Raleigh-Durham International Airport; O'Brien & Atkins; ph.; p.130-133; June 89; AR

Winston-Salem; Master Plan; Wake Forest University; Hunter, Reynolds & Jewell; pl.; p.50; Dec 89; LA

NORWAY

Oslo; Office Building; Middle Rise; Publishers' Headquarters, Project; Ellerbe & Becket; m. pl. elev.; p.65, 90-92; 94; Apr 89; AR

Oslo; Office Building; Middle Rise; Schibsted Gruppen Headquarters; Jury Comments; Ellerbe & Becket; m. pl.; p.74-75; Jan 89; PA

Oslo; Office Building; Schibsted Gruppen Headquarters; Ellerbe & Becket; m. pl.; p.90-92; 94; Apr 89; AR

O
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HIGH RISE (Cont'd)

Ohio, Cincinnati; Carew Tower and Netherland Plaza Hotel, 1929; Walter Ahlslager and Delano & Aldrich; ph. pl. elev. biblio.; p.10-23; Winter 89; JAE

Ohio, Cleveland; Society Center; Cesar Pelli and Kendal & Heaton; m. pl.; p.48; Mar 89; PA

Oklahoma, Bartlesville; Price Tower, 1958; Abandoned as Non-Functional; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. p. 21, 26; Apr 89; PA

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; PPG Place, Unfriendly Plaza; Critique; John Burgee and Philip Johnson; by Lawrence Houstoun, Jr.; ph.pl.; p.60-63; Dec 89; A

Review of High Rise Office Buildings, Firm's Work; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by Walter McQuade; ph. pl. m.; p.120-127; May 89; A

Survey of Firm's Current and Recent Work; Featuring Office Towers; Cesar Pelli; m. pl. ph. sec. axon. elev.; p.47-48, 50, 73-85; Mar 89; PA

Washington, Seattle; Washington Mutual Tower; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. pl.; p.126-127; May 89; A

INTERIORS

Audio Visual Room for Computer Supported Meetings; Osburn Design; ph. pl. sec.; p.58; Sept 89; INT

Austria, Vienna; Law Offices; Rooftop Remodeling; Steel Structural System, Coop Himmeleibau; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.82-90; Aug 89; AR

California, Beverly Hills; Film Producer's Offices; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pl.; p.230-235; Apr 89; ID

California, Cupertino; Apple Computer Offices, Remodeled; Studios; ph. pl.; p.236-239; Apr 89; ID

California, Los Angeles; Architects' Offices; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.194-199; July 89; ID

California, Los Angeles; Corporate Offices, Reebok; Space Inceptions; ph. pl.; p.248-251; Apr 89; ID

California, Los Angeles; Investment Firm Offices; John Lautner; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-79; Mid-Sept 89; AR

California, Palo Alto; Designers' Offices; Hodnick Design and Lunar Design; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Feb 89; INT

California, San Francisco; AIA Chapter Offices, Studios; ph. pl.; p.134-135; Feb 89; INT

California, San Francisco; Advertising Agency's Offices, Young & Rubican; Richard Hannum; ph. pl.; p.244-247; Apr 89; ID

California, San Francisco; Architect's Drafting Workstation; Tanner, Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; ph. pl. sec. elev. axon. det.; p.151; Oct 89; PA

California, San Francisco; Corporate Offices; Brown, Raymond, Bouthon & Szabo; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Feb 89; INT

California, San Francisco; Designers' Offices; Michael Vanderbyl; ph. pl. axon.; p.130-133; Feb 89; INT

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

California, San Francisco; Graphics and Marketing Firm Offices; Ferrau & Hartman; ph. pl. axon. elev.; p.68-75; Mid-Sept 89; AR

Canada, Ontario, Scarborough; Office Building Sales Center; Yabu & Pushelberg; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Mar 89; INT

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Architects' Offices; Garwood-Jones & Van Nostrand; ph. pl.; p.220-223; Mar 89; ID

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Chiat and Day Offices; Frank O. Gehry and David Fujiwara; ph. pl. axon.; p.158-163; Aug 89; ID

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Graphic Designer's Studio; Yabu & Pushelberg; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Mar 89; INT

Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Developer's Offices; Moreaux & Hauspy; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Mar 89; INT

Center of Alternatives, The Door; New York, New York; Community Offices; Michael Altschuler; pl. ill.; p.88-89; Dec 89; INT

Computer Associates Offices; CRS Sirrine; ph. pl.; p.134-131. 38; Jan 89; INT

Consultants for Office Health Hazards; Bestype Consultants; ph. p. 131; Jan 89; INT

Corporate Interiors; Building Types Study; ph. pl.; p.138-149; May 89; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Law Offices; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.202-205; Nov 89; ID

England, London; Credit Suisse Temporary Offices; Total Concept; ph. pl.; p.182-187; Jan 89; ID

Environmental Defense Fund's Offices; Pollution Elimination; William McDonough; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Dec 89; INT

Film Production Office; Drake & Boucher; ph. axon.; p.100-107; Nov 89; INT

Florida, Bai Harbour; Developer's Executive Offices; Mark Hampton; ph. pl.; p.214-217; May 89; ID

Florida, Miami; Capital Bank, Executive Offices and Banking Floor; Gensler Associates; ph. axon.; p.236-245; Mar 89; ID

Florida, Miami; Law Offices; Spillens & Candela; ph. pl.; p.164-165; June 89; INT

Florida, Miami; Law Offices; Dean, Tucker & Shaw; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Dec 89; INT

Georgia, Atlanta; Three Law Offices; Jova, Daniels & Busby; ph. pl.; p.262-273; May 89; ID

Hong Kong; Designer's Offices; Jay Boulton; ph. pl.; p.148-149; Feb 89; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Kraft Campus Building; Perkins & Will; ph. axon.; p.282-283; May 89; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Architects' Offices; Perkins & Will; ph. pl.; p.212-217; Nov 89; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Designers' Offices; Eva Maddox; ph. pl. axon.; p.270-273; Mar 89; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Designers' Offices; Mekus & Johnson; ph. pl. axon.; p.186-189; July 89; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Law Offices; ISD; ph. pl.; p.162-163; June 89; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Law Offices; Perkins & Will; ph. pl.; p.278-279; May 89; INT
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

Illinois, Chicago; Law Offices; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p.238-241; Oct 89; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Marketing Firm Offices; Himmel & Bonner; ph. pl.; p.122-125; June 89; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Software Company's Offices; SPSS; Mekus & Johnson; ph. pl.; p.132-133; June 89; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Toy Company Offices and Studio; BMT; Pappageorge & Haymes; ph. pl.; p.126-129; June 89; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Woodwork Corporation Offices; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p.138, 144-147; May 89; AR

Illinois, Deerfield; Corporate Headquarters; Jim Beam; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. p.210-213; May 89; ID

Illinois, Deerfield; Investment Banking Offices; Powell & Kleinschmidt; Oct 89; ID

Illinois, Northbrook; Corporate Offices; Mindscape: Booth & Hansen; ph. pl.; p.112-115; June 89; INT

Investment Firm Offices; Perkins & Will; ph. pl.; p.276-277; May 89; INT

Massachusetts, Boston; Advertising Agency Offices; Stubbins Associates; ph. pl.; p.224-227; Nov 89; ID

Massachusetts, Boston; Commission for Deaf New Hampshire, Manchester; Law Offices; Remodeled 1930's Post Office; Earl R. Flansburgh; ph. pl.; p.170-171; June 89; INT

New Jersey, Livingston; Insurance Planning Firm's Offices; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.208-211; Feb 89; ID

New Jersey, Newark; Law Offices; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; ph. pl.; p.154-161; June 89; INT

New York, Harrison; Shopping Center Management Offices; Bausman & Gill; ph. pl.; p.138, 148-149; May 89; AR

New York, Jericho; Real Estate Company Offices; Shelton & Mindel; ph. pl.; p.168-169; Jan 89; INT

New York, Morristown; Accounting Firm's Offices; Feinberg Associates; ph. pl.; p.224-225; May 89; ID

New York, New York; Acoustic Shell for Winter Garden. Tension Structure; FTL; ph. sec.; elev.; p.254-257; May 89; INT

New York, New York; Advertising Agency Headquarters; Space Design Group; ph. pl.; p.174-181; Jan 89; ID

New York, New York; Advertising Agency Meeting Rooms; New York Architects; ph. pl.; p.264-269; Mar 89; ID

New York, New York; Advertising Company Offices; Rosen, Perry & Preston; ph. pl.; p.214-221; Sept 89; ID

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

New York, New York; Advertising, Design Offices; Bausman & Gill; ph. p.240-241; May 89; ID

New York, New York; Architect's Office; Margaret Helfand; ph. pl. det.; p.96-99; Sept 89; PA

New York, New York; Asset-Management Firm's Offices; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.98-103; Mid-Sept 89; AR

New York, New York; BPI Communications Offices; Anderson & Schwartz; ph. pl. pers.; p.138-143; June 89; INT

New York, New York; Corporate Offices, Small: American Design Company; ph. pl.; p.138, 142-143; May 89; AR

New York, New York; Designer's Office; Walter F. Chatham; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Jan 89; INT

New York, New York; Designers' Offices; Rosenberg & Kolb; ph. pl.; p.190-193; July 89; ID

New York, New York; Executive Placement Offices; Clodagh; ph. pl.; p.220-223; May 89; ID

New York, New York; Exhibit Fabricator's Offices; Entry; Lee Stout; ph. pl.; p.222-223; Sept 89; ID

New York, New York; Graphic Designer's Offices; James Biber; ph. pl.; p.146-151; Aug 89; ID

New York, New York; Investment Firm Executive Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p.162-165; Jan 89; INT

New York, New York; Law Offices; Interiors by Shannon McCarroll; Byrns, Kendall & Schieferdecker; ph. det.; p.104-109; Sept 89; PA

New York, New York; Law Offices; Gensler Associates; ph. p.168-169; June 89; INT

New York, New York; Law Offices; Richard Nash Gould; ph. pl. axon.; p.274-279; May 89; ID

New York, New York; Lawyer's Offices; Clodagh; ph. p.218-219; May 89; ID

New York, New York; Lobby and Facade Renovation; P. Michael Marino and Architecture and Allied Arts; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-67; Mid-Sept 89; AR

New York, New York; Lobby, Law Offices; Manuel Castedo; ph. pl. axon.; p.280-283; May 89; ID

New York, New York; MONY Headquarters; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p.288-291; May 89; INT

New York, New York; NYNEX Marketing Center: Office Behavioral Research; Engel Associates; ph. pl.; p.58; May 89; INT

New York, New York; National Resources Defense Council Offices; Energy Efficient; Croxton Collaborative; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Dec 89; INT

New York, New York; National Resources Defense Council Headquarters; New Energy-Saving Techniques; Remodeled; Croxton Collaborative; ph. pl. sec.; p.128-133; Oct 89; AR
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

New York, New York; Public Relations Offices;
Bausman & Gill; ph. pl. iso.; p.246-249; May 89; ID

New York, New York; Reality Offices; Tarik Cunninham; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Nov 89; INT

New York, New York; SBK Entertainment World Offices; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.198-207; Feb 89; ID

New York, New York; Stock Broker's Offices, Shearson, Lehman, Hutton; GN Associates; ph. pl.; p.230-233; May 89; ID

New York, New York; Vodka Sales Offices; Anderson & Schwartz; ph. pl.; p.138-141; May 89; AR

New York, Purchase; Corporate Headquarters; Their Art Work; Space Design Group; ph. pl. iso.; p.200-213; Sept 89; ID

Ohio, Cleveland; Mattress Company Headquarters; ISD; ph. pl.; p.208-211; Nov 89; ID

Oregon, Portland; Advertising Agency's Offices; GBD Interiors; ph. pl. axon.; p.216-221; July 89; ID

Oregon, Portland; Law Offices; GBD Interiors; ph. p.166-167; June 89; INT

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Designers' Offices; Nelson Associates; ph. sec.; p.200-203; July 89; ID

Peru, Lima; Banco de Credito Headquarters; Arquitectonica International; ph. pl.; p.292-297; May 89; INT

Spain, ---; Textile Company Offices and Warehouse; Pepe Cortes; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-107; July 89; INT

Sports Stadium Private Spectator Box; Doubles as Meeting Room; Heery Interiors; ph. pl.; p.31; Mar 89; INT

Tennessee, Nashville; Company Headquarters; Tuck, Hinton & Evertson; ph. pl.; p.126-127; July 89; INT

Texas, Austin; Law Offices; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.206-207; Nov 89; ID

Texas, Dallas; Corporation Headquarters, Thompson Companies; Staffelbach Designs; ph. pl.; p.232-285; June 89; ID

Texas, Dallas; Planners and Landscape Designer's Offices, JJR; Hermanovski & Lauck; ph.; p.288-291; June 89; ID

Texas, Houston; Law Offices; Billy W. Francis; ph.; p.278-281; June 89; ID

Texas, Westlake; Cafeteria by CRS Sirrine; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl.; p.154-157; Jan 89; INT

Texas, Westlake; IBM Offices, Interiors by CRS Sirrine; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl.; p.152-157; Aug 89; ID

LANDSCAPE

California, Sacramento; Landscape Design by Danielson Associates; Dreyfuss & Blackford; ph.; p.86; Nov 89; LA

California, San Ramon; Pacific Bell Center; Landscape Design by MPA Design; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. p.80; Nov 89; LA

LANDSCAPE (Cont'd)

Connecticut, Bloomfield; CIGNA's Office Complex Landscaping; Seminal Landscape; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Isamu Noguchi; by Jory Johnson; ph.; p.50; May 89; LA

Massachusetts, Canton; CODEX Headquarters, Landscape Design by Hanna & Olson; Koester & Kim; ph.; p.52-55; Nov 89; LA

New Jersey, Franklin Lakes; Master Plan, Landscaping; Becton-Dickinson Headquarters; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood and Morgan Wheelock; ph. pl.; p.42-49; May 89; LA

Texas, Clearlake; IBM Facilities; Landscape Design by Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; CRS Sirrine; ph.; p.64-65; Nov 89; LA

Texas, Westlake, Southlake; Solana, IBM; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph. pl.; p.60-61; July 89; PA

Virginia, Alexandria; TransPotomac Canal Center; CHK, Paul Friedberg and Anne and Patrick Poirier; ph. pl.; p.42-49; May 89; LA

LOW RISE

Australia, ---; Apple Headquarters; Allen; Jack & Cottler; ph. p.116-117; Apr 89; INT

Australia, Sydney; Apple Computer Headquarters; Allen; Jack & Cottler; ph. axon.; p.78-81; Sept 89; A

California, Culver City; Design Firm Offices, Remodeled; Paramount Laundry; Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-83; Nov 89; PA

California, Culver City; Film Production Offices, Remodeled Warehouse, Lindblade Tower; Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. axon. det.; p.74-77; Nov 89; PA

California, Emeryville; Renovated Factory, Hollis Street Project; Banta & Collins; ph. pl.; p.89-91; Oct 83; A

California, Los Angeles; Film and Video Company's Offices; Franklin D. Israel; ph. pl.; p.89-91; Oct 83; A

Center for Employment; Florida, Lake Buena Vista; Walt Disney World; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl. sec.; p.65-71; Sept 89; AR

Connecticut, Rowayton; Corporate Regional Center; Hewitt; Krueck & Olsen; ph.; p.92-98; Nov 89; PA

England, London; Stockley Park; Foster Associates; ph. p.72, 80-83; Sept 89; AR

France, Versailles; Bouyguess; World Headquarters; Neoclassical; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; by Donald Canty; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Jan 89; A

Illinois, Lincolnshire; Hewitt Regional Building; Krueck & Olsen; ph. p.92, 97-99; Nov 89; PA

Massachusetts, Tewksbury; Apple Hill Center; Koehter & Kim; elev. pl.; p.33; Apr 89; PA

New Jersey, Franklin Lakes; Becton Dickinson Headquarters; Landscape by Morgan Wheelock and Richard Fleischner; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl.; p.82-83; July 89; PA
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LOW RISE (Cont'd)

New Jersey, Princeton; Low-Energy Office Building; Energy Assessment; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.: p.117-119; Mar 89; PA

New Jersey, Princeton; Low-Energy Office Building; Energy Assessment; Alan Chimachoff; ph.: p.117-119; Mar 89; PA

New York, Armonk; Corporate Headquarters IBM; I. M. Pei; ph.: p.138-141; Apr 89; INT

New York, Purchase; IBM; I. M. Pei; ph.; p.142-143; Apr 89; INT

New York, Resid; Illinois, Chicago; Charnley House; 1891, Restored; Original by Frank Lloyd Wright and Adler & Sullivan; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.76-81; Apr 89; PA

South Carolina, Walterboro, Near; Landscape Designer's Offices, in Great Swamp; Expresses Philosophy; Robert Marvin; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.86-87; Aug 89; LA

Tennessee, Memphis; Architects' Offices, Remodeled; Hiedkak & Bobo; ph.; p.78-79; Nov 89; A

Texas, San Antonio; Grocery Company Headquarters, Critique; Hartman & Chumney Associates; by M. Stephanie Stubbis; ph.; p.54-57; Dec 89; A

Wisconsin, Racine; Fiftieth Anniversary of Johnson Wax Building; Frank Lloyd Wright by Edgar Kaufmann, Jr.; ph.; p.236-237; Feb 89; ID

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

MIDDLE RISE (Cont'd)

FINLAND, Itakeskus; Commercial Center; Gillichsen, Kairamo & Vormala; ph.; p.82-85; Feb 89; PA

Japan, Tokyo; Two Showrooms in New Building; Eisenman Architects and K Architects; m. sec.; p.91; Oct 89; PA

Japan, Tokyo; Morjosis; m.; p.; p.106; Oct 89; INT

Maryland, Georges County; International Headquarters; Joseph Boggs; m.; p.36; Apr 89; PA

Massachusetts, Boston; Remodeled 1916 Warehouse; Frank O. Gehry and Schwartz & Silver; ph.; p.68-73; Feb 89; PA

Michigan, Gaines Township; Steelcase Corporate Development Center; WBDC; ph.; m. sec.; p.198-203; Aug 89; ID

Michigan, Troy; Uses of Glass Block; Rosetti Associates; ph.; det.; p.110; Mar 89; PA

Netherlands, The Hague; Addition to Royal Shell's Central Headquarters; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Gerda Ten Cate; ph.; elev.; p.50-63; Jan 89; A

New York, Niagara Falls; Occidental Chemical Center; Energy Concerns; Cannon; ph.; sec.; p.106-107; Mar 89; A

Norway, Oslo; Publishers' Headquarters; Project; Ellerbe & Becket; m.; pl. elev.; p.65, 90-92, 94; Apr 89; AR

Norway, Oslo; Schibsted Gruppen Headquarters; Jury Comments; Ellerbe & Becket; m.; p.; p.74-75; Jan 89; PA

Norway, Oslo; Schibsted Gruppen Headquarters; Ellerbe & Becket; m.; p.; p.90-92, 94; Apr 89; AR

OFFICE PRACTICE

Architects Working With Landscape Architects; by Timothy B. McDonald; ill.; p.134-135; Sept 89; A

Bankruptcy; Ten Signs of Its Coming; p.51-52; Nov 89; PA

Bidding and Selection; p.49, 54-57; Dec 89; PA

CAD Reduces Role for Apprentices; Teaching Offices on Medical Model; by Douglas Pegues Harvey; p.55, 58, 60; June 89; PA

Dealing With Consulting Engineers; To Maximize Engineer's Product; by Richard B. McMichael; ph.; p.35; Nov 89; AR

Delegation of a Firm's Management Tasks Among Principals; by Coxe Group; p.55-56, 58, 60; May 89; PA

Dividing Profits; by Coxe Group; p.53-54, 56; Oct 89; PA

Estimating the Cost of Your Estimates; by Charles C. Munroe, table; p.44; May 89; AR

Finding Consultants; by Walter Rosenfeld; p.53-54, 56, 58, 60; Jan 89; PA

Future Practice as Generalists, Specialists, or Both? Panel Discussion; by Herbert L. Smith, Charles C. Munroe, table; p.15-17; June 89; AR

Internship and Registration; PA Reader Poll; graphs; p.15-17; June 89; PA

Japan, —; The Market for American Architectural Services in Japan; by Abner A. Layne; ph.; pl. iso.; p.33, 35; Mar 89; AR

Liability Insurance and Construction-Cost Estimate Problems; by Arthur T. Kornblut; ph.; p.31; Apr 89; AR
OFFICE PRACTICE (Cont’d)

Marketing Architectural Services; Myths and Realities; by Mark A. Cameron; ph.; p.40; Oct 89; AR

Marketing Awards; Brochures, Newsletters, Direct Mail; by Ernest Burden; ph.; p.29, 31, 33; Jan 89; AR

Part-Time Architect Staff; by David Mcdadden; p.55, 60; May 89, PA

Paying Consultants; by Norman Coplan; p.53, 56; Jan 89; PA

Pittfalls in Protecting Designs from Others; Copyright, Other Laws; by Steven A. Glazer; p.37, 39; May 89; AR

Presenting Ideas to Client; Varied Media and Methods; Surrealism, Super-Realism, Realism, Minimalism, Expressionism and Cubism; Illustrations of Each; ill. m. elev.; p.84-93; June 89; PA

Process for Delivering Projects to Clients; Prototypes; by Peter Piven; dia.; p.116-118; June 89; A

Review of Technical Tips; by Timothy B. McDonald; sec. det. iso.; p.102-104; Dec 89, A

The Woman-Managed Firm; by Robert Miller; ph.; p.47, 49, 51; June 89, AR

Threads of Corporate Style; by Frederick D. White and Mark Zweig; ill.; p.100; Dec 89; A

When Will CADD Come of Age?; by Douglas E. Gordon; ill. chart; p.95-99; Dec 89; A

Who Will Design Buildings for Human Habitation?; Interview of Milton Lunch; Engineers Entering Field of Building Design; by Carl M. Sapers; ph.; p.41-42; July 89; AR

Women in Architecture Poll; graphs; p.15-17; Oct 89; PA

Workable Firm Ownership Transitions; Employee Stock Ownership Plans; Evaluating Firm’s Worth; by Carl M. Sapers; pl.; p.37, 39, 41; Jan 89; AR

See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, LAW, SPECIFICATIONS also

OHIO (Cont’d)

Cleveland; Office Building; High Rise; Society Center; Cesar Pelli and Kendall & Heaton; m. pl.; p.48; Mar 89, PA

Cleveland; Reflective Stainless-Steel Roof For Office Tower; Cesar Pelli and Kendall & Heaton; m. pl. sec. det.; p.121; Feb 89; AR

Cleveland; Residence; Lois Latina; ph.; p.26-27; Jan 89; CB

Columbus; Center for Visual Art, Ohio State University; Peter Eisenman and Laurie Olin; ph. elev.; p.46-51; Dec 89, LA

Columbus; Center for the Visual Arts, Ohio State University; Competition; Critique by Vincent Scully, R. E. Somol, Mark C. Taylor; Eisenman & Trott; ph. pl. dia. m. sec.; p.67-89; Oct 89; PA

Columbus; Convention Center; Richard Trott and Eisenman Architects; m. pl. ill.; p.94; Oct 89; PA

Columbus; Residence; Sullivan, Gray, Riat & Bean; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Feb 89; B

Dublin; Residence; Richard Trott; ph. pl.; p.123; Apr 89; B

Heather Hill; Alzheimer Center; Stephen Nemtin; ph.; p.87; Dec 89, INT

Shaker Heights; Kitchen; Renovation; Lawrence K. Man; ph. pl.; p.84; Oct 89; A

OKLAHOMA

Bartlesville; Price Tower; 1958; Abandoned as Non-Functional; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p.21; 26; Apr 89, PA

Norman; Technical Training Center of the U.S. Post Office; HTB; ph. sec.; p.42; Nov 89; INT

Oklahoma City;OTA; Botanical Gardens’ Crystal Bridge; Cylinder Glass; Conkin & Rossant; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.92-97; Mar 89; PA

OMAN

Muscat; Embassy Building; James Stewart Polshek; ph. pl.; p.81; Jan 89; A

OREGON

Ashland; Pacific Institute of Natural Sciences; Southern Oregon State College; BOOR/A; elev. pl.; p.34; Apr 89; PA

Beaverton; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Sterling Pointe; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.174; Oct 89; B

Klamath Falls; Art Glass Panels Transform Skylights; Oregon Institute of Technology; Ed Carpenter and SRG Partnership; ph. sec. det.; p.109; Mar 89; PA

Portland; Eye Center; Oregon Health Sciences University; Jury Comments; Richard Meier and GBD Architects; m. pl.; p.100-102; Jan 89; PA

Portland; Interiors; Advertising Agency’s Offices; GBD Interiors; ph. pl. axon.; p.216-221; July 89; ID

Portland; Interiors; Law Offices; GBD Interiors; ph.; p.166-167; June 89; INT
OREGON (Cont’d)

Portland; Office Building; Middle Rise; Lobby Renovation, Commonwealth Building, 1948; Original by Pietro Belluschi; Soderstrom Architects; ph.; p.90-93; Apr 89; PA

Portland; Oregon Convention Center; Zimmerman, Gunsul & Frasca and DMJM; m. pl. ill. sec.; p.79; Feb 89; PA

Portland; Urban Square; Pioneer Courthouse Square; Willard J. Martin and J. Douglas Macy; ph.; p.32.33-61; Aug 89; LA

Salem; Asian Art Museum; Interiors by Donovan & Green and Stuart Silver; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph.; p.128-129; July 89; INT

West Linn; Residence; Barclay Associates; ph.; p.32-33; Jan 89; CB

P

PAINT

Analyzing Old Paint in Restoration; by Timothy B. McDonald; ph.; p.123-125; Nov 89; A

Lead in Paint Issue; NIBS Report; ph.; p.35; May 89; AR

Powder Coatings, Their Nature; ph.; p.117-119; Feb 89; A

Pre-Staining Siding; by Alex Wilson; ph.; p.12-14; July 89; CB

Protecting Cedar-Faced Plywood; Painting and Staining; by Timothy B. McDonald, sec.; p.131-132; Nov 89; A

PARK

See GARDEN, RECREATION

PARKING, GARAGE

Garage Design Ideas; by Susan Bradford; pl. ill.; p.72-74; Dec 89; B

PENNSYLVANIA

Allentown; County Prison; L. Robert Kimball; pl. ill.; p.87; Aug 89; PA

Chesnut Hill; Residence; AIA Twenty-Five Year Award; Robert Venturi; ph.; p.28; May 89; A

Doyles-town; County Rehabilitation Center; Vitetta Group; pl. axon.; p.85; Aug 89; PA

Edgmont Township; Elderly Housing; Life Care Village; White Horse Village; Bower, Lewis & Thower; ph. elev.; p.88; Nov 89; PA

Frackville; State Prison; Ballinger; pl. ill.; p.86; Aug 89; PA

Haverford; Elderly Housing; Life Care Community; Campus Plan; The Quadrangle: Wallace, Roberts & Todd; ph. pl. m.; p.85; Nov 89; PA

Lancaster County; Martic Township; Assessment Plan; Historic Villages; Land and Community Associates; ph.; p.105; Nov 89; LA

Laurel Highlands; Fixing Fallingwater’s Flaws; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Judith Donohue; ill. ph. sec.; p.99-101; Nov 89; A

Malvern; Residence; Brampton Chase; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.157; July 89; B

McKean County; Correctional Facility; Federal; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; ph. pl. ill.; p.83; Aug 89; PA

Middletown; Air Terminal; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; ph. axon. elev.; p.138-139; June 89; AR

Northeast; Residence; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; ph. pl. axon.; p.76-77; Aug 89; A

Philadelphia; Commerce Square; Hanna & Olin; ph. pl. ill.; p.54-61; Aug 89; LA

Philadelphia; Convention Center; Thompson, Venturi & Stainback and Vitetta Group; pl. ill.; p.80; Feb 89; PA

Philadelphia; Dining Hall; Shops and Information Center; University of Pennsylvania; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Feb 89; PA

Philadelphia; Hotel Bellevue; Restoration of Hotel, 1904; Tom Lee; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.212-223; Oct 89; ID

Philadelphia; Interiors; Designers’ Offices; Nelson Associates; ph. sec.; p.200-203; July 89; ID

Philadelphia; Lead-Coated Copper; Bermuda-Type Horizontally Seamed Roof for Auditorium; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; m. pl. det.; p.122-123; Feb 89; AR

Philadelphia; Mixed-Use, Hotel Bellevue; Hotel, Offices, Retail, RTKL; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.212-223; Oct 89; ID

Philadelphia; Orchestra Hall; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; elev. pl.; p.36; Sept 89; PA

Philadelphia; Zoo Primate Gardens; Landscape Design by Hanna & Olin; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph.; p.75; Nov 89; LA

Pittsburgh; Computer Research Buildings Make Boolean Cube Tangible; Eisenman Architects; m. iso.; p.53; May 89; AR

Pittsburgh; Master Plan and Design of Selected Buildings; Carnegie Mellon University; Jury Comments; Dennis & Clark and TAMS Consultants; m. pl. ill. ph. pers.; p.113-115; Jan 89; PA

Pittsburgh; PPG Place, Unfriendly Plaza; Critique; John Burgee and Philip Johnson; by Lawrence Houstown, Jr.; ph.pl.; p.60-63; Dec 89; A

Pittsburgh; Research Facility; Research Institute and Pittsburgh Tech Center; Carnegie Mellon University; Two Complementary Laboratories; Eisenman Architects and Damianos Associates; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.92-93; Oct 89; PA

Pittsburgh; Software Engineering Institute; Carnegie Mellon Institute; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski and Burt, Hill, Kosar & Rittelmann; ph. pl. dia. det. iso.; p.77-83; Mar 89; AR

Radnor; Residence; Denbigh; Ann C. Capron; ph. pl.; p.156; Oct 89; B

Schuykill River; Riverdale Park; Ian McHarg; ph. pl.; p.38-43; Mar 89; LA
PLAZA (Cont'd)

Landscape Design Traditions; Yugoslavia, —; Public Spaces; by Sonja Jurkovic; ph.: p.24-26; Jun 89; LA

Miller Park Plaza; Tennessee, Chattanooga; Shops, Offices, Performing Stage in Plaza; AIA Honor Award; Derthick, Henley & Wilkerson and Kotter & Kim; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; axon.; p.156-157; May 89; A

Multi-Use Project; Australia, Sydney; Plaza, Aquarium, Museum, Shopping; Darling Harbour; MSJ and RTKL and Mitchell & Clouston; by Roger Johnson; ph.: m. p.30-31,36-38; Aug 89; LA

New European Urban Plazas; Renewed Historical Plazas; Survey; by Stephen Gardiner; ph. pl.; p.40-49; Aug 89; LA

New Influences on Public Spaces; Japan, —; Three Parks; by Yoji Sasaki; ph.: p.24-26; Mar 89; LA

New Life for Public Spaces; Urban Amenity; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.: p.32-35; Aug 89; LA

Patriots Square, Urban Park; Arizona, Phoenix; Controversy; Theodore Alexander; ph. sec.; p.20, 22; Apr 89; A

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Commerce Square; Hanna & Olin; ph. ill.; p.54-61; Aug 89; LA

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; PPP Place, Unfriendly Plaza; Critique; John Burgee and Philip Johnson; by Lawrence Houstoun, Jr.; ph. pl.; p.60-63; Dec 89; A

Pier Plaza; California, Imperial Beach; Campbell & Campbell; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Nov 89; AR

Places About Art, Places About Mind; Painter, Sculptor and Landscape Architect's Work; Ron Wigginton; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.118-124; Oct 89; LA

Plaza Reflecting Pool; Massachusetts, Boston; Does Not Invite Participation, Only Viewing; by William H. Whyte; ph.; p.120; Aug 89; LA

Plaza Renaissance in the U.S.; Survey of Urban Plazas; by Roger Cohn; ph. pl. ill.; p.54-61; Aug 89; LA

Plaza Tapatia, Downtown; Mexico, Guadalajara; Juan Gil Elizondo; ph. pl. ill.; p.50-53; Aug 89; LA

Plaza, La Defense; France, Paris; ph. p.40-49; Aug 89; LA

Urban Plaza; California, Los Angeles; Bunker Hill Steps, West Lawn of the Public Library; Lawrence Halprin; ph. pl. ill.; p.54-61; Aug 89; LA

Urban Square; Massachusetts, Boston; Copley Square, Reconstruction; Dean Abbott; ph. pl. ill.; p.54-61; Aug 89; LA

Urban Square; Oregon, Portland; Pioneer Courthouse Square; Willard J. Martin and J. Douglas Macy; ph. p.32-33,61; Aug 89; LA

World Financial Center Covered Plaza; New York, New York; Winter Garden, Battery Park City; Cesar Pelli; ph. p.44-45; Feb 89; A

See OFFICE BUILDING, URBAN DESIGN also

PLUMBING

Polybutylene Versus Copper Piping; ph.; p.106-107; Aug 89; B

Spas, Understanding; Product Review; ph. p.58-61; Nov 89; CB

See HEATING, SOLAR also
POLAND
—; Landscape Architecture; Type of Projects; by Aline Boleslawicz and Noel Moffit; ph.; p.30-31; June 89; LA
New Architecture; Churches and Other Buildings; by Noel Moffett and Monica Pidgeon; ph.; p.33-34, 36, 38; Feb 89; PA

POLUTION
Consultants for Environmental Effects on Buildings; Case Studies; Snow Control; Wind Control; Indoor Pollution; Rowan; Williams, Davies & Irwin; by Douglas Gordon and M. Stephanie Stubbs; ph.; p.189-194; May 89; A
Dealing With Odor in Buildings; by Forrest Wilson; ill. dia.; p.95-97; June 89; A
Indoor Pollution; Continues to Build; by George Rand; p.117-120; Mar 89; A
See HAZARDS, VENTILATION also

PREFABRICATION
New Products for the 1990s; Microchip, Polymers, Ceramic Composites, Panelization; p.205-212; July 89; B
Prefab Housing; An Update; by Forrest Wilson; ph.; p.119-122; July 89; A
See APARTMENT BUILDING, RESIDENCE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT also

PUBLIC RELATIONS
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

PUERTO RICO
Bridge Between House and Studio in Rain Forest; George Warner; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Oct 89; A

R

RADON
See HAZARDS

RECLAMATION
Artists Explore Reclamation Forms; Monumental Landscape Sculpture; by John Beardsley; ph.; p.45-49; June 89; LA
Cleansing the Land We Build Upon; Dealing With Toxic Waste; by Forrest Wilson; ph. sec.; p.97-100; Aug 89; A
Forum Discussion; ph.; p.54-57; June 89; LA
Reclaimed Abandoned Industrial Sites; France; —; Parks, Neighborhoods; by Marilyn Clemens; ph.; pl. p.24-30; Jan 89; LA

RECLAMATION (Cont'd)
Reclamation of Mono Lake; California; —; by Jon Bryan Bulley; ph.; p.120; June 89; LA
Review of Reclamation Projects; England; —; by Robert Holden; ph.; p.50-52; June 89; LA
Surface-Mines and Landfill Sites Reclamation; Design Problems, Solutions; by James Krohe; ph.; p.38-44; June 89; LA
See RESOURCE MANAGEMENT also

RECREATION
Arboreta and Botanic Gardens; Review of Projects; by Ellen Posner; ph. pl.; p.52; Jan 89; LA
Arboretum and Botanic Garden; Texas, Dallas; Jones & Jones; ph. sec.; p.42-51; Jan 89; LA
Architectural Toys, Their Influence; History; by Nora Richter Greer; ph.; p.68-71; Feb 89; A
Art Center Conservatory; Vine-Clad Arch Structures; Minnesota, Minneapolis; High Tech Topiary; Barbara Stauffacher Solomon and Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph. axon.; p.123; Mar 89; PA
Asil National Park; Saudi Arabia, Southwest Corner; Cultural Critique; U. S. National Park Service and Wirth & Berger; by Safi El-Hamed; ph.; p.32-33; May 89; LA
Band Shell; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Frederick Bentz and Milo Thompson; ph. iso.; p.74; Feb 89; A
Baseball Park, Pilot Field; New York, Buffalo; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.88-91; Nov 89; AR
Battery Park City; Plazas and Parks; New York, New York; Mary Miss and Susan Child and Stanton Eckstut; by Catherine Howell; ph.; p.51-57; May 89; LA
Beach Restoration; California, Carmel-by-the-Sea; Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey; ph.; p.90; Nov 89; LA
Botanic Garden and Arboretum; History and Evolution; Survey of Gardens, New Directions; by Warren T. Byrd, Jr; ph. pl.; p.42-51; Jan 89; LA
Botanical Gardens' Crystal Bridge; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Cylinder Glass; Conklin & Rossant; ph. sec. ill.; p.92-97; Mar 89; PA
Brooklyn Botanic Garden; New York, New York; Conservatory and Palm House Restoration; Davis & Brody; ph.; p.110-115; Nov 89; AR
Bryant Park; New York, New York; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and Hanna & Olin; pl.; p.13; Mar 89; LA
Burnett Park; Texas, Fort Worth; SWA Group and Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph.; p.77; Nov 89; LA
Butterfly Center; Georgia, Rural Western; Callaway Gardens; Jova, Daniels & Busby; by Allen Freeman; ph. det.; p.90-93; Mar 89; A
Camp Algonquin; Illinois, Elgin; For Low-Income Families; Tigrman & Mccurry; ph.; p.84-87; Nov 89; AR
Camp For Children With Life Threatening Diseases; Connecticut, Ashford/Eastford; Paul Newman's; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; ph. elev.; p.86-91; Jan 89; AR
RECREATION (Cont’d)

Centennial Reservoir and Park; Maryland, Howard County; Land Design Research; ph.; p.89; Nov 89; LA

Center for Employment; Florida, Lake Buena Vista; Walt Disney World; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl. sec.; p.65-71; Sept 89; AR

Challenges of Design; Roundtable Discussion; ph.; p.68-74; Jan 89; LA

Chicago Botanic Garden; Illinois, Glencoe; Environmental Planning & Design; ph.; p.52; Jan 89; LA

Chief Logan State Park; West Virginia, Southwest; Reclaimed Land; Environmental Design Group; ph.; p.93; Nov 89; LA

Chinese Garden; Canada, British Columbia; Vancouver; Dr. Sun Yat-sen Park and Garden; Durante Partners and Joe Wat; ph.; p.72; Nov 89; LA

City Park Recreation Center; Colorado, Westminster; Barker, Rinker & Seacat; ph. pl.; p.104-107; Nov 89; AR

Climatron, Botanical Gardens; Missouri, St. Louis; Murphy & Mackey; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. det.; p.88-89; Mar 89; A

Club House, Underground; Sweden, Goteborg; Near; Geri Wingardh; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95; Sept 89; A

Design by Community; Participatory Design; Examples; by Sally Woodbridge; ph. pl. ill.; p.80-85; Oct 89; LA

Development of Parks and Greenspace; Japan, —; ph.; p.27; Mar 89; LA

Downtown Park; Washington, Bellevue; Beckley, Myers & Flad; ph. pl.; p.28; Feb 89; PA

Environmental Park; California, San Francisco; Candlestick Point Cultural Park; MACK and Hargreaves Associates; m. ill.; p.71; July 89; PA

Evolution of Botanic Gardens; by Richard W. Lighty; ill.; p.144, Jan 89; LA

Fitness Center, Apple Computer; California, Cupertino; Studios; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Apr 89; INT

Flushing Meadow Park Plan; New York, New York; Major Multi-Use Park; Bernard Tschumi; pl.; p.37; Nov 89; PA

Gambling Casino, Renovation; France, Deauville; Hirsch & Bedner; by Regina Baraban; ph.; p.232-237; Oct 89; ID

Gas Works Park; Washington, Seattle; Richard Haag; ph.; p.80-86; Sept 89; LA

Golf Club; Japan, Izu Peninsula; Robert A. M. Stern; ill. elev.; p.69; Jan 89; A

Golf Club; Japan, Tokyo, Near; Morphosis; m.; p.107; Oct 89; INT

Health Club; Connecticut, Norwich; Norwich Inn & Spa; Charles Swerz; ph.; p.218-221; Feb 89; ID

Health Club; Interiors; Illinois, Oakbrook Terrace; Building by Murphy & Jahn; Landahl Group; ph. pl.; p.228-233; Feb 89; ID

Health and Beauty Spa, Hotel; France, Vichy; Arch Structure; Jean Nouvel; m.; p.33; Aug 89; PA

Health and Racquet Club; New York, New York; Machinist Associates; ph.; p.222-223; Feb 89; ID

Historic Structures in Parks; Missouri, St. Louis; Tower Grove Park; Forest Park; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.94-97; Apr 89; A

John Marshall Park; District of Columbia, Washington; Carol R. Johnson; ph. pl.; p.80-85; June 89; LA

Lechmere Canal Park; Massachusetts, East Cambridge; Carol R. Johnson; ph.; p.74; Nov 89; LA

Lewis Ginter Botanic Garden; Virginia, Richmond; Near; Environmental Planning & Design; pl.; p.42-51; Jan 89; LA

Linear Park; Spain, Valencia; Ricardo Bofill; by Peter Jacobs; ph. pl.; p.32-34; Apr 89; LA

Marina Linear Park; California, San Diego; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; m. pl.; p.65; July 89; PA

Metro Toronto Zoo; Canada, Ontario, Scarborough; Master Plan, Architecture by Ron Thom, Clifford & Lawrie and Crag & Boak; Johnson, Susstrunk & Weinstein; ph.; p.88-89; Jan 89; LA

Missouri Botanic Garden; Missouri, St. Louis; Climatron; Environmental Planning & Design; p.68-74; Jan 89; LA

Moody Botany Gardens; Texas, Galveston; Sir Geoffrey Jellicoe; ph.; p.42-51; Jan 89; LA

Moody Botanical Gardens; Animal Contact Facility; Texas, Galveston; Morris Architects; ph. pl.; p.94-99; Nov 89; AR

Municipal Pier and Park; Florida, St. Petersburg; Multi-Use; Restaurants, Retail, Community Center; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.70; Nov 89; LA

National Park Entrance Building; Hungary, Bukk; Beno Taba; ph.; p.71; Sept 89; A

National Park; Saudi Arabia, Asir Province; Wirth Design Associates; ph.; p.83; Nov 89; LA

New American Landscape; Special Issue on New Directions in Landscape Architecture; ph. pl. axon.; p.51-83; July 89; PA

New Influences on Public Spaces; Japan, —; Three Parks; by Yoji Sasaki; ph. pl.; p.24-26; Mar 89; LA

New Parks, Restoration of Medici Gardens, Preserve, Italy, —; Survey of Work of Premier Italian Landscape Architects; Guido Ferrara and Giuliana Campionna; by Patricia Schultz; ph. ill.; p.28-31; Dec 89; LA

New York, Kings Point; Residence Pool House; AIA Honor Award; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. axon.; p.150-151; May 89; A

Newcastle Beach Park; Washington, Bellevue; Jones & Jones; ph. pl.; p.124-127; Nov 89; AR

Olympic Village for 1992; Spain, Barcelona; La Nova Icaria; Massi; Bohigas, Mackay & Puigdomenech; by Christophe Girot; pl ill.; p.26-29; Apr 89; LA

Oriental Pavilion, 1874, Prospect Park, Re-Created; New York, New York; Reconstruction of Pavilion by Calvert Vaux; James Lamantia and Russo & Sonder; ph. pl. det.; p.110-113; July 89; AR

Palm Beach, Moody Gardens; Texas, Galveston; Public Recreation Area; SLA Studio Land; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Nov 89; AR

RECREATION (Cont’d)
RECREATION (Cont'd)

Parc de Bercy; France, Paris; Parc on Former Wine Warehouse Site; Marylene Ferrand et al.; ph.; p.30; Jan 89; LA

Parc de la Villette; France, Paris; Bernard Tschumi; ph.; p.34, 36-37, Jan 89; LA

Parc de la Villette; Urban Park Structures; France, Paris; Critique; Details of Steel Canopy; Bernard Tschumi; p.65-73, 135; Nov 89; PA

Park Band Shell; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Frederick Benton and Milo Thompson and Robert Rietow; ph. axon.; p.92-93; Nov 89; LA

Park Belleville on Reclaimed Industrial Land; France, Paris; Michel Viollet; ph.; p.24-29; Jan 89; LA

Park, Corderie de la Charente; France, Rochefort; Architect's Philosophy; Bernard Lassus; pl.; p.35; Jan 89; LA

Park; Massachusetts, Cambridge; John F. Kennedy Park; Carol R. Johnson; ph.; p.80-83+; June 89; LA

Parks; Hungary, Budapest; by Mihaly Mocsenyi; ph.; p.28-29; June 89; LA

Parque Tezozomoc; Mexico, Mexico City; Urban Park; Grupo De Diseno Urbano; ph.; p.48-51; Nov 89; LA

Pavilion on Fishing Pier; New York, Watkins Glen; Glen; Honorary Award; Centerbrook; by Donald Canty; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.165; May 89; A

Pier Plaza; California, Imperial Beach; Urban Park; Campell & Campbell; ph.; p.108-109; Nov 89; AR

Plants Under Glass, Botanic Gardens; by Heidi Landedecker; ph.; p.59; Jan 89; LA

Playground Landscape Sculpture; North Carolina, Charlotte; Hidden Valley; Deborah E. Ryan and et al.; ph.; p.88; Nov 89; LA

Plaza Park; California, San Jose; Hargreaves Associates; ph.; p.70; July 89; PA

Pool Hall and Piano Bar; Texas, Austin; J. H. Eccleston Johnson, Jr.; ph.; p.75; Feb 89; A

Public Parks; Hungary, Budapest; by Imre Janmorb, p.27-29; June 89; LA

Reclaimed Abandoned Industrial Sites; France, —; Parks, Neighborhoods; by Marilyn Clemens; ph.; p.24-30; Jan 89; LA

Recreation Center; Colorado, Commerce City; Barker, Rinker & Seacat; ph.; p.100-103; Nov 89; AR

Recreation Center; Florida, Edgewater; Architect's Studio; ph.; p.178; Oct 89; B

Recreation Center; Massachusetts, Canton; Massachusetts Hospital School for Physically Disabled; Gourley, Richardson & Mitchell; ph.; p.83-84; Dec 89; INT

Resort Community Planning; Italy, Sardinia; Porto Cervo; Costa Smeralda; Morgan Wheelock; by Jonathan Walters; ph.; p.35; Dec 89; LA

Resort Condominium; West Indies, Montserrat; Allouagana; Landscape by Mitchell Associates; Barry Sugarman; ill.; p. 76-77; Mar 89; LA

Resort Gardens and Pools; Arizona, Scottsdale; SWA Group; ph.; p.78-79; July 89; PA

Resort Hotel; Arizona, Scottsdale; Hyatt Regency Scottsdale; Landscape by SWA Group; Hornberger & Worstell; ph.; p.66-69; Mar 89; LA

RECREATION (Cont'd)

Resort Hotels; Hawaii, Maui; Hyatt Regency Waikoloa, Westin Maui; Westin Kauai; Tongg. Clarke & Mechler and Lawton & Umemura; ph.; p.73-75; Mar 89; LA

Resort Landscaping; Hawaii, Kohala Coast; David Y. Tamura and Chapman, Desai & Sakata; ph.; p.81; Nov 89; LA

Riverdale Park; Pennsylvania, Schuylkill River; Ian McHarg; ph.; p.38-43; Mar 89; LA

Roadway and Park Facilities; New Hampshire, Franconia Notch; Johnson, Johnson & Roy; ph.; p.67; Nov 89; LA

Rowing Club Boat House; Maryland, Baltimore; Ayers, Saint & Gross; ph. pl. axon.; p.72-73; Feb 89; A

Sculture Garden; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Walker Art Center; Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Barbara Koerbel; ph. pl. ill.; p.64-67; Feb 89; A

Sculpture Park, Laumeier; Missouri, St. Louis; Barry Thalden; by Jory Johnson; ph.; p.74-77; Apr 89; LA

Seishin Takatuka Park; Japan, Seishin; Satoshi Nakami; ph.; p.24-26; Mar 89; LA

Ski Villages, Heritage Greylock and Sugarloaf; Massachusetts, Western; Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott and SWA Group and James Reeves; by Cathryn M. Delude; ph.; p.70-72; Mar 89; LA

South Cove, Battery City; New York, New York; Open Space and Mixed-Use; Child Associates and Stan Eckstut; ph.; p.71; Nov 89; LA

Southwest Corridor Park; Massachusetts, Boston; Linear Parks Along Transitway; Roy Mann and Others; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p.70-73; May 89; LA

Sports Field Sky Dome; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Dome Opens; RAN Consortium; ph. sec. det.; p.128-138; Nov 89; AR

Sports Stadium Private Spectator Box; Doubles as Meeting Room; Heery Interiors; ph.; p.31; Mar 89; INT

Sports Stadium; Italy, Milan; Heilmuth, Obata & Kassabaum and Aldo Rossi; m. sec.; p.67; Jan 89; A

Strawberry Fields, Central Park; New York, New York; Memorial to John Lennon; Bruce Kelley and David Varnell; ph.; p.85; Nov 89; LA

Swim Complex; California, Coalinga; Edwin S. Darden; ph. pl. axon.; p.116-119; Nov 89; AR

Town Lake Comprehensive Plan; Texas, Austin; Park, Johnson, Johnson & Roy; ph.; p.96; Nov 89; LA

Urban Park at Transit Station; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Discovery Square; Allen Parker; ph.; p.68; Nov 89; LA

Urban Park, Parque Vargas; Venezuela, Caracas; Stoddart & Tabora; by Anne-Louise Volkenborn; ph.; p.39; Aug 89; LA

Urban Park; Virginia, Arlington; Crystal Park; Hunter, Reynolds & Jewell; ph.; p.58-59; Nov 89; LA

Visitors Center, Mount St. Helens; Washington, Castle Rock; SRG Partnership; ph. pl. axon.; p.90-91; Nov 89; INT
RECREATION (Cont’d)

Visitors Settlement, National Park; Colombia, Tayrona; Fernando Samper; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Sept 89; A
Walkway in Park and Zoo; Mexico, Villahermosa; Teodoro Gonzalez et al.; ph. pl.; p.50-53; Aug 89; LA
Waterfront Park; Kuwait, Kuwait; Sasaki Associates and Ghazi Sultan and Kuwaiti Engineers Office; by John W. Bright; ph. ill. m.; p.28-31; May 89; LA
Wildlife Sanctuary Interpretive Center; Tennessee, Chattanooga; Jury Comments; Solar Design; Thomas Hanrahan and Victoria Meyers Associates; m pl. elev. ill. dia.; p.71-73; Jan 89; PA
Zoo Entrance; Michigan, Detroit; Landscape by Johnson, Johnson & Roy; Smith, Hinchen & Grylls; ph. pl.; p.69; Nov 89; LA
Zoo Primate Gardens; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Landscape Design by Hanna & Olin; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph.; p.75; Nov 89; LA
Zoo and Aquarium; Tennessee, Memphis; Design Consortium; ill. pl.; p.90-91; Jan 89; PA
Zoo, Central Park; New York, New York; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; by Sarah Rossbach; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.80-83; Jan 89; LA
Zoo, Development Plan; California, San Francisco; Landscape by The Portico Group; Escherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis; sec ill.; p.92-93; Jan 89; LA
Zoo; Georgia, Atlanta; Coe, Lee, Robinson & Roesch; by Melissa Greene; ph. sec.; p.84-87; Jan 89; LA
Zoo; Maryland, Baltimore; Maryland Wilderness Exhibit; Land Design Research; pl. sec.; p.19; Nov 89; LA
Zoo; New York, New York; Central Park Zoo Remodeled; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.83-89; Feb 89; AR
See ART, COMMUNITY CENTER, GARDEN, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, PLAZA, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY, ZOO also

RESEARCH FACILITY
Advanced Computer Technology Center; Apple Computer, Studios; ph. iso. pl.; p.112-113; Apr 89; INT
Advanced Technology Center; Canada, Alberta, Edmonton; Earth Sheltering; Barry Johns; ph. pl. sec.; p.93; Feb 89; PA
Center for Innovative Technology; Virginia, Herndon; Arquitectonica and Ward & Hall; ph. pl.; p.92-97; Aug 89; PA
Laboratories, Special Demands; Review of Projects; by Michael Crosbie; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-99; Mar 89; A
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Whitehead Institute, Roof-Top Garden; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph.; p.62-63; July 89; PA
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Computer Research Buildings Make Boolean Cube Tangible; Eisenman Architects; m. iso.; p.53; May 89; AR

RESEARCH FACILITY
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RESEARCH FACILITY
Advanced Computer Technology Center; Apple Computer, Studios; ph. iso. pl.; p.112-113; Apr 89; INT
Advanced Technology Center; Canada, Alberta, Edmonton; Earth Sheltering; Barry Johns; ph. pl. sec.; p.93; Feb 89; PA
Center for Innovative Technology; Virginia, Herndon; Arquitectonica and Ward & Hall; ph. pl.; p.92-97; Aug 89; PA
Laboratories, Special Demands; Review of Projects; by Michael Crosbie; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-99; Mar 89; A
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Whitehead Institute, Roof-Top Garden; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph.; p.62-63; July 89; PA
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Computer Research Buildings Make Boolean Cube Tangible; Eisenman Architects; m. iso.; p.53; May 89; AR

RESEARCH FACILITY
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING
Ancient Sacred Sites, Preservation Efforts; India, —; Restorations; by George Michell; ph. ill.; p.26-29; Sept 89; LA
Archaeological Site Development; India, Sarnath; Mrigdava, Royal Deer Preserve; Site of Buddha’s First Sermon; by Vincent J. Bellaire and Linda A. Irvine; ph. pl. ill.; p.76-78; Dec 89; LA
CATHEDRAL
National Cathedral Nears Completion; District of Columbia, Washington; Philip Hubert Frohman; ph.; p.26-27; Oct 89; PA

RELIGIOUS BUILDING
CHURCH
Catholic; Texas, Dallas; Tapley & Lunow; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.100-105; Feb 89; AR
Catholic; Texas, Waco, Near; Clovis Heimsath; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-79; Feb 89; A
Finland, Myyrmaki; Juha Leiviska; ph.; p.58-59; Sept 89; A
Grace Lutheran; Texas, Carrollton; Cunningham Architects; ph. pl.; p.118, 124-125; June 89; PA
Hungary, Vaja; Janos Golda and Agnes Thoma; ph.; p.70; Sept 89; A
Lutheran; Colorado, Englewood; Tapley & Lunow; ph. pl. sec. elev. axon.; p.100-101; Apr 89; PA
Presbyterian; California, San Francisco; Acoustical Qualities; Bahr, Vermeer & Haecker; ph. det.; p.30; Apr 89; INT
Presbyterian; Texas, Houston; Tapley & Lunow; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.100-101, 110-111; Feb 89; AR
See ART COMMUNITY CENTER, GARDEN, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, PLAZA, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY ZOO also

RELIGIOUS BUILDING
MONASTERY
Marybeth Shaw and Charles Calcagni; ill. pl.; p.191; Sept 89; INT
SYNAGOGUE
New York, Easthampton; Critique; Norman Jaffe; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Dec 89; A
TEMPLE
Buddhist Temple Complex; Japan, Shiga Prefecture; Myodo Kyo Kai, Near Kyoto; Robert Murase; ph. pl.; p.86-90; Mar 89; LA

REMODELLING
See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type
RESEARCH FACILITY (Cont'd)

Research Institute, WZB; West Germany, Berlin; James Stirling and Michael Wilford; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-101; Jan 89; AR

Serono DNA Lab; Massachusetts, Randolph; Symmes, Mami & McKee; ph. pl.; p.94-99; Mar 89; A

Wellman Research Building; Massachusetts, Boston; Payette Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-99; Mar 89; A

See UNIVERSITY/RESEARCH FACILITY also

RESEARCH LABORATORY

See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY

RESEARCH

See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, RESEARCH FACILITY

RESIDENCE

Building Types Study; Record Houses; Entire Issue; ph. pl. sec. elev. iso.; p.42-113; Mid-Apr 89; AR

Designing Closet Space into Plan; by Clifford Pearson and William Devereaux; ill. pl. elev.; p.125-127; Feb 89; B

Dining Rooms, Review; by Clifford Pearson and Eileen Gunzelman; ph.; p.326-331; Jan 89; B

Energy Efficiency in Custom Home; by Clifford Pearson and William Devereaux; ill. pl. elev.; p.134-135; July 89; B

Exhibit of Case Study Houses and Their Influence; ph.; p.33-34; Dec 89; A

Greenhouse Conservatory Rooms of Houses; ph.; p.39-40; June 89; CB

History and Legacy of Case Study Houses; Exhibit; ph.; p.19, 22; Dec 89; A

Houses Issue; ph.; p.65-103; Dec 89; PA

Large Residence of the Future: Bassenian & Lagoni; pl. elev.; p.132-133; July 89; B

Large Residence of the Future: Berkus Group; ph. elev.; p.130-131; July 89; B

Large Residence of the Future: Centerbrook; pl. axon. elev.; p.134-135; July 89; B

Large Residence of the Future: Evans Group; pl. elev.; p.136-137; July 89; B

New Products; Entire Issue; Mar 89; B

Nightlighting the Custom Home; Lighting Manufacturers; by Daniel L. Kesterson; ph.; p.23-28; June 89; CB

Residence; Kiss & Zwigard; ph. pl.; p.197; Sept 89; INT

Residences; Survey of Work and Philosophy; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph. pl. m.; p.43-50; Winter 89; JAE

Two Classical Fireplace Mantels; Allan Greenberg; ph. sec. det.; p.199; Apr 89; PA

Work of Mexican Architects; Daniel Alvarez and Alberto Kalach; ph.; p.169; Sept 89; INT

ARGENTINA

La Plata; Casa Dr. Currutchet, 1949-53; Restored; Le Corbusier; ph.; p.22; Apr 89; PA

RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

ARIZONA

Paradise Valley; Antoine Predock; m. ill. pl.; p.46; June 89; PA

Phoenix; Antoine Predock; ill. pl.; p.43; June 89; PA

CALIFORNIA

Bel Air; Restoration, Original by Richard Neutra; Luis Ortega; p.264-267; Apr 89; ID

Berkeley; Concrete House, 1907, Restored; Bernard Maybeck; by Donald Canty; ph. pl.; p.84-89; July 89; A

Coronado; Two Speculative Houses; Smith and Others; ph.; p.l.68-71; Mid-Apr 89; AR

Healdsburg; Sandy & Babcock; ph. pl.; p.124-125; Apr 89; B

Bishopsborough; House & House; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Oct 89; A

Los Angeles; Architect's House, J. Frank Fitz gibbons; ph. pl.; p.254-259; Apr 89; ID

Los Angeles; Interiors, Bold Art Collection; Gere Kava naugh; ph.; p.226-229; Jan 89; ID

Los Angeles; Remodeled Photo Studio; A. Quincy Jones; ph.; p.228-229; Apr 89; ID

Los Angeles; Studio Addition; Franklin D. Israel; ph.; p.72-73; Apr 89; A

Los Angeles; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-99; Dec 89; PA

Manhattan Beach; Antoine Predock; m. axon.; p.46; June 89; PA

Marina del Rey; Jury Comments; Ronald McCoy; m. sec. pl. elev.; p.88-89; Jan 89; PA

Montecito; Jury Comments; Morphosis; m. pl. sec.; p.84-85; Jan 89; PA

Northern; Landscape by Leffingwell Associates; John Marsh Davis; ph.; p.66; Nov 89; LA

Rutherford; Fernau & Hartman; ph. pl. elev. sec. iso.; p.41; 59-55; Mid-Apr 89; AR

San Francisco; Hillside; Massey & Veverka; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-67; Oct 89; A

San Francisco; Daniel Solomon; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Dec 89; PA

Santa Monica; Mark Mack; ph. pl. axon.; p.88-95; Mid-Apr 89; AR

Southern; Landscape; Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph.; p.73; July 89; PA

Stinson Beach; Beach House; Banta & Collins; ph. sec. elev.; p.86-88; Oct 89; A

Temecula; Rob Wellington Ogilivy; ph. pl. iso.; p.56-59; Mid-Apr 89; AR

Tiburon; Traditional Japanese Construction; East Wind; ph.; p.101-102; Aug 89; PA

Venice; Beach House; Antoine Predock; m. ill.; p.44; June 89; PA

Venice; Includes Studio; David Hertz and Michael Rendler; ph. pl.; p.101-103; Dec 89; PA

West Hollywood; Schindler House, 1922; Restored; Original by R. M. Schindler; Architectural Museum Services/Peter Snell; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Apr 89; PA

Yountville; Interiors by Thomas Bartlett; Andrew Bately; ph. pl.; p.260-263; Apr 89; ID

CANADA

Ontario, Toronto; Architect's House, Renovation; Peter Prangnell; ph. pl.; p.224-229; Mar 89; ID
RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

CANADA (Cont'd)

Ontario, Toronto; Architect's House; Francesco Scozzoli; ph.; p.254-257; Oct 89; ID
Ontario, Toronto; Young & Wright; ph. pl.; p. 178-181; July 89; ID

COLORADO

Aspen; Vacation House; William Turnbull and Charles Moore; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.72-77; July 89; A
Media Room, Residence; Central; Charles Cunniff; ph. pl.; p.109; Oct 89; B
Old Snowmass; Lovins House and Rocky Mountain Research Center; Energy Analysis; Amory and Hunter Lovins; ph. pl.; p.100-103; Mar 89; A

CONNECTICUT

Rowayton; Jury Comments; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.76-77; Jan 89; PA
Washington; Interiors; Robert Currie; ph.; p.270-273; June 89; ID

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Brno; Tugendhat House, 1930, Partially Restored, Preserved; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph. p.21, 26, 28; Apr 89; PA

ENGLAND

Bedfordshire; Chinese Influenced Design, 1791; Henry Holland; ph. p.238-239; May 89; ID

FLORIDA

East Coast; Vacation House, Remodeled; Susan Hug; ph. pl. p.258-263; Oct 89; ID
Fort Myers; Radiant Barrier System Against Sun Heat; Herb Beatty; ph. sec. det.; p.97; Feb 89; PA
Northern; Retreat House, Japanese Style; Nette Bacle and Masao Yamada; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Aug 89; A
Sarasota; Addition; Terry W. Osborn; p.34-35; Jan 89; CB
Seaside; Architect's House; Leon Krier; p.96, 99, 101; July 89; AR
Seaside; Architects Vacation House; Leon Krier; ph. pl.; p.144-145; Oct 89; B
Seaside; Two Pavilions; Walter F. Chatham; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.100-105; Mid-Apr 89; AR
Seaside; Leon Krier and Cooper & Johnson; ph. pl. iso. ill.; p.66-73; Dec 89; PA
Seaside; Walter F. Chatham; ph. pl.; p.149; Oct 89; B

ILLINOIS (Cont'd)

Wilmette; AIA Honor Award; Hammond, Bbee & Babka; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl.; p.144-147; May 89; A

INDIA

Jaipur; Study of City and Residence; by Frances Anderton; pl. ill. ph.; p.15-24; Summer 89; JAE

ITALY

Milan; Architect's Residence; Tony Citterio and Terry Dwan; ph. pl.; p.282-285; Apr 89; ID

JAPAN

Ninomiya; Adle Naude Santos; ph. pl. axon.; p.62-85; Dec 89; PA
Tokyo; Residence Designs, 1911 to 1923; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Michael Kopp; ph. ill.; p.72-75, Jan 89; A

MAIN

Great Cranberry Island; Peter Forbes; ph. iso.; p.82-87; Mid-Apr 89; AR
Great Cranberry Island; Peter Forbes; ph. pl.; p.148; Oct 89; B
Kennebunkport; Factory Built; Classic Post & Beam; ph. pl.; p.130; Apr 89; B
MASSACHUSETTS

Boston, Near; Residence Estate Pavilion and Landscape; Marion Blackwell and James Heroux; ph. pl. axon.; p.76-77; Oct 89; A
Cape Cod; Vacation House; Childs, Bertman, Tseckares & Casendino; ph. pl.; p.132; Apr 89; B
Chesterhill; Addition; Stein Associates; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Oct 89; A
Lincoln; Restoration of 1938 Gropius House; Walter Gropius; ph. pl.; p.111-112; Apr 89; PA
Marion; Peter Forbes; ph. pl.; p.138; Apr 89; B
Martha's Vineyard; AIA Honor Award; Steven Holl; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. axon. sec. elev.; p.140-143; May 89; A
Martha's Vineyard; Ice Vine Garden; Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph. pl.; p.76; July 89; PA
Nantucket; Beach House; Terry Wilson; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.82-83; Oct 89; A
Richmond; Landscape, Large Site; Child Associates; ph. pl.; p.84; Nov 89; LA

MEXICO

Mexico City; With Studio; Albin, Vasconcelos & Elizondo; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Dec 89; PA

MICHIGAN

Eastern Shore; Weekend House; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. pl. elev.; p.74-75; Aug 89; A
Franklin; Neumann & Smith; ph. pl. axon.; p.70-73; Aug 89; A
Grand Rapids; Frank Lloyd Wright House; Restored; AIA Honor Award; Tilton & Lewis; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl.; p.152-155; May 89; A
Midland; Original by Alden B. Dow, Redesign; Dow, Howell & Gilmore; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Aug 89; A
RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

MINNESOTA
Media Room, Residence; Minneapolis; Smuckler Corporation; ph. pl.; p.109; Oct 89; B
Wayzata; Garden on Lake Minnetonka; Landscape by Michael Van Valkenburgh; Fraker & Hamson; ph. axon.; p.74-75; July 89; PA

NETHERLANDS
Rotterdam; Office for Metropolitan Architecture: ph. pl. sec; p.86-89; Dec 89: PA

NEW JERSEY
Bay Head; Waterfront; Arthur Manns Harden; ph. pl.; p.18-19; Jan 89; CB
Northern; Shelton & Mindel; ph. pl. axon.; p.160-165; July 89; ID
Princeton; Peter Lokhammer; ph.; p.42-43; Jan 89; CB
Short Hills; Addition; Shelton & Mindel; ph. pl.; p.150-155; July 89; ID

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque, Near; Westwork Architects; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. elev.; p.80-83; July 89; A
Albuquerque; Bart Prince; ph. pl.; p.106-113; Mid-Apr 89; AR

NEW YORK
Bridgehampton; Architect’s House, Analysis; Ulrich Franzen; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.284-285; Oct 89; A
East Hampton; Cooper & Robertson; ph. pl.; p.146-147; Oct 89; B
Kings Point; Residence Pool House; AIA Honor Award; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. axon.; p.150-151; May 89; A
Long Island, North Shore; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph. pl. iso.; p.96-99; Mid-Apr 89; AR
Long Island; Renovated Farmhouse; David Hannahford Mitchell; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Aug 89; A
New York; Interiors, Remodeled; Anthony and Norman DGussens; ph. p.236-243; Nov 89; ID
New York; Kips Bay Show House; Various Designers; ph.; p.176-183; Aug 89; A
Palisades; Charles A. Platt; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. axon.; p.74-75; Dec 89; A
Quaker Hill Sector; Country House; Ustad & Dandridge; ph.pl.p.258-263; Mar 89; ID
Rhinebeck; Jury Comments; Michael Graves; m. pl. elev.; p.96-97; Jan 89; PA
Rockland County; Frank Lloyd Wright; Theodore M. Cerati; ph. pl. elev.; p.42-49; Mid-Apr 89; AR
Southampton; Vacation House; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Apr 89; B
Upstate; William F. O’Neill; ph. pl.; p.139; Apr 89; B

OHIO
Dublin; Richard Trott; ph. pl.; p.123; Apr 89; B

PENNSYLVANIA
Chestnut Hill; AIA Twenty-Five Year Award; Robert Ventur; ph.; p.28; May 89; A

RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

PENNSYLVANIA (Cont’d)
Northeast; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cwynkis; ph. pl. axon.; p.76-77; Aug 89; A

PUERTO RICO
Bridge Between House and Studio in Rain Forest; George Warner; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Oct 89; A

RHODE ISLAND
Newport; Vacation House; William Burgin; ph. pl.; p.116-119; Apr 89; B

SOUTH AFRICA
—; Architecture and Apartheid; Survey of Work; by Graham Owen; ph. pl. ill. biblio.; p.3-23; Spring 89; JAE

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston; Traditional Garden for Residence; Hugh Dargan; ph.; p.78; Nov 89; LA
Johns Island; Farmhouse; AIA Honor Award; Clark & Menefee; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl.; p.146-149; May 89; A

SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls; Steve Jastram; ph.; p.36-37; Jan 89; CB

SPAIN
Cadiz; Jury Comments; Eisenman Architects; m. pl. sec. ill. dia.; p.78-80; Jan 89; PA

TEXAS
Austin; Architect’s House; Graeber, Simmons & Cowan; ph. pl.; p.134-135; Apr 89; B
Bryan; Gerald Maffei; ph. pl. axon.; p.98-100; Dec 89; PA
Concan; Vacation House for Families of Three Generations; Taft Architects; by David Dillon; ph. pl. axon.; p.68-71; July 89; A
Dallas; Interiors; Wilson Associates; ph.; p.278-281; Feb 89; ID
Dallas; Antoine Pedock; m. pl. axon.; p.44; June 89; PA
Houston; Sharon L. Tyler; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Apr 89; B
San Antonio; Hillside; William Hablinski; ph. pl.; p.144-145; Apr 89; B
Sugarland; Victorian Style; Patricia and Wayne Fisher; ph.; p.44-45; Jan 89; CB

VERMONT
Fayston; David Coleman; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Apr 89; B

WASHINGON
Bainbridge Island; James Cutler; by Donald Canty; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-79; July 89; A
Port Blakely; James Cutler; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Mid-Apr 89; AR

VIRGINIA
McLean; Estate House Enlargement; David Schwarz; ph.; p.28-29; Jan 89; CB
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

Active Adult Developments; by Susan D. Bradford; ph. pl.; p.85-98; Nov 89; B

Affordable Housing; Projects; by June Fletcher; ph. pl.; p.83+; Sept 89; B

Builder's Growth; Metropolitan Building & Development; Modular Building; by Dave Goska; ph.; p.33-36; May 89; CB

Building a Tight House; Key Steps; by Steve Andrews; p.11-21; June 89; CB

Concurrence, Infrastructure Fees; ill. table; p.38-39; 42; June 89; B

Custom Builder Definition; by Alan R. Trelles; ph.; p.13-14; Feb 89; CB

Custom Builder's Firm Profile; Tom Chiockovsky and Rich Reynolds; by Steve Andrews; ph.; p.16-18; June 89; CB

Custom Builder, Bill Schoen; Profile; by Nancy Roffey; ph.; p.13; Nov 89; CB

Designing With Windows; Three Architects' Views; ph.; p.23-27; May 89; CB

Dining Rooms, Review; by Clifford Pearson and Eileen Gunzelman; ph.; p.326-331; Jan 89; B

Double Zero Lot Line Designs; by Doug Dahlin; pl. axon.; p.350; Jan 89; B

E. B. Norris Custom Home Builders; by Lucy Oatley; ph. elev.; p.23-25; Apr 89; CB

Garage Design Ideas; by Susan Bradford; ph. ill.; p.72-74; Dec 89; B

Hazardous Building Sites; Risk to Buyer and Builder; p.152, 156; May 89; B

Homebuilders; Safety Harbor Construction Company; by Lucy Oatley; ph.; p.17-19; Mar 89; CB

Housing Projects, Conference on Urban Design; Japan, Fukuoka; by Various U.S. Architects; ph. m.; p.39-40, 42; Oct 89; PA

Interview With Architect on Design Approaches; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.10-11; July 89; CB

Media Room, Residence; Florida, Boca Raton; Randall Stofft; ph. pl.; p.108; Oct 89; B

Media Room, Residence; Ohio, Cincinnati; Architects Plus; ph. pl.; p.108; Oct 89; B

Media Rooms in House Plans; Examples; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Oct 89; B

New Modular Homebuilding, by John Andrews; ph.; p.31-36; May 89; CB

New Products; Entire Issue; Mar 89; B

Office Room is a Big Hit; ph.; p.126; May 89; B

One Hundred Biggest Home Builders; Profiles; ph. charts; p.164-186; May 89; B

Plans for Good First Impression; by Clifford Pearson and William Devreux; elev. pl. ill.; p.99-102; June 89; B

Prefab Housing; An Update; by Forrest Wilson; ph.; p.119-122; July 89; A

Realtor and Builder Relationship; p.37; Feb 89; CB

Residential Land Purchase; Process, Decisions, Pricing; by June Fletcher; ph. tables; p.91-95; June 89; B

Saving Trees in Construction; ph. p.134; May 89; B

Small Lot Planning, Flex Lot; by Gerald L. Clark; ph.; p.226; May 89; B

Three Fast Growing Builders, Profile; Jerry Long, Whilitch & Company; Michael Muench, Michael Johnstone and Bart Araujo; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.206-211; May 89; B

Visitors Center; Arizona, Mesa; Red Mountain Ranch; Lath Structure; Robert R. Frankeberger; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Mar 89; A

DEVELOPMENT

Arizona, Scottsdale; Desert Highlands; Gage Davis and William Zmistowski; ph.; p.56-57; Nov 89; LA

Cohousing; Affordable, Supportive Communal Living; U.S. Projects Based on European Models; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; ph. pl.; p.64-67; July 89; A

Farmers Home Administration Housing Projects; by Forrest Wilson; ph. pl.; p.58-59; July 89; A

Farmers Home Administration Housing Projects; Arkansas, Rison; Low-Income; Wenzel Associates; ph. pl.; p.58-59; July 89; A

New Hampshire, Manchester; Straw Hill; No Private Lots; George Matarazzo; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Oct 89; LA

New Hampshire, North Woodstock; Deer Park; Vacation Development; Bloodgood Architects and Samyn & D'Elia; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.94-97; Feb 89; B

South Carolina, Charleston; Scattered Lot Public Housing; Bradfield Associates and Middleton & McMillan; by Michael J. Crobie; ph. elev.; p.58-59; Dec 89; A

Virginia, Chesapeake; River Walk; Eric R. Kuhne; pl. elev.; p.85; May 89; PA

Virginia, Loudoun County; Cascades; Matarazzo Design; ill. pl.; p.80; Nov 89; B

LANDSCAPE

Landscaping and Outside Amenities of Model Houses; Examples; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.50-53; Aug 89; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

MANAGEMENT
Cash Flow Model Aids Strategic Planning; by Calvin R. Goldsmith; ph. table; p.47-50; Aug 89; CB

Computer Software Review for Builders; ph.; p.121-126; Nov 89; B

Computer Use Soars Among Builders; chart; p.84; Aug 89; B

Computer Use by Builders; by Calvin R. Goldsmith; p.56-58; Oct 89; CB

Computer-Aided Design and Drafting; Builder’s Use, Manufacturers; by Lucy Oatley; p.19-22; May 89; CB

Cost of Builder’s Accounting Software; by Bobby Whitten; table; p.228; May 89; B

Customizing Houses with CAD; ph.; p.102; Dec 89; B

Franchising Builders; by Gerald Schreff; ill.; p.36; May 89; B

Getting Into Remodeling; by Jerry Donohue; ph.; p.88-92; Aug 89; B

House Cost Breakdown; Survey of Areas; by Gerry Donohue; charts; p.341-345; Jan 89; B

Insurance Concerns; ph.; p.100; Sept 89; B

Interview on Profit and Loss Study; by Bobby R. Whitten; ph. chart; p.12-14; May 89; CB

Managing the Builder’s Business; Estimating, Accounting; Workshop Report; by Bill Smith; p.27-28; July 89; CB

Paragon; p.98; Sept 89; B

Planning Breakdown for Profit; ph. table; p.98; Sept 89; B

Planning to Include Family in Business; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.104-107; Dec 89; B

Pricing Houses; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.104-108; Dec 89; B

Ratio Analysis for a Financial Check-Up; by Calvin Goldsmith; p.51-53; Sept 89; CB

Saving with S Corporations; ph. p.206; Oct 89; B

Subcontractors’ Bids; ph.; p.100; Dec 89; B

MARKETING, SALES
Desire for Traditional Design; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.102-109; July 89; B

Details To Help Sell Homes; Plan Ideas; ph.; p.96; 100; Apr 89; B

Don Reynolds’ Projects; Texas, Austin; by Jheri Fleet; ph. ill.; p.16-18; Feb 89; CB

Home Buyer Survey; Preferences in Homes, Rooms; by June Fletcher; ph. charts; p.54-63; Nov 89; B

Housing Market and Population Studies; by June Fletcher; ph. ill. charts; p.294-309; Jan 89; B

Interior Designer; Urges Proper Use of Living Spaces; ph.; p.41-42; Mar 89; CB

MIRM Annual Awards; Marketing Examples; Signage, Landscaping, Sales Offices, Interiors; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.98-113; Feb 89; B

Marketing Basements, Other Spaces; by Bernard Schreff; ill.; p.26; June 89; B

Review of Builder’s Market; North Carolina, Charlotte; by June Fletcher; ph. charts; p.195-205; May 89; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

MARKETING, SALES (Cont’d)

Software for Builder Sales; ph.; p.130; May 89; B

Various Plans and Amenities for Different Markets; pl. chart; p.92, 94; Oct 89; B

RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE
Arizona, —; The Work of House Builder, Jack Robson; by Ann L. Patterson; ph.; p.15-19; July 89; CB

Arizona, Chandler; Envirographic; ph.; p.312; Jan 89; B

Arizona, Phoenix; Biltmore Hillside; Architectural Plus; ph. p.154-155; July 89; B

Arizona, Phoenix; Foothills; Daniel Brodsky; ph. p.80-81; June 89; B

Arizona, Tucson; La Ridge; Richard D. Lewis; ph. p.126; Oct 89; B

California, Alpine, Deer Creek; Kaufman & Meeks; ph.; p.85; June 89; B

California, Calabasas Park; Paragon Collection; Bassian & Lagoni; ph. p.78-79; June 89; B

California, Danville; Blackhawk, High End Houses by Lance Mortensen; His Work; by Christina Nelson; ph.; p.8-13; Oct 89; CB

California, El Cajon; Regent’s Point; Pekarek & Gandell; ph.; p.149; July 89; B

California, Fairfield; The Marquee; EDI; ph.; p.322; Jan 89; B

California, La Jolla; Blackhorse; Lorimer & Case; ph.; p.150-151; Oct 89; B

California, Laguna Hills; Moulton Ranch; Kaufman & Meeks; ph.; p.82-83; June 89; B

California, Mission Viejo; Lakeaire; McLarand & Vasquez; ph.; p.156; July 89; B

California, Mission Viejo; The Villas and Two Other Adult Developments; Bassian & Lagoni; ph.; p.90-91; Nov 89; B

California, Murrieta; California Oaks; Bassian & Lagoni; ph.; p.310-311; Jan 89; B

California, Murrieta; Sorrento; Bassian & Lagoni; ph.; p.90; Sept 89; B

California, Murrieta; Viscaya; VCA/Randy Washington Group; ph.; p.86-87; June 89; B

California, Oceanside; Ocean Hills; Development; Berkus Group; ph.; p.85-89; Nov 89; B

California, Rancho Cucamonga; California Heights; Kaufman & Broad; ph.; p.148; July 89; B

California, Rancho; Signet Series; Architects Group; ph.; p.84; June 89; B

California, Redwood City; Sandpiper Lagoon; William Pauli; ph.; p.88-89; June 89; B

California, Riverside; Lakehills; Berkus Group; ph.; p.312-313; Jan 89; B

California, Santa Ana; Cantera; McHale & Woods; ph.; p.317; Jan 89; B

California, Sun Lakes; Hales & Langston; ph.; p.192-195; May 89; B

California, Walnut Creek; Rossmoor, Turnberry; EDI; ph.; p.92-93; Nov 89; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE (Cont'd)

Colorado, Denver; John Felton; ph. pl.; p.16-17; Jan 89; CB

Colorado, Highlands Ranch; Wonderland Custom Builders; ph. pl.; p.124; Oct 89; B

Colorado, Littleton; Columbine Village Homes; ph. pl.; p.319; Jan 89; B

Colorado, Parker; The Legends; Michael Knorr; ph. pl.; p.322-323; Jan 89; B

Colorado, Westminster; Heritage; Austin R. Siegfried; ph. pl.; p.316; Jan 89; B

Connecticut, Norwich; Project Profile; New Concorde Green; Zane Yost; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.70-73; June 89; B

Florida, Boca Raton; Stene Kunik; ph. pl.; p.152-153; Oct 89; B

Florida, Boynton Beach; Colors; Quincy Johnson; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Sept 89; B

Florida, Boynton Beach; Estates; ARC Aversion; ph.; p.91; Sept 89; B

Florida, Fort Myers; Woodburn; Slater Group; ph. pl.; p.89; Sept 89; B

Florida, Mount Dora; Classic Building Corporation; ph. pl.; p.122; Oct 89; B

Florida, New Port Richey; Nature's Hideaway; Evans Group; ph. pl.; p.144-147; July 89; B

Florida, Orlando; Hamilton Place; Martin Organization; ph.; pl.; p.136-137; Apr 89; B

Florida, Orlando; Somerset Shores; Charlan & Brown; ph. pl.; p.159; Oct 89; B

Florida, Sarasota; Prestancia; Architects Studio; ph. pl.; p.120; Oct 89; B

Florida, Seaside; Vacation Cottages; Scott Merrill; ph. pl.; p.166-167; Oct 89; B

Florida, St. Lucie; The Sandcastle; New American Home; ph. pi.; p.91; Sept 89; B

Florida, Stuart; Mandalay; Evans Group; ph. pl.; p.160; Oct 89; B

Florida, West Palm Beach; Breakers West; Variations; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. elev.; p.23, 30; May 89; PA

Florida, West Palm Beach; Kit of Parts for High-End Housing; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; elev. p.37; Apr 89; AR

Four Basic Floor Plans; pl.; p.74; Sept 89; B

Georgia, Atlanta; Cherry Ridge; ph. pl.; p.209; Jan 89; B

Georgia, Atlanta; New American Home, Demonstration House; Interiors by Michael Moore and Lou Ann Bauer; Charles Moore; by Clifford Pearson and Richard Binsacca; ph. pl.; p.248-282; Jan 89; B

Georgia, Atlanta; Street Design; Brookhaven Row and Court Houses; Design Traditions; ph. pl.; p.74, 76; Nov 89; B

Georgia, Atlanta; Up-Scale Model for NAHB; Charles Moore; by Amy Gray Light; ph. pl.; p.64-67; June 89; A

Georgia, Atlanta; Bill Grant; ph. pl.; p.118; Oct 89; B

Georgia, Jonesboro; Lake Forest; Showcase Designs; ph. pl.; p.314-315; Jan 89; B

Georgia, North Fulton County; Horseshoe Bend; ph. pl.; p.208-209; Jan 89; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE (Cont'd)

Georgia, Peachtree City; ph. pl.; p.212; Jan 89; B

Illinois, Chicago; Bloodgood Architects; ph. pl.; p.153; July 89; B

Illinois, Darien; Otis Associates; ph. pl.; p.121; Feb 89; B

Illinois, Lake Forest; Viking Development; ph. pl.; p.24-25; Jan 89; CB

Indiana, Fort Wayne; Waterford Plantation; Masterpiece Homes; ph. pl.; p.130; Oct 89; B

Maryland, Woodlawn; Smart House, Testing, Training; elev. pl.; p.180; Jan 89; B

Massachusetts, Ipswich; Country Club Housing; Huygens, DiMella & Shaffer; ph. pl.; p.168-169; Oct 89; B

Massachusetts, Ipswich; Meadowview Farm; Childs, Bertman, Tseckares & Casendino; ph. pl.; p.152-153; July 89; B

Massachusetts, Nantucket; Nashabuisset; ph. pl.; p.154-155; Oct 89; B

Michigan, Cascade; West Michigan Idea House; Schmidt, Cowles & DePersia; ph. elev.; p.31-35; July 89; CB

Missouri, St. Louis; The Derby; J. L. Mason; ph.; p.325; Jan 89; B

Missouri, St. Louis; Arthur J. Sitzwoht; ph.; p.122-123; Feb 89; B

Model; Ryan Homes; ph. pl.; p.63, 66; Dec 89; B

New York, Las Vegas; Carmel Series; McLarand & Vasquez; by Clifford Pearson and Lisa Saxton; ph. pl.; p.74-77; June 89; B

New York, Las Vegas; Sagebrook; G. C. Wallace; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Sept 89; B

New York, Las Vegas; Spanish Trail; McLarand & Vasquez; ph. pl.; p.157; Oct 89; B

New Jersey, Glassboro; Doubletree; KLS Custom Builders; ph.; p.122; Oct 89; B

New Jersey, Howell; Housing Award; Wayne Simpson; ph. pl.; p.224; Jan 89; B

New York, Loudonville; Colonial Housewright; Builder John Reynolds Loftus; by Paul Grondahl; ph.; p.8-11; Sept 89; CB

New York, North Salem; Rockwell & Haverson; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Apr 89; B

New York, Scarsdale; Boulder Ridge Club, Adaptable Plans; Brill, Kawakami & Wilbourne and Ginsburg Development Corporation; ph. pl.; p.76; Feb 89; B

North Carolina, Charlotte; UDC Homes; ph. pl.; p.202; May 89; B

North Carolina, Charlotte; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.200-201; May 89; B

North Carolina, Charlotte; Fortis Homes; ph. pl.; p.203; May 89; B

North Carolina, Charlotte; Lucy Carol Davis; ph. pl.; p.205; May 89; B

North Carolina, Charlotte; Martin Organization; ph. pl.; p.204; May 89; B

North Carolina, Greensboro; The Woodbury; Charles M. Hill; ph. pl.; p.320-321; Jan 89; B

Ohio, Cincinnati; Fairmont; Heritage Green; Womack & Humphries and Damian Michael Billy; by Clifford Pearson and Lisa Saxton; ph. pl.; p.114-117; Feb 89; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE (Cont'd)

Ohio, Cincinnati; Mercurio Homes; ph. pl.; p.152; July 89; B
Ohio, Cleveland; Lois Latina; ph.; p.26-27; Jan 89; CB
Ohio, Columbus; Sullivan, Gray, Riat & Bean; ph.; p.118-119; Feb 89; B
Oregon, West Linn; Barclay Associates; ph.; p.32-33; Jan 89; CB
Pennsylvania, Malvern; Brampton Chase; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.157; July 89; B
Pennsylvania, Radnor; Denbigh; Ann C. Capron; ph. pl.; p.156; Oct 89; B
South Carolina, Charleston; American Bilt Company; ph.; p.124; Oct 89; B
Texas, Houston; Purser & Knowlton; ph.; p.122; Apr 89; B
Texas, Round Rock; The Cypress; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.318-319; Jan 89; B
Virginia, Centreville; Virginia Run; Burke & Smith; ph. pl.; p.128, 130; Oct 89; B
Virginia, Centreville; Virginia Run; Architects Design Group; ph. pl.; p.130; Oct 89; B
Virginia, Chantilly; Berkus Group; ph.; p.128-129; Apr 89; B
Virginia, Fairfax; Modular Home Award; ph.; p.222; Jan 89; B
Virginia, McLean; Custom Builder Mitchell Racoosin's Work; by Dave Goska; ph.; p.8-12; Aug 89; CB
Virginia, Northern; Prototype, Ryland Groups; Lessard Architectural Group; ph. pl.; p.62-63, 66; Dec 89; B
Virginia, Springfield; Charleston Collection; Residential Design Group; ph. pl.; p.158; Oct 89; B
Virginia, Warrenton; Misty Run; Martin Organization; ph. pl.; p.150-151; July 89; B
Washington, Federal Way; On-Line Design; ph. pl.; p.22-23; Jan 89; CB
Wisconsin, Pewaukee; Avondale. Adult Development; Bloodgood Architects; ph.; p.96; Nov 89; B

TOWNHOUSE, ATTACHED UNITS

California, San Francisco; Macondray Lane; Backen, Arrigoni & Ross; ph. pl.; p.172; Oct 89; B
California, San Francisco; Morgan Heights; Subsidized; Kodama Associates; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Sept 89; B
California, Santa Barbara; Franciscan Villas; Berkus Group; ph.; p.161; Oct 89; B
Connecticut, New Haven; Whitney Grove and Audubon Court Projects; Herbert S. Newman; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.; p.56-57; Nov 89; A
Florida, Miami; Cachet at Elan; Architeknics; ph. pl. sec.; p.70; Aug 89; B
Florida, Vero Beach; Wood Duck Island; Robert A. M. Stern; ph.; p.136-139; Oct 89; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

TOWNHOUSE, ATTACHED UNITS (Cont'd)

Illinois, Chicago; Schiller Street Townhouses; Nagle & Hartray; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Feb 89; PA
Massachusetts, Newton; Ledgerbrooke; Huygens, DiMella & Shaffer; ph. pl.; p.170-171; Oct 89; B
Massachusetts, Yarmouth Point; Kings Way; DNB; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Nov 89; B
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Phillips Place; Dovris, Johnson & Ruggeri; ph. pl.; p.175; Oct 89; B
New Jersey, New Brunswick; Delavan Court, Subsidized Housing; Quincy Johnson; ph.; p.86-87; Sept 89; B
New Jersey, Princeton; Griggs Farm; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; by M. Stephanie Stubbins and Douglas E. Gordon; ph. pl. ill.; p.60-63; Nov 89; A
Private Yard for Attached House; by Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph. ill.; p.132; Feb 89; B
Rhode Island, Narrangansett; The Breakers; Duplexes; Martin Organization; ph. pl.; p.78; Sept 89; B
Rowhouses on Waterfront; Massachusetts. Boston; Low-Income; Charleston Navy Yard; Williams Rawn; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p.54-57; July 89; A
Townhouse Project; Pinwheel Arrangement; American Cityscapes; ph. elev.; p.60; Aug 89; B
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, BATHROOM, CITY PLANNING, ELDERLY HOUSING, FINANCIAL, HOUSING, INTERIOR DESIGN, KITCHEN, RESIDENCE, UNIVERSITY also

RESORT

See HOTEL, RECREATION

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Ocean Planner; Coastal Resource Study; Illustrating Uses and Conflicts; James A. Dobbin; by Michael Leccese; ph. maps; p.50-54; Mar 89; LA

RESTAURANT

Australia, Melbourne Suburb; Eclipse Cafe; McBride, Charles & Ryan; ph. pl. ill.; p.184; Sept 89; INT
California, San Francisco; Ace Cafe; Robert Bernard; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.113-115; Sept 89; PA
California, San Francisco; City Club; Restoration of 1930; Original by Miller & Pflueger; Patrick McGrew; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Apr 89; PA
California, San Francisco; Thai Bar-Be-Que; Glenn Robert Lym; ph. ill.; p.76; Feb 89; A
RESTAURANT (Cont’d)

California, San Jose; Employee Cafeteria; DeTienne Associates; ph. pl. m.; p.228-231; Oct 89; ID
California, Santa Monica; City of Angels, Beer Making and Restaurant; Wormser Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p.300-301; May 89; INT
California, Santa Monica; DC3, at Airport; Charles Arnoldi and Solberg & Lowe; ph.; p.86-91; Mar 89; PA
California, Santa Monica; Eats Restaurant; Rebecca L. Binder; ph. iso.; p.77; Feb 89; A
California, Santa Monica; Fama; David Kellen; ph. pl. axon.; p.88-91; Sept 89; PA
California, Woodland Hills; Stanley's Restaurant and Bar; J. Frank Fitzgibbons; ph.; p.224-227; Oct 89; ID

Connecticut, Westport; East Coast; Adamstein & Demetriou; ph. pl. elev.; p.116-117; Oct 89; INT

District of Columbia, Washington; America Restaurant in Restored Union Station; MGS Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-85; Mid-Sept 89; AR

Florida, Miami; Intercontinental Hotel Lobby and Restaurant; Rita St. Clair; ph.; p.236-241; June 89; ID
Florida, Miami; Japanese Restaurant, Boulevard Street Cafe; Mateu & Rizo; ph.; p.130-131; July 89; INT
France, Paris; Delicatessen, Bar, Restaurant; Philippe Starck; ph.; p.124-127+; Feb 89; INT

Hotel and Restaurant Design Firms; One Hundred Largest, Firm Analysis; by Andrew Loebelson; charts; p.149-162; Oct 89; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Fast Lane, O'Hare Terminal; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-121; June 89; INT
Illinois, Chicago; Jazz Club and Restaurant; Cairo; Jordan Mozer; ph. pl.; p.130-131; June 89; INT
Illinois, Chicago; Lan's; Jordan Mozer; ph. pl.; p.168; Sept 89; INT
Japan, Yokohama; Zest; Hiroshi Shioi; ph.; p.264-265; May 89; INT

Massachusetts, Boston; Hub Club, Restaurant and Nightclub; Tamarkin & Teichler; ph.; p.82-83; Nov 89; A

New Jersey, Holmdel; Remington's Restaurant; Hochheiser & Elias; ph.; p.226-231; June 89; ID

New York, New York; Alex Goes to Camp, Grill; Madeline Wolfe and Yves Picot; ph. pl.; p.202-203; Sept 89; INT
New York, New York; Beau Geste; Tom Lee; ph. pl.; p.240-243; Sept 89; ID
New York, New York; Bolido, Restaurant and Club; Massimo Iosa-Ghini; ph. axon.; p.232-235; June 89; ID
New York, New York; Bolido. Restaurant and Club; Massimo Iosa-Ghini; ph.; p.28; May 89; INT
New York, New York; El Teddy's; ph.; p.32; June 89; INT
New York, New York; Huberts; Adam Tihany; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.212-217; Feb 89; ID
New York, New York; Jane's Bar and Grill; Bob Patino; ph. pl.; p.220-225; June 89; ID

RESTAURANT (Cont’d)

New York, New York; Malvasia; Adam Tihany; ph.; p.244-247; Sept 89; ID
New York, New York; Metro Restaurant; Adam Tihany; ph. pl.; p.24-26; Apr 89; INT
New York, New York; Poiret; Nancy Mah; ph.; p.242-245; June 89; ID
New York, New York; Rainbow Room Restoration; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and Milton Glazer; ph. pl.; p.188-189; Jan 89; INT
New York, New York; Symphony Cafe; Jeffrey G. Beers; ph.; p.248-251; Sept 89; ID
New York, New York; Trattoria dell'Aria; Milton Glazer; ph. pl.; p.214-219; June 89; ID
New York, New York; Water in the City Restaurant; Spring Flows Over Rock Outcropping; by Richard Brokhusier; ph.; p.50-51; Sept 89; LA

Office Building; Interiors; Texas, Westlake; Cafeteria by CRS Sirrine; Mitchell & Giorgola; ph. pl.; p.154-157+; Jan 89; INT

Restaurant Kitchen Design; by Regina Baraban and Joseph Durocher; ill. dia.; p.214-215; July 89; ID
Taiwan, Taipei; Brasserie I'R; Junji Koshiba; ph. pl. axon.; p.181; Sept 89; INT
Virginia, Norfolk; LaGalleria; Haverson & Rockwell; ph. pl. axon.; p.108-109; Dec 89; INT
Washington, Seattle; 701 East/West; Stuart Silk; ph. axon.; p.31-32; Jan 89; INT

See CLUB, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, OFFICE BUILDING/INTERIORS also

RESTORATION
See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type

RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING

RHODE ISLAND

Narragansett; The Breakers, Duplexes; Martin Organization; pl. elev.; p.78; Sept 89; B
Newport; Vacation House; William Burgin; ph. pl.; p.116-119; Apr 89; B
North Providence; Apartment Building; St. James Point; Kaufman & Meeks; ph. pl.; p.70-71; Aug 89; B
Providence; Courtland Mews; Accessory Rental Unit in Townhouse; Newport Collaborative; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Feb 89; B
Providence; Grand Staircase, Kennedy Plaza; Albert Veri; ph. sec. det.; p.127; July 89; PA

ROOF, ROOFING

Copper Shingles; ph.; p.45-46; Aug 89; CB
Designer Shingles; Laminated Shingles; by Tom Hoover; ph.; p.26-30; Aug 89; CB
Evaluating Roof Insulation Systems; by Steve Hardy; sec. dia. chart; p.103-105; Aug 89; A
ROOF, ROOFING (Cont'd)

Lead-Coated Copper; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Bermuda-Type Horizontally Seamed Roof for Auditorium; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; m. pl. det.; p.122-123; Feb 89; AR

Metal Roofing: New Versatility; Four Projects; ph. pl. sec det m.; p.120-123; Feb 89; AR

Modified Bitumen Roofing; by Karen Warseck det.; p.95-97; Jan 89; AR

Moisture in Membrane Roofs; by Wayne Tobiasson; map, charts, sec table; p.31-32,37-38; Aug 89; CB

New Roofs for Pavilions of University of Virginia; Virginia, Charlottesville; Replicate the Original Template; Original Building by Thomas Jefferson; Mesick, Cohen & Waile; ph det. axon.; P124-127; Feb 89; AR

Reflective Stainless-Steel Roof For Office Tower; Ohio, Cleveland; Cesar Pelli and Kendall & Heaton; m. pl. sec det.; p.121; Feb 89; AR

Repairing Union Station Roof; Washington, Tacoma; by Valerie Sivinski and Lisa Barry; ph. ill. det.; p.107-110. Nov 89; LA

Reroofing Seven Historic Buildings; ph det.; p.98-103, June 89; PA

Roof Ventilation and Insulation; by Arthur W. Johnson; det.; p.224; May 89; B

School; High; Switzerland, Wohlen; Four Conceptually Different Roof Structures; Santiago Calatrava; ph. sec.; p.98, 100-101; Apr 89; PA

Sheet Metal Roofs; Specifying and Detailing; det.; p.127-128; Oct 89; A

Standing-Seam Metal Roofing; PA Technics; dia. table; p.141; Sept 89; PA

Vented Galvalume Roof; Illinois, —; For Office and Retail Complex; Lohan Associates; m. pl. det.; p.122-123; Feb 89; AR

Waterproof Galvanized Barrel-Vault Roof; Minnesota, Minneapolis; For Retail Mall; Lohan Associates; ph. sec. det.; p.122-123; Feb 89; AR

SAUDI ARABIA

Asir Province; National Park; Wirth Design Associates; ph.; p.83; Nov 89; LA

Riyadh; Diplomatic Quarter and Related Facilities; Heinke & Wisher & Bodeker, Boyer & Wagenfeld; by June Taborofi; ph.; p.24-27; May 89; LA

Southwest Corner; Asir National Park; Cultural Critique; U. S. National Park Service and Wirth & Berger; by Safai Hamed; ph.; p.32-33; May 89; LA

SCHOOL

Arts and Crafts School; Maine, Deer Isle; Haystack Mountain School. Twenty-Five Years Old; Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Robert Campbell; ph. elev.; p.60-63; Feb 89; A

Audiovisual Classrooms; Corporate Education; ph. pl.; p.264-267; Oct 89; ID

New York, —; Prototype for Two Locations; Modules; Gruzen, Samton & Steinglass; m. iso.; p.112-114; Mar 89; AR

New York, New York; Prototype for Three Locations; Modules; Perkins & Will; m. ill.; p.112-114; Mar 89; AR

Public School; Spain, Madrid; Addition; Alberto Campo Baeza; ph. axon.; p.102-103; July 89; INT

School Complex; West Germany, Lorch; Bennisch Partners; ph.; p.72-73, Sept 89; A

Urban Schools; Building Types Study; New York, New York; New Prototypes; ph. pl. m. iso. dia.; p.106-115; Mar 89; AR

EARLY LEARNING CENTER

Child Care Center, UCLA; California, Los Angeles; Charles Lee and Elizabeth Lee; ph. pl. iso.; p.118, 126-129; June 89; AR

ELEMENTARY

England, Hampshire; Daylighting; Ventilation; Hampshire County Architects' Department; ph. pl. dia. sec.; p.95; Feb 89; PA

Mississippi, Quitman; Archer & Archer; ph.; p.62-63; Oct 89; A

New Mexico, Sunland Park; AIA Honor Award; Perkins & Will and Mimbres; ph.; p.138-139; May 89; A

New York, New York; P.S. 234; Richard Dattner; ph. pl.; p.106-112; Mar 89; AR

New York, New York; Prototype for Three Locations; Ehrenkrantz Group and Eckstut; m.; p.112, 114-115; Mar 89; AR

HIGH

New Mexico, Santa Fe; Perkins & Will; ph. axon. dia.; p.78-81; Aug 89; PA

Switzerland, Wohlen; Four Conceptually Different Roof Structures; Santiago Calatrava; ph. sec.; p.98, 100-101; Apr 89; PA

JUNIOR HIGH

New York, New York; Prototype for Two Locations; Modules; Richard Dattner, m. dia.; p.112, 114-115; Mar 89; AR

KINDERGARTEN

West Germany, Tubingen; Kindergarten School. Apartments, Underground Garage; Arno Lederer and Jorunn Ragnarsdottm; ph. pi , p.84-85; Sept 89; A

PRIVATE

Colombia, Bucaramanga; Caldas Institute; Rafael Maldonado; ph.; p.92-93; Sept 89; A

Dormitories, The Lawrenceville School; New Jersey, Lawrenceville; Short & Ford; ph. pl. iso.; p.108-111; Oct 89; AR
SCHOOL (Cont’d)
PRIVATE (Cont’d)

Georgia, Atlanta; Trinity School Additions; Lord & Sargent; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.112-119; May 89; A
See UNIVERSITY also

SCREEN

Sunscreens; England, London: Apple Computers Building; Troughton & McAslan; ph. sec. det.; p.135; Dec 89; PA

SCULPTURE

See ART

SEALANT

See WATERPROOFING

SECURITY

Custom Security Systems; by Michael Cogbill; ph.; p.20-22, 36+; July 89; CB
Deterrence by Design; Bibliography and Basic Security Library; dia.; p.100-103; Nov 89; PA
See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY also

SERVICE STATION

Auto Showroom and Service; New York, Long Island; Ulrich Franzen; ph. pl. sec.; p.238-243; Feb 89; ID
Car Wash and Auto Customizing Facility; California, Durante; by C. Shayne O'Neil; pl. m. ill. elev.; p.24-30; Winter 89; JAE

SHELTER

District of Columbia, Washington; Single-Room Occupancy Low Income Housing Remodeled From Apartment Building; Turner Associates; by Bill Black; pl. elev.; p.43; Feb 89; AR
Shelters for Battered Women and Their Children; 3-Volume Research Project; Jury Comments; Ben J. Refugee and Stephen F. Verderber; dia.; p.124; Jan 89; PA

SHOPPING CENTER

Building Types Study; Downtowns Revived; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-105; Sept 89; AR
California, San Francisco; San Francisco Centre. Compared with Boston Development; Whistler & Patr.; ph. pl. sec.; p.122-127; May 89; AR
Connecticut, Glastonbury; The Shops; Robert A. M. Stern; ph.; p.180; Oct 89; B
Dining Hall; Shops and Information Center; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; University of Pennsylvania; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Feb 89; PA

SHOPPING CENTER (Cont’d)

Downtown Shopping, Hotel and Entertainment Center; Texas, San Antonio; Rivercenter; Urban Design Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-105; Mar 89; A
Florida, Coral Gables; Restoration, Douglas Entrance; Spilis & Candela; ph. pl.; p.122-123; July 89; INT
Georgia, Atlanta; Landscaping; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph. pl.; p.64; July 89; PA
Georgia, Atlanta; Rio; Arquitectonica and Milton Pate; ph. pl.; p.88-91; Aug 89; PA
Georgia, Skidaway Island; The Village, Town Center; Sasaki Associates; by Gerry Donohue; ph. pl.; p.288-293; Jan 89; B
Landscape Plan; Florida, Palm Beach; The Gardens; John Grissim; ph.; p.87; Nov 89; LA
Massapequa Commons, Commercial Center; Massachusetts, Masspehe, Cape Cod; First Phase, New Town; Prellwitz & Chilinski and Ellenziwge Associates and Orr & Taylor; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-89; Mar 89; AR
New Jersey, Plainsboro; Princeton Forrestal Village; Bower, Lewis & Thrower; ph. pl.; p.96-97, 104-105; Sept 89; AR
Office Building; Middle Rise; Finland, Itakeskus; Commercial Center; Guulichen, Kairamo & Vormala; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Feb 89; PA
Restaurants, Stores, Galleries; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Hotel Les Cours Mont-Royal, Remodeled; Yabu & Pushelberg; ph. pl.; p.96-105; Mar 89; INT
Rio Shopping Center, Landscape; Georgia, Atlanta; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph.; p.45, 91; Nov 89; LA
Underground Atlanta, Downtown Shopping Center; Georgia, Atlanta; Restoration and Reconstruction, Cooper & Carry and Turner; ph. pl.; p.96-101; Sept 89; AR
Union Station Rehabilitation; Missouri, St. Louis; Shopping Mall and Hotel; Original by Theodore C. Link; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.83-87; Apr 89; A
Village Commons, Downtown; Massachusetts, South Hadley; Graham Gund; ph. sec.; p.96-97, 102-103, Sept 89; AR
See CITY PLANNING, STORE, URBAN DESIGN also

SHOWROOM

Accessories Showroom, K & D Imports; New York, New York; Daniel Trimbach; ph. pl.; p.262-265; June 89; ID
Apple Computer Marketing Center; Texas, Dallas; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.184-189; Nov 89; ID
Auto Showroom and Service; New York, Long Island; Ulrich Franzen; ph. pl. sec.; p.238-243; Feb 89; ID
Bathroom Fixtures Showroom, Davis & Warshow; New York, Manhassett; Karaham & Schwarting; ph. pl. axon.; p.278-281; Apr 89; ID
Bathroom Fixtures Showroom, Kohler; Wisconsin, Kohler; Various Display Rooms; ph.; p.276-277; Apr 89; ID
SHOWROOM (Cont’d)

Bedding and Bath Textile Showrooms; New York, New York; J. P. Stevens; GN Associates; ph. pl.; p.250-255; Feb 89; ID

California, Los Angeles; Pacific Design Center, Second Phase; Cesar Pelli; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p.108-111; May 89; A

Carpet Showroom, Lees; Illinois, Chicago; Fitch, Richardson & Smith; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Dec 89; ID

Clothing Showroom, ESPRIT; Switzerland, Zurich; Sotts Associates; ph. axon.; p.128-131; Apr 89; ID

Clothing Showroom, EZ Sportswear; New York, New York; MGV Design Consultants; ph.; p.92; July 89; ID

Clothing Showroom, Echo; New York, New York; Burdick Group; ph. pl.; p.268-273; Oct 89; ID

Clothing Showroom, Guess; New York, New York; James D’Auria; ph. pl.; p.258-261; June 89; ID

Clothing Showroom, J. J. Farmer; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Shulim Rubin; ph. elev.; p.216-219; Mar 89; ID

Computer Showrooms in Science Center; Japan, Tokyo; Tepia; Maki Associates; by Lynne Breslin; ph. pl.; p.84-93; Oct 89; AR

Electrical Products Showroom, Westinghouse; Texas, Dallas; PHH Neville Lewis; ph. pl.; p.276-279; Mar 89; ID

Fabric Showroom, Architex; California, Los Angeles; Isabel Wyatt and Brett Theony; ph.; p.222-223; Apr 89; ID

Fabric Showroom, Design Tex; Illinois, Chicago; Hermanovski & Lauck; ph. pl.; p.218-219; Nov 89; ID

Fabric Showroom, KI; Illinois, Chicago; Vignelli Associates and Eric Bartelt; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Dec 89; ID

Fabric Showroom, Schumacher; New York, New York; Philips & Janson; ph.; p.274-275; Mar 89; ID

Fabric Showroom, Schumacher; New York, New York; Philips & Janson; ph. pl.; p.56-57; June 89; INT

Fabric Wallcovering Showroom, Xorel; New York, New York; Thomas Gass; ph. pl.; p.52-53; Jan 89; INT

Fabric and Wallcovering Showroom; New York, New York; Stavropoulos Collection of Greek Inspired Items; Anne Eisenhower; ph.; p.254-257; June 89; ID

Fashion Designer’s Showroom; New York, New York; Onward Kashiyama’s; Toshiko Mori; ph. pl.; p.258-261; Sept 89; ID

Fashion Showroom, Brayton; California, Los Angeles; Beckson Design; ph. axon.; p.124-125; Aug 89; INT

Furniture Showroom, Consolidated Resources; California, San Jose; MMAP, ph. pl.; p.224-227; Apr 89; ID

Furniture Showroom, Herman Miller; Georgia, Atlanta; Scogin, Elam & Bray; ph. pl.; p.98-107; June 89; AR

Furniture Showroom, KI; Texas, Dallas; Eric Bartelt; ph. pl.; p.288-287; June 89; ID

SHOWROOM (Cont’d)

Furniture Showroom, Krueger International; Illinois, Chicago; Vignelli Associates; ph. pl.; p.186-187; Jan 89; INT

Furniture Showroom, Leigh Spence; Massachusetts, Boston; Cooper Group; ph. pl.; p.76; Nov 89; INT

Furniture Showroom, Metropolitan; Illinois, Chicago; Mark Kapka and Robert Arko; ph. pl.; p.136-137; Dec 89; ID

Furniture Showroom, Nienkamper; California, Los Angeles; Jeffery Fear; ph.; p.278-279; Oct 89; ID

Furniture Showroom, Nienkamper; Illinois, Chicago; Drake & Boucher; ph. pl.; p.276-277; Oct 89; ID

Furniture Showroom, Nienkamper; New York, New York; Gustavson & Dundus; ph. pl.; p.274-275; Oct 89; ID

Furniture Showroom, Stendig; Texas, Dallas; CRS Single; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Jan 89; INT

Furniture Showroom, Vecta; Illinois, Chicago; Lee Stout; ph. pl.; p.98; Feb 89; INT

Furniture Showroom, District of Columbia; Washington; Herman Miller’s Office Pavilion; Studios; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. axon.; p.54-55; June 89; A

Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Haworth; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. pl.; p.204-207; Jan 89; ID

Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Herman Miller; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Herman Miller; ph. pl.; p.212-217; Jan 89; ID

Furniture Showroom; Massachusetts, Boston; Herman Miller’s Office Pavilion; Jung & Branner; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl.; p.50-53; June 89; A

Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; B & B; Gregotti Associates; ph. pl.; p.208-211; Jan 89; ID

Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; Brunet; Stanley Jay Friedman; ph. pl.; p.198-203; Jan 89; ID

Interior’s Products Showroom, KI; Illinois, Chicago; Vignelli Associates; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Aug 89; INT

Japan, Tokyo; Two Showrooms in New Building; Eisenman Architects and K Architects; m. sec.; p.91; Oct 89; PA

Kitchen, Bedroom and Bath Furnishings Showroom; New York, New York; Smallbone; ph. pl.; p.204-205; July 89; ID

Leather Showroom, Lackawanna; Illinois, Chicago; Revolving Display System; Andrew Belschner and Joseph Vincent; ph. pl.; p.28; Dec 89; INT

Leather Showroom, Lackawanna; Illinois, Chicago; Andrew Belschner and Joseph Vincent; ph. pl.; p.132-135; Dec 89; ID

Lighting Showroom, LSI; New York, New York; Thomas Gass; ph. pl.; p.42-44; Mar 89; INT

Mannequin Showroom, Hindsgaul; New York, New York; MGS Architects; ph. pl.; p.200-201; Sept 89; INT

Men’s Clothing Showroom, Lazo’s; New York, New York; Adam Tahiny; ph. pl.; p.254-257; Sept 89; ID
SHOWROOM (Cont’d)

Merchandise Mart, Renovated; California, San Francisco; Western Merchandise Mart; Pfister Partnership; ph. pl. ill.; p.188-193; Jan 89; ID

Metal Storage Unit Showroom, Meridian; Illinois, Chicago; NB Associates; ph.; p.62; Apr 89; ID

Neocon Showroom Awards; ph. pl.; p.103-109; Aug 89; INT

Office Accessories Showroom, Smith Metal Arts; Illinois, Chicago; William Sklaroff; ph.; p.144-145; Dec 89; INT

Office Equipment Showroom, HON; Illinois, Chicago; ph. pl.; p.64; Apr 89; INT

Office Furniture Showroom, Steelcase; Illinois, Chicago; Lohan Associates; ph.; p.138-141; Dec 89; ID

Office Furniture Showroom, Vecta; California, Los Angeles; Morphosis; ph. pl.; p.102-105; Oct 89; INT

Office Furniture Showroom, Westinghouse; California, Los Angeles; Stewart & Romberger; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-123; Aug 89; INT

Office Furniture Showroom, Baker’s; Pfister Partnership; ph. p.194-197; Jan 89; ID

Pacific Design Center, Phase II; California, West Hollywood; Cesar Pelli and Gruen Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-85; Mar 89; PA

Pacific Design Center; California, Los Angeles; Cesar Pelli; ph. 46; Feb 89; A

Showroom, ESPRIT; New York, New York; Michael Vanderbyl; ph. pl.; p.166-167; Jan 89; INT

Showplace Square, Atrium; California, San Francisco; Building by Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; Gensler Associates and Orlando Diaz-Accuy; ph. pl. axon.; p.134-135; Aug 89; INT

Wallcovering Showroom, Kinney; Illinois, Chicago; Zuroski, Young & Johnson; ph.; p.74; June 89; ID

Women's Clothing Showroom, Leon Max; California, Los Angeles; Morphosis; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec. axon. elev.; p.86-93; Mid-Sept 89; AR

See STORE also

SIDING

Wood Textures, Siding; ph. elev.; p.31-35; July 89; CB

SIGN

See GRAPHICS

SINGAPORE

Apartment Building; High Rise; Colonnade Condominiums; Paul Rudolph and Archiplan Team; ph. pl.; p.74, 80-81; Jan 89; AR

SKYLIGHT

Art Glass Panels Transform Skylights; Oregon, Klamath Falls; Oregon Institute of Technology; Ed Carpenter and SRG Partnership; ph. sec. det.; p.109; Mar 89; PA

New Technology for Vented Skylights; Manufacturers; ph.; p.37; May 89; CB

Skylight Handbook and Software; Jury Comments; Stephen Selkowitz et al.; ph. dia.; p.125; Jan 89; PA

SOLAR

CASE STUDY

Campus; Mississippi County Community College; Arkansas, Blytheville; Solar Energy; Cromwell, Neyland, Truemper, Levy & Gateich; ph.; p.103-104; Mar 89; A

Wildlife Sanctuary Interpretive Center; Tennessee, Chattanooga; Jury Comments; Solar Design, Thomas Hanrahan and Victoria Meyers Associates; m. pl. elev. ill. dia.; p.71-73; Jan 89; PA

PHOTOVOLTAIC

Solar Power Costs Are Down; ph.; p.90; Apr 89; B

See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, GREEN-HOUSE also

SOUTH AFRICA

—; Architecture and Apartheid; Survey of Work; by Graham Owen; ph. pl. ill. biblio.; p.3-23; Spring 89; JAE

—; Response to Owen's Architecture and Apartheid; by Robin Bloch and Melinda Silverman; p.24-25; Spring 89; JAE

Johannesburg; Brenthurst Library; Hallen & Theron; ph.; p.20; Spring 89; JAE

Mmabatho; Secretariat Building; Bonnie Britz and Michael Scholes; ph. pl.; p.21; Spring 89; JAE

SOUTH CAROLINA

Charleston; Residence; American Bilt Company; ph. pl.; p.124; Oct 89; B

Charleston; Scattered Site Public Housing; Bradford Associates and Middleton & McMillan; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. elev.; p.58-59; Dec 89; A

Charleston; Traditional Garden for Residence; Hugh Dargan; ph.; p.78; Nov 89; LA

Columbia; Court of Appeals Building, Restoration; Original Building by Harold Tatum; Stevens & Wilkinson; ph. pl.; p.190-193; Nov 89; ID

Johns Island; Farmhouse; AIA Honor Award; Clark & Menefee; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl.; p.148-149; May 89; A

Walterboro, Near; Landscape Designer's Offices, in Great Swamp; Expresses Philosophy; Robert Marvin; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.86-87; Aug 89; LA
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SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls; Residence: Steve Jastram; ph.; p.36-37; Jan 89; CB

SPAIN
—; Interiors; Textile Company Offices and Warehouse; Pepe Cartes; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-107; July 89; INT
Barcelona; Hotel; Eisenman Architects; ill. m. pl. dia.; p.97-98; Oct 89; PA
Barcelona; Hotel Alexandra Lobby; Jose Juane pere Miret; ph.; p.23; Mar 89; INT
Barcelona; Municipal Tourist Offices; Mireia Riera; ph. p.100-101; July 89; INT
Barcelona; Night Club; Velvet Bar; Alfredo Arribas; ph.; p.97-98; Oct 89; PA
Barcelona; Olympic Village for 1992: La Nova Icaria; Martorell, Bohigas, Mackay Puigdomenech; by Christophe Girot; pl. ill.; p.26-29; Apr 89; LA
Barcelona; Shoe Store, Eleven; YN. Disseny d'Interiors; ph. det.; p.92-95; Sept 89; PA
Barcelona; Steel Bridge; In Context of Earlier Work by Robert Maillart; Santiago Calatrava; ph. sec.; p.98-99; Apr 89; PA
Cadiz; Residence; Jury Comments; Eisenman Architects; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.78-80; Jan 89; PA
Madrid; Hotel; The Palace, Lobby; ph.; p.24; Mar 89; INT
Madrid; Public School, Addition; Alberto Campo Baeza; ph. axon.; p.127; July 89; LA
Seville; World Fair, Expo 92; Jorge Subirana; by Nicholas Bray; ill.; p.30-31; Apr 89; LA
Valencia; Linear Park; Ricardo Bofill; by Peter Jacobs; ph. pl.; p.32-34; Apr 89; LA

SPECIFICATIONS
Computerized Specifications; Part 2; Discussion; ph.; p.131-133, 135-137; Aug 89; AR
Computerized Specifications; Pros and Cons Discussion; ph.; p.159-165; June 89; AR
Eliminating Squeaky Wood Floors; by Arthur Johnson; ph. det.; p.116; Dec 89; B
Fast-Track Methods; Some New Problems and Solutions; p.51-56; Nov 89; PA
Finding Consultants; by Walter Rosenfeld; p.53-54, 56; Jan 89; PA
Good Communication; The Architect's Role; How to Improve; by William Lohmann; ill.; p.55-56, 58; June 89; PA
Micro Computer's Role in Specifications Writing; SweetSpec; by Robert Paul Dean; dia.; p.105-106; Apr 89; A
Performance Specifications; Their Growing Use; by William T Lohmann; p.59, 62, 64; Sept 89; PA
Reducing Size of Project Manuals; by Walter Rosenfeld; p.43-44, 46; July 89; PA
Software Reviews; Electronic Sweet's; SweetSearch and SweetSpec; Auto-CAD Release 10 with ADE 3; by Steven S. Ross; ph. ill.; p.137, 139, 141, 143; Mar 89; AR

STADIUM
See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY

STAIRWAY
Clothing Store Expansion and Remodeling; England, London; Glass Staircase; Foster Associates; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.159; Feb 89; PA
Custom Staircase; Survey of Manufacturers; by Jeanne Jing; ph.; p.22-27; Sept 89; LA
Grand Staircase, Kennedy Plaza; Rhode Island, Providence; Albert Veri; ph. sec. det.; p.127; July 89; PA

STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

STONE
See MASONRY

STORAGE
High-Density Mobile Storage Systems for High Rises; ph. det.; p.104; Aug 89; PA

STORE
Auto Showroom and Service; New York, Long Island; Ulrich Franzen; ph. pl. sec.; p.238-243; Feb 89; ID
Book and Artware Store, Contemporary Arts Center; Ohio, Cincinnati; Terry Brown; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.49, 94-97; Mid-Sept 89; AR
Bridal Shop; France, Paris; Furniture Design; Paul Mathieu and Michael Ray; ph.; p.266-269; May 89; INT
Children's Clothing Store; California, —; Gap Kids; Charles E. Broudy; ph.; p.260-261; Feb 89; ID
STORE (Cont’d)

Children’s Clothing Stores, Two; Hong Kong; Tsao & McKown; ph. pl. iso.; 60-63; Mid-Sept 89; AR

Clothing Store Expansion and Remodeling; England, London; Glass Staircase; Foster Associates; ph. pl. sec det.; p.159; Feb 89; PA

Clothing Store, Alex Boutique; Italy, Florence; Eva Jiricna; ph. pl.; p.176-177; Jan 89; INT

Clothing Store, Archilla; California, Southern; William Adams; ph. pl.; p.174-175; Jan 89; INT

Clothing Store, Billy; Illinois, Chicago; Perkins & Will; ph. pl.; p.280-281; May 89; INT

Clothing Store, Dianne B.’s; New York, New York; Voorsanger & Mills; ph. pl.; p.172-173; Jan 89; INT

Clothing Store, ESPRIT; England, London; Foster Associates; ph. pl. elev.; p.178-179; Jan 89; INT

Clothing Store, ESPRIT; West Germany, Berlin; Sotts Associates; ph. pl.; p.134-137; Apr 89; INT

Clothing Store, Katharine Hamnett; England, London; Furniture Design; Nigel Coates and Doug Branson; ph. pl.; p.258-263; May 89; INT

Clothing Store, Nathaniel & James; Florida, Miami; Mario Echeverra; ph. pl.; p.280-283; Oct 89; ID

Clothing Store, Ollily; Illinois, Chicago; Florian & Wierzbowski; ph. pl.; p.118-119; June 89; INT

Clothing Store, Ralph Davies; California, San Francisco; David McFadden; ph. pl.; p.216-221; Apr 89; ID

Clothing Store, Streetwear; Canada, Ontario, Scarborough; Yabu & Pushelburg; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Mar 89; INT

Clothing Store, California, La Jolla; Copperfield; CRS Sirene; ph. pl.; p.152-153; Jan 89; INT

Clothing Store, California, San Francisco; The Gap; Hemisphere; Charles E. Bready; ph. pl.; p.262-265; Feb 89; ID

Clothing Store, Connecticut, New Haven; Andrea Mendelson; ph. axon.; p.185; Sept 89; INT

Clothing Store, Italy, Milan; Tony Citterio and Terry Dwan; ph. pl. axon.; p.286-289; Apr 89; ID

Clothing Store, New York, New York; Emporio Armani; Giorgio Armani and Giancarlo Orletti and Jack Travis; ph. pl.; p.264-267; Sept 89; ID

Clothing Store, New York, New York; Issey Miyake; Shiro Kuramata and Toshiro Mori; ph. pl.; p.256-259; Feb 89; ID

Department Store, Leon; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Yabu & Pushelburg; ph. pl.; p.210-215; Mar 89; ID

Department Store, Florida, Boynton Beach; Burdines; Walker Group/CNI; ph. pl.; p.266-269; Feb 89; ID

Eye Glass Store; Interiors; Himmel & Bonner; ph. pl.; p.132-133; Aug 89; INT

Food Store, Dean & Deluca; New York, New York; Jack Ceglic; ph. pl.; p.262-263; Sept 89; ID

France, Paris; Delicatessen, Bar, Restaurant; Philippe Starck; ph. pl.; p.124-127; Feb 89; INT

STORE (Cont’d)

Furniture and Accessories Store; California, Los Angeles; Design Express; Building; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-83; June 89; PA

Hair Salon; Remodeled Warehouse; Jeffrey Thrasher; ph. pl.; p.124-125; July 89; INT

Hair Salon; Texas, Houston; CRS Sirene; ph. pl.; p.146-151; Jan 89; INT

Home Video Store; California, Granada Hills; Neon Lighting; Bryon B. Savage; ph. pl.; p.54-55; Feb 89; INT

Jewelry and Accessories Store; France, Paris; Dominique Lacheyvski and Patrick Naggar; ph. pl. elev.; p.100-103; Sept 89; PA

Jewelry and Accessories Store, LS; New York, New York; Patino & Wolf; ph. pl.; p.268-273; Sept 89; ID

Men’s Clothing Store, Marc Laurent; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Kwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl. axon.; p.112-113; Mar 89; INT

Museum of Art’s Retail and Offices; California, Santa Monica; Edgemar; Frank O. Gehry; ph.; p.24; May 89; INT

Newstands Stores; Illinois, Chicago; Eva Madox; ph. pl.; p.220-223; Nov 89; ID

Office, Accessories Store, Chiasso; Illinois, Chicago; Florian & Wierzbowski; ph. pl.; p.116-117; June 89; INT

Optometry Store; New York, New York; Optometric Arts; Bausman & Gill; ph. pl. iso.; p.242-245; May 89; ID

Shirt Store; California, San Francisco; Comme des Garcons; Rei Kawakubo and Yasuo Kondo; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Jan 89; AR

Shoe Store, Eleven; Spain, Barcelona; YN, Disseny d’Interiors; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Sept 89; PA

Shoe Store, San Marcos; Washington, Seattle; Kelly & Lehr; ph. pl.; p.170-171; Jan 89; INT

Shoe Store; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Dogbite; ph. pl.; p.106-109; Mar 89; INT

Shops in Air Terminals; ph. ill.; p.140; June 89; AR

Store Design, Europe; Dirk DeMeyer; ph.; p.186; Sept 89; INT

Supermarket; England, London; Critique; Nicholas Grimshaw; ph. pl.; p.72, 78-79; Sept 89; AR

Women’s Clothing Store, Giorgio Armani; California, Beverly Hills; Michael Chow and Thane Roberts; ph. pl.; p.206-211; Apr 89; ID

Women’s Clothing Store, Jerico; California, Santa Monica; Farrell Design Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p.212-215; Apr 89; ID

Women’s Clothing Store, Maxima; Illinois, Chicago; B. Christopher Bene; ph. pl. det.; p.110-112; Sept 89; PA

Women’s Clothing Store; California, Beverly Hills; Adrienne Vittadini; Gae Aulenti; ph.; p.270-273; Feb 89; ID

Women’s Clothing Store; Italy, Florence; Gianni Versace; Laboratorio Associati; ph.; p.244-245; Feb 89; ID

See ART GALLERY, OFFICE BUILDING/ INTERIORS, SHOPPING CENTER, SHOW-ROOM also
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STRUCTURAL

Cracks in Brunelleschi's Dome; Italy, Florence; by Claire Schiffman; ill. pl. sec.; p.91-94; Nov 89; A
Repairing Union Station Roof; Washington, Tacoma; by Valerie Sivinski and Lisa Barry; ph. ill. det.; p.107-110; Nov 89; A
Seismic Performance of Interiors; by Christopher Arnold; pl.; p.111-114; Apr 89; A
Structural Failures, Case History; by Henry Cowan; ill.; p.118-120; Sept 89; A
Stucco Building Failures; Center for Building Technology; by M. Stephanie Stubbs; elev. det.; iso.; p.180-182; May 89; A

COMPOSITE, STEEL AND CONCRETE

Structures That Combine Concrete and Steel; High Rise Buildings; by Matthys P. Levy; ph. sec.; p.102-104; June 89; A

CONCRETE

Clinic; California. Carmel Mountain Ranch; Tilt-Up Concrete Slab Details; Austin, Hansen & Fehlman; ph. det. elev. axon.; p.110-111; Sept 89; AR
Community Center; Switzerland. Aargau, Suhr; Engineering of Arches and Shells; Santiago Calatrava and Hertig Partners; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.108-117; Mid-Sept 89; AR

Epoxy as Admixtures; Concrete and GROUT; p.129-131, Apr 89; A
Fixing Fallingwater’s Flaws; Pennsylvania, Laurel Highlands; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Judith Donohue; ill. ph. sec.; p.99-101; Nov 89; A
Fly Ash as Concrete Admixture; Air Entraining; p.129-130; June 89; A
Harvard’s Deteriorating Concrete Building Facades; Massachusetts. Cambridge; by Elena Marcheso Moreno; ph. sec. det.; p.99-101; Jan 89; A
Precast Concrete; Finish Characteristics in Three New Buildings; ph. det. elev. axon.; p.106-111; Sept 89; AR
Slabjacking Process; Raising a Sunk Outdoor Slab; ill.; p.148; Apr 89; B
Survey of Architect-Engineer’s New Structures; Steel and Concrete; Santiago Calatrava; ph. sec.; p.98-103; Apr 89; PA
Tilt-Up Technology; New Developments; by Dan Heinfield, m.; p.109; Feb 89; PA

EARTHQUAKE

Model Seismic Code, Significant Revisions; by Robert Retherman; axon. pl. map; p.106-110; Oct 89; A
Seismic Retrofit of Older Buildings; ph. det.; p.117-118; June 89; PA

MASONRY

Brick Veneer with Steel Stud Backup Analyzed; Waterproofing; det. table; p.116-119; Mar 89; AR
Differences in Concrete and Masonry Grout Technology; by Christine Beall; det. ill.; p.123-124; Apr 89; A
Guastevino Tile Vaulting; Historical Process; det.; p.137-138; Sept 89; PA

STUCCO

Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems; Projects; ph.; p.186-187; Dec 89, AR
See INSULATION also

STUDIO

Artist’s Studio; California, San Mateo; Dean & Wolf; ph. axon.; p.79; Oct 89; A
Photography Studio; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Pfister Architects; by Amy Gray Light; ph. pl. axon.; p.60-61; June 89; A
Residence; California, Los Angeles; Studio Addition; Franklin D. Israel; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Apr 89; AR
See APARTMENT BUILDING, FILM STUDIO, RESIDENCE also

SWEDEN

Goteborg, Near; Club House, Underground; Gert Wingardh; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95; Sept 89; A
Jarna; Hospital; Rudolph Steiner Seminary; Anthroposophical Theory; Erik Asmussen; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Dec 89; INT

SWITZERLAND

Aargau, Suhr; Community Center; Engineering of Arches and Shells; Santiago Calatrava and Hertig Partners; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.108-117; Mid-Sept 89; AR

STRUCTURAL (Cont’d)

STEEL

Austria, Vienna; Law Offices; Rooftop Remodeling; Steel Structural System; Coop Himmelblau; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.82-90; Aug 89; AR
Parc de la Villette; Urban Park Structures; France, Paris; Critique; Details of Steel Canopy; Bernard Tschumi; p.65-73; 135; Nov 89; PA
Specifying Welding Details; by Timothy B. MacDonald; det.; p.113-114; Jan 89; A
Spots Field Sky Dome; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Dome Opens; RAN Consortium; ph. sec. det.; p.128-138; Nov 89; AR
Survey of Architect-Engineer’s New Structures; Steel and Concrete; Santiago Calatrava; ph. sec.; p.98-103; Apr 89; PA

WOOD

Laminated Wood Structure, School of Architecture; France, Lyons, Francoise-Helene Jouarda and Gilles Perraudin; ph. sec. det.; p.159; Jan 89; PA
Solving Roof Truss Uplift With Steel Clips; by Arthur W. Johnson; det.; p.130; Feb 89; B
Traditional Japanese Wood Construction Adapted for Modern House; ph.; p.101-102; Aug 89; PA
See MASONRY, WOOD, WOODEN also

STUCCO

Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems; Projects; ph.; p.186-187; Dec 89, AR
See INSULATION also
SWITZERLAND (Cont’d)

Basel; Cabaret Theater: New Structural Concepts; Santiago Calatrava; ph. p.102-103; Apr 89; PA
Lausanne; Bridges with Multi-Use Structures; Bernard Tschumi and Luca Merlini; sec. elev. iso.; p.38; Nov 89; PA
Wohlen; School; High; Four Conceptually Different Roof Structures; Santiago Calatrava; ph. sec.; p.98, 100-101; Apr 89; PA
Zurich; Clothing Showroom, ESPRIT; Sottsass Associates; ph. axon.; p.128-131; Apr 89; INT

TEXAS (Cont’d)

Carrollton; Grace Lutheran; Cunningham Architects; ph. pl.; p.118, 124-125; June 89; AR
Clearlake; Office Building: Landscape; IBM Facilities; Landscape Design by Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; CRS Simine; ph. p.64-65; Nov 89; LA
Concan; Vacation House for Families of Three Generations; Taft Architects; by David Dillon; ph. pl. axon.; p.68-71; July 89; A
Corpus Christi; City Hall. Taft Architects and Kipp & Richter; ph. pl. sec.; p.102, 110-113; Jan 89; AR
Dallas; Apple Computer Marketing Center; Gen-sier Associates; ph. pl.; p.184-189; Nov 89; ID
Dallas; Arboretum and Botanic Garden; Jones & Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p.42-51; Jan 89; LA
Dallas; Church; Catholic; Tapley & Lunow; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.100-105; Feb 89; AR
Dallas; Concert Hall; McDermott; Acoustic Decisions; I. M. Pei; ph. axon.; p.32; Dec 89; INT
Dallas; Elderly Housing: Life Care Urban Hotel; Culpepper, McAluife & Meaders; ph.; p.87; Nov 89; PA
Dallas; Electrical Products Showroom, Westinghouse: PHH Neville Lewis; ph. pl. p.276-279; Mar 89; ID
Dallas; Furniture Showroom, Kl; Eric Bartelt; ph. pl.; p.286-287; June 89; ID
Dallas; Furniture Showroom, Stendig; CRS Simine; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Jan 89; INT
Dallas; Interiors: Corporation Headquarters; Thompson Companies; Staffelbach Designs; ph. pl.; p.292-295; June 89; ID
Dallas; Interiors: Planners and Landscape Designer’s Offices, JJR; Hermanovski & Lauck; ph. p.288-291; June 89; ID
Dallas; Residence; Interiors; Wilson Associates; ph. p.278-281; Feb 89; ID
Dallas; Residence; Antoine Predock; m. pl. axon.; p.44; June 89; PA
Dallas; Symphony Center; J. M. Pei; ph. p.23, 26; Nov 89; PA
Dallas; Symphony Center; J. M. Pei; ph. p.58; Nov 89; ID
Fort Worth; Art Museum; Addition to Kimbell Art Museum by Louis I. Kahn; Mitchell & Giurgola and Thorp; ill. elev. axon.; p.19-22; Oct 89; A
Fort Worth; Burnett Park; SWA Group and Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph. p.77; Nov 89; LA
Galveston; Moody Botanic Gardens; Sir Geoffrey Jellicoe; ph. pl.; p.42-51; Jan 89; LA
Galveston; Moody Botanical Gardens; Animal Contact Facility; Morris Architects; ph. pl.; p.94-99; Nov 89; AR
Galveston; Palm Beach; Moody Gardens; Public Recreation Area; SLA Studio Land; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Nov 89; AR
Houston; Church; Presbyterian; Tapley & Lunow; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.100-101, 110-111; Feb 89; AR
Houston; Cullen Entry. University of Houston; SWA Group; ph.; p.79; Nov 89; LA
Houston; George R. Brown Convention Center; Bernard Johnson et al.; ph. pl.; p.77; Feb 89; PA

T

TAIWAN

Taipei; Restaurant; Brasserie I’R; Junji Koshiba; ph. pl. axon.; p.181; Sept 89; INT

TELEVISION

See AUDIO-VISUAL

TENNESSEE

Chattanooga; Miller Park Plaza; Shops. Offices. Performing Stage in Plaza; AIA Honor Award; Dertikh, Henley & Wilkerson and Kotter & Kim; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. axon.; p.156-157; May 89; A
Chattanooga; Wildlife Sanctuary Interpretive Center; Jury Comments; Solar Design; Thomas Hanrahan and Victoria Meyers Associates; m. pl. elev. ill. dia.; p.71-73; Jan 89; PA
Memphis; Architects’ Offices. Remodeled; Hnedak & Bobo; ph.; p.78-79; Nov 89; A
Memphis; Zoo and Aquarium; Design Consortium; ill. pl.; p.90-91; Jan 89; LA
Nashville; Interiors; Company Headquarters; Tuck, Hinton & Everett; ph.; pl. p.126-127; July 89; INT
Nashville; Landscape Plan; Robert Lamb Hart; ph. pl. elev.; p.80-81; May 89; LA

TEXAS

Austin; Architect’s House; Graeber, Simmons & Cowan; ph. pl.; p.134-135; Apr 89; B
Austin; Art Museum, Laguna Gloria; Use of Daylighting; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown and Rio Group; sec.; p.150-151; May 89; AR
Austin; Don Reynolds’ Projects; by Jhen Fleet; ph. pl. ill.; p.16-18; Feb 89; CB
Austin; Interiors; Law Offices; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.206-207; Nov 89; ID
Austin; Pool Hall and Piano Bar; J. H. Eccleston Johnson, Jr.; ph.; p.75; Feb 89; A
Austin; Town Lake Comprehensive Plan; Park; Johnson, Johnson & Roy; ph.; p.96; Nov 89; LA
Bryan; Residence; Gerald Maffet; ph. pl. axon.; p.98-100; Dec 89; PA
TEXAS (Cont'd)

Houston; Hair Salon; CRS Sirrine; ph. pl.; p.146-151; Jan 89; INT
Houston; Heritage Plaza; Development Process; by Richard Ingersoll; p.47-48; Spring 89; JAE
Houston; Interiors; Law Offices; Billy W. Francis; ph.; p.278-281; June 89; ID
Houston; Residence; Purser & Knowlton; ph. pl.; p.122; Apr 89; B
Houston; Residence; Sharon L. Tyler; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Apr 89; B
Round Rock; Residence; The Cypress; CRS Sirrine; ph. pl.; p.318-319; Jan 89; B
San Antonio; Downtown Shopping, Hotel and Residence; The Cypress; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph.; p.65-74; Apr 89; PA
San Antonio; Low Rise; Grocery Company Headquarters; Critique; Hartman & Cox and Chumney Associates; by M. Stephanie Stubbs; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Dec 89; A
San Antonio; Residence; Hillside; William Hablinski; ph.; p.144-145; Apr 89; B
Solana; Office Park, Southlake; Legorreta Arquitectos; ph. pl.; p.65-74; Apr 89; PA
Solana; Office Park, Westlake; Master Plan by Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; Mitchell & Giurgola and Legorreta Arquitectos; ph. pl.; p.65-74; Apr 89; PA
Sugarland; Residence; Victorian Style; Patricia and Wayne Fisher; ph.; p.44-45; Jan 89; CB
Waco; Near; Church; Catholic; Clovis Heimsath; ph. axon.; p.78-79; Feb 89; A
Westlake and Southlake; Mist Fountain; Peter Walker; by Ann Jarmusch; ph.; p.102-104; Oct 89; LA
Westlake, Southlake; Office Building; Landscape; Solana, IBM; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph. pl.; p.60-61; July 89; PA
Westlake, Southlake; Office Building; Middle Rise; IBM Regional Headquarters, Village Center; Legorreta Arquitectos; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.100-107; May 89; A
Westlake; Interiors; IBM Offices, Interiors by CRS Sirrine; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl.; p.152-157; Aug 89; ID
Westlake; Office Building; Interiors; Cafeteria by CRS Sirrine; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl.; p.154-157; Jan 89; INT
Westlake; Office Building; Middle Rise; IBM Regional Headquarters; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl.; p.100-107; May 89; A

THEATER (Cont'd)

Chicago Theater, Restoration; Illinois, Chicago; Original by Corneliuss and George Rapp; Daniel P. Coffey; ph. pl. sec.; p.230-235; Mar 89; ID
Cultural Center Theater; California, San Francisco; MACK Architects; ill. pl. sec.; p.36; Sept 89; PA
France, Paris; Gigalle Theater, Renovation; Philippe Starck; ph.; p.121-129; Feb 89; INT
Karaza Theater; Japan; Portable Theater, Assembled in Two Weeks; Tadao Ando; ph. pl.; ill. dia.; p.77, 90-93; Mar 89; AR
Neighborhood Theater; England, London, Stephen Green; Architecture Bureau; ph. axon. sec.; p.62-83; Sept 89; A
New York, New York; Acoustic Shell for Winter Garden, Tension Structure; FTL; ph. sec. elev.; p.254-257; May 89; ID
Performing Arts Theater; West Germany, Essen; Posthumous Completion; Critique; Alvar Aalto; ph. pl.; p.94-97; June 89; PA
Theater Preservation, Update; England, London; by Anthony W. Robbins; p.79; Nov 89; AR
Theater for Concerts and Plays, Festival Hall; California, Gerritos, Barton Myers; pl. sec. ill.; p.59; May 89; AR
Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Oriental Theater, Restored Original by Dick & Bauer; Quinn & Searl; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Nov 89; A
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, RECREATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY also

TILE

See CERAMIC TILE

TOYS

Architectural Toys, Their Influence; History; by Nora Richter Greer; ph.; p.68-71; Feb 89; A

TRANSPORTATION

Marine Passenger Terminal; Australia, Sydney; Lawrence Nield and New South Wales Government; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Sept 89; A
Motorcycle Design; Neil Cohen; m.; p.175; Sept 89; INT
Public Arts Program in Transit Station; Massachusetts, Boston; Sculpture, Wall Murals; ph.; p.92-93; Nov 89; INT
See AIRPORT, CITY PLANNING, HIGHWAY also

U

U. S. S. R.

--; Design in the Soviet Union; by Jo Ann Wooding; ph.; p.70, 72; May 89; ID
Armenia, Spitak; U. S. and Soviet Architects Design City; After Earthquake Destruction; by Christopher Arnold; ph. ill.; p.99-104; Oct 89; A
## U. S. S. R. (Cont'd)

Moscow; U.S. Embassy To Be Razed; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.20; Jan 89; A

## UNDERGROUND ARCHITECTURE

Earth Sheltering, Underground Design; by Kenneth Labs and John Carmody; ph. pl. sec.; p.93, 96; Feb 89; PA

## UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Abu Dhabi; Embassy Building; Harry C. Wolf; ill. pl.; p.82; Jan 89; A

## UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

Audiovisual Classrooms; Corporate Education; ph. pl.; p.264-267; Oct 89; ID

Cullen Entry, University of Houston; Texas, Houston; SWA Group; ph.; p.79; Nov 89; LA

### ADMINISTRATION

- Housing Office, University of California; California, Irvine; AIA Honor Award; Eric Owen Moss; by John Pastier; ph. iso.; p.162-164; May 89; A
- Housing Office, University of California; California, Irvine; Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. dia.; p.92-97; May 89; PA

### ARCHITECTURE SCHOOL

- Arizona State University; Arizona, Tempe; Concrete Paneling Details; Hillier Group; ph. det.; p.108-109; Sept 89; AR
- College of Design, Architecture, and Planning; Ohio, Cincinnati; University of Cincinnati; Lorenz & Williams and Eisenman & Trott; m. pl.; p.95; Oct 89; PA
- Laminated Wood Structure, School of Architecture; France, Lyons; Francoise-Helene Jourda and Gilles Perraudin; ph. sec. det.; p.159; Jan 89; PA
- School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture; University of Minnesota; Minneapolis; University of Minnesota; Addition; Steven Holl and Ellerbe & Becket; m. pl.; p.35; Sept 89; PA
- University of Minnesota; Minneapolis; Ellerbe & Becket; m. pl. sec.; p.90-92, 95; Apr 89; AR

### ARTS CENTER

- Center for Visual Art, Ohio State University; Ohio, Columbus; Peter Eisenman and Laurie Olin; ph. elev.; p.46-51; Dec 89; LA
- Center for the Visual Arts, Ohio State University; Ohio, Columbus; Competition; Critique by Vincent Scully, R. E. Somol, Mark C. Taylor; Eisenman & Trott; ph. pl. dia. m. sec.; p.67-89; Oct 89; PA
- Fine Arts Center, Arizona State University; Arizona, Tempe; Details of Glass Block Windows; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. det. axon.; p.65-77, 151; June 89; PA

### UNIVERSITY

#### CAMPUS
- Campus Design and Planning; Roundtable Forum; ph.; p.58-81; Dec 89; LA
- Entrepreneurship Development Institute; India, Ahmedabad; Bimal Patel; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Sept 89; A
- Foothill College; California, San Francisco Peninsula; Ernest J. Kump and Peter Walker; ph. pl.; p.52-57; Dec 89; LA
- IBM Palisades Advanced Business Institute; New York, Palisades; Mitchell & Giorgio; ph. pl. dia.; p.65, 84-91; Sept 89; AR
- Mississippi County Community College; Arkansas, Blytheville; Solar Energy; Cromwell, Neyland, Trumper, Levy & Gatchell; ph. pl.; p.103-104; Mar 89; A
- Review of Campus Design; Garrett Eckbo; ph. p.104; Dec 89; LA
- Survey of California Campus Design; California, —; Foothill College; University of California, Santa Cruz; University of California, Irvine; by J. William Thompson; ph. m.; p.52-57; Dec 89; LA
- University of California; California, Santa Cruz; Thomas Church; p.52-57; Dec 89; LA

#### CLASSROOM
- Applied Technology Center; Michigan, Grand Rapids; Junior College, Ferris State College; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. axon.; p.284-285; May 89; INT
- Classroom Building; Colorado, Denver; Auraria Higher Education Center; Hoovor, Berg & Desmond; ph. pl. iso.; p.102-107; Aug 89; AR
- Marine Technology Facility; Washington, Seattle; Seattle Central Community College; Miller & Hull; ph. pl. elev.; p.118-119; Feb 89; AR

#### DINING HALL
- Shops and Information Center; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; University of Pennsylvania; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Feb 89; PA

#### EARLY LEARNING CENTER
- Child Care Center, UCLA; California, Los Angeles; Charles Lee and Elizabeth Lee; ph. pl. iso.; p.118, 126-129; June 89; AR

#### ENGINEERING BUILDING
- Civil and Mining Engineering Building; Minnesota, Minneapolis; University of Minnesota; Myers & Bennett/BRW; ph. sec.; p.109-110; Mar 89; A

#### GARDEN
- Arboretum, University of California; California, Davis; First Prize; Review of Entries; Rachada Chantavirijavit and Ron Wigginton; ph. pl.; p.60-67; Jan 89; LA
- Arboretum, University of California; California, Davis; Second Prize; Angela Porteous and Sheila Lynch-Benttinen; ph. pl.; p.60-67; Jan 89; LA
UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

LANDSCAPE
Vine Maze Garden, University of California; California, Davis; Michael Van Valkenburgh; pl.; p.77; July 89; PA

LIBRARY
Architecture and Planning Library, Addition; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Schwartz & Silver; ill. pl.; p.37; Apr 89; PA
Catholic University; West Germany, Eichstätt; Behnisch Partners; ph. pl.; p.72-74; Sept 89; A
Kuwait University; Kuwait; Interiors by Perkins & Will; PACE; pl. axon.; p.286-287; May 89; INT
Paul Klapper Hall, Queens College; New York, Flushing; Classroom Additions; Beyer, Bender & Belle and Daniel Pang; pl. axon. elev.; p.47; Jan 89; AR
Science Library, University of California; California, Irvine; James Stirling and Michael Wilford; m. pl.; p.43; Aug 89; AR

MASTER PLAN
Campus Planning Survey; by Richard P. Dober; pl.; p.44-45; Dec 89; LA
Campus Planning and Design Survey; by Ellen Posner; ph. pl.; p.46-51; Dec 89; LA
Master Plan and Design of Selected Buildings; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Behnisch Mellon University; Jury Comments; Dennis & Clark and TAMS Consultants; m. pl. ill. ph. pers.; p.113-115; Jan 89; PA
Open Space Plan, University of California; California, San Diego; POD; pl.; p.103; Nov 89; LA
University of California; California, Irvine; Pereira Associates; pl.; p.52-57; Dec 89; LA
Vassar College; New York, Poughkeepsie; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.48-49; Dec 89; LA
Wake Forest University; North Carolina, Winston-Salem; Hunter, Reynolds & Jewell; pl.; p.50; Dec 89; LA

MEDICAL CENTER
Eye Center, Oregon Health Sciences University; Oregon, Portland; Jury Comments; Richard Meier and GBD Architects; m. pl.; p.100-102; Jan 89; PA

MUSEUM
Busch-Reisinger Germanic Art Museum; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Harvard University; Gwathmey & Siegel; iso. pl.; p.38; Sept 89; PA

RECREATION
Physical Education Facility, Lehman College; New York, New York; Rafael Vinoly; m. elev.; p.39; Sept 89; PA

RESEARCH FACILITY
Center for Advanced Biology and Medicine; New Jersey, New Brunswick; Rutgers University; Payette Associates; sec. pl.; p.94-99; Mar 89; A

UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

RESEARCH FACILITY (Cont'd)
Center for Urban Horticulture; Washington, Seattle; University of Washington; Douglas Research Conservatory; Jones & Jones; by Timothy B. McDonald; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Mar 89; A
Computer Research Center, University of Waterloo; Canada, Ontario, Waterloo; IKOY Partnership and Mathers & Haldenby; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.122-127; Oct 89; AR
Manufacturing Research Center; Georgia, Atlanta; Georgia Institute of Technology; Lord & Sargent; pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.93-95; Jan 89; PA
National Center for Physical Acoustics; Mississippi, University; University of Mississippi; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; ill. pl.; p.94-99; Mar 89; A
Research Institute and Pittsburg Tech Center; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Carnegie Mellon University; Two Complementary Laboratories; Eisenman Architects and Damianos Associates; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.92-93; Oct 89; PA
Software Engineering Institute; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Carnegie Mellon Institute; Bohin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski and Burt Hill, Kosar & Rittelmann; ph. pl. dia. det. iso.; p.77-83; Mar 89; AR
Solar Hydrogen Research, University of Stuttgart; West Germany, Stuttgart; Behnisch Partners; ph.; pl.; p.72-75; Sept 89; A

RESIDENTIAL
Dormitories, Dartmouth College; New Hampshire, Hanover; Andres, Zimmerman and Morton Hall; Herbert S. Newman; ph. pl.; p.108, 116-117; Oct 89; AR
Dormitories, Escuela Agricola Panamericana; Honduras; Oudens & Knoop; ph.; p.89; Jan 89; A
Dormitories; Building Types Study; ph. pl. iso.; p.108-121; Oct 89; AR
Dormitory Tower, Barnard College; New York, New York; Centennial Hall; James Stewart Polshek; ph. pl.; p.108, 112-115; Oct 89; AR
Dormitory, Princeton University; New Jersey, Princeton; Clapp Hall; Koetter & Kim; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.108, 118-121; Oct 89; AR
Faculty Housing, University of California; California, Santa Barbara; IBI Group and L. Paul Zajfen; ph. pl.; p.78; Oct 89; A

SCIENCE CENTER
Chemistry Building, Vassar College; New York, Poughkeepsie; Uses of Plate Glass and Glass Block; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. det.; p.111; Mar 89; PA
Pacific Institute of Natural Sciences; Oregon, Ashland; Southern Oregon State College; BOOR/A; elev. pl.; p.34; Apr 89; PA

STUDENT CENTER
Book Store; University of Minnesota; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Myers & Bennett/BRW; ph. sec.; p.107-109; Mar 89; A
UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

THEATER
Performing Arts Center, Cornell University; New York, Ithaca; James Stirling and Michael Wilford; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.46-53; Nov 89; A
Performing Arts Center, Cornell University; New York, Ithaca; James Stirling and Michael Wilford and Wank, Adams, & Slavin; ph. pl. sec.; p.83, 98-107; Oct 89; AR
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION also

URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS

42nd Street Redevelopment; New York, New York; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and Robert A. M. Stern; m.; p.85; June 89; AR
Apartment, Offices, Retail; Massachusetts, Boston; Heritage on the Garden; Compared with San Francisco Development; Architects Collaborative; ph. pl. sec.; p.122-127; May 89; AR
Atrium, Rincon Center; California, San Francisco; Johnson, Fain & Pereira and Meacham O'Brien; by John Chase; ph.; p.64-66; Sept 89; LA
Battery Park City; Critique; New York, New York; Master Planning; Cooper & Eckstut; by Sylvia Lavin; p.16, 20, 22, 24; Feb 89; INT
Battery Park City; Plazas and Parks; New York, New York; Mary Miss and Susan Child and Stanton Eckstut; by Catherine Howell; ph.; p.51-57; May 89; LA
Bishopsgate, Large Urban Project; England, London; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; m.; p.52-53; Feb 89; A
Bridges with Multi-Use Structures; Switzerland; Lausanne; Bernard Tschumi and Luca Merlini; sec. elev. iso.; p.38; Nov 89; PA
Building Types Study; Downtowns Revived; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-105; Sept 89; AR
Columbus Center Controversy; New York, New York; elev.; p.81; June 89; AR
Control of the Image of Public Spaces; by Aaron Betsky; p.37-47; May 89; INT
Design Ordinance for Multi-Family Housing; California, Pasadena; Jury Comments; Center for Environmental Structure and Daniel Solomon and Phoebe Wahl; ph. ill.; pl.; p.116-117; Jan 89; PA
Diplomatic Quarter and Related Facilities; Saudi Arabia, Riyadh; Hainke & Wisher and Bodeker, Boyer & Wagenfeld; by June Tab Opposition; ph.; p.24-27; May 89; LA
Downtown Development Limitation Referendum; Washington, Seattle; p.24; July 89; A
Downtown Shopping, Hotel and Entertainment Center; Texas, San Antonio; Rivercenter Urban Design Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-105; Mar 89; AR
Freeway Megastucture, Multi-Use; California, Los Angeles; Steel Cloud; Studio Asymptote; m.; p.171; Sept 89; INT

URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS (Cont’d)

Friendly, Lively, Safe, Beautiful Public Spaces; Roundtable Discussion of Designers; ph.; p.62-67; Aug 89; LA
Game of Red Dots; Graphics Game; Bernard Lussier; ill.; p.33-34; Jan 89; LA
International Urban Plazas; Survey; ph.; p.29-67; Aug 89; LA
Jefferson’s Suburban Model; Editorial; by Robert Geddes; p.9; May 89; PA
King’s Cross Master Plan; England, London; Multi-Use and Building; Foster Associates; m.; elev.; p.43; Jan 89; AR
Mashpee Commons, Commercial Center; Massachusetts, Mashpee, Cape Cod; First Phase; New Town; Pralltwitz & Chilinski and Ellenwag Associates and Orr & Taylor; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-89; Mar 89; AR
Miller Park Plaza; Tennessee, Chattanooga; Shops, Offices, Performing Stage in Plaza; AIA Honor Award; Derthick, Henley & Wilkerson and Kotter & Kim; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. axon.; p.156-157; May 89; LA
Mixed-Use Building With Eight Duplexes; Florida, Seaside; Town Center; Retail, Offices and Apartments; Steven Holl; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.59-65; Aug 89; PA
Mixed-Use Cultural and Retail Complex; California, Santa Monica; Edgemar Development; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl. sec.; ill.; p.104-109; July 89; AR
Mixed-Use Project; Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Theater District; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ill.; elev. ph.; p.58-59; Feb 89; A
Mixed-Use, Apartments, Retail and Parking; Massachusetts, Boston; Heritage on the Garden; Architects Collaborative; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p.54-55; Nov 89; A
Mixed-Use, Hotel Bellevue; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Hotel, Offices, Retail, RTKL.; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.212-223; Oct 89; ID
Multi-Use Project, Retail, Theater, Parking; Illinois, Chicago; Burnham Park Plaza, Schroeder, Murchie & Lay; ph.; p.181; Oct 89; B
Multi-Use Project; Apartment, Offices, Retail; Massachusetts, Boston; Rowes Wharf; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.176; Oct 89; B
Multi-Use Project; Office, Retail, Residential; Connecticut, New Haven; Whitney Grove; Herbert S. Newman; ph. pl.; p.179; Oct 89; B
Multi-Use Project; Train Station, Retail; District of Columbia, Washington; Union Station Remodeled; Benjamin Thompson; ph. pl.; p.177; Oct 89; B
Multi-Use Project; Australia, Sydney; Plaza, Aquarium, Museum, Shopping; Darling Harbour; MSJ and RTKL and Mitchell & Coulston; by Roger Johnson; ph. m.; p.30-31, 36-38; Aug 89; LA
Multi-Use Triangular Island with Hotel; Italy, Genoa; Il Porto Vecchio; John Portman; m.; pl.; p.41; Mar 89; AR
Municipal Pier and Park; Florida, St. Petersburg; Multi-Use; Restaurants, Retail, Community Center; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.70; Nov 89; LA

121
URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS (Cont'd)

California, Los Angeles: Nature In the City; by Anne Whiston Spirn; ph.; p.112, Sept 89; LA

New Building Downtown: California, Los Angeles: by Aaron Betsky; m. ill.; p.71, 73; Feb 89; AR

New European Urban Plazas: Renewed Historical Plazas; Survey; by Stephen Gardiner; ph. pl.; p.40-49; Aug 89; LA

New Life for Public Spaces: Urban Amenity; by New Life for Public Spaces; New European Urban Plazas; Planning and Survival of Trees in the City; Dis­

PPG Place. Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; by John Hoyt; ph.; p.32-35; Aug 89; LA


PA Awards; New Town's New Downtown; New Life for Public Spaces; Parliament Hill Plan; Parliament Hill Plan; Canada. Ontario, Ottawa; Jury Discussion; m. pl. elev. ill. ph.

New York, Niagara Falls: Renovation Project; by Theodore C. Link; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.83-87; Apr 89; A

Urban Islands: Urban Trees; by Nina Bassuk and Peter Towbridge; ph.; p.130-131; Oct 89; LA

Urban Plaza: California, Los Angeles; Bunker Hill Urban Plaza; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; PPG Place; Unfriendly Plaza; by John Burgee and Philip Johnson; by Lawrence Hoistain, Jr.; ph.; p.60-63; Dec 89; A

Introduction of Trees in the City; Discussion of Landscape Designers; ph.; p.52-55; Sept 89; LA

Plaza Renaissance in the U.S.; Survey of Urban Plazas; by Roger Cohn; ph. pl. ill.; p.54-61; Aug 89; LA

Plaza Tapeata, Downtown: Mexico, Guadalajara; Juan Gil Elizondo; ph. pl.; p.50-53; Aug 89; LA

Plaza, La Defense; France, Paris; ph.; p.40-49; Aug 89; LA

Prince Charles' Architectural Controversy in England; by Prince Charles' Architectural Criticism; by Peter Davey; ph.; p.34-38; Summer 89; JAE

Recapturing A Vanishing Way of Life; History; Florida, Seaside; Commentary: Existing and Proposed Building; by Beth Dunlop; ph. m. ill.; p.106-115; Mar 89; AR

Urban Square; Massachusetts, Boston; Copley Square, Reconstruction; Dean Abbott; ph. pl. ill.; p.54-61; Aug 89; LA

Urban Square; Oregon, Portland; Pioneer Courthouse Square; Willard J. Martin and J. Douglas Macy; ph.; p.32-33; Mar 89; LA

Washington, Seattle; Downtown Growth Cap Limits Heights and Densities of Downtown Buildings; by Douglas Gantenbein; ph.; p.51, July 89; AR

Wintergarden, Greenhouse, Downtown Renewal Project; New York, Niagara Falls; Landscape by M. Paul Friedberg; Cesar Pelli; by Kevin F. Lack; ph.; p.67-69; Sept 89; LA

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, SHOPPING CENTER, UNIVERSITY also

UTAH

—; Landscape Design in Great Basin Desert; Study for Industrial/ Business Park; by Jan L. Striefel; ph.; p.112-114; Jan 89; LA

Salt Lake City; Air Lines Reservations and Training Center; Lord & Sargent and MHT Architects; ph. pl. det. sec.; p.128-131; May 89; AR

VENEZUELA

Caracas; Urban Park, Parque Vargas; Stoddart & Tabora; by Anne-Louise Volkenborn; ph.; p.39; Aug 89; LA
VENTILATION

Building a Tight House; Key Steps: by Steve Andrews; p. 19-21; June 89; CB
Dealing With Odor In Buildings; by Forrest Wilson; ill. dia.; p. 95-97; June 89; A
Energy's Impact on HVAC; by William J. Coad; p. 96; Feb 89; PA
Heat Recovery Ventilators; Controlling Moisture, Manufacturers; by Douglas Steege; ph. dia.; chart; p. 27-31; Mar 89; CB
Letting Fresh Air Back Into Buildings; Natural Ventilation; by Benjamin Evan; ill. dia. sec.; p. 72-77; Mar 89; A
Roof Ventilation and Insulation; by Arthur W. Johnson; det.; p. 224; May 89; B
Technology Alters the Indoor Environment; Design, Developments; by J. D. Ned Nisson; pl.; p. 43-44; Sept 89; CB
See AIR CONDITIONING, HAZARDS, HEATING, SOLAR also

VERMONT

Bennington; Dental Building; Burr & McCallum; ph. pl. axon.; p. 94-97; Oct 89; AR
Fayston; Residence; David Coleman; ph. pl.; p. 142-143; Apr 89; B
Norwich; Vermont Prototypes for Affordable Housing; Jeremiah Eck; pl. elev.; p. 47; Sept 89; CB
See AIR CONDITIONING, HAZARDS, HEATING, SOLAR also

VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

South Africa, —; Architecture and Apartheid; Survey of Work; by Graham Owen; ph. pl. ill. biblio.; p. 3-23; Spring 89; JAE
Vernacular Architecture; A Review Essay; ph. pl. ill.; p. 45-56; Summer 89; JAE

VIDEO

Using Video Cameras in Restoration; Examples; by Dennis B. Jones and C. Barrett Kennedy; p. 97-100; July 89; A
See AUDIO-VISUAL

VIRGINIA

Alexandria; Office Building; Landscape; TransPotomac Canal Center; CHK, Paul Friedberg and Anne and Patrick Poirier; ph. pl.; p. 42-49; May 89; LA
Arlington; Elderly Housing; Life Care High Rise; Marriott Jefferson; Cochran, Stephenson & Donkervoort; m. pl. sec.; p. 86; Nov 89; PA
Arlington; Urban Park; Crystal Park; Hunter Reynolds & Jewell; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Nov 89; LA
Centreville; Residence; Virginia Run; Architects Design Group; ph. pl.; p. 130; Oct 89; B
Centreville; Residence; Virginia Run; Burke & Smith; ph. pl.; p. 128, 130; Oct 89; B

VIRGINIA (Cont’d)

Chantilly; Residence; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p. 128-129; Apr 89; B
Charlottesville; Apartment Development; Queen Charlotte Square; Baggett & Grigg; ph. pl.; p. 64-66; Aug 89; B
Charlottesville; New Roofs for Pavilions of University of Virginia; Replicate the Original Tinplate; Original Building by Thomas Jefferson; Mesick, Cohen & Waite; ph. det. axon.; p. 124-127; Feb 89; AR
Chesapeake; Residential Development; River Walk; Eric R. Kuhne; pl. elev.; p. 85; May 89; PA
Fairfax; Residence; Modular Home Award; ph. pl.; p. 222; Jan 89; B
Herndon; Center for Innovative Technology; Architectonica and Ward & Hall; ph. pl.; p. 92-97; Aug 89; PA
Loudoun County; Residential Development; Cascades; Matarazzo Design; ill. pl.; p. 60; Nov 89; B
McLean; Estate House Enlargement; David Schwarz; ph.; p. 28-29; Jan 89; CB
McLean; Residence; Custom Builder Mitchell Racooshin’s Work; by Dave Goska; ph.; p. 8-12; Aug 89; CB
Midlothian; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Buckingham Station; David Furman; ph. pl.; p. 140-143; Oct 89; B
Norfolk; Art Museum; Chrysler Museum, Expansion and Renovation; Hartman & Cox; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-119; July 89; AR
Norfolk; Restaurant; LaGalleria; Haverson & Rockwell; ph. pl. axon.; p. 108-109; Dec 89; INT
Northern; Residence; Prototype, Ryland Groups; Lessard Architectural Group; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Dec 89; B
Reston; Newtown’s New Downtown; RTKL and Sasaki Associates; m. pl.; p. 83; May 89; PA
Richmond, Near; Lewis Ginter Botanic Garden; Environmental Planning & Design; pl.; p. 42-51; Jan 89; LA
Springfield; Residence; Charleston Collection; Residential Design Group; ph. pl.; p. 158; Oct 89; B
Tysons Corner; Suburban Activity Center Study and Plan; EDAW and ADD; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82; May 89; PA
Warrenton; Residence; Misty Run; Martin Organization; ph. pl.; p. 150-151; July 89; B

VISITORS CENTER

See RECREATION

W

WALL COVERING

Textile and Wallcovering Directory; chart; p. 48-63; July 89; INT
See COATING, PAINT also
WALL

Building 'Skins'; Outer Surfaces; Curtain Wall; by Forrest Wilson; ph. p.66-71; Mar 89; A

Canadian Centre for Architecture; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Architecture Museum; Exterior Wall Details; Peter Rose; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.68-77; Aug 89; PA

Ceramic Tile, State of the Art; by Stephen Combining Masonry and Brick; Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems; by James S. Russell; ph. det. dia. table; p.107-108; Oct 89; A

Options, Checklist; by Mark F Williams and Barbara Lamp Williams; ph. dia. det. biblio.; p.101-108; Oct 89; PA

Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems; Guide; Examples; Checklist; by Mark F. Williams and Barbara Lamp Williams; ph. dia. det. biblio.; p.101-108; Oct 89; PA

Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems; Light-weight, Economical and Versatile; Quality Control During Installation; by James S. Russell; ph. det. dia. table; p.124-127; July 89; AR

Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems; Projects; ph. p.186-187; Dec 89; AR

Exterior Wall Systems Accommodation in Building Code; by James Russell; p.20-21; Dec 89; AR

Glass and Steel Canopy Details for Convention Center; by James S. Russell; ph. sec. det.; p.175; May 89; PA

High Rise Building's Carrara Facing to Be Replaced; ph. iso. det.; p.26; Oct 89; A

Historic Review of Office Building Curtain Walls; ph. pl. sec.; p.142-147; June 89; AR

Moisture Entrapped in Construction; Cases; Precautions; by Raymond A. DiPasquale ill.; p.59-60; Sept 89; PA

Preventing Wind Driven Rain Penetrating Brick Walls; sec.; p.48; Mar 89; CB

Stress-Skin Panels for Timberframe Construction; Manufacturers List; by Tedd H. Benson; ph.; p.33-34; Feb 89; CB

Structural Foam Wall Panels; Residential; by Steve Andrews; iso. det.; p.219-222; May 89; B

Wall Sections, Library; ph. elev. det.; p.151; Mar 89; PA

See INSULATION also

WAREHOUSE

Interiors: Spain, —; Textile Company Offices and Warehouse; Pepe Cortes; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-107; July 89; INT

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON

Bainbridge Island; Residence; James Cutler; by Donald Canty; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-79; July 89; A

Bellevue; Downtown Park; Beckley, Myers & Flad; ph. pl.; p.28; Feb 89; PA

Bellevue; Newcastle Beach Park; Jones & Jones; ph. pl.; p.124-127; Nov 89; AR

Castle Rock; Visitors Center, Mount St. Helens; SRG Partnership; ph. pl. axon.; p.90-91; Nov 89; INT

WASHINGTON (Cont'd)

Federal Way; Residence; On-Line Design; ph. pl.; p.22-23; Jan 89; CB

Port Blakeley; Residence; James Cutler; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Mid-Apr 89; AR

Seattle; Center for Urban Horticulture; University of Washington; Douglas Research Conser

vatory; Jones & Jones; by Tim B. McDonald; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Mar 89; A

Seattle; Downtown Development Limitation Referendum; p.24; July 89; A

Seattle; Downtown Growth Cap Limits Heights and Densities of Downtown Buildings; by Douglas Gantenbein; ph.; p.51; July 89; AR

Seattle; Gas Works Park; Richard Haag; ph. pl.; p.80-86; Sept 89; LA

Seattle; Marine Technology Facility; Seattle Central Community College; Miler & Hull; ph. pl. elev.; p.118-119; Feb 89; AR

Seattle; Office Building; High Rise; Washington Mutual Tower; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. pl.; p.126-127; May 89; A

Seattle; Office Building; Middle Rise; NBBJ Group; ph. det.; p.117-118; June 89; PA

Seattle; Residence; Guest House; James Cutler; ph. pl.; p.60-65; Mid-Apr 89; AR

Seattle; Restaurant; 701 East/West; Stuart Silk; ph. axon.; p.31-32; Jan 89; INT

Seattle; Shoe Store; San Marcos; Kelly & Lehn; ph. pl.; p.170-171; Jan 89; INT

Seattle; Washington State Convention and Trade Center; Straddles Freeway; TRA and HNTB; ph. pl.; p.112-117; Feb 89; AR

Seattle; Washington State Convention and Trade Center; TRA and HNTB; ph. pl.; p.75; Feb 89; PA

Seattle; Zoo; House of Elephants; Jones & Jones; ph. pl. elev.; p.92, 96-99; Aug 89; AR

Tacoma; Repairing Union Station Roof; by Valerie Sivinski and Lisa Barry; ph. ill. det.; p.107-110; Nov 89; A

WATER

Desert High Water Table; Oasis Lake is Created; by Shlomo Aronson; ph. sec.; p.110-111; Jan 89; LA

New York, New York; Water in the City Restaurant. Spring Flows Over Rock Outcropping; by Richard Brookhis; ph.; p.50-51; Sept 89; LA

Plaza Reflecting Pool; Massachusetts, Boston; Does Not Invite Participation, Only Viewing; by William H. Whyte; ph.; p.120; Aug 89; LA

Redesigning the Community Watershed; by Robert Thayer, Jr.; ph. p.160; Oct 89; LA

See FOUNTAIN also

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

See CITY PLANNING, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN

WATERPROOFING

Below-Grade Waterproofing System; Elements to Consider; by Bradley Kemphorne; p.48-50; Oct 89; CB
WATERPROOFING (Cont'd)

Brick Veneer with Steel Stud Backup Analyzed; Waterproofing; det. table; p.116-119; Mar 89; AR

Geotextiles as Vertical Drains in Soil; Horizontal Filters and Drains, Embankments; iso. det.; p.207-208; May 89; A

Harvard's Deteriorating Concrete Building Facades; Massachusetts, Cambridge; by I. K. Marcu and J. Moreno; ph. sec. det.; p.99-101; Jan 89; A

Moisture Entrapped in Construction; Cases; Precautions; by Raymond A. DiPasquale; ill.; p.59-60; Sept 89; PA

Preventing Wind Driven Rain Penetrating Brick Walls; sec.; p.48; Mar 89; CB

Weatherproof Masonry Walls; ill. det. sec.; p.133-136; Mar 89; A

WEST GERMANY (Cont'd)

—; Recent Architecture; Behnisch Partners; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Sept 89; A

Berlin: American Architects' Work in IBA Projects; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-; July 89; AR

Berlin: American Memorial Library; Addition; Steven Holt; m. pl.; p.35; Sept 89; PA

Berlin: American Museum Library; Fritz Bornemann; m. pl.; p.65; June 89; AR

Berlin; Apartment Building; Low Rize; IBA Project; Bagnet, Jansen, Scholz & Schultes; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-85; July 89; AR

Berlin; Apartment Building; Low Rize; IBA Project; Paolo Portoghesi; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-85; July 89; AR

Berlin; Apartment Building; Low Rize; IBA Project; Poly, Steinebach & Weber; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-85; July 89; AR

Berlin; Apartment Building; Low Rize; IBA Tegel Harbor Development; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-87; July 89; AR

Berlin; Apartment Building; Low Rize; IBA Tegel Harbor Development; John Hejduk; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-87, 90-91; July 89; AR

Berlin; Apartment Building; Low Rize; IBA Tegel Harbor Development; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-88; July 89; AR

Berlin; Apartment Building; Middle Rize; Tower with Duplexes, and Low Rize Blocks; John Hejduk; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-95; July 89; AR

Berlin; Apartment Development; Low Rize; Lakeside Suburb, Tegel Harbor; IBA Development; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; ph. pl. elev.; p.82-91, 125; July 89; AR

Berlin; Clothing Store; ESPRIT; Sottsass Associates; ph. pl.; p.134-137; Apr 89; INT

Berlin; Office Building; Middle Rize; Ku Damm 70; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl.; p.34; Apr 89; PA

Berlin; Research Institute, WZB; James Stirling and Michael Willford; ph. sec.; p.94-101; Jan 89; AR

Cologne; Hotel; Hyatt Regency, Interiors by Hirsch & Bedner; Novotny & Mahner; ph. pl.; p.10; Oct 89; INT

Eichstatt; Library, Catholic University; Behnisch Partners; ph. pl.; p.72-74; Sept 89; A

Essen; Performing Arts Theater; Posthumous Completion; Critique; Alvar Aalto; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-97; June 89; PA

WEST INDIES

Montserrat, Alliouaga; Resort Condominium; Landscape by Mitchell Associates; Barry Sugarman; ill. pl.; p.76-77; Mar 89; LA

WEST VIRGINIA

Southwest; Chief Logan State Park; Reclaimed Land; Environmental Design Group; ph.; p.93; Nov 89; LA

White Sulphur Springs; Resort Hotel; Renovated, The Greenbrier; Dorothy Draper; ph.; p.224-227; Feb 89; ID

WINDOW

Designing With Windows; Three Architects' Views; ph.; p.23-27; May 89; CB

Glass Block Window Details, Fine Arts Center; ph. axon. det.; p.151; June 89; PA

Historic Review of Office Building Curtain Walls; ph. pl. sec.; p.142-147; June 89; AR

Morris Zeluck, Window Maker; by John Andrews; ph.; p.19-22; Feb 89; CB

Window and Door Survey; Characteristics; Ranked; chart; p.29-31; Feb 89; CB

See GLASS also

WISCONSIN

Kohler; Bathroom Fixtures Showroom, Kohler; Various Display Rooms; ph.; p.276-277; Apr 89; ID

Milwaukee; Mixed-Use Project; Theater District, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ill. pl. elev.; p.58-9; Feb 89; A

Milwaukee; Oriental Theater, Restored Original by Dick & Bauer; Quinn & Seart; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Nov 89; A

Milwaukee; Penthouse Apartment; James McClintock; ph. pl.; p.164; Oct 89; B

Neenah; Residence, Addition; Biggar Development; ph.; p.40-41; Jan 89; CB

Pewaukee; Residence; Avondale, Adult Development; Bloodgood Architects; ph. pl.; p.96; Nov 89; B

Racine; Fiftieth Anniversary of Johnson Wax Building; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Edgar Kaufmann, Jr.; ph.; p.236-237; Feb 89; ID
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WISCONSIN (Cont'd)
Stockholm, Near; Architect's Vacation House; James E. Stageberg; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Feb 89; A

WOOD
Apartment Building; New York, New York; Two Apartment Interiors Reveal Fine Architectural Woodworking; Bentley, LaRosa & Salasky; ph. pl. sec. det. axon.; p.108-113; Aug 89; AR

Destruction of Rainforest, Crisis; Negative Effect on Ecology; Threatened Hardwoods; ph.; p.76-77; Dec 89; INT

Fire Retardant Treated Plywood; Controversy; ph.; p.88; May 89; B

Protecting Cedar-Faced Plywood; Painting and Staining; by Timothy B. McDonald; sec.; p.131-132; Nov 89; A
See STRUCTURAL/WOOD also

WORKING DRAWING
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

Y

YUGOSLAVIA
—; Landscape Design Traditions; Public Spaces; by Sonja Jurkovic; ph.; p.24-26; June 89; LA

Z

ZONING (Cont'd)
Washington, Seattle; Downtown Growth Cap Limits Heights and Densities of Downtown Buildings; by Douglas Gantenbein; ph.; p.51; July 89; AR

Ways to Speed Zoning Approval; by Gerry Donohue; ph. pl.; p.114-117; Nov 89; B

Zoning Incentives and Reductions to Growth; New York, New York; Trade-Offs Evaluated; by James S. Russell; map; p.79; June 89; AR
See CITY PLANNING, LAW also

ZOO
Bioclimatic Zone Exhibit; Tiger River; California, San Diego; Jones & Jones; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Aug 89; AR

House of Elephants; Washington, Seattle; Jones & Jones; ph. pl. elev.; p.92, 96-99; Aug 89; AR

Metro Toronto Zoo; Canada, Ontario, Scarborough; Master Plan, Architecture by Ron Thom, Cliftord & Lawrie and Crag & Boak; Johnson, Sustronk & Weinstein; ph.; p.88-89; Jan 89; LA

New York, New York; Central Park Zoo Remodeled; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.83-89; Feb 89; AR

Tropical Forest Pavilion; Massachusetts, Boston; Huygens, DiMella & Shaffer; ph. pl.; p.92, 100-101; Aug 89; AR

Walkway in Park and Zoo; Mexico, Villa-hermosa; Teodora Gonzalez et al.; ph. pl.; p.50-53; Aug 89; LA

Zoo Entrance; Michigan, Detroit; Landscape by Johnson, Johnson & Roy; Smith, Hinchman & Gyll; ph. pl.; p.63; Nov 89; LA

Zoo Exhibits; Building Types Study; ph. pl. elev.; p.92-101; Aug 89; AR

Zoo Primate Gardens; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Landscape Design by Hanna & Olin; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph.; p.75; Nov 89; LA

Zoo and Aquarium; Tennessee, Memphis; Design Consortium; ill. pl.; p.90-91; Jan 89; LA

Zoo, Central Park; New York, New York, Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo, by Sarah Rossbach; ph.; p.80-83; Jan 89; LA

Zoo, Development Plan; California, San Francisco; Landscape by The Portico Group; Eschierich, Homsey, Dodge & Davis; sec. ill.; p.92-93; Jan 89; LA

Zoo; Georgia, Atlanta; Coe, Lee, Robinson & Roess; by Melissa Greene; ph. sec.; p.84-87; Jan 89; LA

Zoo; Maryland, Baltimore; Maryland Wilderness Exhibit, Land Design Research; pl. sec.; p.19; Nov 89; LA
See RECREATION also
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS

ACOUSTICS
AIR CONDITIONING
AIRPORT
ALASKA
APARTMENT BUILDING
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT
ARBORETUM
  See GARDEN, BOTANICAL GARDEN, RECREATION
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER
ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING
ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
ARCHITECTURE
ARGENTINA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
ART GALLERY
ART
ARTS CENTER
AUDIO-VISUAL
AUDITORIUM
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
BAMBOO
BANK
BAR
  See NIGHT CLUB, RESTAURANT
BARRIER-FREE DESIGN
  See HANDICAPPED DESIGN, HANDICAPPED HOUSING
BATHROOM
BEAUTY SALON
  See STORE
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
BOTANICAL GARDENS
BRIDGE
BUILDING CODE
CAFETERIA
  See RESTAURANT
CALIFORNIA
CANADA
CARPET
CERAMIC TILE
CERAMICS
CHINA
CHURCH
  See RELIGIOUS BUILDING
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
CITY HALL
  See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
CIVIC CENTER
  See GOVERNMENT BUILDING, PLAZA, URBAN DESIGN
CLINIC
CLOSET
CLOTHING
CLUB
COATINGS
COLLEGE
  See UNIVERSITY
COLOMBIA
COLOR
COLORADO
COMMUNITY CENTER
COMPUTER
CONCERT HALL
  See AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
CONCRETE
  See STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE
CONFERENCE CENTER
  See AUDITORIUM, CONVENTION CENTER
CONNECTICUT
CONSERVATION
CONSERVATORY
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
  See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MANAGEMENT
CONVENTION CENTER
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
COST ANALYSIS
CRAFTS
  See ART, FURNITURE
CULTURAL CENTER
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
DECK
DINING ROOM
DISCO
  See CLUB, NIGHTCLUB, RESTAURANT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DOOR
DRAINAGE
EARTHQUAKE
ECOLOGY
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
EDUCATION
  See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY
ELDERLY HOUSING
ELECTRICAL
ELEVATOR
EMPLOYMENT
  See OFFICE PRACTICE
ENERGY
ENGLAND
EVALUATION
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT
FABRICS
FACTORY
  See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont’d)

FARM
FILM STUDIO
FINANCIAL
FINLAND
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE STATION
   See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
FIREPLACE
FLOOR, FLOORING
FLORIDA
FOLK ARCHITECTURE
   See VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
FOUNDATION
FOUNTAIN
FRANCE
FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS

GARDEN
GEORGIA
GERIATRIC
   See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOSPITAL/GERIATRIC
GLASS
GOVERNMENT BUILDING
GRAPHICS
GREENHOUSE
GYMNASIUM
   See RECREATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY

HANDICAPPED DESIGN
HANDICAPPED HOUSING
HAWAII
HAZARDS
HEALTH CARE
   See CLINIC, HOSPITAL, RECREATION, UNIVERSITY/MEDICAL CENTER
HEATING
HIGHWAY
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
HONDURAS
HONG KONG
HOSPITAL
HOTEL
HOUSING
HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY
   See ELDERLY HOUSING
HUNGARY

ILLINOIS
INDIA
INDIANA
INDONESIA
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING
   See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, STRUCTURAL
INSULATION

INSURANCE
   See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE
INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION
INTERIOR DESIGN
ITALY

JAPAN
KITCHEN
KUWAIT

LABORATORY
   See RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES
LAW
LEGAL
   See LAW
LIBRARY
LIGHTING
LITERATURE
LOUISIANA

MAINE
MALL
   See PLAZA, SHOPPING CENTER, URBAN DESIGN
MARINE PARK
   See RECREATION
MARKETING
   See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MARKETING
MARYLAND
MASONRY
MASSACHUSETTS
MECHANICAL SYSTEM
   See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND VENTILATING, SOLAR
MEMORIAL
MEXICO
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MONASTERY
   See RELIGIOUS BUILDING
MONUMENT
   See MEMORIAL
MOTEL
   See HOTEL
MOVIES
MULTI-USE BUILDING
   See URBAN DESIGN
MUSEUM
MUSIC HALL
   See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont’d)

NATURAL HAZARDS
See HAZARDS

NETHERLANDS

NEVADA

NEW HAMPSHIRE

NEW JERSEY

NEW MEXICO

NEW TOWN
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, URBAN DESIGN

NEW YORK

NIGHT CLUB

NORTH CAROLINA

NORWAY

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICE
OFFICE PRACTICE

OHIO

OKLAHOMA

OLD AGE HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING

OMAN

OPERA HOUSE
See AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

OREGON

PAINT

PARK
See GARDEN, RECREATION

PARKING, GARAGE

PENNSYLVANIA

PERSONNEL
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

PERU

PLANTS
See GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN

PLASTICS

PLAYGROUND
See RECREATION

PLAZA

PLUMBING
See HEATING, SOLAR

POLAND

POLICE STATION
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

POLLUTION

PREFABRICATION

PUBLIC RELATIONS
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

PUERTO RICO

RADON
See HAZARDS

RAILROAD STATION
See TRANSPORTATION, URBAN DESIGN

RECLAMATION

RECREATION

REDEVELOPMENT
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, CITY PLANNING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, URBAN DESIGN

REGIONAL PLANNING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING

REMODELING
See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type

RESEARCH FACILITY

RESEARCH LABORATORY
See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY

RESEARCH
See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, RESEARCH FACILITY

RESIDENCE

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

RESORT
See HOTEL, RECREATION

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

RESTAURANT

RESTORATION
See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type

RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING

RHODE ISLAND

ROOF, ROOFING

ROW HOUSE
See RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/TOWNHOUSE

SAFETY
See FIRE PROTECTION, HAZARDS, SECURITY

SAUDI ARABIA

SCHOOL

SCREEN

SCULPTURE
See ART

SEALANT
See WATERPROOFING

SECURITY

SERVICE STATION

SHELTER

SHOPPING CENTER

SHOWROOM

SIDING

SIGN
See GRAPHICS

SINGAPORE

SKYLIGHT

SOLAR

SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH CAROLINA

SOUTH DAKOTA

SPAIN

SPECIFICATIONS
SPORTS FACILITY
   See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY
STADIUM
   See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY
STAIRWAY
STEEL
   See STRUCTURAL/STEEL
STONE
   See MASONRY
STORAGE
STORE
STRUCTURAL
STUCCO
STUDIO
SUBWAY
   See TRANSPORTATION
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND

TAIWAN
TELEVISION
   See AUDIO-VISUAL
TEMPLE
   See RELIGIOUS BUILDING
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
THEATER
TILE
   See CERAMIC TILE
TOWNHOUSE
   See RESIDENTIAL
   DEVELOPMENT/TOWNHOUSE
TOYS
TRANSPORTATION

U. S. S. R.
UNDERGROUND ARCHITECTURE
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
UNIVERSITY

URBAN DESIGN
   UTAH

VENEZUELA
VENTILATION
VERMONT
VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
VIDEO
   See AUDIO-VISUAL
VIRGINIA
VISITORS CENTER
   See RECREATION

WALL COVERING
WALL
WAREHOUSE
   See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE
   BUILDING
WASHINGTON
WATER
WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
   See CITY PLANNING, RECREATION, URBAN
   DESIGN
WATERPROOFING
WEST GERMANY
WEST INDIES
WEST VIRGINIA
WINDOW
WISCONSIN
WOOD
WORKING DRAWING
   See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING,
   COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE
   PRACTICE

YUGOSLAVIA

ZONING
ZOO